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ABSTRACT
PRESTIGE CULTURE AND COMMUNITY-BASED FACULTY WORK
SEPTEMBER 2008
ALAN HOWARD BLOOMGARDEN, B.A. BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY
MPHIL, UNIVERSITY OF BRADFORD
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
DIRECTED BY: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KERRYANN O’MEARA

Higher education has been repeatedly challenged to renew American “social
capital” (Putnam, 1995), and revitalize communities. Amidst the flurry of “civic
engagement” initiatives in higher education, prestigious and well-resourced institutions
have been comparatively less involved. Their incorporation of civic challenges into
curricular and research priorities has been slow and limited. Community-based teaching
and research are models of scholarship that respond to these challenges, but these models
face slow uptake in the settings that can potentially put them to the most influential and
transformative use.
This study sought to understand how the “scholarship of engagement” (Boyer,
1996) is viewed and pursued within highly selective, prestige-oriented liberal arts
colleges. Faculty and institutional culture, specifically local views about the value and
role of community work in scholarly efforts, may shape obstacles and opportunities for
higher education-community partnership. Case studies include interview data from
“triads” centered upon 15 faculty members whose civic work makes them exceptional
within their institutions, contextualized by interviews with at least one colleague and one
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community partner each. Interviews with 61 participants in 7 college campus
communities supplemented documentary evidence of engaged scholarship including
publications, papers, syllabi, institutional and program materials. Comparative and
discourse analyses investigated prestige orientation and views about community-based
practice in local discourse.
This research found barriers to pursuing engaged scholarly work to include
challenges to academic rigor, and challenges to activities appearing to compete with
scholarly productivity. Engaged faculty scholars devised responses to these conditions
and pursued personal strategies to implement engaged projects. These included: aligning
“engaged” with “liberal” learning aims; intentionally integrating or compartmentalizing
“engaged” and “traditional” scholarly activities; and positioning engaged projects as
“having rigor” by emphasizing research. Participants’ models of community-based work
provide clues to possible, productive community engagement strategies in prestigeoriented settings. This study also found and described elements of an “economy of
prestige” that work collectively to shape conditions for community-based scholarly work.
This dissertation further interrogates a paradox that appears to exist, between a rhetorical
embrace of civic engagement on campuses with significant resources, and initiatives that
remain atomized, confined, and often having only marginal impact on local academic
culture.
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PREFACE
I was inspired to conceive and conduct this inquiry into prestige culture and
community-based faculty work from my position at a unique vantage point, at a particular
moment in the history of higher education and of highly selective liberal arts colleges.
Readers may appreciate knowing about that position and setting at the outset, as such
knowledge will help contextualize the purposes, nature and outcomes of this study.1
I became interested in issues of prestige culture and community-based faculty
work in liberal arts colleges while working as an administrator supporting the scholarly
development of faculty, advancing institutional aims as a grants developer at Smith
College. From the day I began 12 years working with Smith faculty and administrators in
November 1996,1 considered and experienced the abundance of human, financial and
intellectual resources in this setting. Throughout my time in that role, I saw close-up the
phenomenal opportunities to bring these resources to bear upon local, regional, and
global community challenges while advancing learning and scholarship. In the talented,
promising students who come through these institutions, I saw the enormous potential
impact that education steeped both in quality and tradition, and in the realities of
community conditions could have. In powerful networks of alumni and alumnae networks I too experience as an alumnus - I saw significant social and political capital.
Yet in my efforts to advocate for connectivity between college and community needs and
opportunities, I also witnessed firsthand the many deep-rooted, often intangible yet
nonetheless powerful obstacles to applying that capital to America’s social and

1 Additional material about this positionality with regard to the work is also included in Chapter 3,
Methodology.
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community challenges. I saw cultural and political sources of skepticism and resistance
that challenged such work. In particular, my role as an advocate for faculty - supporting
the faculty scholarly growth especially among untenured faculty - sparked me to start
asking many of the questions that drive this study, concerning compatibilities between
local and disciplinary priorities, between personal values and professional
responsibilities, and between prestige cultures and community-based research and
pedagogy.
Further, my responsibilities were to support faculty to pursue research funds,
prestigious awards and fellowships, and to build personal and institutional reputations by
promoting institutional assets to build recognition, status, and funding. In one sense, this
made me a professional agent of the very forces and trends (prestige accumulation,
ratcheting of research expectations, etc.) I critique in this study. I worked at times on
projects that involved consortia and partnerships between prestige-oriented liberal arts
colleges, and in ways that included advancing the aims of that orientation. This work
gave me unusual access to the discourses of prestige, conceptualizations of faculty
scholarship, and both the language and practices of institutional “prestige accumulation’'
as articulated by leading faculty and administrators from such institutions.
Readers will also appreciate knowing that I brought to the process of interviewing
faculty and community partners in community engagement work relevant experience and
knowledge that made these conversations much more than a process of graduate student
data collection. Entering the field as an experienced liberal arts college faculty
administrator and as a knowledgeable advocate of both faculty scholarly development
and community-based learning and research practice gave me important advantages and
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had important implications to these conversations. I drew upon networks of contacts, and
upon theoretical and practical knowledge that facilitated entry for me. These assets
enabled me to enhance participants’ experiences in my research by permitting me to
bring resources and connections of value into discussions, just as I learned from the
participants whose work and positions I sought to understand. These aspects infused this
research project with an action research agenda, providing me with the tools to
encourage, assist, and foster community among participants from the very outset.
Instead of accepting any guilt that might be suggested by my complicity as a
functionary of “academic ratcheting” (Massy and Zemsky, 1994), I approach this work
from the point of view that there is a natural compatibility between the liberal learning
goals and especially the leadership development aims held dear by all of the institutions
in this sector, and the community-engaged teaching and research practices under
examination here. Even as this study describes ways in which discourses and economies
of prestige hamper or skew faculty efforts to incorporate engaged teaching and research
into their professional work, I entered this research and remain at its conclusion
fundamentally hopeful. The idea of a “scholarship of engagement” opens the door for the
cultural change regarding what is valued and how by academic cultures. By reflecting on
the intersection between prestige accumulation and community engagement, I hope it is
possible to produce sustainable and meaningful community engagement that is powerful
precisely because of, not simply in spite of, the accumulated forms of capital such
settings have at their disposal.
The sectoral, historical milieu into which I began this work is also important to
note here. I began thinking about community engagement among selective liberal arts
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colleges at a moment (the late 1990s) in which three broad conditions provided special
context for this study. First, higher education most generally was increasingly devoting
great rhetorical, public concern for issues framed variously as matters of "‘civic
responsibility,” “accountability,” “public scholarship,” and other related terms.
Discourses about engagement were, as of this time, finding increasing expression in
higher education’s scholarly and practice-oriented publications and conferences, and
among funders and critics alike. Yet my initial forays into these publications and
conferences led me to a surprising and curious finding. At conferences and meetings I
attended, I found few colleagues from liberal arts colleges, especially few from those
highly selective institutions my own college considered its peer group. I wondered why
this was the case and such wonder helped to prompt this study. Second, the period of the
late 1990s/early 2000s is notable for another trend I was witnessing as a faculty grants
developer. Though largely undocumented and as yet still comparatively unexamined,
this period saw: increasing expectations surrounding faculty research productivity at
many selective liberal arts colleges; increasing emphasis upon undergraduate research
that was both connected with prestige-accumulative outcomes and tied in direct and
indirect ways to faculty productivity; and increasing resources and rhetoric devoted to
supporting the growth of scholarly research at many institutions. I explore this context
and its implications for community engagement in greater detail in an article in
Metropolitan Universities Journal (Bloomgarden, 2007). But suffice it to say here that

the parallel growth and impact of these powerful trends - a civic engagement
“movement” from which those institutions my own considered to be peers were
apparently largely absent, and indicators of steadily, dramatically rising preoccupation
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with research - did not seem wholly unrelated or coincidental to me. Third, and
intimately related to the other two conditions, is the fact that liberal arts colleges were
more generally during this time (and have been since) engaged in particularly energetic
forms of market competition for top students, for donor dollars, and for positions in
external rankings. I learned, from both the cross-campus grant development work I did,
and from the excellent networks colleagues that existed among professionals in liberal
arts college development, that a highly competitive marketplace “mentality” deeply
affected campus discourses and decision-making. I came to believe that this must
provide important context for the community-minded, tenure- or promotion-hopeful
faculty member and wonder how these conditions might play out and relate among one
another. It is my hope that by considering these things together, students of community
engagement and prestige cultures in higher education will gain practical and theoretical
knowledge that can help close the gaps between rhetoric and reality about community
engagement among colleges and universities.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background
Connections between higher education and society have been periodically
criticized as weak, forgotten, or in need of serious repair (Boyer, 1996; Checkoway,
2001; Gumport, 2000; Shapiro, 2005). Faculty research and teaching has been criticized
in particular for being unnaturally disconnected, aloof, and irresponsive to external needs
(Berberet, 1999; Checkoway, 1997; Fairweather, 1996; Kellogg Commission, 1999;
Walshok, 1995). Colleges and universities are said to be witnessing “a growing gap
between the public purposes that need to be served by colleges and universities and the
reality of how higher education is functioning (Newman, Couturier and Scurry, 2004a, p.
3).” Such vital societal functions as “creating a skilled and educated workforce,
encouraging civic engagement in students, serving as an avenue for social mobility, and
establishing links with primary and secondary education” are said to suffer as a result
(Newman, Couturier and Scurry, 2004a, p. 6).
Robert Putnam’s widely discussed study of civic participation in America,
Bowling Alone (Putnam, 1995), helped raise to the forefront public concern that this
growing gap reflects a diminishing wellspring of “social capital” in America. Many
voices of the last decade have complemented his call for restoration and renewal in
citizenship and service as components of education at all levels as an appropriate
response. Higher education scholar Alexander Astin summed up the sector’s
responsibilities and opportunities as follows:
We [higher education] educate a large portion of the citizens who bother to vote,
not to mention most of the politicians, journalists and news commentators. We
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also educate all the school administrators and teachers, who in turn educate
everyone at the pre- college level. And we do much to shape the pre-college
curriculum through what we require of our college applicants. In short, not only
have we helped create the problems that plague American democracy, but we are
also in position to begin doing something about them. If higher education doesn't
start giving citizenship and democracy much greater priority, who will? (Astin,
1995).
While many have, like Astin, emphasized as priorities gaps in democratic education and
citizenship (e.g. Barber and Battistoni, 1994), others have focused on the gaps in
community development left when such rich and capable institutions remain
disconnected from their communities:
Our colleges and universities need a healthy and vital society in which to
flourish. Colleges and universities don't spring up in remote and uninhabited
desert areas. They spring up when there is a society that needs them, provides
them with resources and protects them...The cities and metropolitan regions of
this nation are studies in social fragmentation. Urban and rural, the social fabric of
our nation is badly frayed. It will take years of unsparing effort to repair the social
disintegration that we have allowed to occur. The colleges and universities cannot
stand aside and let others struggle with these problems (Gardner, 1998).
Mobilizing greater charity and volunteerism, however, appears to many as an
insufficient and shallow response to these challenges. Critics charge that a "‘charity
model” reinforces rather than dissolves damaging dividing lines between rich and poor,
between white and color, between campus and community, and define community
service as a matter of goodwill rather than of citizenship or long-term self-interest.
The thousand points of light through which the lucky serve the needy may
help illuminate our humanity, but they cannot warm or nurture our common soul,
nor create a sense of common responsibility connected to our liberty, nor provide
integral solutions to structural problems... To the extent that service has been
reduced to charity, and civic obligation and civic service have lost their place in
our nation’s political vocabulary, it is because we long ago bankrupted our
practice of citizenship. (Barber, 1992, p. 235-236)
Reinvestment in that practice strongly suggests making issues of citizenship and
community development central themes and practices, integrated into educational
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curricula, and given status and value as a result.
From roots in experiential learning and action research reaching back to the
1960s, pedagogies such as community-based learning (CBL) and research approaches
such as community-based research (CBR) have emerged as responses that connect the
intellectual, human and financial resources of the academy with both the challenges of
civic education and community problem-solving (Benson, Harkavy & Puckett, 1996;
Maurrasse, 2001, 2-3; Stanton, Giles & Cruz, 1999; Stephenson & Sexton, 1974; Strand
et al, 2003). These approaches tie civic engagement to core institutional work, and they
seek alignment between learning and research goals and resources, and community
development needs endemic to school systems, health and social service networks, and
civic leadership. Community-based approaches to learning and scholarship have long
existed in disciplines with applied aims and pedagogies, such as education, social work,
medicine, and engineering. But they have also developed strong traditions in research
and learning paradigms among liberal arts disciplines. We may readily recognize these
traditions in sociology and anthropology, but they are also present in the large and
growing "‘gray area” between basic and applied research in the natural and physical
sciences, and in interdisciplinary fields (e.g. environmental science) or in “human” fields
like psychology. From both applied and non-applied disciplinary origins, they have
found growing support in additional comers of American higher education as
enhancements that benefit curricula through experiential, cross-cultural, and civic
learning, and through meaningful, socially relevant and intellectually rich forms of
inquiry. Community-based pedagogies and research models are becoming valued as
much for their capacity to enhance scholarship as for their promise to improve town-
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gown relations and to redress community challenges.
The reception among leading institutions in higher education to the civic
engagement challenge is highly mixed. One might observe, for example, that places like
Stanford, University of Pennsylvania, and Brown University all now have sizable and
nationally-acknowledged centers of community partnership led by prominent advocates
of civic responsibility, supporting various forms of engaged student learning and
community research. We might also note that the last two decades has witnessed an
impressive growth in the membership of Campus Compact, a national organization with
numerous state-based affiliate membership “compacts” that now counts over 950
campuses as members (Campus Compact, 2006). National and state compacts formed
beginning in 1985 emerged from presidential dialogue and a resulting shared vision
among university and college leaders from well-endowed, prestigious campuses, who
signed on to commit talent and resources to improving civic engagement (Antonio, Astin
& Cress, 2000; 390, Morton and Troppe, 1996; 24). This membership growth includes
some of the more prestigious four-year and doctoral institutions, public and private, and
that the growth in various indicators of engaged service activity is also impressive
(Campus Compact, 2005).
Yet at the same time, the call from communities and public constituencies for the
country’s top-ranked colleges and universities to do more and better remains persistent
and vocal (Bacow, 2005; Bok, 2006; Morgan, 2002; Newman, Couturier & Scurry,
2004b; Boyte and Kari, 2000; Schneider, 2005). More definitive empirical analysis does
not yet exist to better compare the response to the call for civic engagement among
among higher education institutions, and such comparisons would likely measure apples
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against oranges anyway as institutional efforts and impacts would vary immensely. A
promising initiative to elicit self-nominations for an optional “Civic Engagement”
classification within the revised Carnegie Classification Scheme may help institutions
self-identify as “engaged” (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
2006). But it remains still difficult to assess or compare institutional efforts against one
another, such that we can understand differences in levels and types of engagement
among different types of institutions, in the challenges and opportunities for community
partnership, and in the transferability of practices and approaches to civic engagement
across institutional cultures and contexts.
Nonetheless, at an initial glance, only a few of the nation’s private, elite
institutions appear as having invested extensively in coordinated efforts to pursue
curricular reform, community renewal, and develop models tor civic engagement,
education and leadership. For example, among institutions with billion-dollar plus
endowments (often correlating with high-ranking faculties, high-achieving students and
exceptional physical and staff infrastructures), few can boast initiatives, institutes and
programmatic initiatives that have achieved notoriety for advancing civic engagement as
a teaching, learning or research venture. These institutions have been recently criticized
for a related failing - to effectively reach students from diverse, high-need communities
(Fischer, 2006). While it is not yet possible to definitively substantiate a correlation
between institutional prestige, and commitment to civic engagement challenges, several
scholars have pointed to the weak showing among top-tier institutions in response to
challenges of civic engagement (Checkoway, 1997; Furco, 2001; Gamson, 1999;
Holland, 2005). Derek Bok laments the fact that a “failure to mount a deliberate program
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of civic education not only gives students inadequate preparation to participate
effectively in government and community. Together with the precarious state of practical
ethics, it also leaves undergraduate education largely bereft of a compelling public
purpose” (Bok, 2006, p. 184). Even without systematic, comparative evidence, the
continuing critique of higher education leads to the questions: where do prestigious and
wealthy educational institutions stand on civic engagement, and; why might their
showing be weak? Overall, top-tier institutions have resources, faculties, students, and
reputations that make them among the most societally significant and leading in their
sector. Does a negative relationship exist between higher education institutions' prestigeorientation, and support for civic engagement? Does prestige-orientation dampen the
willingness or capacity of such institutions and their faculty to react to these otherwise
prominent trends in higher education?
Some indicators of a disparity do exist, for example, between the rhetorical value
given to improving civic responsibility and community engagement among faculty, and
the actual commitments of resources and political support to community-based
pedagogies, research practices, and other partnerships. The latest Higher Education
Research Institute survey showed that while over 80% of all US faculty placed
importance upon college-community partnerships and community service by college
students, far fewer found citizen preparation (61%) or community service (38%) “very
important” or “essential.” Even fewer (31%) reported actual institutional emphasis on
engaged faculty teaching and research among their own institutions (Lindholm et al,
2005). Community-based learning and research approaches are spreading, but are
hamstrung by this ambivalence. These figures might even be lower if the sample was
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only of faculty among prestige-oriented institutions.
We also know that significant market and cultural forces are driving institutions
of higher education increasingly toward a “pursuit of prestige” (Brewer, Gates and
Goldman, 2002). Higher education scholars have been concerned for some time over the
rise of market forces (Newman, Couturier and Scurry, 2004a) and over a rising “culture
of scholarship” that have defined the terms of competition for financial and human
resources among colleges and universities (Finnegan and Gamson, 1996). These forces
have fostered a “positional arms race” for competitive advantage, status, and prestige in
higher education (Finnegan and Gamson, 1996; Volkwein and Sweitzer, 2005; Winston,
2000;). Moreover, the idea that the many forms of “pecking orders” found in academic
life (everything from journals to institutions to departments gets ranked in one form or
another in the academy) would affect the valuation of community work as an institutional
or scholarly enterprise is hardly far-fetched. As mentioned above, the Carnegie
Foundation s introduction of an “elective” category on “community engagement” has
great promise for enabling more systematic tracking and comparison of institutional
initiatives, and of the relationships between other institutional characteristics and the
prioritization of community engagement. But as a voluntary classification, comparative
value will be limited to voluntary participants, and it will furthermore be some time
before this either creates a comparative data resource, or becomes a benchmarking tool
that shapes or influences institutional competition (Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, 2006).
We might nonetheless reasonably presume that the competitive, prestige-oriented
context for higher education institutions would have important effects upon the manner
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and extent to which colleges and universities respond to the challenges of civic
engagement outlined above. Astin (1995) indeed makes this connection:
Why has higher education failed for so long to make good on its professed
commitment to promote citizenship? Many institutions are caught up in the
"pursuit of excellence," which usually means competing to acquire as many
resources as possible and jockeying to build up their reputations so that they move
up the pecking order among similar institutions. Those traditional approaches to
excellence can lead us to ignore academe's own "citizenship" responsibilities,
embodied in our basic purposes of teaching and public service. It is not that we
don't need reputations or resources, but rather that the efforts to achieve them can
become ends in themselves, leading us to forget that they ultimately should
contribute to improving the education and service we pro vide... Just as excessive
materialism and narcissism can interfere with the individual's ability to be a good
citizen, so can an academic institution's preoccupation with acquisitiveness and
self-aggrandizement interfere with its ability to be a good citizen in the
community of institutions and in the larger society (Astin, 1995).
However, little research has specifically sought to analyze the ways in which the
two phenomena of prestige seeking and community-based learning and scholarship
interact. We currently know little about the effects that institutional pursuit of prestige
may have on the local valuation of community work among curricular and research
priorities, and even less about why and how faculty manage to make community-based
scholarship work within prestige-oriented environments. Yet understanding where the
trajectories of prestige accumulation and civic responsibility intersect or diverge is
crucial to fostering more successful and sustainable higher education-community
partnership. The comparatively large influence on higher education of a relatively
smaller number of top-tier, well-off, leading institutions makes what these institutions do
in response to the critiques of civic disconnect significant to the remainder of the sector.
Moreover, the role of elite institutions in creating and perpetuating important networks of
power and influence in American society only further enhances the importance of
understanding how prestige and civic engagement interact, as the educational values.
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practices, and institutional-community relationships they pursue and promote provide the
developmental learning context for the country’s successive generations of leaders.
Statement of the Problem

Boyer (1996) termed reform that connects faculty work to institutional social
responsibility a "‘scholarship of engagement.” The goals of such work include enabling
educational practice to better yield graduates and scholars engaged in communities, and
to foster institutional responses to socio-economic and leadership challenges. But as
Boyer and others acknowledge, transformation from current standards of scholarly
achievement to a “scholarship of engagement” suggests significant cultural change.
What are the challenges to and opportunities posed by the scholarship of engagement
from faculty and institutional culture? How will they be met?
Faculty and institutional culture, specifically local views about the value and role
of community work in scholarly efforts, may be significant in explaining where obstacles
and opportunities lie to improving involvement in community partnership (O’Meara,
2002, Ward, 1998). Campus Compact’s (2004) “Indicators of Engagement” metric
features institutional culture. Variations in institutional engagement are attributed
bioadly to the piesence or absence of: organizational leadership, public accountability,
faculty initiative, administrative support structures, and community pressures (Bringle &
Hatcher, 2000, Morton & Troppe, 1996). Variations in faculty involvement are attributed
to such factors as discipline, gender, race/ethnicity, value orientation, and academic rank
(Abes, Jackson, & Jones, 2002; Antonio, Astin & Cress, 2000).
The nation's top-tier institutions share similar, prestige-oriented institutional
cultures (Iannone, 2004). They also share reputations as places of resistance to
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prioritizing community partnerships and civic responsibility as academic activities. They
are known to be slow and reticent to focus and apply academic resources to community
ends (Checkoway, 1997; Furco, 2001; Gamson, 1999; Holland, 2005). Rarely, however,
have scholars examined directly conditions of faculty and institutional cultures
specifically, interplay between local views about scholarship and about the value of
community work - and their impacts upon faculty involvement in and success with
community-based teaching and research practice.
Literature examining challenges to community-engaged scholarly practice focuses
upon examining and advocating changes to reward systems and definitions of scholarship
(Boyer, 1990 & 1996; Braxton, Luckey & Helland, 2002; Elman & Smock, 1985;
O’Meara & Rice, 2005; Walshok, 1995; Ward, 1998; Zahorski & Cognard, 1999). A
complementary literature focuses upon advocating for ways to represent engaged
teaching and research as scholarship (Driscoll & Lynton, 1999; Glassick, Huber &
Maeroff, 1997; Lynton, 1995). But behind institutional reward systems lay values
shaping and shaped by faculty and institutional culture. One example concerns prestige
“ladders” that shape faculty and institutional priorities - supporting and rewarding work
that gains competitive or “accumulative” advantage (Finnegan & Gamson, 1996; Massy
& Zemsky, 1994). Similarly, epistemologies and stratification among forms of
disciplinary knowledge suggest a hierarchy not only between the priorities that shape
resource allocation and the rewards of tenure and promotion, but also among the very
forms and sources of knowledge that get valued by academics (Schon, 1995). What is
the relationship between prestige orientation, based on these ladders and epistemologies,
and community-based inquiry? The engaged faculty member, within organizational
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contexts characterized by the pursuit of prestige, appears as “exceptional” for his or her
adoption of community-based pedagogies or research agendas as a priority. He or she is
unusual for having successfully navigated these practical, political and ultimately cultural
tensions.
Two initial, broad observations can be made about the discourse on improving
civic engagement in higher education. First, the literature can be generally characterized
as containing more advocacy, both political and moral, than research regarding the
perceived place and purpose of engaged work and its promoted benefits. Citizenship
education, liberal learning, diversity, social change, etc. all appear as vital and valid
proposed purposes for such work. But these views are presented more commonly as
exhortative, hopeful statements, or as theoretical maps to enable faculty or community
service directors to envision and conceptualize the purposes of civic work. Yet little
research places the above challenges of civic engagement in higher education in direct
context with the important cultural and market forces shaping that sector. This leads to
the second observation, which is that faculty work and civic engagement aims are framed
by both critics and advocates of community partnership work as at odds, and as
dichotomous. Commentators speak of the issues and constituencies as pitted against one
another: scholarship versus service; campus versus community; liberal versus vocational
learning; theoretical versus applied; traditional versus community-based
research/pedagogy; higher versus lower knowledge. But are these things inherently or
inevitably at odds? How do those who experience civic engagement amidst cultures of
prestige and hierarchies of purpose in the academy perceive these issues, and the
alliances or constituencies who advocate for or oppose them?
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Advocates of higher education-community partnership, of service learning, of
citizenship education and of accountability in higher education passionately argue for
reform and for greater responsiveness by colleges and universities to societal needs.
There are certainly powerful and understandable explanations as to why both complaint
about disconnect and advocacy for reform are the two most dominant dimensions of the
literature on civic engagement. One particularly passionate one can be found in Barber’s
(1992) critique of volunteerism as inadequate to the pressing challenge to restore
democratic practice and citizenship as components of undergraduate education.
But what if we turned complaint and reformist advocacy around, and instead
sought to understand, celebrate and reinforce successful engagement among a small but
possibly significant group of “engaged scholars” in prestige-oriented environments,
whose teaching and research is essentially civic, and is already addressing important
challenges of citizenship and community development? A “glass half-full” approach,
which examines and builds theory about how faculty are already navigating communitybased teaching and research projects amidst this dichotomous milieu, may help sidestep
the too often polarized discourse and politics surrounding civic engagement, and illustrate
avenues for community-based pedagogies and research approaches to serve students,
scholars, disciplines, institutions and communities all at once.
Pursuing this approach requires the selection of a higher education environment
that shares contextual features across institutions, and a framework for understanding the
institutional and professional arena in which the aforementioned dichotomies that pit
engaged scholarship against pressures of prestige accumulation interact. The cohort of
institutions that Burton Clark called “the romantic element in our educational system.
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and that Matthew Hartley called the “indicator species” for higher education makes for a
particularly interesting institutional context in which the questions of prestige and
research culture, and civic engagement might be explored (Clark, 1970; Hartley, 2003).
Selective, private liberal arts colleges in the words of one commentator:
Seek nothing less than to prepare students for extraordinary lives that will
make significant contributions to the larger society. And, the results are
impressive-inordinately large numbers of liberal arts graduates go on to pursue
graduate degrees, make impressive contributions in the arts and the sciences, and
become leaders in business, government, and non-profit organizations (Stimpert,
2004, p. 43)
They are societally and socially significant both because of this lofty and seemingly civic
aim, and because of the elite strata for whom they have historically provided both highquality education and high-value credentialing or entry to vital social networks. Also,
works about liberal arts college cultures such as Clark’s landmark studies (1970, 1987)
are few and far between.
Researchers have characterized a set of relevant, competitive pressures that likely
affect these institutions just as they do the remainder of the American higher education
system. For example, via study focused on public and comprehensive institutions,
researchers have theorized an “upward drift” (Aldersley, 1995), based on perception of
the Carnegie Classification scheme as a hierarchy, and identified institutional behavior
and efforts that expand missions, offering more and more graduate and professional
programs so as to “climb” the perceived ladder. An “isomorphism” (Morphew, 2000)
has been identified as one important consequence, in which the emulation of structures
and practices of real and aspirational competitors and peers, usually upward on that
hierarchical ladder, leads to the increasing homogeneity among institutions. These
competitive forces affect faculty deeply, via the resulting “academic ratchet” (Massy and
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Zemsky, 1994) and a rising “research culture” (Finnegan and Gamson, 1996) which both
describe pressures on faculty work and institutional tenure and promotion policies to
focus on research publication productivity and high-profile achievements such as awards,
grants and fellowships. And researchers have identified market challenges that relate
specifically to liberal arts colleges (McPherson and Schapiro, 1999; Winston, 2000) that
focus wider forces of economic competition, especially the pursuit of the significant
resources and financial discount rates required to offer the quality liberal arts college
experience sought by parents and students. These are but some of the contributions from
the recent decade’s worth of study of pressures affecting institutions and faculty in higher
education that offer an entry point into examining the interaction of organizational
influences and their effects upon civic engagement
But by contrast, these researchers have not systematically studied the effects of
these competitive pressures on faculty, or on institutional culture specifically within the
private, liberal arts college setting. Faculty work is arguably where the “rubber meets the
road” in assessing institutional receptivity to or adoption of important curricular and
pedagogical innovations such as those represented by community-based learning and
research. Studying the “pursuit of prestige” (Brewer, Gates and Goldman, 2002) and its
effects on faculty promises a rewarding backdrop for study of civic engagement among
the nation’s most selective, well-resourced, and often considered “prestigious”
educational settings.
Purpose

The proposed study seeks first and foremost to explore models of practice among
engaged scholars in prestige-oriented liberal arts college settings, such that I can a)
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identify the themes of challenge and opportunity that shape community-based educational
practice in such environments, and b) enable others in an even wider range of
institutional and community settings to learn from the approaches, conflicts, and
solutions they have experienced and developed. This project will yield insights into
theory, policy and practice for faculty development and institutional initiatives pertaining
to community-based learning, community-based research, civic engagement and
community partnership.
Furthermore, through such exploration, I aim to examine discourse regarding the
place of civic work in higher education and relative standing to prestige-generative
educational priorities in order to yield insights regarding the challenges and opportunities
for improved higher education-community collaboration. I aim to examine the purposes
and methods of faculty teaching and research, the relative status of community-based
forms of knowledge, and the social relations embedded in educational practice and
academic-community relationships.
Assumptions
The most obvious assumptions I make as I set out in this work are that improving
the responsive posture of educational practice to societal needs through community-based
learning and research practice is possible, and that it is desirable. I accept that there are
more and less constructive approaches to these challenges, with comparably more and
less effective impacts on students, faculty and communities. But overall I assume these
are valid ideas and worthwhile ventures.
I am also assuming at the outset that I can construct a relatively apolitical stance
with regard to two somewhat divisive issues. First, in order to study the effects of
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prestige-orientation on civic work, I am attempting to make a balanced critique of the
pursuit of prestige among institutions of higher education. I acknowledge the assumption
is that there are at least some negative effects of prestige-orientation on civic work (an
assumption strongly suggested by the literatures on community-based work and service¬
learning in higher education yet not specifically studied). Yet I remain aware this could
easily lead me and my readers toward a corollary, normative, and fundamentally
pejorative assumption - that prestige-seeking is ‘"bad” in all its aspects. I seek at the
outset to attain a middle-ground here - a wariness of prestige pursuits that enables
sensitivity to and reflection upon their effects on faculty work life, priorities,
environment, and specifically in regard to civic work. Yet at the same time, I aim to
recognize the positive professional, institutional, and educational outcomes possible from
the pursuit of high standards, achievements and rewards that leads to the accumulation of
prestige and its goods.
Second, I am setting out to take an inclusive view of “engaged scholarship*’ such
that I can study the work of those faculty and their teaching and/or research partnerships
that both do and do not have as core purposes the advocacy of social change. There is a
strong political bent to the left built into the history and philosophy of service-learning,
that stems from the intersection of educational reform with 1960s-era social change in the
US. I acknowledge this, and acknowledge my own sympathy to the goals and values of
service-learning as defined by its powerful and indeed compelling social change agenda.
But I am also choosing to deliberately sidestep as far as possible the politics of this
advocacy to the extent that doing so is possible as a conceptual framework, for mainly
two reasons.
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First, an inclusive definition (that looks at community-based work which does and
does not advocate social change as an explicit or implicit goal) promises to set out not
from an idealized portrayal of what faculty scholarship might look like, but instead from
a refreshed look at what it already looks like now. This is the approach taken by Ernest
Boyer (1990) and Keith Morton (1995) in two central contributions to this discourse.
Following their approach and examining engaged scholarship through a wide, inclusive
lens enables me to take into account a wider range of approaches than those tied
specifically to progressive political agendas (diversity, class, social justice education,
etc.). Ultimately, the expansion of tolerance and support for community-based work and
the enhancement of legitimacy for such teaching and research in the academy depends as
much upon an inclusive posture as it does upon rigorous reflection about goals and
purposes. The two aims - to foster educational reform and social transformation, and to
support diverse (both direct and indirect) pedagogical approaches are not inherently
incompatible. I argue that this inclusive, and specifically less politically-charged
approach is more likely to account for overlaps and complementary features between
engaged scholarship and traditional or prestige-driven scholarly value systems, than
would occur were I to create dividing lines between those efforts and: explicit versus
implicit social agendas; direct versus indirect challenges to barriers of campus and
community, class and race; etc.
Second, my focus is particularly upon the interrelationship of the communitybased pedagogy and research model, and prestige. It may therefore be taken for granted
that any initiatives that are more obviously political, or that have political education as a
prominent objective would spark more controversy, inspire more resistance within the
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academy. Even those senior colleagues (faculty and administrators) who are sympathetic
to educational practice with explicitly progressive aims might find it difficult to put
support behind activities that appear (whether they in fact do or not) to value
indoctrination or value-based education more than inquiry and critical thinking, and thus
behind activities that are explicitly political. Such political intentionality is often
considered at odds with a “knowledge for its own sake” paradigm endemic to both liberal
learning and prestige-oriented environments. By contrast, teaching and research
approaches that are less obviously political may be more supported or tolerated, and yet
the question of how their approaches conflict or mesh with the prestige-orientation
(values, culture, practices) remains of equal significance. With compatibility as the core
question and issue under examination here, variation among pedagogical approaches to
include both the political and apolitical, change-oriented and the explicitly or implicitly
conservative, is highly desirable.
Definitions

■

Civic Engagement: “guiding principles” from the Center for Liberal Education and

Civic Engagement (American Association of Colleges and Universities and Campus
Compact, 2003) provide the definition of civic engagement applied throughout this
study. These are presented in full in Appendix D. In brief here, civic engagement is
defined as a commitment to educational, institutional, and research practice that
teaches civic responsibility through college-community partnerships connected
directly to academic work, courses, and activities.
■

Engaged Scholar: defined as one who pursues community-based teaching and/or

research as a significant feature of his or her scholarly work. Engaged scholars
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exhibit an orientation toward civic engagement and community service in the
priorities, resources and activities they devote to community-based forms of teaching
and/or research,
■

Prestige-oriented institution: defined as the college that exhibits trends and

community discourse reflecting some combination of the following
o

high and/or increasing expectations regarding selectivity in admissions;

o

prestige-associated student outcomes (e.g. graduates in positions of national
visibility and/or field-specific leadership);

o

faculty scholarly output (e.g. publications, awards, grants and fellowships, and
national visibility);

o

concern regarding institutional rankings and competitive standing.
Methods

This study proposes 15 case studies of engaged scholarly work among 15 faculty
members in prestige-oriented institutions. Ethnographic data collection, including both
semi-structured interviews and analysis of material documentation (syllabi, scholarly
products, policy documents, correspondence and other materials as made available), will
yield insights into challenges and opportunities for civic work by faculty and by their
institutions. Studies ot engaged faculty” will include interviews with faculty colleagues
and community partners. Interview protocols will investigate institutional climate,
attitudes toward community work, and perceptions of prestige orientation in relation to
ci\

engagcment. Other case participants (colleagues and community members) will

enable triangulation on “success” in community-based activities, avoiding definitions
based wholly upon the faculty member’s view or upon higher education terms. This
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approach will thus “focus less on evaluating ‘community outcomes’ and more on
developing greater skills in using research as a process for sustained collaboration
between universities and communities” (Cruz & Giles, 2000, p. 29), in this case research
regarding the opportunities and challenges for meaningful, sustainable engaged
scholarship in the context of college-community partnership.
Cases will be drawn from liberal arts colleges in New England and mid-Atlantic
states, which exhibit characteristics of a prestige-orientation as defined above. These
make excellent settings for analysis of service and prestige cultures and of faculty work
balance, because of strong prestige orientations and because of competition and/or
ambiguity among faculty priorities (Bloomgarden & O’Meara, 2006). A systematic
process to identify institutions, followed by consultation with Campus Compact, campus
service-learning directors at liberal arts colleges, and others will provide nominations for
case studies via “snowball sampling” (Merriam, 1998: 63). Review of published
scholarship in community-based learning and research (such as is available in education
and disciplinary journals) will farther hone selection and facilitate intentional
construction of a set exhibiting exemplary potential, and demographic and disciplinary
breadth.
Data will be analyzed using the “constant comparative” method, involving
ongoing review and coding for categories and themes, to refine and focus further data
gathering and to enable evolution of theory (Merriam, 1998, 191-192). Discourse
analysis will provide methodologies for eliciting, coding and critiquing issues of power
and prestige (Gee, 2004; Fairclough, 1992). This is important to examining values and
politics in participant views toward scholarship and community work, enabling critical
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review of language, policies, and dialogue, and systematic consideration of indirect
evidence.
Significance

This project will add to research on higher education in four general areas. First,
the study of engaged scholars as “exemplars” will contribute to faculty development in
the traditions of Huber (2004) and Gumport (2002) by identifying strategies and models
for success that others may follow. These case studies promise to yield practical
guidance for faculty and professional development in integrating community work and
civic engagement values into faculty teaching practices and research projects.
Second, it will add to research on prestige-oriented liberal arts institutions.
Higher education research is currently thin regarding the organizational cultures and
competitive institutional and professional conditions of these institutions. Current
understanding of organizational cultures and environmental conditions here is limited
primarily because these institutions are rarely the object of study as a cohort. This
approach will add depth to organizational analysis and models of faculty development
appropriate in the private liberal arts college.

Prestige-oriented institutions, or what are

often referred to as “elite” institutions, play important roles in fulfilling the nation’s ranks
of leaders and in providing sources of knowledge creation and transmission valued by
society. As centers of learning for faculty and students alike and as gatekeepers to
networks of power and class they are central institutions to our society. These
institutions are societally significant because of the social strata they attract and
reproduce, because of their resources, because of their role in modeling educational
practice lor others (e.g. liberal education practices at large universities; models of
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practice at less selective colleges, etc.). The neglect of “elites” in social science analysis
has left fallow vital areas of study involving significant and current divides of class,
power, and culture (Fraser and Gerstile, 2005). This study will respond to that critique.
As these institutions face large-scale generational changes, faculty development relevant
to the institutional setting and yet which aids efforts to provide education and research
attuned to societal needs becomes only more important. Case studies of exemplars, their
experiences and strategies, will serve both purposes. Faculty development issues, such as
the integration and management of community service in faculty work, the development
of research modes as teaching approaches and conversely, of teaching approaches to
inquiry and research, especially but not exclusively as both pertain to community work.
Third, this research will provide the first systematic attempt to examine the
impacts of competitive forces relating to research culture and institutional prestige
specifically on civic engagement among faculty. I hope to accomplish this contribution
by gathering and analyzing data together on: research culture and institutional prestige;
the relationship of community service to faculty research and teaching; and on
community work in the academic curricula and research cultures of these settings.
“Engaged” faculty, and their rich and varied models navigating the difficult balancing act
between professional obligations and community work, have much to offer. But by
going beyond “how did they do it” to examine the conversations and discourse between
prestige and service cultures, we can learn better where community-based pedagogical
and research partnerships can and cannot gain traction in the nation’s prestigious
institutions.
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Fourth and finally, by addressing matters of institutional culture and by
identifying successful models of practice across disciplines, and across departmental and
organizational settings, the proposed research has applied and practical aims to help
inform and guide the future of engaged scholarship for a wider range of practioners in a
hopefully widening range of institutional settings.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview

The aim of this literature review is to map engaged scholarship in relation to
institutional culture, in order to identify key research questions and relevant approaches
to studying them. Part I of this chapter constructs an intentionally inclusive definition of
“scholarship of engagement” (Boyer, 1996) or “engaged scholarship” that embraces
community-based learning (CBL) and community-based research (CBR) as relevant
educational components. I briefly survey personal and organizational factors researchers
have associated with faculty involvement in engaged scholarship. Part II then examines
institutional prestige orientation and sets market and cultural conditions in relation to
engaged scholarship, defining the characteristics of operational “economies of prestige”.
Selective liberal arts colleges, their aims to recruit students with competitive grades and
test scores, and their aims to develop, maintain and reproduce reputation and prestige are
discussed as subject to these “economies of prestige.” Priorities, values, and the pressures
for competition and social reproduction are set in tension with the aims and practices of
engaged pedagogy and research. Part III situates engaged scholars within economies of
prestige as “exceptional actors”. As “exceptional actors,” engaged scholars within
prestige-oriented institutional cultures pose a conceptual frame that defines this study’s
research questions, objectives, and modes of inquiry.
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Part I: Engaged Scholarship - what is it, who does it and why?
The Scholarship of Engagement

Ernest Boyer’s (1996) conception of a “scholarship of engagement” is a sweeping
and widely employed entry point to discussing civic work within the academy. Boyer’s
view is best represented in the following quote.
The scholarship of engagement means connecting the rich resources of the
university to our most pressing social, civic, and ethical problems, to our children
to our schools, to our teachers, and to our cities, just to name the ones I am
personally in touch with most frequently. You could name others. Campuses
would be viewed by both students and professors not as isolated islands, but as
staging grounds for action.
...Ultimately, the scholarship of engagement also means creating a special
climate in which the academic and civic cultures communicate more continuously
and more creatively with each other, helping to enlarge what anthropologist
Clifford Geertz describes as the universe of human discourse and enriching the
quality of life for all of us. (Boyer, 1996, pp. 19-20)
The phrase “scholarship of engagement” has been widely employed to frame policy and
practice regarding curriculum and learning, outreach and public service, faculty research,
tenure and promotion, and other college and university initiatives, in light of civic
purposes in higher education. Driscoll and Sandmann (2006) emphasize that the phrase:
...captures scholarship in the areas of teaching, research, and/or service. It
engages faculty in academically relevant work that simultaneously meets campus
mission and goals as well as community needs. In essence, it is a scholarly agenda
that integrates community issues. In this definition community is broadly defined
to include audiences external to the campus that are part of a collaborative process
to contribute to the public good (Driscoll and Sandmann, 2006)
Boyer (1990) laid important foundations for a “scholarship of engagement,” and
inspired extensive dialogue about the nature of scholarly work drawing attention to
relationships between scholarly work and societal contributions by colleges, universities,
disciplines, departments, and individual faculty. Boyer’s “four domain” framework for
redefining the scholarly work of faculty sought to encourage faculty and administrators to
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acknowledge the full range of activities that faculty in fact already pursue, employing
their disciplinary expertise and professional skills. These “domains'’ include a
“scholarship of discovery” (most closely aligned with what is commonly considered
“research”); a “scholarship of integration” in which the interpretation and synthesis of
learning across disciplines can be considered together; a “scholarship of application"
which emphasizes the bridge between theory and practice; and a scholarship of teaching,
in which the transmission of skills, knowledge, and perspectives via excellence in
pedagogy and communication is valued. Boyer’s aim was simultaneously to
acknowledge multifaceted realities of faculty professional work, and to even the playing
field among varied forms and products of intellectual work such that multiple forms
might be fairly and equitably defined, documented and evaluated. He aimed to erode
artificial partitions among faculty roles while widening perceptions about what activities
that fulfill those roles, so that diverse and creative faculty work could be better valued
(Boyer, 1990).
Boyer later (1996) developed the public dimensions of this framework into a
“scholarship of engagement” that emphasizes the application of knowledge as the venue
by which theory and practice inform each other and produce societal benefits. This work
provides an important framework and agenda for reform of academic policy and practice,
and affects all faculty roles while impacting the community beyond campus walls.
Boyer articulates an institutional transformation that would shift academic culture toward
a culture of engagement, so as to make universities “more vigorous partners] in the
search for answers to our most pressing social, civic, economic, and moral problems
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facing society” (Boyer, 1996; 11), Thus, transformations in faculty scholarship lead to
transformations in institutional citizenship.
Bringle, Games and Malloy (1999) provide a visual representation of the relations
between approaches to teaching and research that helps us envision how a “scholarship of
engagement” might work to conceptually tie faculty roles together.
Figure 1. Engaged Faculty Teaching and Research

Scholarshij

of Enga lement

Source: Adapted from Bringle, Games, Malloy, 1999.
Colbeck and Michael (forthcoming), drawing upon the Kellogg Commission
(2000), conceptualize this spectrum of activities as an “inseparable whole in which the
teaching, research, and service components are teased apart only to see how each informs
and enriches the others, and faculty members use the integrated whole of their work to
address societal needs (Colbeck and Michael, forthcoming). Butin (2006) offers a
similar, holistic view (using “service-learning” to capture the entire spectrum):
The service-learning movement is an amalgam of, among other things,
experiential education, action research, critical theory, progressive education.
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adult education, social justice education, constructivism, community-based
research, multicultural education, and undergraduate research. It is viewed as a
form of community service, as a pedagogical methodology, as a strategy for
cultural competence and awareness, as a social justice orientation, and as a
philosophical worldview (Butin, 2006).
Butin, however, otherwise sharply critiques as implausible the idealism embedded in the
service-learning movement’s politics of transformation, and in its effort to be all things to
all social ills and needs (Butin, 2006). With these limitations in mind it is nonetheless
possible to embrace an inclusive view, that community-based pedagogies and research
approaches provide frameworks for inquiry and learning from and with community
partners. These are discussed next.
Community-based Learning (CBL)

Today, service-learning is the most widely used term referring to “engaged"
pedagogical work by faculty. It is commonly employed by institutions, journals, and
national associations. Jeffrey Howard, editor of the Michigan Journal of Community
Service Learning, offers the following in-depth definition of “Academic service learning"

as “a pedagogical model that intentionally integrates academic learning and relevant
community service (Howard, 1998, p. 22). He adds:
There are four key components to this definition. First, academic service
learning is a pedagogical model; first and foremost it is a teaching methodology,
more than a values model, leadership development model, or a social
responsibility model. Second, there is an intentional effort made to utilize the
community-based learning on behalf of academic learning, and to utilize
academic learning to inform the community service. This presupposes that
academic service learning will not happen unless a concerted effort is made to
harvest community-based learning and strategically bridge it with academic
learning. Third, there is an integration of the two kinds of learning, experiential
and academic; they work to strengthen one another. Finally, the community
service experiences must be relevant to the academic course of study [original
emphases] (Howard, 1998, p. 22).
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This elevates the service dimension of the student experience to a status
equivalent to the academic learning dimension. Service and learning mutually reinforce
each other, with equal significance and value. Service-learning integrates the two as
represented below.
Figure 2. The Integration of Service and Learning
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(Source: Furco, 1996: p. 3)
Notwithstanding Howard’s (1998) priority emphasis upon learning, service
learning is also commonly associated with broader liberal and humanistic development
goals (Zlotkowski, 2001), citizenship development and social responsibility (Barber &
Battistoni, 1994; Barber, 1992), or both. Giles and Eyler draw explicit and relevant
parallels between current perspectives on service learning, and John Dewey’s thinking
about education and democracy (Giles and Eyler, 1994). They point to commonalities
between the ways Dewey (2004) views education, serving to develop a democratic
citizenry, and best practices in service-learning. The cyclical relationships between
reflection and action in learning, and reciprocal benefits to developing learning of skills
and philosophies ot citizenship (Giles and Eyler, 1994). Service learning connects higher
education's “civic engagement” discourse with practical strategies to involve faculty and
institutions in societal challenges via the learning process.
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The term “service learning,” however, has its critics. It may imply a troubling
presumption of charity (Lewis, 2004). Using the term “service” ties student placement in
community-based learning activities to the production of service, and to service too often
and conveniently presumed to be of value or benefit to “recipients” or partners
(Bloomgarden, Bombardier, Breitbart, Nagel and Smith, 2006). Ideally, the integrated
activities described above aim to produce both a meaningful pedagogy, and outcomes
with mutual and equivalent benefits. Critics have charged that this is not always the case,
and that service learning can oversimplify social problems while fostering shallow,
misguided responses of asymmetrical benefit (Eby, 1998; Eyler & Giles, 1999). The
simple act of placing students in the community as learners is not inherently a net gain to
the community organizations who host them. To build into the nomenclature the
presumption of service reinforces the view that benefits and resources move in only one
direction, and this is problematic as a matter of expectations and as a matter of language.
Instead, some institutions (e.g. Princeton University, Mount Holyoke College,
Franklin and Marshall College, Occidental College) apply the term “community-based
learning” (CBL) to frame initiatives in this area. CBL may suggest a benefit-neutral
characterization of this work, one which suggests a pedagogy dependent on experience
outside class and in the community, but which avoids the presumption student work will
be of “service” in ways some critique as either potentially undeliverable (Cruz and Giles,
2000; Eby, 1998), or based on the philanthropic or charity model rather than on goals of
partnership and social change (Eby, 1998; Ward and Wolf-Wendel, 2000). It may also
diminish the degree of embedded yet unrealistic idealism Butin (2006) critiques.
Similarly, discourse among some institutions focuses upon “experiential learning’' to
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comparable effect, with the perhaps additional intention to remove or downplay the
political, social-change implications often tied to service-learning or even CBL.
Ultimately, selecting terms and forms of engagement appears as a matter of local
needs, values, and institutional culture (Ostrander, 2003). Inevitably, competition
between goals for “social change” versus the aim of providing “experiential learning,”
along with competing perspectives upon doing “with” versus “for” the community in
engaged work are important matters of context and discourse (Barber, 1992; Freire,
1970). For the reasons discussed here, I adopt the inclusive term “Community-based
Learning” (CBL), but acknowledge as significant the language and discourse regarding
terminology. This appears as an essential avenue for study of engaged work in
organizational, cultural context.
Community-based Research (CBR)
Engaged scholarship that involves faculty and students in studying societal
challenges with community partners is sometimes called “community-based research”
(Strand, Marullo, Cutforth, Stoecker and Donohue, 2003). Some background regarding
the history of research practice in relation to university-community affairs is required to
understand roots of CBR and the key issues that such work raises.
Educators and researchers whose work takes them to people, organizations, or
communities outside campus have long wrestled with complex ethical challenges that
arise in theory and practice via such interactions. Beyond simply ensuring participants
are protected from harm, educators, sociologists and anthropologists in particular have
developed methodological frameworks for field research that aim to facilitate reciprocal
benefits to participants, and to balance the resource and power differentials between
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academic researchers and subjects that stem from respective social, economic and
cultural positions. These frameworks form the foundations of several relevant traditions
within the catch-all phrase “community-based research” that are worthy of some
explanation here.
Rich literatures on popular education, Jane Addams, Chicago’s Hull House
(Harkavy & Puckett, 1994), Paolo Freire’s work in empowerment and adult literacy in
Brazil (Freire, 1970), and the work of the Highlander Research and Education Center
(Quigley, 1997) illustrate the early- and mid-20th century groundwork in these areas
(Strand, Marullo, Cutforth, Stoecker and Donohue, 2003, 4-6). These efforts employ
educational strategies to empower collaborating participants, by developing together
approaches to problematizing relevant issues, approaches to conceptualizing and planning
inquiry, and by developing skills and knowledge that enables it. Anthropologists in the
tradition of Kurt Lewin and Sol Tax developed “action research” and “action
anthropology” as models to help illuminate the political significance of transforming
research “subjects” into research “participants” as partners in what they saw as the link
between ethics and practice - a commitment to reciprocity. Their work identifies
advocacy of social change, based on reflection and research, as a valid and essential
academic role (Ahmed & Shore, 1995; Lewin, 1948; Stocking, 2000; Tax, 2001). These
approaches have in common the view of research and education as mutually-reinforcing
contributions to the improvement of human conditions, and to the “demystification" of
knowledge production (Quigley, 1997).
Lewin’s ideas of a circular learning-action-reflection cycle (Lewin, 1948, pp. 205206) strongly parallel Dewey’s model of learning from experience (Dewey, 1916,
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Chapter 11). The latter has particularly influenced service learning, but in fact both are
concepts that intentionally tie learning to action. Participatory Action Research (PAR)
goes further, toward a political commitment to equity in the design, creation, and
ownership of knowledge. PAR methodology acknowledges divides that too often
separate expert from novice, higher education institution from community, and these
divides include barriers of culture, class, power, and race. PAR emphasizes deep
commitment to reflective, collaborative process that is both a matter of ethical practice,
and a practical approach to overcoming these barriers. The processes of partnership are
facilitated and its products improved so that impact and sustainability are enhanced (FalsBorda & Rahman, 1991; Greenwood, Whyte & Harkavy, 1993; Park, Brydon-Miller,
Hall & Jackson, 1993). Stoecker explains that “action research” combines theory and
practice in problem-analysis and solution, while PAR draws upon socio-economic and
political analysis of power and privilege to pose researcher and community in more
adversarial, conflictual contexts (Stoecker, 2002). Action research emphasizes
consensus; PAR values social change, challenge to power relationships, and community
organizing around research but ending with structural change.
Academic research that meets these descriptions of engaged scholarship is
sometimes discussed as “applied” research. In contrast with “basic” research, more
concerned with “fundamental” questions or “pure” knowledge, some critique the
hierarchy that is suggested between the two, with “applied” research assigned a
secondary value or priority in comparison with it’s “pure” forms. Ramaley (2005)
critiques this distinction as a false dichotomy that has in fact served to obstruct engaged
university scholarship, arguing that “it is both possible, and often desirable, to conduct
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research while also advancing educational and societal goals” (2005, p. 168). Walshok
(1995) connects “applied research” to an “engaged” scholarly view by defending “basic”
research as a clear public interest, but then advocating as an equivalent priority the need
to apply that basic research to societal ends. By placing application on par as a necessary
and urgent task for universities, Walshok advocates engaged scholarship as a process that
advances the reciprocal partnership society needs to establish and maintain between the
academy and communities:
By addressing these two issues - the increasing importance of the new
knowledge being generated by the nation’s research universities to economic and
social well-being and the rising need for better connections between knowledge in
the university and knowledge in the larger society - it is possible to see the ways
research universities can better serve the knowledge needs of a changing
society...Universities will not organize themselves to serve expanding public
needs without a clearer articulation of what these needs are. Universities will not
integrate the experiences and expertise of individuals and institutions outside the
academy without a deeper appreciation of the invaluable resources they represent
(Walshok, 1995, p. 13).
“Community-based research (CBR)” draws upon these themes and has been
proposed as a model for scholarship that integrates them (Strand et al, 2003). CBR
extends beyond “applied” disciplines, and takes the higher education-community
partnership as a vital framework for productive and sustainable research. Strand et al
(2003) defines CBR as a collaborative enterprise between academic researchers
(professors and students) and community members; as valuing multiple sources of
knowledge and promoting multiple methods of discovery and dissemination; and as
having social action, social change, and social justice as goals (Strand, et al, 2003; p. 8).
Strand et al (2003) presents a framework for distinguishing engaged research from
“traditional academic research” that is helpful, presented below:
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Table 1. Traditional vs. Community-Based Research (Strand et al, 2003, p. 9)
Traditional Academic Research

Community-Based Research

Primary goal of the research

Advance knowledge within a
discipline

Contribute to betterment of a
particular community; social
change, social justice

Source of the research question

Extant theoretical or empirical
work in a discipline

Community-identified problem or
need for information

Who designs and conducts the
research?

Trained researcher, perhaps with
the help of paid assistants

Trained researchers, students,
community members in
collaboration

Role of researcher

Outside expert

Collaborator, partner, and learner

Role of community

Object to be studied (“community
as laboratory”) or no role at all

Collaborator, partner, and learner

Role of students

None, or as research assistants

Collaborators, partners, and
learners

Relationship of the researcher(s)
and the participants-respondents

Short-term, task-oriented,
detached

Long-term, multifaceted,
connected

Measure of value of the research

Acceptance by academic peers
(publication, for example)

Usefulness for community
partners and contribution to social
change

Criteria for selecting data
collection methods

Conformity to standards of rigor,
objectivity, researcher-control;
preference for quantitative and
positivistic approaches

The potential for drawing out
useful information, sensitivity to
experiential knowledge,
conformity to standards of rigor,
and accessibility; open to a
variety and combination of
approaches

Beneficiaries of the research

Academic researcher

Academic researcher, students,
community

Ownership of the data

Academic Researcher

Mode of presentation

Written report

Community
Varies widely and may take
multiple and creative forms (for
example, video, theater, written
narrative)

Means of dissemination

Presentation at academic
conference, submission to journal
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Any and all forums where results
might have impact: media, public
meetings, informal community
settings, legislative bodies, and
others

Community-based approaches to research promise educational benefits to
students that are both specific (e.g. advancement of research skills and training in
methods of qualitative inquiry) and broad (e.g. advancement of civic and moral
development goals) (Strand, 2000). CBR “supports our pedagogical goals and enhances
our teaching effectiveness” (Strand, 2000, p. 95). In this conception of CBR, disciplinary
research skill development is linked to moral and civic learning, and through that link
provides a framework for research and teaching that has wider, integrative potential for
“engaged” faculty and their institutions. Despite this emphasis upon the social
transformative potential, however, the articulation of clear pedagogical and research
training goals and benefits to community-based research suggests educational advantages
to CBR that may be achieved with or without the prioritization of social change or social
justice outcomes. Research and teaching that is integrated in an “engaged” form can both
help faculty integrate disciplinary and methodological approaches for learners, disparate
professional activities for faculty, and aid institutions to support community partnership
in ways that are holistic (Bloomgarden and O’Meara, 2006; Zlotkowski, 1999, p. 87).
CBR thus presents an approach that offers potentially integrative responses to
societal problem-solving (involving teaching and research, students and faculty,
individual and institutional resources). What we learn from Walshok (1995) and
Ramaley (2005) is that research can be an engaged form of scholarship, and it can be
both relevant and productive to both societal and educational ends whether it is explicitly
about social transformation or not. Yet we cannot neglect what Henry Giroux identifies
as the significant transformative momentum created when university researchers
reassert a new politics of sociality in which their work is developed and
nourished through a lived set of concrete relations with those groups with which
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they side politically. Put bluntly, such intellectuals .. .become part of a larger
social movement linked to existing public spheres (Giroux, 1988, p. 209).
Giroux’s view is a message that is both underlying the literature on community-based
forms of research, and often explicit in it. It concerns precisely this potential of
“engaged” research - to positively transform political, socio-economic, and cultural
relations between learners of all types (faculty and students), communities, and the
institutions in both spheres, such that education and community development become
intertwined, reinforcing enterprises through collaborative, mutually-beneficial inquiry.
Who Does It and Why? Faculty Involvement in Engaged Scholarship

A growing body of research has identified personal and organizational factors
associated with faculty involvement in engaged scholarship. Researchers have not only
extensively articulated these factors, but surveys and syntheses of these findings now also
exist (in the literature reviews, for example, in Colbeck and Michael, forthcoming).
These developments advanced writing about what enables faculty and institutional civic
engagement initiatives from largely exhortative works of the late 1990s, to empirical
approaches that offer at least partial answers to the field’s research “agenda” questions
(Giles and Eyler, 1998). This progress enables this section to focus on illuminating key
themes as they relate to the matter of prestige orientation rather than on surveying data
and integrative studies in entirety.
Two types of research examine personal and organizational civic engagement.
First, correlational and exploratory studies examine faculty involvement in engaged
scholarship, variously described by researchers as “civic,” “public,” or “outreach,”
scholarship or service, or by related terms. These works include: surveys drawing upon
large-scale national samples (Antonio, Astin and Cress, 2000; Hinck and Branded, 2000),
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statewide samples (Abes, Jackson and Jones, 2002; Hammond, 1994), and institutional
samples or case studies (Chang, 2000; Jaeger and Thornton, 2005). These are
complemented by smaller-scale studies that employ qualitative or mixed methodologies
(e.g. Hesser, 1995; Holland, 1997; O’Meara, 2002) to explore the questions of “who” and
“why” with regard to engaged scholarship. Findings from related works that draw upon
national data sets to address individual and institutional factors associated with
institutional service (Berberet, 1999) and the institutionalization of broadened definitions
of scholarship (Braxton, Luckey and Helland, 2002) are introduced below as appropriate.
Second, meta-analyses and syntheses have constructed theory about what motivates or
enables individuals and institutions to improve civic engagement (Colbeck and Michael,
2006; Holland, 2005, 1999; Ward, 2003, 1998). These works set findings about
individual and institutional factors within organizational analyses of civic engagement the extent to which organizations have adopted engaged practices or institutionalized
supports and rewards for them. Beyond these two broad categories of literature, the
discussion below also references findings from the broader literature on faculty work to
contextualize personal and organizational challenges and supports to the scholarship of
engagement.
Socialization

Institutional, departmental, and disciplinary socialization are powerful forces
influencing faculty decision-making about how to allocate their time and which activities
they believe have value (Tierney & Bensimon, 1996; Tierney & Rhoads, 1993).
Socialization to devalue public service and resistance to re-defining rewards for faculty
involved in it are powerful forces within the research university (Jaeger and Thornton,
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2005; O’Meara, 2003). As institutions encounter generational shifts (such as the coming
wave of baby-boom era retirements) and hire new cohorts, this raises significant
questions with long-term implications to institutions’ ability to foster engaged work.
Socialization at the graduate level too is significant and possibly discipline-related
(Antonio, Astin & Cress, 2000, p. 385). Rice, Sorcinelli and Austin (2000), Braxton,
Luckey, and Helland (1999) and Austin and Barnes (2005) portray competing pressures
upon new faculty members strongly favoring research output, and also identify
constraints in current graduate education that limit the opportunities to accumulate skills
and experiences relevant to community-based teaching and research. Broadly, these
constraints limit “understanding of the roles and responsibilities of colleges and
universities to the broader society and the ways those responsibilities can be carried out
by faculty members” (Austin and Barnes, 2005, p. 277). “The narrow ways in which
professional work in their fields often seems to be understood” (Austin and Barnes, 2005,
p. 276) are sources of concern for recent graduate students. The picture that emerges
from surveys of recent doctoral graduates is one of concern over the challenges to
establishing successful careers, and anxiety with regard to activities such as community
work that call for both an expanding personal and professional “tool set” and an increased
tolerance for ambiguity with respect to time commitment, scope of work, and outcomes
such as those commonly associated with community involvement.
Rank and Career Stage
Baldwin (1996) reviews a broad range of developmental research on faculty, and
comments upon a developmental framework depicting the career stages of the academic
scholar. He emphasizes the intense, competing pressures to develop competence that
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impact “novice” and “early career” faculty motivation and behavior in all areas (Baldwin,
1996, p. 557). Heavy workloads characterize this phase, including development and
pursuit of productive research practices and avenues, developing courses, pedagogical
tools and experiences. This often coincides with family obligations and other processes
of personal and professional settlement. Of more specific relevance to civic engagement
may be related challenges of establishing community ties and balancing work-life
commitments at the same time.
This work provides context to studies by both Chang (2000) and Hammond
(1994), that indicate faculty in higher ranks, with tenure and more years of teaching are
more likely to participate in outreach activities versus their junior faculty colleagues.
Higher education leaders Nancy Cantor and Steven Lavine (Cantor and Lavine, 2006)
recently lamented the pre-tenure predicament that results:
Scholars who want to collaborate with diverse groups off their campuses
are still pressured to defer community-based research and civic collaborations
until they receive tenure. How many times have we heard, ‘You’d better wait
until you get tenure before you do that’?
Despite their “loaded plate,” the loss of new faculty energy, talent, and momentum poses
an important civic engagement challenge.
Gender
Researchers are divided on whether women are more likely associated with a
commitment to community work. Chang found gender not to be significantly associated
with service (Chang, 2000; 6), confirming an earlier study of the presumed relationship
between gender and service by Olsen, Maple, and Stage (1995). However, Antonio,
Astin and Cress (2000) and Abes, Jackson and Jones (2002) both found women
associated with higher levels of community service by nearly all measures employed
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(Antonio, Astin and Cress, 2000: 380). One study showed 51% female faculty members
to employ service-learning versus 41% of male faculty members (Abes, Jackson and
Jones, 2002, p. 7). Colbeck and Michael (2006) present a meta-analysis of faculty civic
engagement consistent with these findings.
Minority, and Marginal Status

Antonio, Astin and Cress (2000) found faculty of color are involved in and
committed to service in significantly higher proportions than their white counterparts (p.
382). The authors further speculate that those with marginal status are likely to bring
both values and experiences with struggle to bear upon their commitment. O’Meara
(2002) found “90% of the faculty who self-identified as being involved in service
scholarship were women and 25% were faculty of color” (2002, p. 75). Taken together
with those findings above that support a correlation between gender (female) and service,
the commitment to community service appears as strongest among faculty with the least
status in the academy. This should be an alarming concern for the effective recruitment
and retention of diverse talent (Abes, Jackson and Jones, 2002; Bellas and Toutkoushian,
1999). The correlation of service with the work of marginalized faculty furthermore
constrains the value assigned to service as an institutional priority, as it remains an
activity associated with members of the academy perceived by others and self-perceived
as having lower status (Ward, 2003).
Distinctions Between Scholarly Work and Service

Faculty endorsement of engaged scholarly work may be more likely when either
a) stated institutional or departmental missions support public service activity as core
institutional teaching and research puiposes, or b) engaged scholars can present their
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work as traditional scholarship.

O’Meara (2002b) found faculty values and beliefs

concerning the nature of scholarship, institutional direction, and self interest to shape
institutional assessment of professional service as scholarship on four campuses of
varying institutional type. A research orientation may appear to be at cross-purposes with
community-based activity, given traditional norms for measuring research productivity
and given other cost-benefit challenges. Local norms resist supporting engaged
scholarship where the view that “traditional research” requires greater rigor than “service
scholarship” dominates. Where faculty perceive meaningful and resilient distinctions
between research and service, rather than overlaps, interrelationships, or a continuum
between the two (O’Meara, 2002b), a hierarchy can diminishes the relative status of
service work.
Chang (2000) presents rigor as a fundamental faculty concern, best met by
documented links between outreach activities and traditional standards for scholarship.
Braxton, Luckey & Helland (2002) similarly conclude traditional scholarly productivity
is the route to advancing service-learning.

Their work suggests that a demonstrable

increase in respect for service-learning pedagogy as effective and knowledge-based might
come with a measurable increase in academic publications regarding service projects.
“This focus toward more traditional scholarly activities is also one way to foster further
acceptance of activities under the domain of the scholarship of application” (Braxton,
Luckey & Helland, 2002, p. 31). Thus, engaged scholarly work can align with
institutional mission and rewards, even when there has been no transformation regarding
the evaluation of faculty work. In this light, engaged teaching or research that conforms
to existing norms of excellence or output might require little or no change to existing
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definitions of scholarship. However, significant differences among the methodologies
and pedagogies used in various disciplines are likely to affect the degree to which
scholarship and service can be simultaneously pursued through community-based
research and teaching.
Alignment with Rewards
Evaluating and rewarding engaged scholarly work poses important challenges to
institutional, departmental and disciplinary rewards and review systems (Lynton, 1995;
Glassick, Huber & Maeroff, 1997). Yet faculty involvement in engaged scholarship may
depend on a perceived alignment between such work and institutional, departmental, and
disciplinary rewards (Zlotkowski, 1995). Sometimes the challenge is either to enable
colleagues to understand the nature and impact of such work and its relationship to the
academic profession, or to find those who already do so (Lynton and Driscoll, 1999).
Sometimes those challenges are for individuals and departments alike to find or develop
integrative, holistic measures of faculty productivity (Colbeck and Michael, 2006;
Krahenbuhl, 1998). Extrinsic factors such as incentives, rewards, and clarity and
consistency in institutional mission - carry significant weight in faculty decision-making,
and where absent, comprise important barriers to community engagement (Holland,
1999).
Without clear measures for evaluating (and thus, rewarding) engaged scholarship,
institutions lack the policy consensus necessary to signal encouragement, and may
instead signal discouragement to such work. Ward (1998) points to organizational
allocation of service-learning as roles rewarded as service or at best, as teaching activities
- both ol which are considered lesser priorities than research at many institutions.
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Although service learning has the potential to enhance teaching, research,
and service, it is still largely viewed by faculty as a service or instructional
initiative. The faculty member who feels research is the focus of the reward
structure may steer away from service learning. Consequently, specific guidelines
stressing service learning as a component of promotion and tenure are needed
(Ward, 1998, p. 77).
Where community work by faculty is seen as a faculty service role rather
than as a more important and/or more legitimate function of teaching or research
roles could assign such work to activities almost universally less valued by
departments and institutions in comparison with teaching and research
(Zlotkowski, 1995). The view both devalues that work (Ward, 1998), and
misrepresents faculty community contributions as “do-goodism” and
“volunteerism” rather than a contribution to curricular learning goals (Boyer,
1987, p. 216).
Abes, Jackson and Jones (2002) found that for those considering but not already
committed to engaged work, the lack of rewards is a significant deterrent. However,
those already committed to and doing engaged work report extrinsic rewards as largely
irrelevant (Abes, Jackson and Jones, 2002). Faculty who have adopted community work
report that intrinsic motivations to keep doing are more powerful than external
discouragement:
Although the literature suggests that lack of reward and recognition in the
tenure and promotion process is one of the strongest deterrents to the use of
service learning, only 16.7% of all service-learning faculty indicated that they
might not continue to use service-learning as a result of not having been rewarded
in their performance reviews and/or tenure and promotion decisions for their use
of service-learning (Abes, Jackson and Jones, 2002, p. 10).
It is quite likely, however, that the combination of largely independent faculty work
choices, and deep personal commitments or even a certain “bravado'’ among faculty who
have made them and pursued such work would dampen any expression of concern over
external ambivalence or even disapproval.
Hammond (1994) found only a relatively small proportion of faculty (20% of 163
service-learning instructors) believed community-based scholarship would be an asset in
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tenure and promotion considerations. Abes, Jackson and Jones (2002) considered the
corollary: did the lack of reward deter faculty from pursuing service-learning? They
found that it did not but that instead, the key factors they identified as deterrents were
lack of logistical support, lack of knowledge about the pedagogy, perceived irrelevance to
course matter, and concern for release time (Abes, Jackson & Jones, 2002, p. 11). These
findings are supported by several others (Bringle & Hatcher, 2000; Hinck & Branded,
2000; Zlotkowski, 1995).
Disciplinary Orientation
It may seem patently obvious that faculty civic engagement would be associated
to a certain extent upon scholarly discipline. Specifically, however, researchers point to
factors such as disciplinary standards of professionalism, extrinsic rewards, and
disciplinary norms concerning humanistic content. For example, physical sciences and
humanities faculty emerge as less likely to be engaged, while “social work, ethnic
studies, women s studies, education, and health sciences — fields that focus on improving
people and communities — exhibit the highest levels of personal commitment to service”
Astin & Cress, 2000, p. 384). Disciplinary orientation actually exceeds variant
personal characteristics as a powerful and residual influence of graduate level
disciplinary socialization. This is evidenced by aversion among faculty in fields
negatively associated with commitment to service:
While there is unquestionably a fair amount of self-selection into these
[individualistic] fields, the fact that the fields remained significant predictors even
after controlling for all personal variables indicates cultural influences in these
disciplines that socialize faculty away from community service in their
professional lives (Antonio, Astin & Cress, 2000, p. 387).
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Abes, Jackson and Jones rank-ordered disciplinary areas from the greatest percentages of
respondents reporting service-learning to the least: social and behavioral sciences (62%);
social work, education, human ecology and agriculture (58%); business (57%); health
professions (51%); humanities (46%); arts (35%); physical and biological sciences
(25%); and math, engineering, computer sciences (18%) (2002, p. 7).
Institutional, departmental and disciplinary culture is also a key theme as both a
matter of orientation and socialization. Chang (2000) found that, as a whole, science and
business college faculty are less involved; while those in agricultural sciences, education,
health and human development, and arts and architecture more involved in work
identified with public service. Stanton (1990) points to places like the College of Human
Ecology at Cornell University, Hampshire College, Michigan State University, and the
University of California at Santa Cruz as examples of civic-oriented institutions. He
explains:
It is no accident that, in general, the institutions that support problemoriented, applied, interdisciplinary curricula...have the greatest faculty support for
an involvement in service-based learning. This form of teaching and learning
results directly from their subject-matter organization and pedagogical approach.
At more traditional institutions, where research and learning are viewed as
separate from the world off campus, faculty, even when they support the goals of
public service, find it difficult to get involved. Stimulating debate on these
fundamental academic issues may be necessary to increase faculty involvement
substantially at these institutions (Stanton, 1990, p. 16).
Especially interesting in this analysis is the juxtaposition of multiple institutional types private and public, university and liberal arts college, traditional and experimental.
Stanton’s distinctions extend beyond disciplinary orientation to factors related to
institutional mission or curricular and pedagogical orientation. Departmental or
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institutional use of interdisciplinary, inquiry-based pedagogies, for example, would favor
community-based learning and research.
Epistemology
Faculty adoption of engaged scholarship is not just a matter of how disciplines are
taught, but of where knowledge is said to come from. In a widely cited article, Schon
(1995) argues that the only way in which “new” forms of scholarship emerging from
Boyer’s frameworks (1990, 1996) will become meaningful will be if we “think about
practice as a setting not only for the application of knowledge but for its generation” and
find knowledge “in our action” (Schon, 1995, p. 29). Individuals and institutions that can
do so can remain adaptive and respectful toward diverse sources and forms of knowledge,
and enable greater responsiveness between higher education scholarship and society.
Consequently, acceptance of this perspective, or at least acceptance of multiple forms of
knowledge and scholarship, facilitates faculty engagement whereas rejection of this view
would impede it.
Colbeck and Michael (forthcoming) propose a complementary framework based
on work by McAfee (McAfee, 2000, cited in Colbeck and Michael, 2006). They suggest
that scholars with an “objectivist” orientation toward knowledge (that knowledge is “out
there” and obtained through inquiry) are less likely than those with a “solidarity” view (in
which knowledge is constructed, experiential, and from diverse sources) to engage in
public scholarship. This is because the latter view more likely supports an inclination to
involve students in community service and research, and is more likely associated with
the skill set necessary to manage the experiential and inherently ambiguous (rather than
linear) processes of community work (Colbeck and Michael, 2006).
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Institutional Support Resources (Infrastructure)
Infrastructural support is vital to the successful spread of engaged faculty work
within an institution (Holland, 1999), and may itself offer encouragement to engaged
scholarly work. Knowledge and awareness of infrastructural or logistical support can
serve as encouragement (Kobrin and Mareth, 1996; Morton and Troppe, 1996; University
of California at Berkeley, 2003). Success in stimulating campus increases in service¬
learning courses and in advancing national increases in the numbers of campuses
adopting service-learning practices is frequently aligned with support for infrastructure
development. Furthermore, the existence of positive university-community relations as
an institutional partnership context into which faculty who pursue service-learning can
expect they might contribute may also constitute encouraging support (Abes, Jackson and
Jones, 2002; Giles & Eyler, 1998).
Similarly, absence of infrastructure can negatively impact engaged work. Abes,
Jackson and Jones (2002) note that “anticipated logistical and time difficulties were not
only the most frequently cited actual deterrents to service learning use, but also the most
frequently cited potential deterrents to service-learning faculty’s continued use (2002;
14). Hinck & Branded (2000) identify as key institutional factors supporting service¬
learning strong presidential and administrative support, clear definitions of service within
campus mission and program goals, supportive faculty roles and rewards, centralized
support organization, a service learning director with status; and public awareness of
college/university center and activities (Hinck & Branded, 2000). Individually, these
conclusions speak to infrastructural factors and leadership, but by the same token, their
absence suggests challenges that will inhibit engaged scholarship on many fronts.
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Institutional Climate
Berberet (1999) focuses upon civility and community culture within the
institution as a determinant of faculty involvement in many forms of service. Institutions
lacking civically responsible atmospheres, that furthermore cannot cultivate collaborative
models of scholarship, cannot foster external engagement. Chang (2000, p. 9) observes
that institutional culture and power structures deeply affect the ways in which
community-based work (what Chang refers to as “outreach”) may be evaluated within an
institution. Cultural conditions may provide a deterrent to engaged work in environments
characterized by disunity, competitive individualism, lacking in social capital (Putnam,
1995).
Teaching Orientation
Concerns for quality teaching are strong motivators for adopting service-learning
pedagogy (Abes, Jackson and Jones, 2002; Hammond, 1994). Hesser (1995) focuses on
faculty perceptions of success - in producing liberal and disciplinary learning through
service-learning - as a reason for the widening adoption of service-learning and thus an
explanation of faculty motivation to use community-based method. Hesser (1995)
surveyed faculty who employed service-learning, examined the positive learning
outcomes they reported, and then extrapolated conclusions as to why faculty find the
pedagogy rewarding and of professional value. The logic is somewhat circumstantial Hesser argues that more faculty apparently adopt the pedagogy as they see colleagues
satisfied with the quality of the pedagogical mechanisms. Nonetheless, teaching that is
perceived as “successful” and “meaningful” does reinforce faculty satisfaction (Austin
and Gamson, 1983).
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Hammond (1994) reinforces the view that faculty will support service-learning
when they see it as a means to provide successful and meaningful learning experiences.
However, Hammond (1994) focuses on faculty satisfaction with the potential or real
output of research from this teaching method. For example, he found that there was a
strong correlation between those who reported strong satisfaction with service learning
components in their coursework and those faculty who found these components to form
part of their scholarly research agenda (Hammond, 1994, p. 25). The pedagogical
efficacy of service-learning (capacity to achieve desired learning outcomes) thus becomes
significant as an institutional matter and not just pedagogical strategy.

If faculty

members believe community-based teaching achieves learning goals more may adopt the
practice (Hesser, 1995), because the belief that teaching will be effective will motivate
(Hammond, 1994).
Both works provide insights from committed faculty who already have adopted
service-learning. But for those wanting but unable to find paths to community-based
teaching or research, the faculty voices in Hesser’s and Hammond’s studies do not
provide sufficiently reflective, specific detail and practical advice about addressing the
important contextual issues. Faculty members do not make choices to embark upon or
avoid pedagogical innovations in a vacuum; circumstantial considerations for choices and
strategies are important.
Modeling Interaction Between Individual and Organizational Factors
Several scholars of faculty motivation and behavior have modeled the complex
interactions among individual and organizational factors that influence faculty behavior,
work lives, satisfaction, productivity, and other indicators of the academic career. These
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models seek to explain, theorize about, and ideally predict faculty response to academic
development initiatives, such as faculty interaction with diversity, adoption of innovative
pedagogies or technologies in teaching, etc.
Austin and Gamson (1983) depict faculty motivation as shaped by the interaction
of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards, focusing on the relationship these rewards have to
workload, personal and professional satisfaction, opportunities and constraints for career
growth, to the perceptions of autonomy and power shaping the faculty work environment,
to the capacity to accomplish personal and professional goals. Their review of
quantitative analyses of faculty workload from previous decades supports Austin and
Gamson’s argument that external pressures have made the academic’s “plate” indeed full.
Pointing out that “faculty are experiencing stress from a decline in extrinsic rewards and
increased workloads” (1983, p. 44), their model portrays this zero-sum, investment and
reward scheme of rationales that encourage faculty members to remain conservative, selfprotective of their time and effort with regard to externally-driven, administrative
initiatives. Blackburn and Lawrence’s (1995) work has joined Austin and Gamson
(1983) as a widely-cited framework. Theirs is notable especially for their conclusion
about the significance of “self-efficacy” (one’s belief in his or her own capacity to
achieve excellence at any given activity) in faculty decision-making. Beliefs and
expectations about self-efficacy deeply shape attitudes about embarking on or
participating in any new ventures.
Other works have used this work to great impact, helping to model individual and
organizational interaction pertaining to civic engagement work (Abes, Jackson & Jones,
2002; Antonio, Astin & Cress, 2000), and helping to apply this model to the development
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and implementation of faculty and organizational initiatives in community-based learning
and research partnerships (Holland, 1999; Holland, 1997). A recent synthesis (Colbeck
and Michael’s, forthcoming) of this literature provides a. highly relevant model,
reproduced in Figure 3 below.
Figure 3. Individual and Organizational Influences on Faculty Members’ Motivation and
Level of Engagement in Public Scholarship Activities (Colbeck and Michael, 2006).

This framework makes clear the organizational and personal characteristics that weigh
upon individual decisionmaking. But most importantly, it highlights the importance of
how these factors interact with personal, psychological views about what is possible and
desirable in faculty work. Employing “motivational systems theory,” this model
highlights the significance of context beliefs, or “perceptions of whether or not one's
environment provides needed support, and emotions,” which situate beliefs about
personal goals and abilities within an organizational context (Colbeck and Michael,
2006). Decisionmaking about engagement in community work, as a component of
academic scholarship, appears thus in an essentially cultural context and not simply as a
function of personal priorities. This context makes such decisions about priorities and
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practices not simply about what individual faculty members themselves believe to be
important or valuable, but about what they believe their local setting will value, support,
reward, or by contrast, ignore, devalue, or actively resist. This model of interactivity
between personal and organizational belief systems and values strongly identifies the
power of local culture to shape scholarly and civic agendas, and the very propensity to
engage in civic work.
P art II: Institutional Culture and Economies of Prestige
Prestige-orientation and the pursuit of reputational status appear throughout the
literature as cultuial matters in latent or actual tension with faculty civic engagement. In
order to study the effects of these forces on engaged scholarship an understanding of
prestige orientation is necessary. What is known about its characteristics, origins, and
about which aspects may affect civic work and why? This section frames prestige
orientation as a functions of the competition for students and the effort to produce
impressive graduates, of the pursuit of reputational standing as derived from that
competition and from faculty research productivity (Brewer, Gates and Goldman, 2002),
and ultimately as a cultural phenomenon that exceeds these market economics. I explore
the ways in which this forms an “economy of prestige” (English, 2005), and suggest that
this economy shapes the organizational climate for engaged scholarship. I then introduce
selective liberal arts settings as economies of prestige that provide an appropriate setting
for the exploration of the compatibility between prestige orientation and civic work.
Culture and Prestige Orientation
A thread runs through the above personal and institutional factors associated with
faculty civic engagement pertaining to prestige and institutional culture. Defining
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“prestige” and its sources is not straightforward, and best done here at the same two
levels of higher education shaping the entirety of this review - the
organizational/institutional level, and the individual/faculty level. At the organizational
level, Brewer, Gates and Goldman (2002) discuss together the concepts of “reputation”
and “prestige” as “assets that allow institutions of higher education to convey nonprice
information to customers (2002, p. 27).” The two concepts differ, however, in that
reputation is outwardly focused, frequently updated, and “based on its ability to respond
to the demands of customers and demonstrate that it is meeting those demands” (2002, p.
28).

In this sense, reputation is based on clearly identifiable, measurable outcomes.

Prestige, however, is more associative than demonstrable: characteristics associated with
institutions of quality replace direct information about outputs as the source of evaluation
regarding which institutions are “prestigious” and which are not. Brewer, Gates and
Goldman cite as examples “trappings” such as “ivy-covered walls” and good sports teams
as evidentiary substitutes for outcome data, where the latter is considered either as
difficult to measure, or not even necessary to create the desired prestigious image.
Prestige is thus inward-focused, drawn not from customer evaluation of an institution's
services but from the views and priorities of “insiders” - administrators and faculty
whose interests “align with the pursuit of prestige” (2002, pp. 27-31). For faculty, Penn
State classicist Mark Munn (1998) provides an eloquent view:
Prestige is the ineffable quality that we seek to measure when we engage
in peer review. Like intellectual property, prestige is something that we as
scholars create, and that commercial interests become adept at acquiring wherever
money is involved. Unlike intellectual property, which is quantifiable and resides
in texts and documents, prestige is a collective process, intrinsically nonquantifiable, and resides in relationships. We, collectively, participate in the
relationships of prestige by citing the works of other scholars with respect, and by
steering our students to them. Those who deal in the business of converting
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prestige into cash do so by controlling key elements in the relationships of
prestige—the well-known scholar, the established journal (Munn, 1998).
These institutional- and faculty-level definitions have in common both the intangible yet
pervasive nature of the prestige asset,” and the insular, self-referencing processes by
which it is derived.
Activities and assets are thus locally defined as “prestige-bearing” by institutional
culture, and the literature reviewed above demonstrates that institutional culture weighs
heavily upon both the individual faculty member’s decision to pursue engaged
scholarship and upon the organization’s willingness to support it. Defined as a “set of
shared attitudes, values, goals and practices” (Merriam-Webster’s, 1996), “culture”
provides a conceptual frame that captures well the effects and outcomes of socialization,
alongside standards of reward, rigor, and scholarly productivity as described above.
Putting these factors into a “cultural frame” for the purposes of analysis can enable the
symbols, rituals, meanings, interpretations, and values to form the focal points (Bolman
and Deal, 1991).
For example, few aspects of college life have greater power to convey academic
culture than does the “ritual” of the tenure and promotion reward system for faculty, or
does the formative power on personal identity that association as “alumnus” offers to
students and graduates. Through institutional culture, outcomes valued by the institution
become expressed through outcomes valued among faculty and graduates. Clark (1970)
describes the symbolic dimensions of the institutional history and values represented
therein as an “organizational saga.”
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Faculty and Institutional Culture and Community Work
The research reviewed above portrays faculty civic engagement as marginal, less
prestigious or as having lower status relative to research and teaching roles.
Consideration of community-based learning or research as a “service” activity, for
example, serves at once to distinguish the activity as separate and distinct from the
institutionally-valuable “learning” that happens through teaching and research, and to
affiliate it with the less-valued and obligatory professional role. Two works in particular
suggest a “prestige orientation” permeating certain arenas of academic culture stands at
odds with engaged scholarship.
Antonio, Astin and Cress (2000) drew important correlations between service and
four “value orientations” - humanistic, status, intellectual career, autonomy career - with
which community service involvement was compared via survey data. Faculty
motivations for community service were found stronger among “humanistic,” weaker
among “intellectual career” orientations. They find the former natural, or a matter of
personal disposition - a “humanistic” orientation is characterized by interest in promoting
racial understanding, social values, helping others, and involvement in environmental
cleanup (2000, p. 379). The weak correlation between community service and “strong
intellectual orientation” reported (Antonio, Astin and Cress, 2000) pits features most
commonly associated with the professorial life - “freedom to pursue interests, intellectual
freedom, opportunities for research, and intellectual challenge” - at sharp odds with civic
work. Reflecting on these findings, the authors speculate:
those who choose academe primarily because of the opportunities it
provides to pursue intellectual interests - are less likely to be involved in or
committed to community service. Could it be that faculty see community service
as lacking an intellectual basis and therefore as being of little intrinsic value?
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Impressions such as these have probably arisen because: a) experiential education
and vocational education have historically been the domain of social work, health
care, and other professional, not academic disciplines; and b) community service
programs are typically coordinated through student affairs offices. Coupled with
the finding that commitment to service tends to be weaker among faculty at more
selective (i.e., “prestigious”) institutions, community service appears to suffer the
same fate as teaching, student affairs work, and remedial education in the
hierarchical value structure of American higher education: Its value drops as
institutional and professional prestige rises (Antonio, Astin & Cress. 2000 pp
388-89).
Findings from Braxton, Luckey & Helland (2002) complement Antonio, Astin &
Cress s (2000) association of prestige and “intellectual orientation” with lower service
activity and commitment From 1,424 faculty in biology, chemistry, history and
sociology at varied institutional types, they compared the independent variable “prestige
of doctoral program” (as determined by National Research Council ratings) with faculty
engagement the scholarship of application, what Braxton, Luckey & Helland specifically
align with Boyer’s (1996) definition of the “scholarship of engagement” (Braxton,
Luckey & Helland, 2002, p. 2 7). Two findings are of particular interest. First, that
significantly higher proportions of faculty can be said to be “productive” in the
scholarship of application when unpublished scholarly outcomes are used as indicators of
performance (rather than solely published scholarly outcomes). Second, they found a
negative correlation between this form of engagement (accomplishment of unpublished
scholarly outcomes) and “prestige of doctoral program.”
These findings also reinforce conclusions that “rigor” is a fundamental concern
with engaged scholarship (Chang, 2000; Lloyd, 1999; Strand et al, 2003). Together these
works raise rich and significant questions about the receptivity among prestigious college
and university cultures to the very idea that students and/or faculty should be involved in
community-based learning or research activities as part of the formal curriculum. Might
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faculty involvement be more likely or extensive where either a) scholarship and scholarly
output are not constrained to narrow or conservative definitions, or b) models for
productivity based on community work exist which simultaneously address criteria for
strong intellectual or prestige orientations and conventional standards of rigor? Although
Strand et al (2003) place CBR at odds with “traditional academic research,” such research
does not inherently necessitate a radical shift in the conception of scholarly production publication could coincide with other forms of presentation and dissemination as
described, even where action agendas and social change goals indeed do permeate the
work.
Institutional implications to this discourse remain significant and point the way
toward additional inquiry. The literature tells us that behind terminology and the framing
of value issues lie vital messages and interpretations regarding local, cultural views about
scholarship, partnership, reciprocity, and about whether there are boundaries between
campus and community. That a tension may exist between prestige values and engaged
work raises questions about language and goals for faculty civic engagement work, and
the operative institutional paradigm regarding the purposes of scholarship. Faculty and
institutional choices about terms and perspectives regarding the application of scholarship
in community work thus become matters of local culture and higher educationcommunity relations.
For example, Lewis (2004) recounts a liberal arts college’s attempt, to mixed
results, to move service-learning curricula from a charity to a social change model.
Central to the campus discussions over the purposes and outcomes desired from
community-based learning were key dichotomies endemic to the burgeoning, critical
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literature regarding social science research and civic work alike: agency versus
community; subject versus partner; action versus empowerment.

Her work raises these

questions: Does local language and terminology suggest a partnership model for learning
and knowledge discovery, or does it suggest a philanthropic or charity view? Does it
require faculty to attend to social change in the community, or does it support efforts to
conduct field research, support volunteerism, or otherwise leave unchallenged existing
social and power relations? Exploration of these questions requires a framework for
understanding the sources, features and functions of prestige orientation.
An Economy of Prestige
The concept of an "‘economy of prestige” provides a useful framework for
understanding the interrelated dynamics, pressures, objectives, and transactions that
characterize the socio-economic and cultural environment of the prestige-oriented higher
education institution. At one level, the pursuit of institutional prestige can be understood
a function of straightforward market economics in higher education, represented by the
competitive drives, to recruit students; to bring in recognition and status via prestigious
awards, grants and fellowships to faculty and via awards, fellowships, graduate school
entries and other status-bearing post-graduation outcomes (such as prominent
professional positions); to advance ranking and relative competitive standing; and to
maintain and expand reputable faculties and departments. These are all measures of
institutional health that Winston (2000) describes as indicators of competitive standing in
the “positional arms race” in higher education, important because they have fiscal value.
This definition of the economy of prestige describes a system of competition for
resources and reputation, competition to attract and support quality students, to enhance
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research reputation and attract resources. Such a concept is supported by Brewer, Gates
and Goldman, who call student quality and faculty research “prestige generators” and add
to them the institutional interest in supporting sports programs as well (2002, pp. 29-31),
There are strong incentives to sustain the cycle of prestige-resource accumulation.
Volkwein and Sweitzer (2006) bear out the prestige/resource-accumulation connection
that is demonstrable among the nation’s older and larger institutions. But more
importantly, they point out the significance of an economy of prestige with the abovementioned dimensions even to small liberal arts colleges. “College age and size remain
as significant indicators throughout the analysis, but average professor salary, SAT
scores, faculty productivity and student-faculty ratio become more important contributors
to institutional reputation” in liberal arts institutions (2006, p. 142).
This pursuit of prestige is indeed thus an economic pursuit in higher education,
but not exclusively so. It is a traffic in indicators of scholarship and prestige that exceeds
net fiscal results. In this sense, the “economy of prestige” in higher education is •
analogous to the traffic in culture English (2005) points out as an economy that exceeds
the monetary value of prizes and awards. English calls this an “economics of cultural
prestige” (English, 2005, p. 4), and explains:
This other economics, which is woven together with, and cannot be
understood apart from, the money economy, is not itself based on money. It
involves such terms as “capital,” “investment,” “endowment,” “return,”
“circulation,” “accumulation,” “market,” and so forth, and it assumes certain basic
continuities between economic behavior (that is, interested or advantage-seeking
exchange) and the behavior proper to artists, critics, intellectuals, and other
important players on the fields of culture. But it does not assume the primacy of
the money economy; it is a matter not of reducing culture to economics, artistic
motivations to money-lust, but of enlarging the notion of economics to include
systems of non-monetary, cultural, and symbolic transaction - what Goethe called
‘the market...of general intellectual commerce’ (English, 2005, p. 4).
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This social and cultural landscape provides a prism through which we might also view
educational purposes and outcomes most valued in a prestige economy, and ask: what are
the valued inputs and outcomes for students in prestige-oriented settings? Do certain
forms of scholarly output and definitions of rigor exist, and how might they affect the
climate for engaged work? Standards of “rigor” in learning and standards of output in
scholarship thus define an economy of exchange, in which civic work may be constrained
from achieving competitive standing or valuation by its very features (Lloyd, 1999). The
features of higher education prestige economics are explored below, in relation to social
theories about prestige culture and elitism.
Cultures of Prestige and Elite Reproduction
Bourdieu s analysis of social and cultural reproduction in higher education
(Bourdieu, 1988) helps us understand cultural dimensions to prestige-seeking as built
upon class, power, and related socio-economic concerns. “Habitus,” which describes the
socially-constructed dispositions and belief systems of individuals, presents a way to
understand how individuals internalize, embody, and perpetuate characteristics of class,
and associated expressions of class culture and values. Habitus stresses the relation
between individual and environment, one to be analyzed and understood as a “Discourse”
(Gee, 2005). In this case a Discourse of prestige-oriented college culture might direct
attention to faculty roles, institutional priorities, and the interplay among the valued
activities and forms of knowledge within the local culture. Understanding that habitus
can help discern whether and how faculty in prestige-oriented settings see local
regularities in thought, aspirations, dispositions, patterns of appreciation, and strategies
of action that are linked to the positions persons occupy in the social structure they
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continually reproduce (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991a, p. 26).” Bourdieu helps frame
underlying concerns with rigor, definitions of scholarship, epistemologies (higher and
lower knowledge), class, and reproduction of culture among scholars as matters of
cultural reproduction among students, and as concerns stemming from the drive to
reproduce power and class relations between faculty and institutions, and communities.
Breneman (1994) offers a concrete example of how it is not only the pursuit and
maintenance of prestige but also processes of social reproduction that are significant.
The cycle of liberal arts institutions graduating and then hiring its graduates later as
faculty members has become a significant, valued characteristic of the culture
(Breneman, 1994, pp. 5 and 103). That faculties in prestigious settings draw upon their
institutional graduates as their primary pipeline source is a cycle well-documented by
Youn (1988). A vital finding of Youn’s completes the circle, as he found strong
correlations to exist between prestigious Ph.D. producers and prestigious liberal arts
colleges as employers: “It seems that there is an institutional career line linked between
training at elite research institutions and teaching at elite and selective teaching
institutions (Youn, 1988, p. 208).” We might plausibly extrapolate this into a picture of a
relatively closed social reproductive system, based on research (discussed in detail later
in this review) that connects institutional emphasis upon providing selective liberal arts
college students with research experiences, the importance of putting them into
prestigious graduate programs and the value of accumulated institutional status based
upon the fruits of that particular definition of success (Annapolis Group, 1998; Astin &
Chang, 1995; Davis-Van Atta, 1985; McCaughey, 1994).
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Bowen, Kurzweil and Tobin (2005) further reinforce the cultural and social view
of these environments as self-reproducing “bastions of privilege,” reflected in “the
disproportionately large number of graduates of these schools who come from the top
rungs of American society” (Bowen, Kurzweil and Tobin, 2005, p. 135; Fantasia, 2004).
Bourdieu (1988) tells us that elites work to reproduce their own norms, values, and socio¬
economic relations, and draws our attention specifically to how forces of class and power
reproduction shape the cohorts of individuals who reach the echelons of the faculty and
as a consequence create institutions that deeply resist change (pp. 207-215).

The closed

circle Breneman highlights could bolster existing conditions of social and cultural
insularity in these colleges, resisting change in or the adoption of new norms and
practices such as those engaged teaching and scholarship suggest. Liberal arts colleges
long associated with private wealth, power, and majority cultures in the United States
provide an organizational setting highly reflective of the academe that reinforces and
reproduces social class relations, such as France’s “ecoles” (Bourdieu, 1988).
One education scholar who has applied these concepts to understanding American
elite liberal arts education culture is Karen Arnold. In Getting to the top: What role do
elite colleges play? (2002), she presents the considerable evidence that correlates
baccalaureate institutional prestige to elite production (and reproduction). Arnold studied
valedictoiians and Rhodes scholars, and demonstrates the connection between prestigious
careers and explicitly non-vocational education:
Elite colleges and their students do not reflect the growing national trend
toward vocational majors. Most of the high school valedictorians attended
moderately selective universities, where they majored most often in vocational
areas such as business, engineering, health sciences, and education. Rhodes
scholars, in contrast, completed undergraduate majors in traditional liberal arts
and sciences disciplines and in individualized, honors, and general humanities
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programs. Liberal arts study, scholarly discourse, and learning for its own sake
are particularly valued at highly prestigious colleges and universities.
Paradoxically, these nonvocational approaches lead to the apex of adult vocations
(Arnold, 2002, p. 8).
This analysis makes it easy to see why a faculty member or administrator in a prestigeoriented institution would be unlikely to embrace educational approaches perceived as
“vocational”, where such approaches results in apparently lesser outcomes for students,
and would likely diminish rather than enhance the standing of their institution in the long
run. Chaffee (1984) and Breneman (1994) similarly argue that an anti-vocationalism
underpins prestige culture. Preoccupation with prestige presents a problem for civic
engagement in part because “community” dimensions to teaching and research projects,
or allowing “purpose” to creep into the classroom, are seen as concessions to this
vocationalism, ones that polarize campus debates over liberal education. For some,
community-based pedagogies and research approaches sanction capitulation to
vocationalism. For others, it promises to deliver quality educational practice while
producing additional benefits. So polarized, consensus about issues that ensue -resource
allocation, curricular and co-curricular priorities, community partnership choices, faculty
rewards - is difficult or impossible.
Arnold’s (2002) work suggests that the definition of success that retains such
prestige is characterized by narrow norms - measured by graduate academic achievement
or material wealth. These terms for defining success permeate and underpin the drive for
prestige, but are not the liberal learning and human development aims mentioned
explicitly in institutional missions. Her analysis also suggests that the drive to prestige
among elite institutions is precisely the force the bolsters and reproduces insularity from
diverse, pressing societal changes: Arnold’s Rhodes Scholar and valedictorian stories
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seem to show that the rise of mass higher education in the United States has led to
increased stratification of institutions in which prestige becomes ever more important in
an ever more competitive environment.
Epistemologies and Hierarchies of Knowledge
The correlations discussed in part I, between epistemology and civic engagement,
beg further exploration (Colbeck and Michael, 2006; Schon, 1995;). Literature on
hierarchies of knowledge and status assigned to ways of knowing in the academy may be
helpful to framing inquiry into the relationships between prestige and community work.
Foundational work to map status relationships among forms of knowledge and
disciplinary methodologies was conducted by Biglan (1973), extended by Becher and
Trawler (2001).
Biglan (1973) tells us that disciplines should be thought of in terms of several
dimensions — the degree of consensus about methods and modes of inquiry connected
with degrees of “paradigm development,” in which “hard” disciplines exhibit greater
consensus and “soft” exhibit greater idiosyncrasy about contents, methods and key
questions. Also important are the extent to which they are concerned with practical
application (“applied” versus “pure” fields), or with living or non-living objects. Becher
and Trawler (2001) explore the social and cultural dimensions to this framework and
draw our attention to the questions of status and validation that emerge:
The disparities that have been identified within subjects and segments,
disciplinary communities and networks have significant effects on judgements of
academic quality, and in particular on the standing accorded to disciplines and
specialisms in virtue of their epistemological and sociological attributes. This is a
matter of some practical concern. H[igher] Education] is suffused with
considerations of value and almost obsessively taken up with the identification of
excellence; grading of a more or less rarified kind is endemic. The placing of
both knowledge fields and those that profess them in a finely tuned order of merit
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has to be recognized as contributing to a much wider process of appraisal, a
process that stretches all the way from the ranking of academic institutions to the
classification of students’ work (Becher and Trowler, 2001, p. 191).
While Becher and Trowler give thorough consideration to various factors associated with
differential status to forms of knowledge and knowing within the academy, they stop
short of discussing the relationship between that knowledge and its forms and expressions
beyond the university or college campus.

But here, however, others weigh in.

“Local knowledge” has been advanced by Clifford Geertz (1983) as a concept that
seeks to counter the scientific preconception that generalizable, “cosmopolitan” and
principled knowledge (such as “laws” or rules) has greater power of explanation and thus
greater authority. Instead, Geertz provides in this concept a framework for revaluing the
culturally specific in ways that directly challenge the academic-nonacademic, expertnonexpert, college-community knowledge dichotomies and their explicit or implicit
hierarchical relation. Other critical social theorists, especially in cultural studies and
social science fields associated with feminist, post-modernist or post-colonial theory,
have build upon this as a means of further critiquing schemes of knowledge authority and
hierarchy associated with cultural and class analysis (Seidman, 2003).
Schon (1995) is unique, however, in focusing this critical lens specifically upon
the university-community dynamic and thus upon the “scholarship of engagement/' He
makes the case that there are functionally classist distinctions within and between forms
of disciplinary knowledge that have created an epistemological hierarchy problematic to
civic engagement work.
In the varied topography of professional practice, there is a high, hard
ground overlooking a swamp. On the high ground, manageable problems lend
themselves to solution through the use of research-based theory and technique. In
the swampy lowlands, problems are messy and confusing and incapable of
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technical solution. The irony of this situation is that the problems of the high
ground tend to be relatively unimportant to individuals or to society at large,
however great their technical interest may be, while in the swamp lie the problems
of greatest human concern. The practitioner is confronted with a choice. Shall he
remain on the high ground where he can solve relatively unimportant problems
according to his standards of rigor, or shall he descend to the swamp of important
problems where he cannot be rigorous in any way he knows how to describe
(Schon, 1995, p. 28)?
This analysis suggests not only that a hierarchy of knowledge may devalue engaged
scholarship, but that a relationship may exist between the processes of accumulating
prestige based on “higher school,” academic knowledge, and limited uptake of “lower
school,” practice- and community-based inquiry.
The interdisciplinary nature of community work is a related challenge. The
socialization of faculty members throughout graduate school and early career experiences
to disciplinary values presents practical constraints to broader faculty valuation of
scholarship, not only for one’s own purposes, but as regards the valuation of the work of
others:
Faculty are socialized to be members of their disciplines; in graduate
school, they are steeped in the values, beliefs, and methods espoused by their
fields’ ‘invisible colleges.’ Then, as faculty members, they play out their careers
with diverse ‘work styles, reference groups, objectives, organization of authority.
Few gain an understanding of other disciplines at a level sophisticated enough to
appreciate the differences among them in the execution of scholarly work.
Because no ‘cross-training’ occurs among the disciplines, faculty (and
administrators, too, for that matter) may not understand that diverse but legitimate
approaches to scholarship influence how faculty manage their organizational life.
Further, educating graduate students about differences in mission among the
institutional sectors and the different expectations for faculty in them would
encourage better preemployment career choices (Finnegan & Gamson, 1996 pp
172-173).
Intellectual contributions may thus be only considered as original and creative when
those contributions represent the extension of established and clearly identified forms of
disciplinary knowledge, and when they address questions and result in analytic products
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vetted by peer review. Knowledge and networks developed from establishing and
deepening relationships with either scholarly or community partners is of less importance
to peer scholars than the question of how scholarly projects address intellectual questions
(O’Meara, 2002a).
Yet it is important to remember that any devaluation of “practical” or “applied”
knowledge with respect to “theoretical” or “abstract” forms may also stem from national
norms:
The value attached to directly useful knowledge is related to broader
cultural considerations, and varies over time and place. In Western and Central
Europe there has been a tradition of according social esteem to practice-related
enquiry, as may be seen in the strong infrastructure of technological and applied
institutes within their educational systems as a whole. In Britain, on the other
hand, less positive social attitudes have been fostered by the equation of elitism
and theoretical purity with the gentry, and practical application with the working
classes (Becher and Trowler, 2001, p. 177).
Selective Liberal Arts Colleges as Economies of Prestige

Jencks and Riesman’s seminal work, The Academic Revolution, (1977) offers a
foundational view of prestige in higher education, defined by virtue of who can be found
among “elite” institutions and by the pursuit to create and preserve organizational
distinctiveness. Jencks and Riesman argue that elite colleges and universities create and
preserve socio-economic status in America via credentialing and socializing functions
and practices, which in their view equal or exceed educational functions in importance
and effect (1977). They conclude that higher education increasingly is converging upon
these functions as a core purpose, as a consequence in large part from changes to the
academic profession itself. Furthermore, top levels of the academic profession (graduate
and professional schools) exert powerful influences upon undergraduate education, and
as a consequence, what is taught and how, and who is in college and why stem from
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definitions of prestige and success trickling down from the top of the system (1977, p.
510). The system increasingly tilts toward the goal of reproducing itself by focusing on
graduate education and research scholarship as dominant, sector-defining standards of
achievement and excellence. The constant, self-feeding pursuit of improved selectivity
and increased status and recognition demands that institutions amass a prominent and
lasting reputation for distinctiveness that reaches beyond having good local or even
regional standing:
In general, the colleges that have gone furthest in escaping localism are
those whose claim to distinctiveness rests on their academic standing, their
capacity to prepare students for top graduate professional schools, and their
general reputation for training (or at least enrolling and certifying) future
“leaders'” in business, the professions, and recently government (Jencks and
Riesman, 1977, p. 165).
Jencks and Riesman provide in this definition of “distinctiveness” a two-dimensional
framework of prestige: selective student enrollment, fed by and tied to impressive student
outcomes; and faculty academic prowess or reputational standing, which reinforces the
view of exchange relationships between these features as an economy of prestige.
This framework presents a systemic image of higher education institutions as a
“snake-like” creature, with institutions (and faculty) already “arrived” in prestigious
standing as the “head,” followed on a processional path by aspirational peers who
emulate behaviors and values perceived as successful (Morphew, 2000; Riesman, 1956).
This image aims to explain how and why it is that standards, methods, and purposes of
the most prestigious, most apparently scholarly and productive institutions come to
dominate the shape and values of American undergraduate education as a system. Led
b> the institutions at the “head”, those standards define the competitive market for
students, faculty and resources as a form of prestige orientation. Key revenue markets -
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student enrollments, research funding, public and private fiscal support - thus depend on
successful emulation (Brewer, Gates and Goldman, 2002, p. 133).
One place we might study this prestige economy in relation to civic work is
among what Eugene Lang describes as “virtual academic islands” of civic
disengagement:
Today, unlike their forebears, liberal arts colleges do not as a general rule
feel impelled to exercise a proactive role in preparing students for service in their
communities. Contemporary liberal arts curricula are seldom designed to
implement that civic dimension of their missions by reaching beyond the campus
environment. Rather, conscious of their established prestige and historic role in
higher education, they are substantially consumed by internal academic agendas
(Lang, 1999, p. 135).
Though scathing, this critique suggests that the selective, private liberal arts college may
present a particular and intriguing environment for analyzing the relationships between
engaged scholarship and practice, and prestige orientation. Selective, private liberal arts
colleges are a subset of institutions frequently viewed in American culture as important
gateways to elite social status. They appear to fulfill functions similar in this respect to
private boarding schools and ivy-league universities that serve credentialing and
socializing roles (Cookson and Persell, 1985; Domhoff, 2006; Fantasia, 2005). Yet their
function in this capacity or their particular characteristics has not been comprehensively
examined in depth since Burton Clark’s seminal work looked at the “distinctive” aspects
of culture and educational practice among three case studies (1970). In particular, the
ways in which higher education’s competitive marketplace for students, faculty and
resources have affected the particular forms of prestige orientation among such
institutions remain underexamined.
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Faculty Research Scholarship at Selective Liberal Arts Colleges

Among these effects is growing significance of research productivity as a form of
currency in the selective liberal arts college economy of prestige. Have these institutions
like others followed the “snake” to place steadily greater emphasis upon research as a
contribution to institutional status and prestige, and has a growing “culture of
scholarship” (Finnegan and Gamson, 1996) impacted liberal arts colleges support for
engaged scholarship? Data may exist to address aspects of this question, such as might
be found in counting research dollars from private and public sources, awards and
fellowships to faculty, or in measures of faculty research productivity related to
publication, etc. Currently, however, no integrative analysis of these questions exists.
Nonetheless, circumstantial and anecdotal evidence suggests that the perception
that selective liberal arts colleges are places that do not emphasize faculty research
scholarship is increasingly a dated view. Despite a reputation for student-centered,
quality teaching, liberal arts colleges and their faculties have faced and responded to the
same forces leading top universities to pile ever greater emphasis and resources into
research. Increased emphasis upon research productivity in recent decades has affected
liberal arts colleges as it has research universities (Brewer, Gates and Goldman, 2002;
Fairweather, 1993; Massy & Zemsky, 1994). Faculty work does involve more evenly
distributed expectations in teaching, research, and service activities in the liberal arts
college setting than is typical in other institutional types. Research university faculty
members do also have clearer encouragement to emphasize research, spending (on
average) 50% less time on teaching and three times more on research than colleagues at
other institutions (Bowen and Schuster, 1986). At liberal arts colleges, more balanced
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expectations make choices about so-called “discretionary” time much more complicated
(Massy & Zemsky, 1994).
Yet while little systematic analysis exists regarding changes this has brought to
the liberal arts college faculty work environment or regarding impact on liberal arts
college faculty themselves, there is a body of research that points to the role and nature of
research emphasis within this setting. Ruscio (1987) characterized research among
faculty in the selective liberal arts college as forming a “distinctive scholarship'’. He
defines that distinction as a particularized balance between local support for faculty
research scholarship, and institutional emphasis upon learner-centered and high quality
teaching. Local values and constraints call for creative and particularized approaches to
achieving research productivity and balance with other roles such as teaching, advising,
and institutional service (McCaughey, 1992; Ruscio, 1987). Ruscio points out that the
very purposes and topics of faculty research differ for liberal arts faculty than for their
research university counterparts, and these may stem conceptually from combined and
relatively co-equal roles. For example, while research university faculty members may
typically focus upon breaking new boundaries of knowledge and producing from their
scholarship what Boyer (1990) referred to as ‘discovery’, different aims frequently guide
liberal arts faculty research. While discovery is the focus for some, faculty in liberal arts
colleges commonly expect and require direct links between research, undergraduate
teaching, and student advising. Ruscio (1987) identified the intertwined relationship as
significant:
If research is justified as an investment in students and if the investment in
student education is slightly different in liberal arts colleges than in research
universities, then the nature of the research, to the extent that it is linked to the
student’s education, will differ from that in research universities. There is little
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empirical information about the influence of organization setting on the choice of
research topics, but the responses from the professors suggest that the topics will
reflect the values of the institution (Ruscio, 1987, p. 15).
Ruscio’s analysis is that faculty commitment to research in the liberal arts college setting
stems from motivations that distinguish them from research university peers even while
in other ways, they share a high value for scholarship. “Distinctive” motivations instead
include the aim to make critical and reflective disciplinary contributions, rather than
conducting replicative experimentation or pursuing incremental advancement of
knowledge boundaries. Most importantly, faculty research motivations in liberal arts
settings often stem from the desire to draw upon research projects for their explicit
potential to inform and enhance undergraduate education (Ruscio, 1987, p. 215-216).
Despite these particularized forms, faculty members at selective liberal arts
colleges began some time ago to otherwise look increasingly like their research university
peers for their affinity for research scholarship and productivity (McCaughey, 1994;
Ruscio, 1987). This stands in contrast to the widespread belief that the high quality,
individualized forms of education in this setting have remained premised upon focus and
innovation on pedagogy and upon prioritizing resources (including faculty work) toward
student learning. In 1985, the “Oberlin Report” (Davis-Van Atta, 1985) presented a
watershed in the acknowledgement of the significance in supporting and indeed
prioritizing faculty research among selective private liberal arts colleges. The report
highlighted the significance of faculty scholarship and undergraduate research
experiences as the backdrop for student learning in science disciplines in liberal arts
colleges. Since, faculty and administrators have paid increasing attention to the
multifaceted benefits to maintaining active programs of faculty research scholarship at
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liberal arts colleges (Astin & Chang, 1995; Bourque, 1999; Davis-Van Atta, 1985;
McCaughey, 1994; Ruscio, 1987). Less explicit yet embedded in the “Oberlin Report"
nonetheless is the valuable contribution that the combination of faculty scholarship and
student graduate and professional school entries (especially in the sciences) makes to
support institutional competitive standing. By paying off in measurable outcomes such
as grants, fellowships and graduate successes, investments in faculty research could thus
be seen as investment in institutional well-being and prestige. The very conceptual frame
employed by one of the only broad-ranging studies of liberal arts college student
outcomes bears this out. The Annapolis Group Compendium (Annapolis Group, 1998)
reads as if it were the perfect (higher education) foil for James English’s (2005) critique
of the economy of cultural prestige, presenting as “indicators of success” a catalogue of
the many prestigious national and international awards, fellowships and scholarships won
by graduates of the Annapolis Group’s 97 independent, selective liberal arts colleges.
McCaughey (1994) reinforces the concept that a particularized definition of
research exists in this environment. Examining a subset of 30 “Selective Liberal Arts
Colleges (SLACs)” he found the atmosphere for research in this setting to be
intensifying. But McCaughey’s lens was upon the status of research scholarship and its
relationship to teaching “productivity,” largely defined as producing measurable and
impressive student outcomes such as graduate and professional school entries and other
high-flyers in leadership positions in civic, academic, business and non-profit roles.
McCaughey acknowledges the “revolution” for the “teacher-scholar” which is affecting
priorities for many liberal arts faculty members, and is at great pains to advance public
appreciation for interaction between research and teaching in selective liberal arts
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colleges. His work is a vocal defense of this form of scholarship, advocating research as
a valid priority for faculty time and institutional allocation of resources, but in his view
mainly an investment made productive as an enhancement to teaching: “The primary endproduct of the scholarly activities of SLAC faculty is not the additions to disciplinary
knowledge - albeit an ‘epiphenomenon’ of these activities - but well-taught
undergraduates” (McCaughey, 1994, p. 106).
What remains from these works, however is the question of what impact rising
expectations, internal as well as external to these institutions, has on faculty workload,
satisfaction, and indeed willingness to participate in other activities losing ground to the
rising emphasis upon research. Whether one takes the view that overall expectations
were rising and thus faculty work was simply expanding in all areas, or the view that
research expectations were leading to a displacement of other activities in a “zero-sum”
time view, the end result is similar - other activities receive either a relative or absolute
demotion.
The recent “Academic Excellence” study (2002) confirmed the vitality of the
undergraduate research enterprise, highlighting the significant finding that approximately
25% of published papers by science faculty in the 133 predominantly undergraduate
institutions surveyed included student co-authors (Research Corporation, 2002). Whether
this is a high and impressive figure, or just the starting point for further emphasis upon
this model of research, however, depends upon one’s perspective. Reflecting on the
finding, Haverford College President Thomas R. Tritton expresses the ambivalence of
this data:
I'm actually surprised on both sides of this number—surprised that it
would be this high when the technical demands of modern research might be
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expected to exceed the grasp of many college students, but also surprised that it
would be this low on teaching-intensive campuses where scientific research
probably wouldn’t happen if it did not happen at the hands of students (Tritton,
2002, p. 4).
There is a truly mixed nature to the “blessing” of increased scholarship
expectations. The causal connection between faculty inclusion of undergraduates in
research activities and scholarly productivity is weakened by several factors. First, there
are limits upon research productivity using undergraduates among certain disciplines and
research methodologies, and constraints upon the kinds of activities faculty can pursue
via this model. Second, there is divided opinion about whether the purpose of including
undergraduates in research is to produce more publishable/presentable research or to
produce skilled and experienced undergraduate researchers to feed the pipeline to do that
later. Third and related, there is also divided opinion about whether the net investment of
time into supervising and mentoring students in labs is in fact a net gain to scholarly
production, or a net loss as time spent on teaching, supervising and advising. More study
of liberal arts college faculty members and their perceptions of these dilemmas, however,
is needed to make more than these speculative hypotheses.
Ultimately, what we do know is that strong orientations toward both research and
student development can and do co-exist to a certain extent in liberal arts colleges.
“Those rare institutions that combine a strong orientation toward research with a strong
student orientation include a number of affluent and selective private colleges and a few
of the smaller private research universities” (Astin, 1993, p. 412). In a 1995 article with
Mitchell Chang, Astin set out to find and characterize institutions that meet the “highhigh” criteria - those that demonstrate strong overall support for both orientations. They
sought to identify and explain what features support correlations between strong research
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and student orientation (Astin & Chang, 1995; Astin, 1999). Astin & Chang (1995)
identified key features of “high-high” institutions who, as the authors put it, “have their
cake and eat it too” (p. 1). Most significant here, all eleven they found are private,
residential, selective liberal arts colleges.
These results suggest that a well-known class of institution in American
higher education - the selective residential liberal arts college - comes closer than
any other type in the American system to achieving a balance between research
and students. In fact, if we relax somewhat the high cutting points on both
Research Orientation and Student Orientation to include the top 40 or 45 percent,
virtually every institution we would add to this group is also a selective private
college (Astin & Chang, 1995, p. 4).2

Astin and Chang’s identification of a “high-high” cohort highlights several points.
First, that there is a subset of institutions among those we otherwise consider primarily
teaching colleges where faculty have a strong research orientation. Second, that this
orientation confirms McCaughey’s and Ruscio’s “distinctive” definition of scholarship in
this setting - that faculty research orientation is as much about, or possibly more about,
student development as about disciplinary advancement and knowledge discovery.
Breneman (1994) calls Astin and Chang’s “high-high” institution a “research
college,” and discusses the concept with concern. “It is argued that one way to increase
the attractiveness of liberal arts colleges is to mimic the working conditions of the
university, with low teaching loads and excellent research facilities.” He continues,
Many people associated with liberal arts colleges share my view that this movement is

- Astin & Chang (1995) address the question, “Who are the “high-highs?” as follows:
D
Jhe followmg high-high colleges have granted permission to identify them by nameBard College, Biyn Mawr College, Carlton College, The Colorado College, Harvey-Mudd
o ege, Occidental College, Pitzer College, Smith College, Swarthmore College, Wheaton
College (IL), and Williams College. Since our study was based on a sample rather than the
population, readers should keep in mind that there are no doubt a number of other colleges that
would qualify as high-highs (p. 50).
6
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troubling, for there seems to be little social value in transforming excellent colleges into
miniature universities” (104-105). The threat of becoming “miniature universities” does
not necessarily lie only in reducing teaching emphasis or quality, by displacing time
faculty teach and improving their facilities. The very concept of undergraduate research
training is indeed an expanding teaching model. Instead, concern stems from
Breneman’s earlier and more persistent point - that faculty are not recruited and
promoted for teaching but instead for research potential and productivity demonstrated in
particular ways. What appears as a consequence is the strong likelihood of contention
between, on one hand, research “for research sake”; that is, for the accumulation of
faculty and institutional reputation and the economic rewards of it, and on the other hand,
the student development purposes of research training as a pedagogical tool. Where we
might expect compatibility between increasing emphasis on research and student
development, instead we might find competition between the two aims (Brewer, Gates
and Goldman, 2002).
Research Culture and Engaged Scholarship
It is in this last point that we may begin to see an incompatibility between high
status, prestige-accumulative research activity and relatively low status engaged
scholarship. In “high-high” institutions, research culture feeds the processes of the
“snake” - a “mimetic isomorphism” - by supporting ever greater investment and
emphasis in scholarship that is recognizable, prestigious, and reward-worthy (Brewer,
Gates and Goldman, 2002; Massy & Zemsky, 1994). Whereas institutions expand their
purposes and their missions “creep” as they pursue prestige and competitive advantage
(Aldersley, 1995; Morphew, 2000). The emulation of top-tier research institutions
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normally would suggest enhancing graduate education and a doctoral or post-doctoral,
specialist production model of disciplinary scholarship. But in undergraduate settings,
this prestige ladder-climbing is forced to pursue a more “distinctive” path, based on the
character and strengths of these settings. Their resources (financial and human) and their
operating environments otherwise constrain or channel support rather differently than
comprehensive or doctoral institutions, and the fact is that there are few graduate students
but plenty of undergraduates. Thus, because of the alignment between these forces of
institutional competition and disciplinary association agendas, they emulate less the
actual practices, but instead the values of what is produced, whether we are speaking of
faculty scholarship or undergraduate outcomes. In other words, it is less the literal
reproduction of the doctoral industrial model (rarely even possible), and more the
reproduction of evaluative mechanisms and standards for scholarly productivity that is
the salient phenomenon. Ultimately, the result is that faculty and students alike are
encouraged and socialized to value traditional research activities - doctoral-level,
disciplinary, publication-oriented and most often theoretical or “pure” modes and
products of inquiry - for the prestige-bearing outcomes they support.
Examining interaction between prestige culture and civic engagement in such a
setting could enable some common cultural features and to some extent, some shared
historical roots to be assumed.

For example, at other institutional types, where research

or teaching are clearly identified as a priority, we might expect that the challenge to
faculty is less a matter of figuring out what is valued amidst a spectrum of possibilities,
and more a matter of how to align what one does to what is valued. So focusing upon
prestige-oriented research universities, for example, might yield interesting observations
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about culture, about tensions or opportunities in those settings, as between institutional
priorities for scholarship and engaged teaching or research practices. Yet the clear
prioritization of research in such settings would also possibly distort the view, as the
clarity of research as a priority minimizes uncertainty about institutional values, sets the
goals for faculty work in clear view, and the gray area is largely bounded by contested
interpretations over the purpose and forms of research. By contrast, focusing upon
settings where institutional prestige is defined in (at least theoretically) equal parts by
student selectivity and outcomes, and by research scholarship reputation offers a more
complex set of tensions and opportunities, including contested purposes for involving
undergraduates in research training, for curricular and pedagogical practices, etc., than in
settings where faculty priorities are given greater clarity in favor of well-defined paths to
teaching or research. Here, we might find fruitful ground for placing challenges of
engaged scholarship against the background of growing systemic emphasis upon
research.
A special issue of Daedalus, Distinctively American: The Residential Liberal Arts
Colleges (1999), brings the possibility of a research culture-civic engagement connection
into some focus. Astin (1999) highlights and valorizes selective liberal arts colleges for
modeling best practice in American higher education, by raising research excellence to a
standing equal to or greater than teaching. Lang (1999), in later pages, critiques liberal
arts college community disengagement, and associates it with institutional priorities,
pressures, and cultures endemic to this sector such as the pursuit of prestige and
resources. Other chapters in the volume emphasize liberal arts college faculty research
scholarship as precipitous of other linked, desirable outcomes: undergraduate research
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experiences that provide stepping stones into Ph.D. programs; institutional selectivity,
prestige, and reputations such as high applicant to enrollee ratios; prominent public
acknowledgement through external grant awards; high-profile alumni.
The core question here is: Does this chain marginalize community work? The
link is likely complex. As Lang (1999) affirms, selective liberal arts colleges are highly
capable, well-resourced, and socially significant institutions which can and yet rarely do
prioritize the integration of community challenges into academic pursuits. Understanding
obstacles to this requires study of institutional culture and faculty work.

The practices

and values of this select group of “high-high” institutions, and in particular their focus
upon research output and productivity could be linked to the limited uptake of
community-based pedagogies and research agendas that may not readily be seen to serve
that agenda. This practice could affect the wider cohort of competitors that aspires to
leproduce their model, reverberating the impacts of these trade-offs.
Systemic resistance among liberal arts settings to engaged scholarship is not
likely a new phenomenon and may be connected with resistance to other forms of
vocationalism”. The introduction of experiential pedagogies to the liberal arts
curriculum was met as far back as the early 1970s with skepticism, derision, and deep
resistance by liberal arts faculty. The method and the diverse purposes attached to it including exposure to off-campus cultures and work environments, the interplay of
classroom learning and theory with experiential learning and practice, student
development - were viewed by some as forms of “new vocationalism,” counter to
liberal education ideals and values (Stephenson and Sexton, 1974; Sexton and Ungerer,
1975). Embedded in these views is an “ivory tower” dichotomy that pits abstracted
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forms of learning against the concrete, critical thinking against content and skill
development, as if these goals compete with one another or otherwise make liberal
learning and community-engaged learning incompatible. Freeland (2004), however,
makes compelling arguments that they are not, and that the two approaches are
increasingly interdependent in today’s higher education marketplace. Moreover, what
puts them conceptually at odds is a set of pervasive and outdated biases about educational
purpose and practice that valorize “academic” sources of value and meaning while
demeaning those perceived as “professional,” “experiential,” or “material (Freeland,
2004).
These themes and sources of resistance to support for community-based
pedagogies still thrive still today, even while they are critiqued as functions of an
“amnesia, illusion and inertness” embedded in conservative or traditionalist views of the
methods and purposes of liberal education (Shulman, 1999). Shulman (1999) and others
argue that the dichotomy between these two views of purpose is a false one and that a
hierarchical view of liberal and experiential learning as respectively higher and lower
forms is increasingly antithetical to liberal education (Cornwell and Stoddard, 2001).
Nonetheless, the persistence of this view may exert influences both obvious and latent
upon the valuation of community-based learning and research.
A “Culture of Scholarship” and Institutional Prestige Orientation

Finnegan and Gamson (1996) identify the focus upon faculty publication
productivity as an important cultural characteristic among prestige-seeking institutions,
and refer to the increasing spread of a “culture of scholarship” that is built on research
university graduate faculty culture in just the way Jencks and Riesman (1977) describe.
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Research reviewed earlier about the conditions that support or impede engaged
scholarship emphasizes the alignment between community work with scholarly rewards.
What Finnegan and Gamson call a “culture of scholarship” acts as “a kind of invisible
hand [which] guides the competition for faculty reputation, power, and prestige and, by
extension, institutional prestige” (Finnegan & Gamson, 1996, p. 142). Supporting a
“culture of scholarship” depends on continuing and expanding access to resources, and,
as more prestige costs more money, a self-feeding cycle tilts resources and priorities
toward prestige- and resource-accumulative activities.
This is a cycle poorly fueled by community work that may be cost-intensive, is
very likely time-intensive, and often open-ended rather than specific or tangible with
regard to products and outcomes. Increasing emphasis on the research-prestige-resource
cycle creates pressure toward institutional homogeneity and against diversity in both
institutional mission and interpretations of scholarly value (Morphew, 2000, 2002). “A
strength of the American higher education system is its diversity, yet aspirations for
prestige have the potential to destroy that very diversity” (Finnegan & Gamson, 1996, p.
172). Ultimately, this comes back full circle to an impact on community-based faculty
work. Engaged scholarship faces significant institutional resistance where: a) singular
and inflexible definitions of scholarship maintain; b) such work is seen to lack prestige,
and c) such work is seen to demand faculty time and resources that could be devoted to
building institutional standing.
Hearn and Holdsworth (2002) apply a political model to represent the trade-offs
embedded in faculty and institutional choices about civic engagement. They postulate
that a three-way relationship exists between faculty productivity (as defined primarily by
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research productivity), community involvement levels, and institutional commitments to
engaged work. Two dominant forces struggle within the research-oriented academic
institution, expressed in what they call the dilemmas of constrained institutional choice,
and of divided faculty loyalty (2002, p. 3). The dilemma of constrained institutional
choice portrays zero-sum trade-offs between competing goals of institutional

“effectiveness,” broad student access, and minimized costs. The dilemma of divided
faculty loyally describes the multidirectional calls to accountability and loyalty that beg

faculty attention. Hearn and Holdsworth suggest these dilemmas frustrate engaged
scholarship because:
Questions of productivity and accountability at the levels of institutions
and faculty are intertwined. That is, institutional accountability entails
productivity in pursuing effectiveness, access, and cost-conscious stewardship for
society, while faculty accountability entails productivity in aiding institutions in
the pursuit of these goals. These connections may be envisioned as a path of
accountability demands from society through institutions to individual professors
and a path of productive outputs from faculty through institutions to society.
From the perspective of classic bureaucratic models of organizations, both paths
may appear simple, linear, and relatively unproblematic. Two imposing problems
arise, however. The difficulties of constrained institutional choice and divided
faculty loyalty obstruct the logical paths, diverting institutions from meeting
society’s expectations and creating the seeds of public discontent with higher
education (Hearn & Holdsworth, 2002, pp.10-11).
In other words, as faculty pursue status-accumulative yet disengaged or unresponsive
research and teaching, and as their institutions allocate resources to supporting faculty
work that is more loyal to cosmopolitan, disciplinary and top-tier research standards than
to local institutional or community needs, they can too easily move further and further
away from a responsive posture with regard to societal needs. “The relationships among
institutions as organizations, faculty as their most critical employees, and the larger
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society as watchful sponsor are therefore fraught with potential ambiguity and conflict”
(Hearn and Holdsworth, 2002, p. 11).
Part III: Exceptional Individuals
Engaged Scholarship and the Liberal Arts College Faculty Member

Do faculty members who adopt community challenges into their teaching and
research adopt or rebel against the social boundaries in which they find themselves?
Several higher education researchers have recently studied faculty who prioritize
excellence in teaching within research cultures as “exceptional individuals” within their
particular context (Huber, 2004; Terosky, 2005). Their approach creates a conceptual
frame for examining both the practical and cultural challenges and opportunities that face
faculty when they redefine their approach to scholarship based on Boyer’s (1990)
conceptions. The pursuit of professional strategies based on these broadened
perspectives on scholarship - whether based on a commitment to teaching, or a
commitment to civic engagement, or to both, may be usefully considered within this
“exceptional actor” perspective.
Colby (1994) provides the compelling argument for the employment of
“exceptional case studies,” as regards in particular the socially conscious individual - a
characterization very likely apropos of scholars of engagement:
It may be especially appropriate to use a case study method to create an
initial description of an understudied phenomenon, particularly when mapping out
a phenomenon that occurs relatively infrequently, such as exceptional moral
commitment or outstanding creativity. This allows the investigator to elaborate
theoretical ideas in the context of very clear-cut cases. These ideas may then be
extended and modified as they are applied to other, less dramatic contexts Thus
normal processes may be illuminated in sharp relief after they have been
identified in clear cases. Once an issue or theme emerges dramatically in a single
life story, it is less likely that the researcher will miss it when it occurs in a
context where it may not be quite as salient. In this sense, the use of case studies
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is often a first step that must be followed with investigations using other methods
(p. 365).
Colby’s analysis is of particular relevance given the state of community work among
faculty in the prestige-oriented institutional setting, given the indications for studying
agents of social change, and given the aim to find themes of relevance for an audience
whose community work or institutional settings present both more and less dramatic
contextual relief.
Exceptional cases in higher education can exemplify both creative approaches to
knowledge and to career advancement. Gumport (2002) conducted qualitative study of a
generation of women scholars responsible for establishing the field of feminist
scholarship. Gumport distinguishes among “pathfinders” and “pathfollowers,” and used
this framework to pursue exploratory questions about the matter of knowledge creation
among a cohort of feminist scholars in varying fields and institutions. Shulman,
introducing Huber’s case study research, (Huber, 2004, p. viii), presents a four-box
decision/choice model that employs the Gumport framework and relates “pathfinding"
and “pathfollowing” to academic career advancement as follows:
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Table 2. Pathfollowing and Pathfinding
CONFORMS TO DISCIPLINARY
CONVENTION?

LEADS TO

Yes

No

Successful

Successful

Pathfollowers

Pathfinders

Yes

ACADEMIC
ADVANCEMENT?

(Carnegie)
No

Unsuccessful

Unsuccessful

Pathfollowers

Pathfinders

(Shulman, in Huber, 2004, p. viii)
This matrix depicts the important distinction that might be made even between those
whose careers have all led to tenure and promotion. Some achieve success by adopting
disciplinary norms and working toward excellence within them, while others push or
break the boundaries of those norms and “find” new pathways to success. Gumport
makes important theoretical distinctions between “pathfinders” and “pathfollowers”
among exceptional individuals, as the choice of “finding” or “following” is argued to be
reflective of the degree of rejection for local norms. Shulman’s focus is upon the
advantages of looking at exceptional individuals - we can conclude he views “finders” as
more exceptional than “followers” - based upon the view that their exceptional success
within otherwise confining institutional environments presents opportunities to learn
from excellence and not just from workmanship:

We learn from Huber’s studies that we can nurture a vision of the possible
in which serious scholars in their disciplines make fundamental contributions to
the health and development of those fields by taking the path not normally taken,
the off-diagonal cell of the scholarship of teaching and learning in their
disciplines. But we should not kid ourselves. In order to succeed with this
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strategy in our era, it is probably necessary to be not just very good but
distinctively excellent in one’s unconventional (in this case, scholarship of
teaching) inquiries and career. While being ‘good enough’ may be sufficient for
many engaged in traditional research in their discipline, it is probably not going to
be sufficient for work in education (Shulman, in Huber, 2004, p. ix).
These themes in Shulman, Gumport and Huber illuminate a key issue with regard
to the study of exceptional individuals. As they conclude, studying and highlighting
exemplary success and accomplishment among disciplinary “outlaws” or “rebels” may
indeed require the identification of and focus upon those scholars whose work rises above
typical standards of acceptability to unusual levels of excellence. However success is
defined, it may only be from its unique or unusual expressions that we can identify
promising, aspirational models, not from lesser forms of success that likely face
continued and possibly insurmountable resistance from existing norms and standards.
Yet by the same token, “pathfollowers” may have as much to offer as “pathfinders” in
exemplifying the negotiation between individual and institution, between norm and
exception. Understanding the cultural and political dynamics of that negotiation requires
study not only of those whose work and styles clashed with, or radically challenged and
perhaps broke local and disciplinary norms, but also of those whose subversion,
transformation and reinterpretation came more incrementally. The distinction between
pathfollowers and pathfinders may be less stark, more of a continuum, or even two
strategies to achieve the same ends depending on how those ends are defined. For
example, using the “scholarship of teaching” that is Shulman and Huber's focus, what
may be exceptional is the devotion to teaching and learning, yet we may ask whether the
“following” versus “finding” distinction is as relevant to make in looking not at
individuals at examples, but instead at the individual’s negotiation with his or her
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professional context as the frame of study. In other words, is it necessary to privilege and
study those who have expressed their devotion to an exceptional goal through rejection
and upheaval of their local and disciplinary expectations, or can we also consider
exceptional those whose work sought to bridge, mesh, or incrementally change those
expectations?
Engaged Faculty as Exceptional Individuals
Two works present studies of faculty with strong commitments to and records of
civic engagement, premised on the case that these endeavors make them exceptional
individuals within higher education. Both serve as useful examples of qualitative inquiry
into the experiences of faculty with community-based work. More specifically, in light
of the “economy of prestige” articulated above: how do these studies treat the
relationship between civic work and prestige culture? Stanton, Giles and Cruz’ (1999)
portray service-learning advocates as “pioneers,” exceptional in their environment just as
the “pathfinders” that Gumport (2002) describes. Throughout the book the theme of
conflict between civic engagement and academic culture is strong. Pioneers describe
their encounters with tenure systems; with colleague’s views about civic engagement
pedagogy and practice; with administrators and bureaucracies from whom they seek
financial, practical or political support - all as discussions rife with both obvious and
latent challenges to the legitimacy and status inherent in community work. These
expressions are clearly forms of commentary on the state of prestige and value
orientations embedded in institutional and disciplinary culture. Stanton, Giles and Cruz
present and thematize these findings (1999: 194-205) as hazards and roadblocks that
present powerful and pervasive forces of resistance to community-based work, stemming
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from academic culture and institutional marginalization of experiential, service-oriented
work. But the exploration of pioneers’ operative constructs regarding academic and
organizational culture in relation to civic work is left undone. No attempt is made to
explore the culture or elements of it with which these pioneers find their work and their
values in conflict.
Boyte (2004) profiles academics whose pursuit of public work makes them
exemplary individuals, and similarly presents rich representations of the conflict between
academic and civic values without pursuing it as a specific concern. Each of the
individuals whose stories appear in Going Public: Academics and Public Life are
examples of academics who “traveled beyond the walls of a culture that stresses
detachment and private pursuits and ‘knowledge for its own sake’ without regard for
public impact (Boyte, 2004, p. 3).” There are clearly models of power, prestige and
social relevance in higher education, alongside approaches to challenging them through
public work embedded in each of these stories. For example, neuropsychologist Cathy
Jordan speaks of her efforts to translate between campus and community in the same
kinds of terms historian John Saltmarsh speaks of the educational work he undertook to
uproot the privatization and disengagement of academic practice (Boyte, 2004, pp. 1417). Yet identifying these institutional, “private pursuits” as significant prestige¬
generating motivators (Brewer, Gates and Goldman, 2002), and connecting these
personal stories of struggle for legitimacy and reward with systemic challenges presented
by prestige-oriented and “detached” cultures is work left undone. Herein lies a key
challenge for this study.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN, METHOD, AND PROCEDURES
Overview

This chapter describes the research design, methods and procedures for this study.
I open with a brief synthesis of the conceptual framework that guides the study, and then
introduce research questions and associated definitions. Next is a presentation of the
research design and method, beginning with a discussion of selected qualitative methods
and their relevance to the study. Case selection and research procedures follow. An
overview of interview content areas (protocols are attached in Appendix A), is followed
by a discussion of strategies to ensure the privacy and confidentiality of participants.
Data management and analysis are then discussed, followed by a presentation of the
researcher positionality and study limitations.
Conceptual Framework

This is an exploratory project to examine faculty ‘"scholars of engagement.” I
sought to elicit their experiences pursuing engaged scholarly agendas in the cultural and
professional setting of the prestige-oriented liberal arts college. Such exploration
requiies a framework for examining individuals within organizational culture, for
analyzing strategies for engaged scholarly practice against the backdrop of norms,
expectations and professional obligations. “New institutionalist” organizational theory
provides a useful theoretical framework into which study of civic engagement,
exceptional actors and prestige cultures in higher education can be set. Sociology and
anthropology contribute additional, complementary theories regarding “exceptional”
actors, individual and institutional prestige-seeking, and cultural reproduction.
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New Institutionalism

Cosmopolitan professional pressures and “guilds” (disciplinary associations)
significantly influence faculty work. These external sources define priorities, standards
for quality, and thresholds for acknowledgement and reward for discipline-based
activities (Jencks & Reisman, 1977). These forces influence local attitudes and behavior,
and set boundaries for local departmental and institutional change (Lombardi, 2003).
Blackburn and Lawrence (1995) frame the organizational and individual influences as a
staged process: faculty carry personal, socio-demographic characteristics into their
scholarly development; they encounter socialization during graduate study toward the
valuation of peer review publication; then that socialization is then reinforced as the
predominant measure of productivity by organizational and disciplinary culture within
the academy (Blackburn & Lawrence, 1995). This is a vast over-simplification, but one
which serves nonetheless to illustrate both the way in which individual and organizational
factors intertwine, and the processes by which scholarly values are replicated.
As forms of teaching and research still outside of, or at least unfamiliar to, both
local and cosmopolitan norms for pedagogical and scholarly practice, engaged practices
might easily be considered “risky” work - risky for its likelihood to be incomprehensible,
misunderstood, devalued or marginalized by colleagues. Constraints upon considering
such work “mainstream” constitute central questions, stemming from a literature that
treats faculty involvement in service as typically “marginal” activity. Scott (1995)
conceptualizes this as a “new institutionalist” perspective and articulates how such
constraints affect individuals:
Institutions consist of cognitive, normative, and regulative structures and
activities that provide stability and meaning to social behavior. Institutions are
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transported by various carriers - cultures, structures, and routines - and they
operate at multiple levels of jurisdiction (Scott, 1995, p. 35).
Faculty members who bring community-based teaching or research into alignment with
the regulative and normative functions of institutions may also have to find a place for
such work in the cognitive understandings of institutional context, of individual roles and
of professional functions held by themselves and by colleagues. They may need to find a
way of conceiving of faculty work as “engaged” with the world outside their institutional
(college or disciplinary) context, and as “valuable” or productive by local and
cosmopolitan norms at the same time. Qualitative research approaches that include
phenomenology and interviewing are suitable approaches to eliciting these individualized
perspectives and perceptions (Merriam, 1998).
The “new institutionalist” frame further examines constraints on change and
innovation among institutions as functions of competition. “Institutional isomorphism”
(DiMaggio and Powell, 1991b) suggests individuals and organizations mimic behaviors
and values perceived as successful for others, as a strategy to improve competitive
standing. Rules and regulations are adopted (such as tenure and promotion standards),
and norms of beha vior are socialized (such as appropriate or expected forms of teaching
and research). Then, they are enforced because they are believed to succeed among
similar or aspirational competitive environments (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991b, p. 66).
Institutional isomorphism may help explain the observations that
organizations are becoming more homogenous and that elites often get their way,
while at the same time enabling us to understand the irrationality, the frustration
ot power, and the lack of innovation that are so commonplace in organizational
life (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991b, p. 79).
Isomorphism thus fosters cultures of conservatism, because individual behavior becomes
increasingly bound by parameters for what is accepted and valued. These parameters are
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imported from institutions already perceived as successful, and they are increasingly
narrowed as they are reproduced. As emergent, non-traditional, progressive and/or
expansive forms of scholarship, community-based teaching and research approaches
generally clash with isomorphist pressures. Traditional norms for pedagogy and
methodology conflict with community-based work that is often broad, boundary-crossing
(in terms of disciplines and organizational bureaucratic structures), and aligned with
progressive educational, social or even political aims and methods.
Scott (1995) adds that it is not only institutional conservatism about change per
se, but also ambition for competitive standing that cultivates resistance:

The underlying logic [of institutional isomorphism] is often one of
orthodoxy: We seek to behave in conventional ways, in ways that will not cause
us to stand out or be noticed as different. Also involved are status processes. We
attempt to imitate others whom we regard as superior, as more successful (Scott,
1995, p. 45).
Isomorphic tendencies raise expectations about “status processes’' such as faculty
research productivity, turning an “academic ratchet” in which increasing emphasis upon
scholarly research and productivity expectations builds further pressure toward tried and
proven practice within and across institutions (Brewer, Gates and Goldman, 2002; Massy
and Zemsky, 1994). Scholarly output is given ever greater value as it is perceived to
enhance institutional reputation and prestige (Massy & Zemsky, 1994, p. 3) as well as
individual achievement. Institutions mimic preoccupation with status-accumulative
outputs like peer-reviewed, national or international publication, grants and fellowship
awards. They can ultimately change focus to emulate more comprehensive, more
prestigious, or better-resourced institutions, and undergo an “academic drift” (Aldersley,
1995) to broader missions and purposes. The mimicry thus also extends beyond just
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emulation of successful practice, to assume more subtle dimensions such as underlying
cultural preoccupation with prestige (Morphew, 2002).

Together, these theoretical

concepts help describe how an ascendant, local research orientation or prestige culture
(characterized by a competitive, status-conscious and prestige-seeking environment) can
pose an organizational and cultural challenge to the scholarship of engagement.
Emerging research synthesizing these concepts is characterizing trends of
institutional “striving” indicated among colleges and universities. “Striving” reflects
systemic efforts to improve competitive standing within current or aspirational peer
groups (Aldersley, 1995; Ehrenberg, 2003; Finnegan & Gamson, 1996; Monks &
Ehrenberg, 1999; Morphew, 2002; Morphew & Huisman, 2002; O’Meara, 2007;
O’Meara & Bloomgarden, in press; Ward & Wolf-Wendel, 2004). The new
institutionalist frame makes central the issues of whether and how faculty members a)
align civic work with such institutional “striving” and associated norms of scholarship, b)
become invested in a larger project to reconceptualize faculty roles and rewards to
include and value the scholarship of engagement,” or c) pursue civic work on the
margins of, and/or in continual conflict with, local academic culture. These are the
challenges Boyer (1990, 1996), Rice (1996), Driscoll and Lynton (1999) and more
recently Kezar (2005) and Zlotkowski (2005) identity as essential to the
institutionalization of civic engagement. It is also precisely the work that Gumport
(2002) and Huber (2004) generally consider “pathfinding,” and what Stanton, Giles and
Cruz (1999) specifically call “pioneering.”
This study asks how and where “engaged scholarship” matches and departs from
institutional norms and cultures for prestige accumulation, to extend work on
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organizational, cultural, and individual (professional and personal) effects of striving
environments. This goal is accomplished by looking specifically at the effects on civic
engagement among faculty work in a subset of such institutions. “Research on the
relationship between institutional culture and civic responsibility has gained somewhat
limited attention from researchers and would benefit from investigations using a
theoretical lens” (Thornton and Jaeger, 2006, p. 53). As rare or unusual individuals
within their contexts, study of engaged faculty can benefit from theories and concepts
concerning exceptional actors within institutional cultures. Similarly, the theoretical
constructs of prestige orientation and cultural reproduction are additionally helpful to this
new institutionalist approach.
Exceptional Actors
Engaged faculty scholars are “exceptional” where community-based teaching and
scholarship is rare, unusual or unique. Huber (2004) frames case studies of personal
commitment to the “scholarship of teaching and learning” as extraordinary in light of
local and disciplinary culture, where that culture strongly privileges research and
discovery. Gumport (2002) similarly examines feminist scholars as making important
breaks with traditional culture and practice in traditional and extensively paternal
environments. Studies from beyond higher education are additionally valuable
frameworks to employ in educational research (Marshall and Rossman, 1999). For
example, psychologists Colby and Damon (1992) and Colby (1994) look, respectively, at
“moral exemplars” and “exceptional people,” while Glazer and Glazer (1999) look at
“courageous behavior.” All are relevant examples of ethnographic studies of contrasts
and negotiations among individual and organizational values and norms. Common to
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these works is the conclusion that the communitarian “reservoir” is full among
exceptional actors, and that they become “conveyers of what Robert Putnam and others
have labeled social capital” (Glazer and Glazer, 1999, p. 283). Boyte (1999) examines
such “conveyors” as stories of faculty who see “public engagement, increasingly, not as
an aside or secondary form of research, but rather as a wellspring of intellectual
discovery” (Boyte, 1999, p. 29).
Prestige Orientation, Economies of Prestige, and Elite Reproduction
Defining “prestige” or “elite” culture, and understanding the processes that create
and perpetuate prestige cultures is essential to examining their impact on faculty, civic
enga§ement?

selective liberal arts colleges. “Prestige” might be viewed as an

external or reputational measure (Bartlett and Sorokina, 2005; Brewer, Gates and
Goldman, 2002; Volkwein and Sweitzer, 2005), as an indicator to select institutions for
further correlational study. By contrast, “prestige orientation” might be considered as the
degree to which individuals and organizations under study can be said to exhibit devotion
to, and even preoccupation with, matters of status. “Prestige orientation” is the matter of
local, cultural perspective for exploration in this study, and may be examined using tools
drawn from the literature on “striving institutions.”
Exploring prestige orientation may involve both quantitative and qualitative
measures, and exploration of the degree to which prestige measures, such as peer group
affiliation and/or reputational rankings, student selectivity and faculty prowess, appear in
or dominate local discourse. Thus, for example, prestige orientation might be indicated
by a focus upon scholarly reputation such as might be found in a “research culture”
(Finnegan and Garnson, 1996), or by focus valuation and promotion of a particular set of
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high-status student graduate outcomes (e.g. entry to top quality graduate, medical, or
professional programs). Understanding the features and effects of a preoccupation with
research productivity or particularized valuations of student outcomes might help
describe prestige orientation, and enable analysis of its effects particularly upon
individuals and initiatives associated with “engaged scholarship.”
Prestige orientation may also be said to create an “economy of prestige” in higher
education. An economy among motivations associated with prestige accumulation might
shape the priorities of organizational administrators and priorities for faculty. For
organizations, the “positional arms race” that Winston (2000) describes suggests that it is
the pursuit of prestige which drives institutions to compete for financial resources (tuition
and donor dollars) and for reputational standing by accumulating quality inputs
(promising, capable students enrolling; reputable programs and faculty) and quality
outputs (high-achieving, high-profile students and faculty).

For faculty, cosmopolitan

communities, such as disciplinary and professional associations, drive research-oriented
standards of excellence in scholarship. In doing so, these communities deeply shape
local departmental and/or institutional priorities. Together these define a prestige
economics as an accumulation of fiscal and cultural capital. These are advantages which
parallel the fiscal/cultural economics of awards and prizes described by English (2005),
conferring status and capital to a system of recipients and grantors.
Furthermore, prestige-seeking culture is fundamentally self-reproductive
(Bourdieu, 1988). Societal elites drive to reproduce existing class, power, and social
relations. Two ideas from Bourdieu in particular enhance a “new institutionalist"
examination of those relations in regard to engaged scholarly work. The “Habitus" of the
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elite institution faculty member characterizes the landscape for community-based
educational goals and methods. The dialog among individuals occupying that Habitus
and their institutional colleagues may be understood as a “Discourse” (Gee, 2005); in this
case a Discourse of elite, liberal arts college culture. Distinguishing between pathfinders
and pathfollowers (Gumport, 2002) also becomes possible: do faculty members who
bring community challenges into teaching and research adopt or resist local, social
boundaries and norms to succeed?
Breneman (1994) offers one illustrative example of how processes of
reproduction play out. Elite liberal arts institutions often hire graduates later as faculty
members and Breneman notes this as a significant, valued characteristic of the
institutional culture (1994, pp. 5 and 103; Youn, 1988). Such a circle of reproduction
(Bourdieu, 1988) could reinforce conditions of insularity, working against change or
against new research practices, purposes and pedagogies. By reinforcing a selfreferential system of valuation, an economy of prestige operates to continually reproduce
both standards of achievement and value, and systems to exclude what is not (English,
2005; Fantasia, 2004). Breneman comes full circle to focus on the institutional effects of
this reproductive focus on engagement, when he says “it is precisely the most-elite
institutions that have little reason to so engage” (2008). Bourdieu’s lens to internalization
of class and culture enables critique of culture and organizational behavior that
acknowledges persistent class and power struggles, such as those commonly associated
with the town-gown, barrier-crossing work of community-based scholarship.
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Research Questions
1) How do faculty members make community-based projects significant components of
their scholarly work as teachers and researchers in prestige-oriented institutions?
a) What are the challenges, opportunities, and benefits to such work as perceived by
i)

Engaged scholars?

ii) Colleagues of engaged scholars?
iii) Community partners of engaged scholars?
2) Does an “economy of prestige,” affect the status, forms, and extent of communitybased learning and research?
a) What are the features and expressions of an “economy of prestige" in selective
liberal arts colleges, as experienced by engaged scholars, their colleagues, and
their community partners?
b) Do faculty members experience prestige-orientation and community work as
priorities that are compatible, competing, or a mixture of the two?
i)

When, where, and how do they coincide or compete?

c) What forms and purposes characterize community-based learning and research
projects in prestige-oriented settings, and specifically, in prestige-oriented liberal
arts colleges?
Definitions
“Engaged” -1 use this word as an adjective which, in shorthand, describes the faculty
member who has made community partnership work a personal priority, pursued
through an individual’s teaching, research, and/or community service work..
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“Engaged Faculty Scholar ’ - this term refers to the faculty member who is the
centerpiece for each case study, identified through the selection process defined
below to be an “exceptional actor” within his or her institutional setting for his or her
demonstrated commitment to community-based teaching, learning and/or research,
and to embedding such work in his or her scholarly agenda.
“Campus Colleague” - this term refers to a faculty member or administrator who is an
institutional colleague of an Engaged Faculty Scholar, selected as one of at least two
participants to form a triad of informants to contextualize each Engaged Faculty
Scholar’s case (see diagram below). Each Campus Colleague was selected for his or
her familiarity with the work of each Engaged Faculty Scholar, and for his or her
familiarity with campus culture pertaining to scholarship and engagement.
“Community Colleague” - this term refers to a community member - usually but not
exclusively a director or staff member of a local non-profit organization, with whom
the Engaged Faculty Scholar works on community-based learning and/or research
piojects. He or she serves as the second of at least two participants who, together
with the Engaged Faculty Scholar and Campus Colleague, form the triad of interview
sources for each case study.
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Figure 4. “Triad” composition of each case study

Research Design, Method and Procedures
This study conducted multi-source, ethnographic research organized into 15 case
studies of community-based scholarly partnerships among engaged scholars in selective,
prestige-oriented institutions. Semi-structured interviews with 15 faculty members,
complemented by interviews with at least one institutional colleague and one community
partner per case study are the primary data sources. Secondary analysis of material
documentation - including syllabi, scholarly products, correspondence and other
documents as made available by participants -complements these sources. Data analysis
of phenomenological data employed a “constant comparative” method (Merriam, 1998)
to yield key themes and concepts, and included strategies from Discourse analysis (Gee,
2005) to explore perceptions of position, identity, and relational power status (within
their institutional setting) as expressed in participants’ language and meaning. The
rationale and purposes for a case study construction, and the application of these analytic
approaches are discussed below.
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Ethnographic Inquiry
Interviews with, observations of, and content analysis of the work of faculty
members were combined with interviews with and observations of faculty colleagues and
community partners. These are fundamentally ethnographic techniques, designed to
“collect data about the social order, setting or situation being investigated.. .to present a
sociocultural analysis of the unit of study (Merriam, 1998, p. 14).” The unit is defined by
the faculty member and his or her community-based teaching and research projects.
From interviews, we can learn how faculty members, colleagues and community partners
perceive that work and its cultural context.
This is a form of research that some refer to as “naturalistic inquiry” and which
depends heavily upon transparent research practice. This required examination and
disclosure of personal perspective and assumptions with respect to research questions,
participants, and data, at the outset and continuously. A discussion of “positionality”
below serves this purpose for the present discussion. A more restrictive selection of
elements of my own perspective was disclosed to participants via initial correspondence,
via the informed consent form, and via introductory discussion as part of the interview
protocol. Care was taken to withhold disclosure of elements in this positionality
statement, in the research questions or discussion of purposes, or in the conceptual frame
that might yield data biased by respondents eager to reveal or focus upon what he or she
anticipates is desirable. Nonetheless, as a constructivist project, this research anticipated
jointly-constructed meaning, rather than revelation of objective and discovered “truths”.
The approach thus acknowledges the role of values in shaping the agenda and questions
tor research, and accepts that context-dependent, particularistic and interpretive
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knowledge will be more likely to result than will definitive and reliably generalizable
conclusions (Manning & Stage, 2003, p. 20-26). However, the project aims to advance
understanding both about how individual faculty members import and manage
community work within their academic institutions, and about the rewards, benefits and
outcomes that can emerge for them and by analogy, for others.
Comparative Case Study Methodology
Selected faculty participants, herein referred to as “engaged faculty scholars,”
served as the “bounded units” for individual case studies, and the unit to which additional
data sources consistently relate (Merriam, 1998, pp. 27-28). A semi-structured interview
with each engaged faculty scholar provided the central data source for each case.
Interviews and/or focus groups with faculty and community partners provide
supplementary perspectives on the research questions. Observation of interactions
among engaged scholars and their faculty or community colleagues where possible, and
review of documentary sources relevant to community-based teaching and research
projects enhanced each case as such opportunities were made possible by participants.
While the approach is primarily ethnographic, it is additionally useful to consider the
approach as a compilation of “case study” data for comparative analysis.
Case study methodology provides fuller description and interpretation of both
concrete experiences, and experiential context (Merriam, 1998, p. 31). This methodology
provides an approach that clarifies the boundaries of research interest (faculty approaches
to teaching and research involving community work), contextualized by their particular
institutional settings. “Case studies are ideal for illustrating the complexity of causation.”
(Krathwohl, 1998, p. 332). They provide an avenue for understanding interactions
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between individual faculty members and their contexts concerning the intricate political
and cultural challenges of engaged scholarly work. The case study also encompasses
multiple forms and sources of data, enabling a holistic picture to emerge (Yin, 1994).
This rich detail and complexity can facilitate interpretation and application by analogy to
other circumstances (Rossman and Rallis, 2003, pp. 104-105).
The decision to include other faculty members, and community members and
organizations as participants in the study transforms this from what might be considered a
typical, open-ended “ethnographic” study into comparative “case study” research,
centered upon individuals within relatively similar institutional contexts. This decision
has two important aims. The first is to enable triangulation on understanding the context
for community-based teaching and research activities in these institutions. Examining
context will benefit from other’s views about environmental conditions (physical and
climatic), and about successes, challenges, and impacts, views that are not wholly based
on the faculty member’s perspective. Community input, alongside collegial input, can
better contextualize the understanding of what worked and impacted (positively and
negatively), what did not, and why either may have been the case. This effort to
triangulate using multiple data sources is consistent with the recommended approach of
one ot the most widely-cited methodological works on case study methods (Yin, 1994).
Secondly, this research aims to go beyond “outcomes” evaluation to make a
contribution in an area identified as deeply lacking in both knowledge and attention community impact. Cruz and Giles identify troubling political reasons (concerns with
academic rigor) and intellectual reasons (definitional, methodological, and practical
concerns) that limit attention to community impact in existing research (2000, pp. 28-29).
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Yet focusing study upon only the academic terms of struggle and success in civic
engagement would both pre-configure a one-sided view, and reproduce the insularity that
created this knowledge and attention gap in the first place. Thus, including community
partners in the research design contributes to improving partnership work between higher
education and communities, rather than perpetuating scholarly efforts as “philanthropic”
or “charitable” transferences of expertise or resources. Driscoll, Holland, Gelmon and
Kerrigan (1996) developed and tested a “comprehensive case study” methodology to
assess the impact of community partnership work in higher education upon multiple
constituencies. They argue that this inclusive view best represents the multiple efforts,
voices and perspectives required for full understanding of processes and outcomes.
Exceptional Cases, Pathfinders and Pathfollowers
The faculty member who makes community work a core teaching and research
focus is unusual, and an exception rather than a norm at institutions of interest here. Why
focus upon the exceptional individual, rather than upon a more common representative of
the norm in selective institutional settings? A more extensive discussion of this question
lies in the previous chapter, but short answers to this question are summarized here and
twofold. First, this research is exploratory, in an under-studied organizational
environment for faculty work (the selective, prestige-oriented liberal arts college).
Exceptional cases can provide important data for faculty development in comparable
settings for the moderately-or less-engaged faculty member, as well as insights
potentially valuable also for less selective or prestige-oriented institutional environments.
And second, the origin, character and nature of the exceptional experience are the focus
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of this research, not the measurement of the norm or comparison of individuals against
that norm. In this light exceptional cases make for simply more compelling study.
Furthermore, the purpose here is not to dwell upon the uniqueness of individual
capabilities, but to articulate and analyze practices and to elicit in-depth understanding of
strategies with potentially transferable elements. These may be “exceptional cases”
because they are rare or exceptions within local norms; however, the focus is not on rarity
but a) upon the “conversation” (Gee, 2005) among cultures of service and prestige, and b)
upon the lessons, precedents and avenues for successful navigation of those
conversations. Ultimately, subjects have had to navigate local culture and norms to
pursue engaged work, and this study seeks to find out how, and in what ways did the
work and those norms interact.
These exploratory purposes thus also warrant the inclusion of both “pathfinders”
and “pathfollowers” in this study. The distinction that Gumport (2002) and Shulman (in
Huber, 2004) make between those whose departures from local and disciplinary norms
force them to “find” new pathways to success, and those whose adherence and
submission to (or “following” of) those norms is their avenue to success will be of use in
the analysis of data - in examining who broke with local norms, who adapted work to
succeed within them, why, how, and to what effect. But this distinction did not need to
constrain case selection. We might expect to find community-oriented faculty members
who are "finders” and others who are “followers” with regard to local norms, and it is not
the degree of conformity but simply the nature of the engaged scholarship and experience
with it in their institutional setting that is of concern. This project examines the
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experience within an institutional context regardless of whether conformity with or
rejection of local convention was required.
Following from the above, this framework defines “exceptional cases’' for the
purposes of this study as follows. They are faculty members, at prestige-oriented liberal
arts colleges, who fit all of the following criteria. They must:
a)

exhibit a sustained commitment to the practices of community-based learning and/or
community-based research (CBL/CBR);

b)

exhibit involvement as campus advocates of CBL/CBR;

c)

present an available body of scholarly evidence portraying engaged work; and

d)

demonstrate significance in their engaged practices.

This definition is operationalized and further described for the purposes of this study in
the next section. Case Selection, and italicized concepts are summarized in Table 5,
below.
Case Selection
I used a two-stage process to identify case studies for this research. First, I
identified a pool of liberal arts colleges that can be described as a “cohort,” and as
sharing a “prestige-orientation,” using the rubric of prestige orientation discussed in the
literature review and conceptual framework. Second, I identified potential participants
who stood out as engaged scholars within these colleges. These selection stages aimed to
yield a case study pool of 15, and as far as practicable, a pool diverse across demographic
factors (gender, race/ethnicity, career stage), and across divisions (sciences, social
sciences, arts and humanities) from 12-15 institutions. This is consistent with a
“purposive” sampling approach (Merriam, 1998, pp. 61-62). As a matter of resource
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constraint and convenience individual cases were limited to institutions in New England
and the Mid-Atlantic regions.

Selection procedures are described below.

Stage 1 - Institutional Pool
I created this pool by conducting a rudimentary social or membership “network
analysis” (Domhoff, 2006; Hanneman and Riddle, 2005). The aim of such an analysis is
to determine the interconnectivity within a given social network - involving (in part) a
quantification of the linkages among “nodes” in that network. In this case, the purpose
was to identify the degrees to which externally-imposed and internally-derived
affiliations coincide to create a cohort.

Critical to this approach are two criteria: first,

that the cohort has been identified as a comparison or peer group in some way by external
sources, and second, that members of the “cohort” themselves recognize the group as a
peer community or comparison cohort.
Network analysis is an approach consistent with Kingston and Lewis’ approach to
studying elite stature among the “most prestigious undergraduate institutions
(overwhelmingly private)” (1990, p. xi) - the same cohort which with this study is
concerned. The chief advantage of applying this approach to frame a meaningful
network is that it combines external schemes with affiliation groups, to postulate a
prestige-oriented cohort while avoiding excessive dependence upon the often-criticized
US News and World Report rankings.
I proceeded initially by compiling membership lists for affiliations associated
with elite status or prestige orientation among these institutions. I identified three types
of affiliations in two general categories: “external” affiliations include national ranking
mechanisms and classification schemes; and “internal affiliations include membership
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and affiliation groups to which institutions voluntarily subscribe. Table 3 below presents
these, followed by brief descriptions of each category:
Table 3. Liberal Arts College Elite Status/Prestige Orientation Affiliations

Internal

External
National Ranking

Classification Schemes

Membership/Affiliation
Groups

Mechanisms
USNWR - Top 50

The Carnegie Classification
System (Baccalaureate/Arts
and Sciences)

Some Corporate and
Foundation Relations
Officers” (SCAFRO)
listserv/annual meeting

Research Corporation’s
“Academic Excellence”
Study

Astin and Chang (1995)
“High-High” Colleges

Colleges of Liberal Arts
Sponsored Programs
(CLASP) listserv/annual
meeting

McCaughey (1994)

The Consortium on the
Funding of Higher
Education (COFHE)

The “Oberlin Report”
(Davis-Van Atta, 1985)

The Annapolis Group

Franklin and Marshall’s
(1998) Baccalaureate
Origins of Ph.D’s

Fuller (1986)

National Ranking Mechanisms: US News and World Report rankings are
complemented by two additional sources of external analysis and ranking among liberal
arts colleges - Franklin and Marshall College’s (1998) Baccalaureate origins of doctoral
recipients: A ranking by discipline of 4-year private institutions for the period 1920 1995, and Research Corporation’s (2002) publication, Academic excellence - the
sourcebook: A study of the role of research in the natural sciences at undergraduate
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institutions. All of these sources examine these institutions using comparison data

directly pertaining to prestige-accumulative outcomes, concerning students (graduate and
professional school degrees among graduates), and concerning faculty (research grants
and awards, scholarly publications)
External Classification Schemes: The “net” inclusive of all institutions reviewed
for selection is the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching’s 2000
classification scheme, which defines the complete “universe” of liberal arts colleges from
which this process takes its starting point (Carnegie, 2006). Smaller sub-sets of this list
that identify institutions according to factors associated with prestige-orientation such as
research productivity and alumni graduate school entry include Astin and Chang (1995),
McCaughey (1994), Davis-Van Atta (1985) and Fuller (1986). The first two of these
studies examine the interrelationships between teaching and scholarship at selective
liberal arts colleges, while the second two analyze the roles, extent, and impact of
undergraduate involvement in research experiences in student learning and post¬
baccalaureate outcomes. All of these studies produce evidence and descriptions
portraying the significance of scholarly research productivity among faculty at selective
liberal arts colleges to the achievement of this cohort’s undergraduate education missions.
Membership/Affiliation Groups: These have been selected from among the
dozens of organizations most higher education institutions belong to or affiliate with, for
the following reason. In my experience as an administrator for over a decade at a private,
selective liberal arts college, affiliations with selected membership groups are employed
to facilitate dialogue among top administrators about matters pertaining to organizational
competition and marketing, status and prestige accumulation. Membership
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“benchmarking” surveys related to performance in gamering external support for
sponsored research and institutional innovation, to salaries and recruitment packages for
faculty, to financial aid and programmatic offerings to recmit students, and other
important policy issues affecting institutional prestige and selectivity are frequent
initiatives of the first three affinity groups (SCAFRO, CLASP, COFHE). The Annapolis
Group self-identifies as a “consortium of the nation’s leading liberal arts colleges,” and as
“an organization of the leading national independent liberal arts colleges, [who] come
together to share mutual interests and information that will strengthen their respective
educational programs. (Annapolis Group, 2008).
I then analyzed overlap in the membership of institutions among these affiliations
to determine the degree of common membership across these lists. From this inclusive,
national list, I eliminated institutions outside the New England and Mid-Atlantic states
(as travel beyond this region was impractical for this study), and then excluded those
institutions who did not appear on four or more lists. I acknowledge that this threshold
for inclusion is somewhat subjective. Its primary utility however was identify a threshold
above which a set of institutions illustrates demonstrable network connections. This
network definition underpins the consideration of this group as a cohort of prestigeoriented institutions. The resulting list of 31 institutions is as follows:
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Table 4. Selected Prestige-Oriented Liberal Arts Colleges
Allegheny College
Amherst College
Barnard College
Bates College
Bowdoin College
Bryn Mawr College
Bucknell University
Colby College
Colgate University
College of the Holy Cross
College of Wooster

Connecticut College
Denison University
Franklin & Marshall
Hamilton College
Haverford College
Hobart and William Smith
Kenyon College
Lafayette College
Middlebury College
Mount Holyoke College
Oberlin College

Skidmore College
Smith College
Swarthmore College
Trinity College
Union College
Vassar College
Wellesley College
Wesleyan University
Williams College

The comprehensive pool from which this list is drawn is included as Appendix E to this
study. From this list, I additionally excluded Smith College as my own home institution,
and Amherst and Mount Holyoke Colleges as part of the 5-College consortium in which I
work. I elected to exclude these institutions due to the existing, familiarity and ongoing
relationships I have with the engaged faculty at these institutions. This process resulted
ultimately in a selection of 28 potential campuses for my study.
Stage 2 - Engaged scholar case participants
Following the selection of 29 private, prestige-oriented liberal arts colleges, I
employed primary and secondary strategies to identify and recruit 15 core faculty
participants for the case studies. The primary strategy was to compile listings of the last
five years’ nominees and winners for two national awards associated with faculty civic
engagement — the Ernest A. Lynton Award for Faculty Professional Service and
Academic Outreach from the American Association of Higher Education (now
administered by the New England Resource Center for Higher Education), and the
Thomas Ehrlich Faculty Award for Service Learning administered by the national
Campus Compact organization. It was hoped that these awards would identify faculty
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candidates who attained visibility and recognition for their community partnership work.
From these lists, I sought to review nominees/winners from the institutional cohort
identified in Stage 1, and to compile a list of potential candidates diverse across
demographic makeup and discipline.
I achieved only limited success with this primary selection strategy for two main
reasons. First, both the New England Resource Center for Higher Education and Campus
Compact were at the time I inquired (Fall, 2006) only beginning to compile databases and
solicit permissions for researcher access to nomination materials. They were therefore
only able to share a very limited amount of information regarding potential candidates.
Second, only four names emerged as potential matches. Ultimately, two of these
responded to my request for an interview and became case studies.
An alternative, secondary strategy of “snowball” sampling (Merriam, 1998) was
prepared at the outset of this project, in anticipation that the Lynton and Ehrlich awards
might not yield a sufficient sample and/or that invited candidates might be unwilling or
unable to participate. This strategy employed key contacts as resources to help identify
case candidates from institutions eligible according to Stage 1 selection. Consultation
with experts or nominators has been used as a productive means of developing a list of
individuals widely viewed in their field as “moral exemplars” (Colby, 1994) or
“pioneers” of service-learning (Stanton, Giles and Cruz, 1999).
I identified two types of key contacts as sources of nomination, to initiate a
“snowball” sample. The first involved an email invitation to community-based learning
office staff (usually directors) on campuses eligible (in Table 4). Staff were invited to
nominate faculty colleagues whose sustained involvement in community-based teaching
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and/or research might qualify them as candidates for inclusion. The second involved an
identical invitation sent to selected state Campus Compact staff in New England and
Mid-Atlantic states. The letter that was sent to campus directors via email is attached in
Appendix B, and it was modified only slightly to send to Campus Compact staff. The
request asked nominators to identify faculty members “who have demonstrated a
sustained commitment to civic engagement, through teaching and/or research projects
involving themselves and their students in campus-community partnerships.” I also
stated that “I will ultimately select participants based on a range of goals and practical
considerations, and will conduct further research on your nominee(s) prior to making
final selection and arranging to visit campus.”
CBL directors were identified on 16 of the campuses, and all were sent invitations
to nominate candidates for the study. Eight replied and were invaluable sources of
information and points of entry for campus contacts. Two state Campus Compact staff
additionally replied, and in both cases confirmed CBL director nominations. I entered
the names of all faculty “nominated” into an excel spreadsheet.
I then proceeded to investigate the suitability of nominated candidates as case
participants. I did this primarily by “surfing” the college web sites to gather the
following information regarding “nominees”:
•

Any basic information not provided by CSL directors, such as title/rank,
department/discipline, demographics (e.g. race, gender);

•

Web sites for individual faculty members, including their biographies, curriculum
vitae, syllabi, engaged project information;
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•

College information, as presented in web sites, press releases, promotional and
planning documentation, pertaining to the faculty members, their engaged teaching,
research, or service/outreach projects.

I additionally conducted “Google” and “Google Scholar” world-wide web engine
searches using names and institutions of nominees, to gather information and references
not hosted by each candidate’s respective institutional site. This included, for example,
references to conference participation or presentation, citations for and in some cases
links to publications, and relevant professional affiliations and collaborations. Resulting
data and assembled links were collected into the spreadsheet on potential participants.
I then applied the following criteria to select engaged faculty scholars as cases for
this study. These criteria stem from the definition of “exceptional faculty” in the above
conceptual framework.
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Table 5. Case Study Selection Criteria for Engaged Faculty Scholars
-

- --- --- --- -

—

—

■

-

—

1. Sustained
Commitment

He or she is a sustained and continuing practitioner of communitybased learning and/or research, as identified by his or her nominator,
and as evidenced in the material documentation. Material evidence
included: multiple document references to a candidate’s CBL/CBR
projects; references to involvement in multiple course or research
projects and/or single projects occurring over multiple years.
Engaged faculty scholars exhibited engaged teaching and/or research
practice extending over the last three years at least; more commonly
engaged projects were underway for 4-6 years, with several
stretching over the last 10 or more.

2. Campus
Advocacy

He or she has served as an advocate of engaged practice on his or her
campus, through participation in CBL/CBR center or program
initiative or grant planning committees.

3. Scholarly
Evidence

He or she has accomplished scholarly work pertaining to CBL/CBR
that can be examined for the purposes of exploring this study’s
research questions. That work includes: published or unpublished
papers about teaching or research projects; institutional documents
such as planning documents, grant proposals, program promotional
literature, news and popular journal articles, etc., as made available
by participants, their colleagues, and/or college, and departmental
web sites.

4. Significance/
Impact

I applied a lens of “significance” to critically reviewing material that
describes the nature and extent of faculty involvement in engaged
projects. My aim was to apply a prima facie examination of the
nature and quality of their involvement, based on the literature on
policies of good practice in engagement, and based my own
knowledge of and experience in the field of CBL/CBR.

This last criterion, “Significance/Impact” warrants additional explanation. I applied this
subjective approach in order to deepen my examination of individuals’ engagement,
beyond the criterion of quantity or abundance. A candidate suitable was considered an
engaged faculty scholar where gathered information about his or her project or projects
reflected not only a quantity of work and an abundance of references to it, but also an
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evident immersion in and consideration of issues of good practice, reflective of the
service learning and campus-community partnership literatures. I also looked for
evidence that he or she has made the effort to model engaged scholarly practice in higher
education, beyond their home campus to their discipline or to others in higher education
more generally. As discussed above, I consider candidates as eligible those who appear
as “pathfinders” and those who appear as “pathfollowers” for this study.
Case Construction and Entry

The research design was to construct and analyze 15 case studies of engaged
faculty scholars from prestige-oriented, private liberal arts colleges. Ideal candidates
exhibited an academic career characterized by extensive community-based learning
and/or research involvement, as evidenced in curriculum vitae, publication and
presentation materials, other documentation and their award nomination portfolio. This
yielded mostly post-tenure participants. Where pre-tenure candidates emerged they were
excluded, with one important exception discussed below. Generally, this rule was
followed to avoid issues or concerns untenured participants might have with
confidentiality, candor, and risk.
Each of 15 case studies includes four components: an individual faculty member
interview with the engaged faculty scholar; interviews with a colleague and/or a small
focus group among colleagues of the faculty member (his or her nominator and/or
selected colleagues); interviews and/or a focus group with a community partner or
partners; and documentary evidence pertaining to the engaged faculty scholar’s
community-based work. I proceeded to identify campus colleagues by asking the
selected engaged faculty to name an individual, or individuals on campus familiar with
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his or her work, able to comment on it, and able to comment on the receptivity to that
work within the local departmental and campus environment. Similarly, I asked engaged
faculty scholars to name and where possible, provide contact information or introduction
to community colleagues with whom they have worked and, ideally, continue to work.
During participant recruitment, it became apparent that there are consistent and
constructive (for this study) overlaps among both campus colleagues and the engaged
faculty scholars, and community colleagues and engaged faculty scholars. Specifically,
two phenomena emerged: first, that the communities of engaged scholars on each campus
appeared as quite small. This made it possible to speak to selected campus colleagues
about the work of several of their engaged faculty scholar colleagues at once. About onethird of the campus colleagues were within engaged faculty scholars’ department or
program, and approximately two-thirds came from other departments. This made it
possible to discuss campus culture and elicit often candid views, distanced from internal
departmental politics. However, it did impose limitations to this study’s ability to deeply
examine individual, departmental cultures, and to gain collegial perspectives on engaged
faculty scholars opportunities and constraints as affected by disciplinary considerations.
Similarly, in numerous cases the community partners whom I was referred to by
engaged faculty scholars work with several or even all of the engaged scholars in
learning, research, and service projects. They too were therefore often able to speak to
the work of multiple case participants. In both instances, I adapted the lines of
questioning I pursued in the semi-structured interview protocols to enable participants to
speak clearly and separately in reference to the individual engaged faculty scholars with
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whom they were associated (for the purposes of my case studies), and their specific
projects.
One exception was made to the selection of exclusively post-tenure faculty
participants. A compelling candidate emerged from the selection process who was pre¬
tenure at the time of my interview. I learned of her status in correspondence with her as I
investigated her suitability as a case participant. There were three factors that led me to
make this exception. First, her enthusiasm and energetic candor for this study’s purposes
led her to eagerly advocate to me that she be included, despite my efforts to communicate
my rationale and the study’s constraints. She actively and explicitly dismissed the
concerns that led me to focus on post-tenure faculty - that I might inadvertently expose
or endanger pre-tenure faculty in my additional conversations with colleagues on campus
or in the community, or in my subsequent analysis and reporting, through representation
or even unintended misrepresentation of a pre-tenure faculty member’s opinions or
vulnerabilities. Second, in addition to demonstrating a deeply motivated and committed
approach to integrating community learning to her own teaching, research and service
work, she plays a significant role as co-founder and advisor to a program which itself is
deeply important and significant to the campus she is on. Finally, she anticipated tenure
review during the 2007-08 academic year, and was aware that my work would not be
completed until then at the earliest. She is under review as of this writing (Spring, 2008)
and the decision will have been made well in advance of any of this work reaching
publication. These factors led me to include her in this study. However, I sought to
ensure her protection in the following manner nonetheless. I provided her case study to
her for thorough review in draft, and invited her inspection and revision so as to ensure
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her examination of specific risks of exposure from my report. I invited her to review
issues related to her representation (not to my interpretation or analysis), and have
responded to her explicit satisfaction.
Following the identification of engaged faculty scholars as potential participants,
a letter of invitation was sent via email. This letter (attached in Appendix B) invited
participation in the study. Twenty engaged faculty scholars were identified. Of these,
eighteen were interviewed and two were unavailable due to sabbatical leaves. For three
of the eighteen, colleagues on campus or in the community were unavailable for
interview, and thus their data were excluded from this study.
The majority of participants identified a colleague or two whose knowledge of his
or her community-based teaching or research would be sufficient to enable comment and
reflection on this work as a third party. As noted earlier, in about a third of the cases this
led to my interviewing a departmental colleague. But in the remainder, engaged faculty
scholars were either moderately reluctant or explicitly averse to my discussing their work
directly with their departmental colleagues. They cited reasons that included concern
with their colleague’s lack of knowledge or support for this aspect of their work, or they
alluded to contentious or at least complicated politics associated with their project or
related resource conflicts and philosophical differences. The identification of faculty
colleagues to comment specifically on individual engaged scholars’ work also presented
a problem for me as a researcher, as this request conflicted with my aim to retain
participants’ anonymity. Asking to speak to a campus colleague in reference to my case
study specifically would inherently give away the identity of my case study.
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As a result of these concerns, I pursued the following alternative strategies to
finding and interviewing campus colleagues. First, I asked each engaged faculty scholar
for a referral, and where he or she recommended a colleague for me to interview, I did so
or made the effort to do so. This occurred in six cases.
The second strategy applied to the remaining nine cases. Where an engaged
faculty scholar declined to recommend a colleague for the reasons above, I sought instead
to interview at least one, and in most cases 3 or 4, additional individual(s) on campus. I
identified these from the original pool of potential participants nominated by CBL staff
and from my examination of web site materials for the purpose of screening the selection
of engaged faculty scholar candidates. In both cases, prospective “campus colleagues'’
appeared as CBL/CBR project collaborators and on CBL-related campus committees. I
made two assumptions about their pertinence and suitability for the purposes of data
collection, based on my experience as an administrator among engaged faculty scholars
on similar campuses. First, I assumed that that the comparatively small size of these
campuses as communities would make it likely that these individuals would know each
other and each other’s projects. This turned out largely to be true - these are
comparatively intimate campuses and comparatively small local communities. Second, I
assumed that the even smaller numbers of CBL practitioners on these small campuses
would make it likely they would be aware of each other’s work to a degree sufficient to
elicit valuable and relevant data. My hope was that other nominees could speak
knowledgeably and of their own initiative, about engaged faculty scholars and their
projects, and about campus climate for community engagement and scholarship. This did
indeed occur - my effort to interview several “alternative colleagues" made it possible
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for at least one of the additional interviews to touch directly and specifically upon the
projects and circumstances of engaged faculty scholars, and often all of the additional
interviews did so. Furthermore, all additional colleagues spoke directly to climate issues,
related to both perceptions of prestige culture and the environment for community
engagement on campus.
Finally, I made an effort to interview CBL directors on all campuses, whose data
are included in the case studies where relevant. In all cases, interviews with CBL
directors yielded direct and specific observations about the projects, challenges,
opportunities, and departmental/institutional environments faced by engaged faculty
scholars and their projects. Together, these strategies did ultimately enable me to
accommodate for the conflict I encountered between my study’s aims to seek specific,
collegial commentary about engaged faculty scholars and their work, and to meet
participants concerns about that as described above. However, this did impose a minor
limitation on the data collected for the nine cases in which an alternative to interviewing
a named, departmental colleague became necessary. In these nine cases, colleague data
could not speak authoritatively to the matter of departmental or disciplinary supports and
challenges for engaged faculty member’s community-based teaching or research projects.
But as stated earlier, this data was otherwise valuable as external perspective on
departmental and disciplinary context for engaged work, and as input into the picture of
institutional culture.
In all cases, I invited participants to identify a community partner with whom they
have had an ongoing teaching or research partnership. Where appropriate, I invited or
accepted their assistance in facilitating access to these partners. Generally I contacted
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community colleagues via email and/or phone prior to visiting. I made appointments to
see them at their sites. These were often nearby but in three instances, were up to an
hour’s drive from campus. In one instance, I accompanied a campus CBL director to a
prison where she brought students for a service learning project which I was permitted to
observe, as this coincided with my visit.
Data Collection Procedure and Schedule

Between November 2006 and October 2007,1 visited ten campuses and
conducted a phone interview with an individual on an eleventh due to her impending
plans to depart for a sabbatical leave. In March, June and October of 2007,1 took 5-10
day trips each to regions in the northeastern United States where multiple institutions
could be visited. I spent two days on average at each campus and in that campus'
community. In some cases, this meant meeting community partners of selected faculty in
surrounding towns, and in others traveling to locations up to an hour away where
partnership activities took place. Tables 6, 7, and 8 at the end of this chapter summarize
the participants and institutions included this study.
After applying case construction and selection criteria described above, only the
data for 15 case studies of engaged faculty scholars at 7 liberal arts college campuses
were included in this study. This includes a total of 61 participants: 15 engaged faculty
scholars, 21 campus colleagues, and 25 community colleagues.
Each interview was conducted as follows. I began with a brief description of the
purposes of the study, asking participants to read and sign an Informed Consent form
(Appendix C) and inviting them to raise any questions or concerns. Two participants
expressed the concern that they be allowed to signal, during the interview, when they
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wished to be “off the record” and for their comments not to be quoted or cited in this
study. I have respected that in the next chapters.
Interviews with engaged faculty scholars and campus colleagues followed the
semi-structured protocols described below. They typically took between 50-70 minutes,
with several extending to over 100 minutes. Most interviews were conducted in the
offices of faculty members or administrators, some in a lounge, library or cafe.
Interviews with community partners were intentionally contained to 30-45 minutes. Most
were conducted on-site where community partners conduct their business - in schools,
residential care facilities, clinics. One was conducted by phone and another in a cafe offcampus. Each interview was recorded using a digital recorder, and I took handwritten
notes for back-up, contemporaneous field observation, reflection and elaboration. I
followed interviews (individually where possible, after back to back appointments if
necessary) by either writing or recording field notes including additional observations,
follow-up items, and preliminary analyses.
I additionally used the world-wide web to gather and analyze two types of data.
First, I conducted additional web searches using campus search engines and global
world-wide web search engines (Google and Google Scholar) to locate and collect
relevant documents and references to engaged faculty scholars’ projects that were not
found in my initial screening process (described above.) This involved using full-text
and abstract-only electronic journal databases (such as EBSCO, JSTOR, Gale, etc.) to
collect relevant participant publications, cited on their curriculum vitae or in
correspondence with me. Where these could not be acquired in this manner, I wrote back
to participants to ask for copies and all readily cooperated.
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Second, I explored institutional and departmental sites for each of the case study
faculty members, to examine the extent to which, and the ways in which their
community-based activities were represented. From a discourse analysis perspective
(Gee, 1999), I was interested in the presentation of the work in ways that served the
department or institution. I reviewed sites containing promotional information, press
releases, student recruitment and admissions materials, and departmental/programmatic
sites concerning academic curricula with the following questions in mind. How do
academic departments, college administrators - especially public relations, admissions
and development personnel most likely responsible for writing, editing, or formatting the
web content - represent this work? What terms are used, what are the categories and
purposes to which community projects are presented, explicit and implicit? How
prominent are these representations, compared with other initiatives or assets?
In addition to pursuing a “browsing” approach to observing institutional and
departmental sites, I also pursued a targeted search strategy. I inserted the following
terms into campus search engines - each faculty member's name; his or her projects*
names; phrases including “service learning,” “community based learning,” and
“community based research,” with and without hyphens. I collected and printed
documents and web sites. Review and analysis of these materials was integrated with the
review and analysis of other case data sources.
Interview protocols

While all of the research method texts cited in this proposal inform the design,
several offered guidance especially relevant to the proposed interview protocols. Careful
attention to framing interview questions that are open-ended yet focused and singular in
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their intent, and that are non-directive will yield the richest and most appropriate data
(Krathwohl, 1998, pp. 287-294). Furthermore, such self-reports “are likely to be valid if
(1) the information requested is known to the respondents, (2) the questions are phrased
clearly and unambiguously, (3) the questions refer to recent activities, (4) the respondents
think the questions merit a serious and thoughtful response, and (5) answering the
questions does not threaten, embarrass, or violate the privacy of the respondent or
encourage the respondent to respond in socially desirable ways” (Umbach & Kuh, 2003).
Based on these principles, three separate interview protocols were developed for faculty
case study participants, their institutional colleagues and their community partners (see
Appendix A). They follow a parallel, semi-structured path of inquiry, covering content
areas that respond to the research questions discussed above. These include inquiry into
personal and local perspectives on engaged scholarly practice and inquiry into the
prestige orientation of the institution.
As discussed earlier, I had to make two accommodations in implementation.
First, where campus and community colleagues were in a position to speak about the
projects of multiple engaged scholars, I adapted the interview structure to address the
separate projects in a parallel fashion (repeating the same questions again about each
project). Second, where interviewing campus colleagues who were not referred by
engaged faculty scholars but instead identified by me through other means (described
above), I had to be somewhat circumspect about my interest in the work of engaged
faculty scholars and their projects until such time in the interview that participants
themselves raised the subject. At that point I was free to pursue relevant questions and
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follow-up prompts. This happened in at least campus colleague interview per engaged
faculty scholar; commonly in multiple instances.
The protocols for the faculty case participant interview and for the community
partner were pilot tested with faculty members and higher education-community partners
known to me but who did not participate in this study. I began by testing the semistructured interview protocol first with a faculty colleague at my home institution. Then I
was able to explore the value of my questions in implementation with an engaged faculty
scholar at an eligible institution, whom I had met on a previous occasion and who
extended his cooperation to me due to this existing relationship. This facilitated an
exhaustive pilot test for the semi-structured interview protocol that proved invaluable for
the remainder of the interviews. I was able to modify, add and drop questions as a
consequence of the extensive time and feedback given to me by my colleague and by this
generous engaged scholar about the process as well as the content of the study.
Documentary Data

Documentary data as pertains to each case was solicited from the following three
sources. First, materials pertaining to faculty nominees to the Lynton and/or Ehrlich
awards was sought by securing access permission from the awarding organizations (the
New England Resource Center for Higher Education and Campus Compact) and from the
nominators. Unfortunately, the processes of collecting data about and soliciting
nominees for permission for this work were inhibited by the lack of administrative
resources both organizations could devote to this project. This meant that in the end,
nominee files were unavailable to me for this purpose. Second, materials were gathered
pertaining to faculty members’ community-based scholarship and partnerships as
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available in the public domain, such as in publications and proceedings, in college and
community organization literature, on web sites (as described above), etc. Conducting
the search, collection, and preliminary review of such data sources served to prepare me
for the interviews with both faculty case participants, and with their institutional and
community colleagues. This reduced the effort spent in the interviews describing the
learning and research projects with which they have been involved. Third, materials
were collected from faculty participants, their colleagues and/or from community
partners as part of the entry process described above and interviews. Indeed, most
participants were extremely generous in providing curriculum vitae, syllabi, publications,
unpublished papers, and in some cases, tenure and/or promotion review documents.
Study Sample Size

It is rare to find specific recommendations regarding sample size within
qualitative research paradigms. Variability among conditions is simply too great, and the
very issue is considered extraneous to qualitative research that aims not at abstract
generalizability, but at developing working hypotheses and understandings that can be
useful across settings (Rossman and Rallis, 2003, p. 68). However Ortiz (2003)
addresses the concepts of “sufficiency” and “saturation.” Sufficiency is concerned with
enabling breadth adequate to “reflect the range of experiences in the site” (or in a case),
whereas saturation describes the point of diminishing marginal returns on eliciting new
data - when an interviewer has in effect “heard it all before”. She cites Kvale (1996) as a
source that suggests “saturation is typical with no less than 15 interviews.” As a target
for the number of case studies, this figure made sense to me for methodological and
logistical reasons. The addition to this number of 21 campus colleagues and 25
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community partners as informants produced a total of 61 interviewees, which bolstered
the breadth and depth of each case portrait and cross-case analysis.
Privacy and Confidentiality

I sought to treat the privacy and confidentiality of all case participants (including
each faculty case participant, his or her colleague, and community informants) as a matter
of paramount and ongoing concern. I wanted participants to ideally discuss with candor
issues that have potentially political and interpersonal significance, so that this candor
would enrich the data and analysis. Overall, my strategy was to assign pseudonyms to
individual names, institutions, and programs.
However, the protection of individuals’ identities is circumscribed by the fact that
I am studying a set of defined, and thus named, institutions. It is also limited by the need
for this study to present enough information about the models and practices of CBL/CBR
to enable readers to understand the implications of their implementation for these
individuals within their particular context or discipline, as well as the potential
implications for extending them elsewhere. I pursued the following strategies to retain
anonymity to the degree possible within these constraints.
First, while I provide the full list of institutions that qualify as “prestige-oriented
institutions,” at no time in this report do I name either the specific college that a
participant is employed at, nor do I identify the subset of institutions from that list which
I visited or developed contacts at for this study. I mask institutional identities using
institutional pseudonyms, and furthermore avoid making specific references to their
geographic location in my case write-ups. These constraints are somewhat prohibitive, as
they preclude truly concrete discussion of cooperation and partnerships formed between
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faculty members, campuses, communities and organizations. However, the analytic
focus is instead here upon exploring and understanding the challenges facing those
partnerships, the forms of cooperation those models take, and upon building theory about
how they work within the professional and institutional environments of this cohort,
framed as possible by surrounding case data.
Second, while I necessarily discuss specific teaching, research and partnership
projects, and in doing so discuss the disciplines in which faculty were trained and work, I
avoid where possible making specific references to the formal program names or titles.
Instead, I employ pseudonyms for programs, course titles, and community partners.
Third, I have made intentional choices in the reporting to exclude from the
individualized case findings chapter (Chapter 4: Case Studies) what I find to be
especially sensitive or critical comments - particularly about individual colleagues and
their projects or programs. Instead, where possible and appropriate, I employ these
statements in the next chapter, Chapter 5: Cross-Case Analysis. There, I avoid
attributing them even to specific pseudonymous individuals or their institutions, in
instances where doing so appears as necessary to add further protection. This enables me
to make use of the often valuable, yet as often, highly personalized critiques voiced by
participants for the purposes of this analysis, while taking the most responsible approach
toward potential risks of exposure.
Finally, in order to protect participants’ identities, it is necessary to exclude
citations for the above-mentioned documents in the text or bibliography to this study.
Such specificity would immediately compromise the promise of anonymity that is crucial
to this project. Instead, these materials were examined for the purposes of presenting this
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study’s findings and of conducting cross-case, thematic analyses, and then cited or
referenced in only broad ways in the resulting text.
However, this study has a secondary aim to advance as examples the work of
exceptional, engaged scholars, an aim which could benefit by naming engaged scholars
and acknowledging specific strategies for combining scholarly with community work.
That is a goal best served by providing as much contextual information as possible, yet
identification or attribution is at odds with retaining confidentiality. Resolving this
tension requires participatory approaches that are also consistent with ethical practice in
community-based academic work.
I proceeded initially by presuming all information will be treated as confidential
throughout data collection and analysis. I offered all participants complete anonymity in
my research reporting via an informed consent form (Appendix C) presented prior to
each interview. Only I have their original interview recording, notes, and/or transcript in
a locked, secure location; only I will retain a record of the connections between
identifiers contained within them and the pseudonyms or substitutes I employ.
Prior to final data analysis and following each case-study’s write-up, I had
intended to additionally share individual (within-case) write-ups with participants.
Through the course of this research, it became clear to me that participants were, with
just two exceptions, largely unconcerned with the issues of anonymity and indeed
expressed a general preference that my work ultimately advance their status through
attribution. I elected to share with participants my case study write-ups in whole or in
part, in four instances. In two of these examples, participants expressed desire to exclude
some of their comments from my write-up (by indicating we were “off the record" during
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an interview). In the other two, they expressed no such concern but the nature of their
stories themselves struck me as necessitating great care in representation, and so I
solicited their feedback. In none of these cases did participants recommend any more
than subtle, minor changes.
My original intent was to invite participants at the drafting stage to consider
allowing direct attribution in my study. On further reflection, I now consider this a step
best implemented at the stage of preparing this manuscript for publication, should that
occur. This invitation (also in Appendix C) will ask participants to read representations
of them and their work in the findings in their respective case study reports. This request,
in the form of a “Participant Feedback and Attribution Request” form, will enable
participants to consider whether they would voluntarily, specifically, and explicitly
approve individual attribution for future research products based upon this research.
Data Analysis

The conceptual framework, in conjunction with the distinctive content areas
pursued in the interviews, enabled a two-stage analytic process typical of a comparative
case analysis method (Merriam, 1998, p. 196). Data collection for each case involved
ethnographic interview techniques with multiple informants, enhanced by the review of
documentary data (such as syllabi, publications, policy documents, etc.). This is
consistent with the multiple-source nature of case study data collection (Yin, 1994), and
with the research process that is oriented toward understanding the “bounded unit of
analysis” (Merriam, 1998). In this instance, that bounded unit is best described as the
engaged faculty scholar working within the prestige-oriented liberal arts college setting.
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Ethnographic data was analyzed using the “constant comparative” method,
involving review and coding for categories and themes as they emerge, to refine and
focus further data gathering and to enable the evolution of theory while immersed in case
data (Merriam, 1998, pp. 191-192). Rossman and Rallis (2003, pp. 267-308) enhance
Merriam’s view of “constant comparative” method by describing it as an ongoing process
of analysis, inherent to rigorous qualitative research. In their view, thorough, continuing
management of and reflection upon complex data sets involves an continual process from
the framing of research questions, through collection, categorization and interpretation of
data. Such work depends upon a “complex and reflexive process” (p. 288) to create a
credible and compelling result.
Discourse analysis enhances the “constant comparative” analysis of data at both
the within-case and cross-case analytic stages. Discourse analysis enabled additional
reflection upon power and class issues within participant language and institutional
discourse. For example, I explored discourses concerning the forms valued knowledge
and scholarship took, as these discourses are identified in the literature review as key
dimensions of the dialogue over civic engagement work among faculty members, their
institutional colleagues, and their community partners. Gee’s Discourse Analysis (2005)
identifies “building tasks” individuals engage in to represent themselves as speakers and
writers, as they interact with others. These tasks include: the meaning and value we
assign to material things, the way we talk and act; the identities we assume and construct;
the politics that shape those identities and our relations with others; the connections we
draw between ourselves and others now and in the past; and the symbols (Gee, 1999, pp.
85-86). Gee’s framework provided a means of interpreting the explicit and implicit
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values represented in forms and products of work supported, privileged or denied by this
discourse. Interview data and documentary sources was analyzed within cases, and
across cases, as they pertain to these “building tasks.” As “ways of combining and
integrating language, actions, interactions, ways of thinking, believing, valuing, and using
various symbols, tools, and objects to enact a particular sort of socially recognizable
identity” (Gee, 2005, p. 21), examining discourse provides a lens into the “habitus”
(Bourdieu, 1988) among faculty participants. This analysis situates community-based
teaching and learning activities within institutional culture, where issues of power and
prestige permeate faculty-institution and faculty-community relations.
Faculty case participants are expected to have negotiated coexistence among
campus and community cultures, and among the values and priorities in each setting in
order to pursue engaged scholarly work within institutions. In the process they have had
to seek, get, or give up on approval or support among colleagues and community
partners. Examining language and positionality within participants’ representation of
community partnership (spoken and documentary) brings into focus this negotiation. The
“texts” of these negotiations inform data gathering and analysis regarding power and
prestige (Fairclough, 1992; Gee, 2005). Discourse analysis enabled this study to examine
relationships between prestige, power and culture, and community work in the
particularized setting of the selective, elite institution.
This approach was also applied to my review of the web materials each campus
presented concerning engaged faculty scholars’ projects, and concerning community
engagement initiatives on those campuses more generally. The value that Discourse
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analysis can bring to the study of an organization’s (or institution’s) efforts to represent
itself via its internet presence is potentially great (Dholakia & Zhang, 2004).
Placing data in this analytic context is essential. It would have otherwise been
difficult to gain entry to the competing discourses in play in the cultural and political
arenas of engaged scholarly work. For example, it is unlikely individuals whose
decisions or values disparage or obstruct civic work would have stated outright I am
against societal responsiveness” or that they would claim individual responsibility for
having made or supported policy or actions that create roadblocks or hostile climate.
Rather, objections and reservations are more hidden and subtle; actions upon those
objections or reservations are more passive than active. Instead of seeking a smoking
gun,” Discourse analysis enables critical review of language used by people and policies,
to portray both specific values and priorities that underpin the landscape of dialogue,
stemming from cultural context and social affiliation (Gee, 2005). This approach has the
added advantage of enabling discreet and responsible analysis ot the college-community
relationship by asking general questions, soliciting broad perspectives rather than by
asking specific questions that might make participants uncomfortable or risk relations.
For example, asking “how does the community view the xyz project of abc College?"
would be preferable in this regard to asking “how do you view Professor Smith’s work in
the academic-community partnership project?” Discourse analysis permits examination
of relevant social and power relations.
Method of Data Analysis and Data Management

Data analysis proceeded first with within-case analyses (resulting in Chapter 4,
Case Studies), and then with cross-case analysis (resulting in Chapter 5, Cross-Case
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Analysis). Both efforts employed the “constant comparative” method and “discourse

analysis” tools as described above. Interviews were transcribed in full for analysis about half were transcribed by me (including 10 of the 15 engaged faculty scholar
interviews); the remainder were initially transcribed by undergraduate students employed
by me at Smith College. All signed confidentiality agreements and were asked to destroy
the recordings and transcriptions upon confirmation of receipt from me.
The second phase involved cross-case analysis that aims to build theory
(Eisenhardt, 2002). “Thick” description and analysis of the data reflects views and
cultures of faculty members, community partners, liberal arts colleges and communities
represented - with regard to the research questions. Rich understandings of:
both the site in which the studies are conducted and of the site to which
one wishes to generalize are crucial in allowing one to search for the similarities
and differences between the situations.. .analysis of these similarities and
differences then makes it possible to make a reasoned judgment about the extent
to which we can use the findings from one study as a ‘working hypothesis’...
about what might occur in the other situation (Schofield, 2002, pp. 179-180).
This picture from case data references institutional climate, culture, aspirations, etc. as
yielded by the above collection methods. Cross-case analysis builds on the coding and
categorizing of interview data for the within-case analytic phase, and extends analysis
within cases across the cohort of individuals and institutions under inquiry.
Miles and Huberman (2002) lament that researchers “leave behind too few
footprints to allow others to judge the utility of the work, and to profit from it” (2002, p.
xi). Rossman and Rallis (2003) similarly emphasize the necessity to document and
rationalize processes that lead to findings and interpretations when using methods that
involve concurrent collection and analysis of data. Two data management and analysis
techniques, memoing and participatory practice, were employed to address these
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challenges. Qualitative methodologists frequently refer to the value and necessity of
constant and reflective practice in refining both the data collection processes and the
development of analytic frameworks, often achieved through the use of memoing
(Rossman & Rallis, 2003, pp. 291-292). Rossman & Rallis make the useful distinction
between analytic memos that are “methodologic,” “thematic,” and theoretical (2003,
pp. 291-292). This process allowed me to capture additional “thick” description
regarding ethnographic research events (interviews, observations, group discussions) and
to keep a contemporaneous audit trail of key decisions and sources of preliminary
findings and analyses. Occasional memos produced throughout the process complement
interview transcripts and “case” data, and add to data analysis by documenting analytic
and inferential logic during the course of research. They also strengthened internal
validity by documenting methodological practice, and by providing opportunities to
introduce contrary evidence and explanations for consideration.
Participatory practices to enhance the ethical standards of this work also enhance
the validity in the analysis. First, “participant checks” on interview data help to ensure
validity. Checks with preliminary analysis elicited valuable corrective and enriching
perspectives (Colby & Damon, 1994). As described above, I pursued formal checks
(sharing of case write-ups) on only a limited scale, primarily where necessitated
associated with risks of exposure. However, I maintained frequent contact with many
participants via email throughout the writing stage, asking for additional information and
clarification on various points. Second, the principle of “reciprocity” embedded in
participatory method aims to ensure participants conclude involvement with tangible
benefits commensurate with, and related to, their contribution to the project. In most
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cases this will mean at a minimum sharing scholarly outputs and/or acknowledging
intellectual contributions; in others I expect the correspondence about this study and
about the issues raised by the project to continue as an ongoing dialogue. To date this has
proven already to be true as I remain in contact with many participants with regard to
various engagement-related initiatives. I have additionally provided copies of
publications of my own or written by others and referenced in our correspondence or
interview, which I offer to these ends.
Positionality

This work requires vigorous “reflexive” practice, to make explicit and revisit my
own politics and assumptions. This work is value-laden and controversial, and reflection
and disclosure help address validity concerns. My perspective upon this research is
shaped by four years’ experience attending one institution eligible for inclusion (as an
undergraduate), and by eleven years as a research administrator at another. While there
are important insights and advantages to this work that stem from this position, I also
need to ensure I remain open to participants’ views about their environment, and that my
interpretive lens accounts for my own preconceptions.
This perspective is also affected by my work as a community-engaged citizen
with a deep and moral commitment to civic work. As Robert Rhoads remarked in his
own qualitative study of student community service experiences, “This work suggests a
moral dimension in that it supports a perspective that community service is something
that ought to be considered as a fundamental aspect of higher learning. Such a view
rejects the traditional positivists' claim that true social science is a neutral activity and is
apolitical” (Rhoads, 1997, p. 33).
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I approach civic engagement as a matter of potentially fruitful and mutually
beneficial partnership between colleges, faculty and communities, and advocate that
engaged faculty can address societal needs while achieving important learning and
research goals. I have found the search for community partnership opportunities
fundamental to my decade-long work supporting faculty scholarship. Thus, I
acknowledge and embrace the assumptions about and commitments to social change
embedded in this work. Research methodologists Rossman and Rallis (2003) endorse
this “goal of improving some social circumstance” (p. 4), and refer to this concern for
positionality as “the reflexivity of qualitative research” (p. 35). Sanday (2004)
summarizes this positionality as it relates to cultural issues examined here.
The basic approach is to study the cultural and social mechanisms of
human social creativity as groups {publics) form to promote, reflect on, and act
with respect to certain interests. Data collection and analysis are grounded in
ethnography, the study of discourse, cultural critique, and the use of reflection
(original emphases, Sanday, 2004, p. 23).
Nonetheless, validity concerns and opportunities for enhanced insight
simultaneously accompany this intimate familiarity. I acknowledge the momentous
responsibility in this project for monitoring both, and I aim to redress the former in
particular through transparent and auditable practice, vigorous search for contrary
evidence and explanations, and cautious theorization.
Limitations
Several limitations affect the data and analysis of this study. Briefly, they are as
follows. First, that the analysis of “prestige culture” and its effects on community
engagement among the selected cohort is limited by inevitable and sometimes important
differences among institutions. Second, that the restriction ol the research design to
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examine only tenured, and thus successful “navigators” of liberal arts college culture
constrains the study’s capacity to fully understand where the greatest risks and pitfalls lie
for engaged faculty. In other words, we cannot learn from those who failed to navigate
successfully. Third, my pursuit of an alternative, “snowball” sample method to
constructing the case study “triads” imposes certain limitations upon analysis. Namely,
direct and specific linkage between campus and community partner data and the
particular challenges faced by, and projects of engaged faculty scholars was not always
possible; instead, this data in some cases became more “circumstantial” in nature, more
general in reference to institutional and local context. And finally, the sample of engaged
faculty scholars is overrepresentative of the social sciences. All of these limitations are
considered in turn and in greater detail below.
First, the degree to which the selection of institutions included in this study share
common institutional cultures is circumscribed by inevitable campus differences. The
objective in using the chosen selection method was to use the strategy of triangulation, by
comparing external affiliation groupings with self-identified peer groupings, to yield a
cohort of similar institutional settings, similar prestige orientations and similar associated
conditions affecting community engagement. Yet the degree to which a common,
singular culture can emerge from even the most self-associated cohort is naturally
constrained, as campuses exhibit inevitable and sometimes important different cultural
characteristics. Established methodologies for grouping institutions, such as the Carnegie
Classification System even where fine-tuned by Astin and Chang (1995) and where
updated by Carnegie (2005), can still oversimplify such differences, including conditions
shaped by institutional history, demographics, location, resources.
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Furthermore, while there is much to be learned from examining ways these
campuses represent a “cohort” in terms of local values, mission, priorities, and in terms
of academic, student, and even administrative, social cultures, my research design did not
permit such broad purposes. The short visits and limited contact I had with individuals
on these campuses, and the purposeful intent I brought to the project to examine
specifically issues of community engagement among faculty, left this study well short of
being able to provide a comprehensive analysis of campus cultures at selective, private
liberal arts colleges. My capacity to measure or characterize any campus’ “prestige
orientation” in particular is circumscribed by those same limitations of time and purpose
(as well as by the limited number of participants and their common role on campus as
faculty members — few students and administrators beyond those directly involved in
community engagement efforts were participants). The vast majority ot participants
suggested in their comments or even explicitly agreed these institutions share a prestigeorientation, and participants did help me advance understanding of prestige-orientation
and how it relates to community engagement. But much more ethnographic and opinion
data would be necessary to truly explore such conditions, commonalities and differences.
In response to these limitations, it was essential throughout the study and in data analysis
to monitor differences and similarities in these settings, specifically as they impact
faculty case participants and their perceptions of what matters in the evaluation of
scholarly and civic work. This was necessary to most effectively understand elements
and effects of Discourse and “conversations” (Gee, 1999) shaping that work. Careful
attention to these differences and similarities help compare and contrast emergent
categories and themes.
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A second limitation is the study’s focus exclusively upon pathfinders or
pathfollowers whose careers have led to tenure and promotion within their environments.
This focus thus excludes from study those who pursue civic work from long- and short¬
term, non-tenure track positions. However, while it may be interesting to study the
models for teaching (and perhaps less likely, research) these faculty members pursue,
their relatively marginal status and lesser stake or engagement in institutional governance
would make it less likely that their experiences could provide rich data regarding inquiry
into local culture and the dynamic tensions between departmental and institutional
politics and values. Perhaps more significant is the limitation imposed by the exclusion
of those who abandoned engaged scholarship and community work intentionally to favor
more traditional-looking teaching and research, and those who elected to change careers
or career focus when the commitment to engaged work became untenable. For the latter,
the failure to stay in their institution or to remain in the academic profession and be
available for this study makes finding them difficult and including them nearly
impossible, even where enormous insights might be gained. It was thus not possible to
study the most costly or extreme consequences of any “clash” between prestige cultures
and engaged scholars. This study has instead undertaken to combine Gumporf s (2002)
“pathfinders” and “pathfollowers,” as analogous to Colby & Damon’s (1992) “moral
exemplars”, and to examine strategies and conditions for success in part as a specific
response to this study’s limited capacity to examine and explain failed marriage between
civic and academic work. It is hoped that what these engaged faculty scholars can tell us
about success will to some extent make up for what we may not be able to learn from
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failure, due to the impracticality and inaccessibility to including individuals who have left
and detached themselves from the target settings.
A third set of limitations stems from the constraint on the data from the alternative
strategies I pursued to construct the case studies - specifically, the practice of developing
a “snowball” sample to interview “campus colleagues” and “community colleagues.
First, these colleagues (both on campus and in the community) were not always
exclusively associated with an individual engaged faculty scholar, nor were they always
available for interview alone and instead could sometimes only meet in groups. These
conditions have several implications for the data. Individuals and groups alike could not
always respond specifically and exclusively to interview protocol questions in reference
to an individual engaged faculty scholar. So, for example, campus colleagues' responses
pertained to multiple engaged scholars or multiple campus engagement initiatives or
projects, and community colleagues’ similarly pertained to multiple college-community
partnership projects. This did not present an overwhelming problem as my advance
preparation to understand the scope and nature of engaged teaching and research projects
made it often possible to invite participants to focus their responses. Second, my inability
in several cases to interview departmental colleagues inhibits the capacity of this study to
thoroughly understand the local, departmental conditions that shape an engaged faculty
scholar’s professional environment as that environment affects community engagement
and scholarly expectations. My alternative strategy to seeking campus participants who
could both speak knowledgeably about the engaged scholars’ projects and to campus
climate with regard to scholarly expectations and engagement more generally went to
some lengths to ameliorate this constraint, and enable data collection that addresses the
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research questions. But the departmental “landscape” for these engaged scholars is
nonetheless less examined here than was desirable. The third limitation of the
“snowball” method I used was that my prospective participant identification depended on
information provided by campus CBL directors and engaged faculty scholars. They
pointed me toward colleagues on campus who might be able and willing to become
participants.

But those knowledgeable enough to contribute valuable data were also

themselves likely to be advocates of engaged work. This turned out to be largely, though
not entirely true. Perhaps 80-85% of the participants might be said to fit this
characterization. Most participants, therefore, were predisposed positively toward
community-based learning and research in ways that would inevitably affect their
perceptions about challenges and opportunities for such work. However, this particular
limitation presented a tradeoff I considered worthwhile. The constraint this placed on my
ability to understand non-advocates perceptions of prestige culture and challenges to
community engagement was offset by gains in my ability to analyze practitioners’ and
advocates’ perceptions of what those challenges and opportunities are, where they lie in
these institutions to engaged work, and of where the most successful strategies come
from and how they work out.
Finally, as evidenced in data collection summary below, the nomination and
selection process yielded a contingent of engaged faculty scholars from the social
sciences disproportionately larger than the distribution across science and humanities
divisions. It is certainly disappointing that my efforts could not yield a more balanced
result. However, this result nonetheless is reflective of the more natural affinity that
exists between disciplinary teaching and research methods and methodological training in
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the social sciences and experiential-, field-, and community-based methods. This is
consistent with findings in Antonio, Astin and Cress (2000) that illustrate stronger
commitment to community service among those trained in social science fields than in
other disciplines.
Despite these limitations, it is hoped that this project can use case studies to
construct theory (Eisenhardt, 2002), and yield a certain degree of internal
generalizability” (Maxwell, 2002, pp. 53-54). In contrast to “external generalizability”
there is no explicit aim to find explanations or construct theory applicable to dissimilar
institutions (e.g. doctoral or comprehensive universities, community colleges, etc.).
Instead, selecting a coherent and similar group of institutions with respect to features
examined here (prestige orientation, research culture, liberal arts and undergraduate
education focus), and including faculty from a relatively similar cohort of institutions as
the setting for engaged work will hopefully make possible the inferential extension ot
theory and analysis to other similarly prestige-oriented settings. It is nonetheless clearly
acknowledged that the base-rate for the study’s sample is so small as to make even the
use of such a statistical term in appropriate. Thus there is no attempt here to claim any
generalizable result beyond that which may be analogous in nature. Selecting cases from
a similar set of institutions is a strategy to constrain and explicitly address validity
concerns, not to scientifically eliminate them (Maxwell, 2002, pp. 56-57).

Data Collection Summary
In sum, I have constructed engaged faculty scholar case studies at 7 college
campuses, including 61 participants. In addition to recorded interviews, approximately
two hours’ worth of field research memos were recorded on-site or in transit during
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campus and community visits. These sought to capture key observations and reflections
when the transcription of such notes was not possible. In all, a total of 64 recordings and
a cumulative total of over 40 hours of data were collected during campus site visits (and
in two cases, phone interviews). Participant numbers by campus are as follows: Earth
College =15; Mars College = 10; Neptune College = 7; Venus College = 7; Sun College
= 4; Uranus College = 8; Mercury College = 10. This data is tabulated in greater detail
below. In addition, a voluminous amount of documentary material concerning the
teaching, research and service projects of engaged scholars, about their institutions and
about their community partners was collected in electronic and paper forms.
Engaged Faculty Scholars
Case participants interviewed for this study are identified by their pseudonyms
and pseudonymous institutions in the table below. These 15 cases comprise 20.5 hours of
digitally-recorded interviews (in two instances, including the presence of a campus or
community colleague).
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Table 6. Faculty Case Participants

Pseudonym
Kathie
Bill
Karen
John
Stacy
Marilyn
Tom
Patti
Sandy
Marty
Charles
Mike
Lynda
Deborah
Elliot

Institutional
Pseudonym

Gender

Earth College
Mars College
Mars College
Mars College
Neptune College
Neptune College
Venus College
Venus College
Sun College
Uranus College
Uranus College
Mercury College
Mercury College
Mercury College
Mercury College

F
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
M

Person
of Color

X

Academic
Rank

Year
Tenured

Division

Assistant
Professor
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Professor
Professor
Associate
Professor
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Professor

2008?
1978
1988
1996
2003
2005
1996
1973
2000
1980
1998
2006
2006
2000
1988

SOC
SOC
HUM
SCI
SOC
SOC
SCI
SOC
SOC
SCI
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC

While most of the data above is self-explanatory, the rightmost column warrants
additional explanation. Liberal arts colleges commonly organize their departments and
their faculty into academic divisions, distinguishing between social sciences (SOC),
natural sciences including, where appropriate, engineering (SCI), and humanities (HUM).
Some differences do exist as to where disciplines are located. Psychology, for example,
resides within a natural science division in some institutions, and within the social
science division at others. In such cases I have placed these individuals where their local
institution locates their host department.
Campus and Community Colleagues by College
Campus colleagues (faculty members and administrators) and community partners
interviewed for this study are summarized in the tables below. Data were collected with
46 participants (including 6 persons of color) in 31 separate sessions amounting to a total
of 18.4 hours of recordings, conducted primarily as interviews with individuals, and in
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selected cases in small groups (with only two exceptions, pairs). Campus colleagues
include at least one faculty colleague and often several. Faculty colleagues were either in
the department of the case participant, or in departments elsewhere on campus but
familiar with the participants’ and institution’s community-based learning programming.
Campus colleagues also include of the community-based learning office directors at
campuses visited for this study.
Table 7. Campus Colleagues by College

College

Number
of
Campus
Colleagues

Gender
F/M

Persons
of
Color

Administrative
Units/Academic Departments
Represented

Earth

3

2/1

1

Mars

3

2/1

Neptune

3

2/1

Venus

3

3F

Sun
Uranus

2
4

2F
1/2

Mercury

3

2/1

Religion, Anthropology, CBL
Center
Sociology, Anthropology, CBL
Center
Classics, Advancement, CBL
Center
Education, Academic Affairs,
CBL Center
Psychology, CBL Center
Sociology, Government,
English, CBL Center
Education, CBL Center, Writing
Center

Community colleagues are generally representatives of off-campus organizations
which partner with one or more engaged faculty scholars. One exception to the offcampus status of these colleagues is the case of Earth College, where they are employee
and student participants in a community-based learning program on-campus.
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Table 8. Community Colleagues by College
Gender
F/M

Earth

Number of
Community
Colleagues
11

6/5

Persons
of
Color
6

Mars

4

4F

1

Neptune

2

2F

Venus

2

1/1

Sun

1

IF

Uranus
Mercury

2
3

1/1
2/1

College
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Areas of Community
Partner/Organization Focus
Education/Literacy, CampusCommunity Relations
Child Development, Women and
Family, Math Education,
Community Development
Immigration Law, Elementary
Education, Local History
Math and Science Education,
Community Health/AIDS
Education and Child
Development
Education, Environment
Youth/Adolescent Development,
Mental Health, Community
Development

CHAPTER 4
CASE STUDIES
Overview
This chapter. Case Studies, presents 15 engaged faculty cases. Cases are grouped
by institution. Each group begins with a brief description of institutional context,
depicting the geographic setting, history, mission and distinctive features of each college,
and information about its civic engagement initiatives and infrastructure. Individual
engaged faculty cases are then presented. Individuals are described in their historical and
professional context, followed by details about his or her engaged teaching and research
projects. Each case examines the challenges, opportunities, and benefits to engaged work
as framed by them, by their campus and community colleagues, and by relevant
documentary evidence. Each case also considers participants’ perceptions of institutional
context, especially concerning the relationships between factors and conditions associated
with a prestige orientation (at the departmental and/or institutional level) and engaged
teaching and research. Narratives are intended to illustrate the projects, character, and
insights presented by the cases of engaged faculty who advance community-based
learning and research at their institutions, addressing the research questions: “How do
faculty members make community-based projects significant components of their
scholarly work?”; and “Does an “economy of prestige” affect the status, forms, and
extent of community-based learning and research?”
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Kathie at Earth College
Earth College
Earth College is in a leafy, affluent metropolitan area suburb. The campus is 5
miles from a struggling suburban center, as near to Earth as it is to the metropolitan
center. This low-income suburb lies in contrast to Earth's affluence, and yet the two are
tied economically, as employer and employee (the community is a major source of wage
labor at the College), and educationally, as partners in learning, service and research.
The geographic relationship between Earth College and the community’s predominantly
Black population figures prominently in the picture of community engagement at Earth.
Earth’s identity is shaped by founding roots tied to social justice, yet the spectrum
of curricular and co-curricular programs places it squarely as a peer among the secular
institutions examined for this study. Furthermore, Earth College’s proximity to
metropolitan urban and semi-urban settings places the lush campus and community in
relief to dramatically contrasting socio-economic and demographic circumstances.
Without campus programs designed to foster engagement, Earth students might find it
readily possible to retreat in the College’s idyllic campus. Yet the pressing challenges to
engage face commuting staff, and pressure to share cultural and economic resources
come from surrounding communities. Many lower wage employees come to campus
daily from a nearby low-income community, one of the poorest in the state.
Compared with other institutions captured in this study. Earth appears as an
institution comfortable in its own skin and self-assured. This was both explicit and
implicit - emergent from data, and notable from what was absent. For example,
individuals downplayed the importance of market comparisons and competitive forces
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among colleagues when raised in interviews. Participants exhibited little or no anxiety
with Earth’s place (a high place) or direction in rankings. There was no urgent sense that
Earth was missing out, dropping the ball, failing to capitalize, or behind the curve in
comparison with its peers with regard to academic program or institutional initiatives.
In 2001, an alumnus and former trustee endowed Earth College with significant
resources to establish a center to support engaged work among students, faculty and
community partners. Social responsibility is a strong undercurrent of the Center’s
mission, consonant to Earth’s institutional mission. The Center has five staff including a
faculty director, a community partnerships coordinator (a former community organizer
from a nearby community), two staff to support student volunteer service and activist
projects, and an administrative assistant. Located at the edge of campus in a train station
that leads into the nearby major city is symbolic and helpful. Students going to
placements or service in the city are sometimes handed a token, rail map and schedule to
hop a train as they emerge from pre-orientation meetings and reflection sessions.
Despite substantial financial and infrastructural resources, the Center’s inroads
into curricular and research-based engagement remain still limited. A senior faculty
member and former administrator, induced to postpone retirement to be the center’s
inaugural director, articulates a fundamentally cautious strategy for spreading engaged
work - to first strengthen support among senior faculty and avoid support for junior
faculty involvement in departments where their involvement might place them “at risk”
(her words).

Her strongly-held view was “don’t have that fight right away.” The 2007-

OS course list leaves uncertain the level of course-based activity, by including “research
internships,” language courses with minor CBL components, and a student-driven activist
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project not clearly linked to coursework among the 20-25 courses which may have CBL
components. However, Earth’s self-starting students provide additional drive behind
outreach and activist initiatives - on campus, in the community, and beyond.
Kathie
Kathie is an Associate Professor of Education at Earth College, tenured in 2008.
Kathie began at Earth College as a part-time lecturer between 1991 and 1994,
transitioning to a full-time, non-tenure track position in 1998 (the year she completed
doctoral study) and to a tenure-track position in 2003. Her professional transition to
higher education came after a career in public school systems as a teacher, curriculum
coordinator, and at a state Department of Education.
Kathie was the only untenured faculty member interviewed as a case participant
in this study. Her vital role in the “Shared Learning Network”3 (SLN - described below)
at Earth College, along with her comparatively non-traditional career path to academia in
the field of Education, made her stand out as an experienced and confident practitioner of
CBL. Her approach to discussing community learning projects and challenges of
managing them within professional and institutional obligations appeared to be
underpinned by her experience prior to teaching at Earth. Kathie projected empowerment
and confidence of someone who came to advanced study later in life - focused and
connected, after twenty years as an educator. Kathie occasionally implied concern over
the political implications of discussing community learning projects, colleagues, and
institutional climate. Yet she was also confident and bold, declining to shut the door -

3 Pseudonym.
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something others deliberately did before or dramatically during an interview. Kathie did,
though, intentionally hush her tones in discussing some of the obstacles to CBL.
The centerpiece of Kathie’s engaged work is the “Shared Learning Network”
(SLN), a project that connects Earth students and Earth staff in learning projects of
mutual interest developing computer skills, cooking skills, exercise regimens, language
skills, etc.. Staff participants come from predominantly campus service departments - in
hourly physical plant, dining services, residential support jobs. Critical to the learning
model is the fact that neither partner enters with previous experience or skills - there is
no teacher and student; partners are new learners together. SLN was founded by staff and
students working with Kathie in 2001, during her early, part-time role at Earth. SLN
remains a student- and staff-run program for which Kathie is faculty advisor. Campus
departments provide staff release time to engage with student SLN volunteers.
The program appeals to Kathie’s scholarly interest in studying and teaching
culturally-informed views on literacy and numeracy. For several years she has taught
either or both a fall introductory level course and/or a spring honors-level course on
literacies and social identities. These courses are frequent (but not exclusive) entry points
for students to SLN - in the intro course, as a service-learning component, and in the
seminar, as the subject of community-based research. These courses are her primary
vehicles for fostering student learning and reflection from the SLN. She additionally
supervises students in independent studies and service projects outside of these vehicles.
Kathie aims to enable students to conceptualize “literacy” and “numeracy” as
broad, interrelated concepts. She wants students to understand these terms not just as
abilities to read or compute sums, but as facilities to navigate everyday life challenges -
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facilities to recognize, understand, interpret, and respond to daily situations others take
for granted - like making a purchase, completing an application, negotiating a service.
Kathie found from SLN’s outset that she had to guard against student and colleague
propensities to frame the program as motivated by charity, or as defined by the
unidirectional conveyance of intellectual or social capital — from have to have not, from
expert to layperson, from educated to uneducated. She sees both as problematic
misrepresentations, and Kathie is careful to emphasize: “We didn’t make it a literacy
program because literacy signifies illiteracy. We made it a learning program. We were
just very intentional about mutual learning.” She echoes her message in a published
journal article which emphasizes multi-directional benefit and SLN’s explicit challenge
to traditional, expert-based conceptions of the learning process.
Kathie is proud that SLN involves the increasingly diverse student populace at
Earth. Yet the fact is that SLN frequently pairs still privileged students (by either
previous circumstance or simply by current standing as an Earth College student), who
are most commonly white, with predominantly African-American Earth employees. The
latter come mainly from the nearby struggling suburb to work at mainly low-wage
College positions. Earth’s administration has pursued various local strategic partnership
initiatives with this community including: systematic student volunteer and tutor
placements in schools; employee recruitment framed as both economic development and
campus diversification, etc.. Commuting labor from this adjacent community makes up a
now sizable portion of Earth’s non-academic workforce. But many jobs are low-wage,
with grounds, physical plant or dining services departments.
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The breadth and persistent significance of social and class divides, despite all
good will and design to the contrary, was evident in one of three focus groups Kathie
arranged among SLN participants. Their positive reflections about learning benefits
included a full spectrum - from substantive gains about the topics of mutual learning
(sports, computers, crafts), to the more humanistic achievements of cross-cultural/crossracial understanding (cultural exchanges, family traditions, etc.). Three stylishly attired,
white Earth students sat and spoke from one side of a conference table, with older,
African-American grounds and cleaning staff SLN partners on the other. There was
much good will and humor in the room. Yet remarks below reflect the depth of that
divide and perspective:
Student 1: Well we’ve, me and Mindy, Jane and Sharon, we go to the gym
and work out with them. For me, and for them and also we’re teaching them and
they’re learning to play tennis. We do whatever each other wants to do. Last year,
I think our project was that we did cooking and typing, work on the computers ...
Student 2 (interjection): I go to the gym and work out with my partner as
well and but he’s also helped me with some of my school projects and stuff like
that too. I’ll ask him for advice and his sister had written something that he loaned
me, and I looked at it to give me insight for one of my final projects last
semester... I was writing about, he lives in [nearby suburb] and I was writing
about, a school in [that suburb] and his sister had written some things similar
about the school district so I looked that over. It gave me some more information
about the history of the school system.
Employee: Is it going to benefit or it is going to be a point where you can
just learn, just by being in the student’s presence and communicating because
there’s more to education that is happening? Trust me - it’s what it is, but then
we have a life outside so this gives us a chance to bring that in. And as I said,
from different cultures, from different people, it’s not about a barrier of just
looking at a person, and saying “no” - we all need the opportunity so if it helps
and benefits you, why not?
Both the possibilities and limitations to such barrier-crossing and mutual learning are
both embedded in these comments.
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In her comments and publications, Kathie understands real and potential
dynamics at work in the learning, cultural exchanges, institutional and systemic politics.
This provides for exciting teaching, learning, and research opportunities, and for
constructive, sustained social action. The most significant findings from her study of the
program reflect these - she identifies advantages of one-to-one pairings rather than group
learning settings for mutual and cross-cultural learning; and she identifies campus-wide
and community-wide (off campus) benefits from the program’s closure of social distance
between Earth students and employees. She also points out that growing student
diversity at Earth has helped transfer onus and capacity for learning about issues of
diversity, in SLN and the related course, from her to her students. More Earth students
from diverse ethnic, racial and socio-economic backgrounds enable her to share what she
perceives as her educator’s “burden” to emphasize cross-cultural education and
sensitivity training among students in her class and the program:

The difference I see

between when I first started working here and now is that I used to have to do all of that
work myself. I don’t have to do all of that work myself anymore, part of it is because, we
have a more diverse student body.”
Clearly a significant benefit for Kathie is her integration of work to prepare future
teachers with a research agenda concerned with literacies and social identities.
Integrating the SLN with courses on these and related topics, and with study of learning
processes among diverse learners provides her with an essential synergy.
There is no way I could do my research, my teaching, my writing and my
community service if I didn’t create links, and overlaps between those
things...For example, I actually, am thinking about writing an article about that,
you know how to make it work. So, the way I make it work, for example is, we
have this program that you’ve learned a little bit about [SLN], and the first time 1
taught a course here called Literacy and Social Identities, [SLN] was the field
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placement and continues to be the field placement for that course. So it’s a
joining of community service that always reinvigorates the program... gives me an
opportunity to collect data as part of the course from students and staff members.
...There’s research, there’s community service and there’s teaching all in one
semester and its relatively seamless and we use a very open process - there’s
always informed consent, it’s always clear what my agenda is and what the
students agendas are. They don’t have to make decisions about their
participation, in the research until after the semester is done and they have their
grades, so their grades - nothing is contingent upon that, and it works. And it has
worked for me and enabled me to do those things as well as, and this is part of
how [SLN] came to be.
An important facet of SLN for Kathie is the fact the program has provided a
vehicle to pursue social justice, not just in her discipline or in the teaching and action
research she does with students. It is important to her that she find a way to apply this
value in her professional work environment - Earth College:
You know we often turn off of our campuses to do community based
learning, and we forget that we are not always as socially just as we ought to be,
as we profess to be, especially in a place like [Earth College], and so this program
does a number of things. It makes us self-reflective about our own social justice
issues. It also engages both students and community members, meaning low wage staff members, in the process of looking at our institution. For us, it has
been a process of finding limits to access in opportunity for the entire community.
Kathie’s work with SLN challenges the on- and off-campus divide, redefining the
“community” and which community is being served.

She carries through this work her

own social justice agenda as a sustained moral commitment to engagement But it is the
pursuit of scholarly questions about literacies, numeracies, social identities and issues of
race and class in learning that import that agenda into her teaching and research. Indeed,
the scholarly and service agendas may appear to Kathie as one and the same.
Furthermore, Kathie expressed her resolve for injecting her teaching with a social
justice agenda in direct relation to her perceived environment. Specifically, she pointed
out differences from the comfortable “fit” between her own values and approaches and
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those of her departmental colleagues (because they too support experiential learning and
diversity education), to a less comfortable “fit” across Earth as an institution. Kathie
views with cynicism recent attention to the center’s launch, which she sees as having
failed to acknowledge longstanding contributions she and her colleagues have made to
the discourse on engagement as fundamental parts of pedagogical and curricular practice.
We’ve traditionally gotten very little help with that as a department...just
the basic thing that we do as our everyday practice isn't necessarily seen campus¬
wide as that. It is a huge amount of work and it’s not necessarily seen that way.
In describing the Earth context, she is arguing both that the “center launch emerged only
when and where other higher-status departments and programs saw fit to support
institutional initiatives in this area, and that the center was launched without
acknowledgement of achievements by Kathie and her colleagues made already in areas
the “center” was launched to advance. She further critiques the culture that spawns this
divided view when she subsequently adds:
[Earth and its peer institutions] to some degree breed arrogance. An
institution that chooses a social justice agenda and values community-based
learning must resist that and work against that in order to be ethical. And that s a
different kind of work.
In light of Kathie’s work with the SLN, these comments are in direct ways
commentary on Earth’s status-oriented campus culture. She has turned SLN and her
teaching, service and research concerning literacies and numeracies to focus on gaps that
exist between class and race among students, among a status-conscious campus, and
among staff who come to campus from vastly less privileged and resourced communities
nearby.
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Bill, Karen and John at Mars College
Mars College
The Mars campus fulfills the “College on a hill” archetype, atop a steep drive up
the end a main city thoroughfare. Though only a city of 26,000, Mars College’s
community feels like a small urban center. Beyond a central business and historic
district, it is sprawling with high-density, low-income housing similar to neighborhoods
of larger urban centers. The community sits 60 populated miles from one, and within 1015 miles are two similarly industrial/post-industrial, larger communities that together
form a metropolitan region of over 200,000. Mars’ community is increasingly diverse
and economically-challenged in ways that present obvious and ready opportunities for the
town-gown collaborations that have recently become more consistent campus priorities.
Mars is among the oldest liberal arts colleges in this study. Besides its liberal arts
curriculum. Mars hosts one of few engineering programs offered at liberal arts colleges
(one of three visited in this study). Student-faculty research collaboration, particularly in
the sciences and engineering but also across the campus, is an important emphasis.
Mars’ infrastructural support for community partnerships rests formally with a
community outreach center which has a director and assistant director. The center owes
its historical roots to community service work based out of volunteer, chapeladministered programming. Growing activity through the 1990s led to the center’s 1999
establishment. The current director (since 2006) brings demonstrable commitment and
skills. But she arrived into a landscape that is still shifting. Campus engagement
stakeholders (some of whom participated in this study) and advocates in groupings across
campus assert energy and influence upon current engagement programs and planning for
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next stages. Even the director’s predecessor, now with an important state engagement
organization, remains still connected to campus dialogue and emerging initiatives.
Mars’ engagement center has a somewhat unusual model for managing campuscommunity relationships with local projects and organizations worth noting. The center
vests student volunteers with responsibilities as liaisons for logistics and partnerships. A
“hand-off” year-to-year among generally energetic and committed students aims for
continuity, but it is a system challenged by reliance on inevitably transitional labor.
Nonetheless, according to a staff person from a community organization with which
several faculty members from Mars and many student volunteers work, the College has
begun “spilling off the hill into downtown” in recent years. This is having positive
impact, and that impact is seen as significant by staff at the community organization
which has sat physically and symbolically in the flow of students for many years. As an
organization on the trail from campus to community, students have been received
variously as volunteers, interlopers, and consumers. Their volunteerism has not always
appeared to yield consistent, valuable, or inevitable benefits. But hopes and expectations
are currently rising, due to what community partners describe as more intentional and
organized efforts recently.
Faculty and staff at Mars have successfully pursued and now received important
federal funding for community-based learning and research. The faculty leader for a
significant new project was unavailable for this study, but characterized the project in a
College press release as below:
Our current external funding, in particular, is geared toward supporting
projects in courses or as part of a faculty member’s scholarship that attempt to
answer the researchable questions that community partners have. This is not just
about volunteering but really about providing a useful end-product to the partners.
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For instance, we support the development of a course that has a project benefiting
an agency, say, one serving at-risk youth, by providing them data they’ll need for
their next grant proposal or summarizing current literature on the best practices in
offering their services.
This statement communicates strong commitment to curricular and scholarly integration.
As a campus, Mars seems well-positioned to make a “whole” out of what appear as
somewhat fragmented parts, surprisingly so given the campus’ small size.
Bill
Bill is a Professor of Anthropology at Mars College, where he arrived in 1972 and
was tenured in 1978. Bill’s two main course offerings annually are each vehicles for
student community-based learning. First, Bill teaches his department’s core qualitative
research methods class, focusing on theory and methods in ethnographic research. His
offers a common approach to teaching social science field research, by having students
collect ethnographic data including field observations, interviews and focus groups, and
experience (in limited, pilot projects) processes of entry, immersion, and analysis.
Students produce reports and videos about their ethnographic field work, concerning
various local cultures and communities on and off campus.
Bill’s second and larger professional project is the richer, more time-intensive,
and complex example of community-based learning. “Team Synergy” is described on the
Mars College web page as follows:
[Team Synergy] brings together small teams of students to solve realworld problems for a corporate sponsor. The teams spend two semesters working
with faculty facilitators and a corporate liaison developing solutions. Since the
program's founding in 1986, teams have worked with clients, large and small, and
have developed a wide variety of innovations. Our central notion, that
complementarity increases the chances of creative solutions, is represented by the
fact that all teams are made up of students from the college's four divisions and
that all teams are advised a pair of faculty members, one with a technical
background and one from the social sciences or humanities.
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“Team Synergy” is an unusual, interdisciplinary vehicle for community learning. Bill co¬
teaches course sections, each one a “team,” with different colleagues each year. While
the client-oriented language above frames each project as a corporate, customer
relationship, it is the customer-contractor dynamic that makes the projects “real for
students in Bill’s view. This expectation enhances student motivation and commitment.
Nonetheless, material documentation and Bill himself emphasized Team Synergy
as being primarily about broad collaborations among students, disciplines, and
organizations, in which non-profit and governmental sector clients are desired and regular
partners. “Corporate” language supports the program’s aim to attract sponsorships (gifts)
for program support, and in Bill’s description of the program also aid marketing by
bolstering legitimacy - a concern in attracting “clients” that stems from the inescapable
fact that the consultancy team is made up of undergraduates with limited training.
Regardless, Team Synergy projects have balanced corporate partnerships with work for
non-profit social service, cultural and recreation agencies, municipal and regional
governmental and non-governmental agencies. The educational emphasis is upon
collaborative learning and problem-solving, in a responsive and interactive relationship to
community-based sponsors and liaisons - often several involved together in what are also
for them collaborative relationships.
A 2007 project involved “Team Synergy” in preparing an economic development
plan for a pair of critical highway arteries leading in and out of Mars College's city. The
team included students from biology, mathematics/economics, engineering,
anthropology/sociology and American studies, and involved a regional council of
governments, a historic preservation non-profit agency, a development company, and a
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state senator. Their goal was to produce a plan through team-wide and sub-team
problem-solving, guided by a “sponsor” liaison, in consultation with other sources of
knowledge and expertise on campus and in the community.
Bill’s co-teacher for the course is a colleague selected for his or her interest in,
and disciplinary expertise pertaining to, each project’s substance. Who Bill works with is
shaped by availability and interest from colleagues usually outside his department. Team
Synergy’s selective, competitive admission for six student slots reflects notoriety and
prestige to the program, such that applicants consistently exceed that number. Clearly the
program is resource-intensive, offset sometimes by quasi-contractual relationships that
yield sponsor donations and/or gifts in kind.
Bill has a strong background and interest in science and engineering, perhaps
unusual for an anthropologist. This possibly contributes to a good cultural fit for Bill and
Mars College with a strong engineering program. Bill cited this as an attraction to Mars’
original job offer. But although he describes his training as “very useful for this kind of
community-based learning that I do,” his pathway to conducting community-based
learning actually involved taking a more circuitous intellectual and career path:
I started up as an engineering major as an undergraduate, switched to
journalism, and from journalism joined the Peace Corps. In the Peace Corps I ran
into anthropologists and decided that was the way I really wanted to go. And it
combined some of the analytic aspects that were involved in engineering, and a
lot of the people sorts of skills involved in journalism, so it kinda had a lot of the
qualities that I liked plus exotic venues! And Peace Corps had a lot of community
development issues. I’m a social anthropologist, so I deal with community level
political and economic organization. So communities, so the focus of my
research and much of what I do with the “Team Synergy” is community-based
not all of it, a lot of it has to do with industry as well.
Bill articulates a fundamental, intellectual fascination with collaborative problem-solving.
This fascination appears to have equal or greater importance to Bill’s teaching, than does
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the particular nature of problems he and his students wrestle with, or than does their
community dimension:
This [text that inspired me] was summing up a lot of the ideas about team
problem-solving. How do you solve problems? And they were arguing in this
book by having a team that worked really, really well with one another, plus you
have a variety of perspectives. You deliberately put together an engineer, a
biologist, a physicist, a pre-med and a poet, and have them tackle the problem in
common. How do you do that, what works?
Bill projects a somewhat ambivalent stance toward community engagement concerns that
otherwise figure as primary motivators for fellow travelers — campus-community socio¬
economic development, equity, power-sharing, etc.. Program literature language focuses
on the corporate, client relationship, and reinforces an abstraction from service that favors
learning and product quality. A close read of Team Synergy materials, alongside the
many public relations materials Mars College produced to promote this project, illustrates
a utilitarian view toward community-based aspects. While other engaged faculty often
connect student learning aims to a commitment to improving community conditions, Bill
presents these latter goals as subsumed within, and sometimes just assumed to emerge
from, his emphasis upon collaborative and methodological learning. For example,
deliberate, critical reflection upon power relations between campus and community do
not appear as priorities in the data. Does his teaching and Team Synergy work address
these concerns? Does he balance them in his teaching, or are they latent or actual sources
of tension and conflict? It is difficult to determine.
Bill’s Qualitative Methods course, for example, had students produce video
documentaries as research products. The aim was to achieve rich ethnographic imagery
of sectors of the Mars campus and the local community. Yet in Bill’s and Mars’
representations of the projects (e.g. in several public relations articles) the return of
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documentary products to communities under the lens, via either public showings or
provision of copies to organizations or libraries, did not figure. This return may have
occurred. But if it did, the lack of mention or focus to this return in the discourse, given
the high public relations value in portraying this benefit to the community, seems
surprising. Promotional material about a video project which studied Mars-community
relations exhibits the same shortcoming. Students produced a documentary about towngown relations, interviewing the mayor, residents, and campus constituents. While the
documentary was neither reviewed nor discussed with Bill for this study, nowhere in the
College’s or Bill’s commentary does there appear critical reflection about processes of
engagement, analyses from findings, or indications of concern with historical or cultural
divides between campus and community. This is context that is often a purpose if not the
purpose embedded in college civic engagement work, and yet not apparently so here.
These contradictions raise questions about what Bill might find important to
emphasize in the “public face” of this work, versus what may be his own, internal values.
On a spectrum of degrees, Bill’s and Team Synergy’s materials leave matters of
community benefit and reciprocity to one side at best. It may be natural that student
learning goals are central to him as a faculty member and important to represent and
spotlight in project documentation for political and educational reasons. The tension
(described earlier) between representing the clientele as “corporate” in marketing
literature despite equal or greater participation among non-profit partners may represent
this. Bill cited his main learning goals, for example, in Team Synergy as developing
respect for other disciplines, student re-evaluation of career objectives, bridging
knowledge and practice between the sciences and social sciences. A Mars College public
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relations article about one of Team Synergy’s projects quoted Bill focusing upon the oncampus, curricular aspects of the engaged learning:
One impression that students often have is that the discipline they have
been trained in has a kind of monopoly on truth and is the right way to think, and
that those who think in other ways are somehow misguided or sloppy thinkers.
So I hope they’ll get a respect for what other people are learning and doing. I
hope they leam that they can think creatively in a field they weren t trained
in.. .Another thing is that when students get out in the real world, they have to
work with people who don’t necessarily think the way they were trained. So they
will have better skills in dealing with people.

Although this latter comment implies the importance of developing capacity for cultural
understanding and empathy, Bill’s approach to engaged learning might best be
characterized as team-building involving field-work, rather than as civic engagement that
critiques socio-economic divides or challenges existing hegemonies. Are the community
service and social change dimensions of Team Synergy less important or unimportant in
the course’s pedagogical philosophy and learning objectives, or are they aspects given
less “play” in promotional literature and discourse for more political reasons?
Bill turned on his own initiative to discussing issues local prestige orientation,
collegial skepticism and how these environmental conditions have impacted his career.
Prior to reaching interview protocol questions about departmental and institutional
challenges and risks associated with community engagement work, Bill eagerly shared
his disappointing and disillusioning experience with colleagues' views:
It was an issue when I came up for full professor, and they said, “Well, we
want you to continue the Team Synergy program, it’s extremely valuable to the
institution. But we want you to go back to your roots, and you published a lot
your first fifteen years, we want to see you really get a lot more publications out, ^
because you’ve done all this wonderful research. And you’re still doing all of it!”
You know, I’m still doing anthropological research in Mexico, but this [Team
Synergy] absorbs so much time. I’m not churning that stuff into publications - it
creeps into the classroom, becomes examples in my teaching, doesn't turn into
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publications. So they held me up. They said “we want you to go back to your
roots, because the other stuff just doesn’t count for promotion.”

Bill’s application for promotion was stalled. Moreover, he was left with a stark dilemma.
Both the institution and these critical colleagues themselves stated strong enthusiasm for
the highly visible, highly successful Team Synergy program, even as they asked him to
focus on more scholarly activity as a post-tenure faculty member. Unconvinced,
reluctant, and to some extent perhaps even unable to redistribute and refocus his efforts to
“return to his roots” (whatever that meant), Bill eventually got to full professor, simply
by waiting it out. He sounds fundamentally confused by this:
I think they decided “he is not going to obey our challenge.” And we
don’t want people to reach this stage in their career. And we’ll count service as
something. But it was set up as a hurdle that frankly I was a bit surprised at.
They said, “we’re going to start counting service a little more heavily in
promotion to full professors, because some people have done a huge amount of
service.” I don’t regard this as principally being about service, I regard this as
principally innovative teaching.
Clearly Bill sees this work as having dramatically different benefits to himself, students,
and the college than do colleagues. He is proud that Team Synergy has taken a prominent
place in Mars’ discourse and public relations about its community engagement initiatives.
Bill also sees his Team Synergy teaching itself as an important form of
scholarship. Bill considers his efforts to develop technical and conceptual knowledge, in
an ever widening circle of disciplines and for the purpose of teaching Team Synergy
effectively, to have expanded his own horizons and expertise while enriching those of his
students and co-teaching colleagues:
What I do does not result in the kinds of things that are measured as your
worth as a faculty member when it comes to the appointments committee. So this
is also one of the things we were discussing Monday. OK, if you’re doing this
kind of community-based research, is it resulting in scholarship? And so we said
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“Of course it is, because when you’re doing this — [Bill], you’re having to learn
this, you’re having to learn something about marketing, something about
engineering, something about state regulations, about grade crossings and the
railroad regulations, and something about Italian-American heritage, and all this
kind of stuff. Well, yeah, I’m having to learn all these kinds of things. But it
does not result in a refereed journal publication. So I may be giving a paper at the
Applied Anthropology meetings, but it’s not something that translates into the
kinds of things that make you promotable.
Yet these achievements could not become explicitly valued as scholarship without
encapsulation within boundaries of either disciplinary rigor or a product form (peerreviewed publication). And why a credit-bearing course program, that has built so
unusual and successful a model of cross-disciplinary collaboration and truly complex,
inquiry- and project-based learning, is categorized as “service” is also a matter for his
confusion - a matter related to the “status” assigned to Team Synergy and engaged work.
Ultimately, Bill’s case and the Team Synergy project appear as having great
potential to instruct others about avenues for productive community engagement within
the undergraduate liberal arts setting, even where the project and Bill may or may not be
fulfilling some purposes civic engagement advocates argue as important aims to such
work - advancing modes of research and learning that address inequities between campus
and community, critiquing power dynamics, revisiting processes for identifying problems
and defining knowledge, advancing social justice, etc.. The project is unusual as a model
for multi-disciplinary, team-based, research-focused collaboration among students,
faculty members, community members and organizations, sometimes inclusive of forprofit partners. The interaction between learning and service goals in this program is
worthy of greater analysis. In summary, though, where Team Synergy’s approach and
Bill’s conception of purposes and outcomes may be lacking socio-economic analysis, it is
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strong in fostering important disciplinary and epistemological perspectives and serves as
a model for teaching collaborative problem-solving.
Karen
Karen is an Associate Professor of English at Mars College, where she was
tenured in 1987. She provides leadership for Mars’ Women’s Studies minor, and was
instrumental in helping to establish Women’s Studies following her arrival in 1981.

She

is now working toward advancing the program to offer a major. Karen’s one or two
Women’s Studies courses annually serve as her primary vehicles for community-based
learning. Her primary teaching responsibilities are in English Literature, where she
teaches courses in her research area on romantic and Victorian poetry. Recently, she has
continued to support student research in English literature, but increasingly focused on
presenting and publishing (with students) about the models of service-learning she has
introduced in her Women’s Studies courses.
Karen’s did not pursue her first formal service-learning project until after tenure.
She points out that a variety of life circumstances limited her community involvement
until then. The community work she now sees as an integral part of her professional life
was delayed. Being a single mother, residing outside the Mars College community until
after tenure, and other conditions delayed getting involved in ways Karen reflected upon.
However, she also pointed out that her very conception of Women’s Studies always has
included a commitment to teaching students in explicitly hands-on ways, via activist
projects. She sees activism as an extension of reading, writing, and discussion about
local and global gender issues. Initially, she pursued that activism through optional
project work for students in her introductory survey course. Eventually, she came to see
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one pilot project as so compelling, successful, and rich that it drew her to establish
community-based learning as a more formal aspect of the project and the course:
I’d give students the option — they had to do group presentations which
were a major component of the course. And they had a choice between doing a
project and a presentation that was global in focus and got us away from US
discussions, or doing some sort of an activist project. One of the more successful
ones in the community was students who designed a puppet show for elementary
school 4th and 5th grade-age children that focused on body image, eating disorders,
and self-esteem issues for girls. And two of the students did an independent study
with me the following semester, went to a local conference in body image issues
in [nearby city], did additional research. They worked with the elementary school
teacher and principal to negotiate all the liability issues and to incorporate
material on self-esteem issues for boys. And re-did the puppet show with a
Britney Spears figure, and at that time there was one of the WWF [World
Wrestling Federation] wrestlers and the pressure on boys to be buff and athletic
and that kind of thing. So they revised the puppet show and expanded the focus
and then also designed follow-up activities and discussion activities, writing
activities and took it in the classrooms.
Karen’s foray into community-based learning deepened in 2004 when she was
invited to aid development of a COPC (Community Outreach Partnership Centers) grant
proposal to the US Department of Housing and Urban Development. Though Mars was
not ultimately awarded the grant, the process of partnering with colleagues on and oftcampus to develop the proposal’s needs statement gave Karen a richer and more specific
understanding of regional challenges, actors, and opportunities for college-community
collaboration. These personal realizations coincided with a campus effort to promote
service learning course development.

Together, these processes enabled her to see

routes to integrating her values, personal history and experience, and her teaching goals
in Women’s Studies, via community learning:
In [the COPC development] process, even though I had lived here for a
long time, I became more aware of the needs and problems of the city. These
were like a lot of northeastern rust belt cities - declining economically and
increasing poverty, gang violence, high school dropouts. And I wanted, I had
been wanting and was not able to find the time - especially because I was a single
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mom of a young child - to do something more ambitious in my women’s studies
course. ... So I found out about [a mentoring program for parenting and pregnant
teen girls at Mars College community’s high school]. I’m a single mom - so are
three of my four sisters, so it’s a subject that I can very much relate to - so this
was a natural for a women’s studies course. Because my students probably relate
very easily to those high school girls who are just a couple of years younger. So
the year following that experience of working on that grant, and finding out a lot
about demographics in [the community]... the director of the [service learning]
center had the third faculty summer workshop to introduce faculty to service
learning, pedagogy and theory. It was a week-long seminar, we got a $1000
stipend I believe to participate in it. So you know, we did lots of readings, we did
various exercises. We did tours of various facilities in the community that the
college frequently partners with. And we’d brainstorm with one another about
how we might be able to incorporate service learning into a course. And the idea
was — one of the reasons for the stipend is that - we would, at some point in the
future, develop a course that has service learning component although it was up to
us how central that would be.
The resulting Women’s Studies course, Moms and Motherhood: Contemporary Single
Parenting introduces students to current myths and realities surrounding the conditions,
challenges, and circumstances shaping single motherhood in low-income communities.
Taught since 2000, the course has now been the subject of a joint presentation Karen, her
students, and two of their community partners made at a conference in California, and a
peer-reviewed publication in a journal on motherhood in 2007.
Karen describes her educational mission as the effort to complicate the views of
students and colleagues about community problems, and takes seriously her role as
advocate of community engagement. One of her main community partners echoes this as
she reflects on their partnership’s task to challenge students’ passionate pursuit of charity
as they enter community-1 earning projects:
Women’s Shelter Partner: The issue that they most identify with, I think a
lot of kids that age, they don’t know what adult day services are, they haven’t
thought about getting old. Everybody thinks they understand early education.
But for them, the piece that speaks out is always the homeless issue. People want
to identify something [they can do] - they want to feed the poor, scrape the
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homeless off the street. When we tell them that’s not what our program is like, I
think they’re disappointed!
Both Karen and her community partner share the mission to push students toward seeing
larger policy, circumstantial, and societal issues through the lens of the organization s
multi-faceted programming. But Karen’s challenge back on campus is to convince
colleagues that the work is rigorous and worthwhile:
I think people are quite supportive but unless you’re one of the ones that
do it, there’s not any real understanding of how time consuming it is to set these
things up and how risky it can be. Not for me, because I ve been around for so
long, but especially for an untenured person, for example. Because lots of things
are unpredictable and you’re always doing things by the seat of your pants and
having to change your syllabus and so you can come across for the students as
very disorganized as not in control of the class.
When asked about whether colleagues share a concern with risk, Karen clarified that she:
thinks there are some people who regard service learning as just a form of
charity and do-goodism. And so they may think you are giving students these
touchy-feely experiences or things that move the heart, but may not realize you
know how rigorously analytical the work is. In terms of scholarship, there s
definitely a problem because the institution hasn t gotten to the point yet,
although we have a new president and things are changing we re re-evaluating,
but traditionally, research on pedagogy has been considered second-rate.
Karen did not explicitly link the fact that she remains an Associate Professor with her
community work. However, to the extent that the work either appears to or does displace
time and effort on disciplinary scholarship, her devotion to community projects may be a
contributing factor. Either way, she finds her application of professional skills as a
teacher and a scholar in the community unable to become “counted” toward her scholarly
portfolio at Mars. Karen refers to this as a mismatch between her discipline and her
community work, as she talks about ways she might pursue publications.
Now if 1 were a sociologist, I might have an easier time publishing. But
I’m a literary critic! And so there’s a limit to what I can do. Because I don’t
know statistics, you know, I don’t know the jargon and the methodology of
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quantitative research. So I can write about the process, the value [of the service¬
learning]. ...The conference I’m going to tomorrow and presenting the voices,
the teen moms and what they found valuable. Because I don’t know
methodological constraints and possibilities of sociology, but I have a better sense
now of, especially the qualitative research. [A faculty colleague in sociology, a
student researcher, and I] brainstormed about what kinds of journal would be
suitable and planned out two different articles, that three of us could work on, one
for a women’s studies journal, the other for a sociology journal and one for also
this conference presentation.
In counterpoint, Karen describes Mars and its socio-economically challenged community
as having made enormous strides in campus-community relations. In her view, this is in
large part due to expanded service-learning activities and to larger institutional initiatives
apparently designed to redress divides between campus and community.
I think because a significant percentage of the students at Mars come from
well to do families, 50% of the students get financial aid, small private college,
you got to have a lot of kids who can pay their own way or the institution isn’t
financially solvent. And it’s literally up on a hill looking down, and [the city] was
sort of economically depressed, our students rarely went downtown, and there
was nothing to do there. It was dangerous, it was unsafe, that was the perception.
And I think that’s changing and I think in part because of a lot of service learning
courses students get into the community. There is a lot of revitalization
downtown, a lot of good restaurants now. But before, the students would go out
Thursday and Friday to stand at the bars, and that was about the extent of it. And
the community has made a major effort too, there was a big banner this year
“Welcome Back Mars Students!”
It is possible that some cognitive dissonance may exist for Karen, between witnessing a
campus-community relations renaissance due (in part) to partnership work she has
advanced, and her own, personal struggle to document and translate community work
into ways that can enhance her standing at Mars. Karen describes herself as searching for
new methods of inquiry, for new outlets for publication in and beyond her discipline, and
for new interdisciplinary collaborations to transform her community work into more
impactful and valued scholarship.
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John
John is an Associate Professor of Mathematics at Mars College, where he has
been since 1991, tenured in 1996. He previously previous visiting assistant professor
positions at two other top-ranked northeastern institutions. John is an applied
mathematician with research interests at the junction of mathematics and biology, where
he has studied biomechanical models incorporating differential equations which describe,
for example, fish locomotion. This research has garnered significant external funding and
extensively involved Mars College undergraduates as research assistants. Among John s
recent achievements was organizing and hosting a workshop for mathematicians
interested in social justice (discussed below), which included another engaged faculty
scholar in this study among the 30 who attended from primarily liberal arts colleges.
John’s attraction to community-based math teaching stems simultaneously from a
commitment to both community work and to pedagogical improvement.
Well I’d be lying if I told you that it had nothing to do with my interest in
making my professional life reflect in a positive way in the larger community.
Certainly there is that motivation. On the other hand, I wouldn’t have done it if I
didn’t really believe that there were real potential positives in terms of pedagogy.
And when you’re teaching a course that’s called4 Applied Statistics, well, having
the students apply statistics seems like a pretty reasonable thing to do!!! So the
kinds of data sets that one meets in statistics textbooks are so clean and so tidy
and so carefully chosen for the insight that they offer students. I think that there’s
value in having the students see what data looks like in the world, and it isn t
always pretty. There’s often missing data, and you try and come up with a
situation that isn’t just a terrible mess, but it also isn’t as pretty as what they see in
their texts. I feel like that is offering something really positive.
It is notable that John speaks of pedagogical improvement as both a) a matter of
improving student learning outcomes by enabling the application of theoretical and
course-based, classroom learning to real situations, and b) as a matter of introducing the
inescapable messiness and “unpretty” nature of real world circumstances to students.
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John intertwines student development aims to prepare students for a “real” and
sometimes chaotic world, with pedagogical aims to prepare math students for handling a
common problem - missing data - via a course that teaches the facility of inference:
There’s an interesting pedagogical point here that’s specific to statistics.
You take this applied statistics class, and in some sense you haven’t done a good
job if you haven’t introduced the students to inference. They need to see
[confidence intervals and hypothesis tests], and yet it isn’t always feasible for
them to use them on their projects. So... the solution I have come up with is that
I have them apply [inferences] if they’re appropriate. And if they’re not
appropriate, or if no tool that they know is appropriate in the situation, I have
them explain why not. And that explanation is the one thing in this project that
...has some sort of purely pedagogical element to it.
John applied this class to work on several occasions with a local women’s and children’s
shelter - the same one Karen (above) works with. Their child care program needed to
evaluate utilization rates and patterns to better allocate staff time and financial resources.
But as John’s community partner on this project said:
I can imagine sorting through all those papers was just a blast [sarcastic]!
Patience - they learned patience! They got a little bit of reality of what a child
program is like. That we can’t get locked into schedules, and that one of the
beautiful things about working with children is the variety, and the constant, you
never know what’s coming next - that’s on the downside too.
For John and his community partner, the chaos that exists in both the environment and in
the data provide for both disciplinary and liberal learning.
John has co-authored several articles and a book chapter concerning this course
experience. In them, he reflects on the ways in which student learning through applied,
community-based, statistical analysis is enhanced. Currently, John has moved on from
this course to now focus his efforts on a first-year seminar which connects mathematics
and social justice. He articulates the purpose of the course as:
To encourage thinking about how identifying issues of social justice,
issues of fairness, in a society - in our society - are connected with quantitative
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literacy. And also, how wrestling fairness out of society, getting a fair shake from
society, requires quantitative literacy. So, making that connection with
quantitative literacy as a tool for investigating social justice. And then flipping
around, and thinking about quantitative literacy itself. Right? If quantitative
literacy is this important and what’s valuable, and identifying what s fair and
being treated fairly by society that we live in, then getting some matters now,
doesn't it? So the acquisition of quantitative literacy as itself an issue of social
justice. It sort of closes this loop. That’s what’s happening in this class.
Again, following some initial bumps in the road (described below), John has developed
this course into a now popular and institutionalized component of Mars College s
required first-year seminar course offerings. The course furthermore has helped spark a
2006 workshop at Mars that established a collaborative working group (which met again
in 2007) across multiple institutions, among mathematicians seeking to integrate topics of
social justice into their pedagogy and curricula.
John shared with candor a tale of a failed community learning project, his first for
the first-year seminar but utilizing the same partner from the applied statistics projects. It
is a tale rich with lessons for practice, as it speaks to challenges of negotiating and
implementing reciprocal, ethical projects as successful learning vehicles.
The first time I went out, did something for the Women’s and Children’s
Shelter.. .1 asked the students to [each] work with a resident at this shelter, on
shopping. So these are typically women who have children, so my students can
just help figure out the bus schedule, get them on the bus. I arranged for a local
supermarket to give them all gift certificates. So this is another classic example
of the kind of goof that can happen. Things looked really good up through the
first time that the students met with the residents. .. .1 think that what ended up
happening was that it ended up feeling more threatening to the residents than it
was supposed to be. The point was that the students were supposed to come and
observe quantitative literacy in the context of shopping. Follow them, ask them
“why this instead of that?’' you know, what are the choices they re making and
why, as they do their shopping. And it came across as more “well, they’re going
to come and to tell you how to shop.” I think that combined with the fact that the
residents actually realized that quantitative literacy is actually a very personal
thing... .I’m just thinking “which brand of milk do you buy?” “Why do you get
that instead of this?” “You’re doing that because that’s.. .baby only drinks the
chocolate these days?” ...Students went, met residents, had good conversations
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with the residents at that initial meeting. And they brought some of the best
issues of social justice into the class that happened all semester. There was one
group of [Mars] students who met with a resident who had breast cancer and no
health insurance. And the conversation about social justice that arose out of this
woman’s situation was really very rich and powerful.
.. .But in terms of actually being able to get out and assess quantitative
literacy in the supermarket, never happened. Never happened. The residents
would not get back in touch with the students. The students would call. The
students would arrange meetings with residents, the residents would blow them
off. Just, one group it nearly happened - they got to the bus station. But the bus
wasn’t on schedule - aaaaaahhhh! So that didn’t work as well as I’d hoped.
There are a great many potential lessons embedded in John’s tale, many of which surface
in his critique of this experience or in the adjustments he later made, for what he might
have done differently or challenges he might have anticipated. He recognizes flaws both
in his conception of the project and its execution. Subsequently, John narrowed the focus
of student work in to tasks of studying and analyzing data, rather than upon collecting it.
On several occasions, John pointed out that neither did he pursue communitybased components to his classes, nor would he advise that junior colleagues do so prior to
tenure. When asked why, John points toward the mixed messages of local culture:
I think it’s fair to say that the departmental culture here, in the Mars Math
Dept., is that service-level courses matter a lot. There’s an expectation that the
quality of the course that a professor’s going to offer at that level is going to be
high. And effort is expected to be expended - they aren’t just, oh, well, “give the
masses 3 of those low level courses so we can focus on our majors, or the more
interesting mathematics.” So, in that sense, the culture of the department is really
naturally aligned with this pedagogical choice. In terms of what do my
colleagues think, well.. .you know.. .we don’t talk about it a lot! Folks know I’m
doing it. I consciously do not recommend it to other people, particularly not to
junior faculty. I’m not going to recommend this to junior faculty.
When asked whether colleagues inquire about becoming involved in community-based
learning projects, John said:
Yes, yes. It does happen that they ask. But I don’t really encourage them.
But as I’ve said, I’ve got one guy recently tenured who came to me to talk about
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it. He’s on sabbatical now because he just got tenure. Maybe when he comes
back, maybe we’ll get a chance to teach it together, who knows.
So on one hand, he insists service courses to the college are: a priority; should be offered
to high standards of quality; are seen by colleagues as a good investment of time and
effort; and are courses that can successfully meet colleagues’ standards via any effective
pedagogy (including community-based pedagogy). Yet on the other hand, untenured
faculty members (in his view) should not commit time neither to them, nor employ a
community component. Probed on this point, John frames this differential view about the
acceptability of engaged work before and after tenure as do others in this study - as
concerns about a tenure and review process in which expectations are sometimes murky,
and where expectations of research productivity are such that innovation, risks of failure,
and non-research-productive time commitments are viewed as distracting or even
injurious. In correspondence, John refined his view to limit his statement about
colleagues’ openness to innovation. He cited a failed tenure bid as indicative.
I didn't do any community-based learning until after I was tenured, and I
don't think it would have worked well for me if I had. At the time I was junior, the
department had highly structured ideas about how to spend time innovating
teaching, and this wouldn't have fit in. In fact, I had a colleague who came up the
year after me who had tried to do a little CBL-ish stuff, and she did not get tenure.
I can't say this was the problem, but clearly it did not count heavily in her favor.
John’s characterization of Mars College frames the institution as heavily
preoccupied with market position, peer comparison and external rankings. John’s
commentary on these issues appears in greater detail in the next chapter, but one example
here portrays the relationship John perceives prestige orientation has to his engaged
work. John emphatically points out that it is the local culture surrounding scholarly
expectations that constrains the prospects for untenured faculty involvement in
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community engagement. For him, the constraint is “an inflexible understanding of what
professional development might mean,” that privileges publication and specifically peerreviewed, disciplinary publication as Mars’ primary valued form of faculty professional
development. John puts this in contrast to the devaluation of work that “might materially
improve the quality of the education that’s being delivered,” of which communityengaged pedagogy appears to him to be a prime example. He then immediately ties this
analysis to Mars’ preoccupation with US News and World Report rankings. John
applauds the Mars president for attacking the rankings and their local interpretive value
by calling the rankings “a focal point for some of this inappropriately inflexible
prioritizing.” What John calls “inappropriately inflexible prioritizing” is, in other words,
an assignment of greater local status to ranking-relevant and measurable, prestigeaccumulative disciplinary publication than to less measurable, less ranking-relevant
pedagogical enhancement. In his view, the preoccupation with market position and
prestige accumulation thus directly connects to the supports and barriers to community
engagement, by diverting actual resources and “value” within the local culture.
However, John stops short of either aggressively calling for change in such
preoccupations or committing any of his own energy or capital to do so.
For John, these critiques must be considered in light of his arrival at Mars with an
already strong research record, scholarly interests tied to high-status natural science
research, and his foray into community-based pedagogy only after tenure. He expresses
deeply-rooted concerns with social change and social justice, but did not find and does
not appear to have intentionally sought ways to align those concerns with teaching or
research until post-tenure. Despite his capacity for articulate institutional critique, John’s
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perspective on the relationship between prestige-orientation and engaged teaching
appears to be one of resignation and acceptance that such work is for the tenured, while
achieving such status within existing norms must be the priority of those not there yet.
Stacy and Marilyn at Neptune College
Neptune College
Neptune College's setting places it geographically and socio-economically amidst
several other institutions in this study in ways that help contextualize Neptune and the
other institutions at once. Neptune sits on the fringe of a city of about 55,000 that shares
many features with Mars’ locale. Neptune’s city has a small but active business and
historic district, surrounded by concentric circles of comparatively high-density, low- to
moderate-income neighborhoods. More akin to Uranus and Mercury s landscapes,
though, Neptune’s locale turns abruptly and thoroughly rural just past the campus. More
than Mars’ city, Neptune’s community hosts a substantial Latino population,
predominantly Puerto Rican. Proximity to two northeast metropolitan regions contributes
to the community’s diverse cultural landscape, yet this contrasts sharply with the city’s
surrounding predominantly white, rural, farming communities. Neptune’s physical and
symbolic location lies at the border between the urban and cosmopolitan, and the rural
and racially homogenous. This has potentially great significance to community
engagement among campus and community partners locally, as this imagery also evokes
the symbolic value of geography and “location” as a wider conceptual context for the
study of campus-community partnership.
Participants at Neptune frequently quoted their President as having asserted on
arrival his ambition that “[Neptune] will be the most civically engaged college in the
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country.” Construction projects at the boundaries between campus and city, in some
cases new, and in others brownfields redevelopment, are one physical manifestation.
Capital projects got underway during 2004-05 and were still works in progress as of
2007. Clearly institutional resources have been directed toward large scale, visible
construction - some of which is for facilities physically and functionally at the border of
campus and community. During this period, Neptune also expanded the staff of the
college’s community engagement center, described below, to include a position to
support community-based learning.
And yet participants also told the story of the president’s great ambition hitting a
faculty “buzzsaw” of resistance. Early in his tenure, the president arranged to hold a
faculty meeting, symbolically, off-campus in a major city venue. The event was reported
by participants an on-campus disaster - faculty rose in resentment to the forceful,
symbolic move to relocate them physically and intellectually into the community. The
capital and economic development initiatives that emerged following this early foray into
institutional transformation may suggest the administration elected to refocus efforts
upon more capital than curricular forms of engagement, at least at the leading edge of this
change. In any event, broader, comprehensive, curricular and institutional transformation
as articulated in presidential speeches and news articles appears to have lost momentum.
No grand efforts appear underway at Neptune, and apparent investment in capital
initiatives dwarfs evident resources in curricular and co-curricular community
engagement. The center’s work involves a single staff position with a small course
development stipend and workshop program and other volunteer service responsibilities.
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All participants cited market competition pressures as steep on campus among
faculty and administrators as a matter of campus culture. Such pressures emerge between
the lines of stated priorities in Neptune’s strategic plan (2003). These are to
(paraphrased): enhance the liberal arts experience; strengthen campus community;
deepen and enrich local ties; enhance national visibility; and grow financial and physical
resources. Participants cited pre-professional education as a considerable campus priority
and called such vocational preoccupation a cultural force among Neptune students.
Several characterized graduate and professional school placements, graduates in legal and
medical professions as Neptune’s particular institutional strengths, cultural emphases,
and valued student interests and outcomes.
Neptune established a center in 2000 to bring together infrastructure that
supported traditional student volunteer service and specialized student internship
programs in public service and mentoring. The latter involves Neptune students as
mentors to K-12 students in a nearby school district. It is notable that center mission
statements portray an explicitly local focus to their efforts and seem to be directed at
collaborative partnership with the immediate city to an extent uncommon among the
campus infrastructures reviewed for this study. Faculty do, however, pursue projects that
reach well beyond that (as evidenced in Stacy’s work described below), and can still
expect some level of support from the Center regardless.
Stacy
Stacy is an Associate Professor of Government at Neptune College, who arrived
there in 1997 and was tenured in 2003. Her scholarly interests focused originally upon
democracy, politics, human rights, non-governmental organizations and civil society in
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southern Africa. Now, and to a great extent as a consequence of her growing
involvement in a CBL project at Neptune, and of the community partnership she created
to support this teaching, she has developed a burgeoning scholarly interest in US
immigration law and policy and in community-based learning.
Stacy’s interest in community-based learning emerged directly from the belief
that passion for a subject is important, and that such passion develops from experience
with a subject and the ensuing realization that study plus experience can equal impact.
Yet as she set out in her early career to consider how one might do that in her teaching
and study of African politics, she was troubled by both practical and ethical dilemmas:
As an Africanist, aside from taking students to Africa and parading them
around as quasi-type tourists, it's really hard to give them the experience of what
it is to do what I'm doing, or to understand - what are some of the key issues with
human rights, or with development issues. The first time I [taught a community
based course] I was sold. All of a sudden, everything that I had spent so many
hours working on to do my Ph.D. became very real to me. It was like, ‘Oh my
god, I haven’t wasted how many years of my life to do this. I actually had a real
impact on someone else’s life.’ I mean, that’s not to say that my writing for
example might not be read by people. But I don’t think it’s gonna have such a
direct impact. You might make recommendations, policy recommendations, but
this is REAL, this is IMMEDIATE. And I wanted to share that feeling with my
students. I wanted them to get that feeling of passion that I got, of real impact.
The course that sparked this enthusiasm began as an elective of Stacy’s invention,
Immigration and Democracy, The course examines issues of human rights through
human rights documents, theoretical readings (primarily in political science) and guest
lectures pertaining to the course’s community-based learning component. This
component puts student to work on a real immigration asylum, withholding of removal,
or Convention Against Torture case. The work is undertaken at a nearby prison housing
a significant number of such detainees, under supervision of staff from a non-profit
immigration law center. Students are oriented and trained by law center staff, and then
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interview asylum seekers and research their cases in teams of two. The resulting brief,
comprises 50% of their course grade, and typically produces documentation that the law
firm cannot otherwise produce in support of clients. They are underresourced and
overtaxed by the sheer volume of potential cases. Student-prepared briefs have vital
importance to the clients, as the review of country conditions and personal histories are
critical for both the firm’s and the court’s evaluation of cases. Few cases ultimately are
taken up by center or other pro bono attorneys, but in most instances asylum seekers are
provided with valuable documentation. As a result of student briefs, cases can be given
more extensive review than is otherwise likely. There are even therapeutic, information
and referral, and other benefits from the process. Stacy is proud of a recent
accomplishment:
[My non-profit law firm community partner] literally told me that the two
students who were working on this case that was held on Monday did as good
work if not better than she would have done. She actually was not going to
represent the case - the asylum seeker was going to go pro se in front of the
immigration judge. ...She actually wasn’t so sure about the case, whether it was
winnable or not, so she was just going to have to have the students submit their
information and let happen what happens. After she saw what the students did,
she said, I have to take this case. .. .I’ve had an immigration judge that comes in
every year who works at [the] prison come into my class and said to those two
students: “You won this case.” It was unbelievable. ... At the 1 ln hour literally
they found out that [the client] had actually suffered from FGM - female genital
mutilation, which is a basis for asylum in the US...She was granted asylum
because of those two students. For them, they’re never going to forget that, never
mind the woman who they helped. And having an immigration judge come into
class and say “you two students won this case . So it does help.
However, Stacy tells a story of intensive conflict with her colleagues, emerging
from the clash between the course’s popularity and her department’s service obligations
to a large number of majors. As a result of the course’s success, her colleagues insisted
that she expand enrollment from 15 to 25 students.
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So I said “OK, I will open my class up to 25. I don’t believe this is a good
pedagogical strategy. But will do it because I believe so strongly in what I’m
doing. From my student reactions, from just their reflection journals and what
they've written, I see the outcome. So I did it. And I swore I would never do it
again, because that semester was just absolutely horrible.
Stacy’s resistance, borne out in experience, came from the fear that expanding the
size of the venture would diminish the learning process for students, as course-based
reflection and guidance in these complex, high-stakes efforts became abbreviated. The
volume of supervisory work for her and her partners expanded with no additional
support. She attributes the conflict she had with her colleagues over all this in part to
envy.
To be honest with you, there might have been a bit of jealousy as well.
Because this course has gotten a lot of publicity, and it’s kind of like well “who
do you think you are? And why are you trying to do this?” It’s not for me, it’s
for the impact that it has on our students and the impact that it has on the people
that are working for the asylum seekers. THAT’s who it’s for, it’s not about me,
it’s about them. So I think they recognized - they have students come in and go
on and on and on about how they’ve been affected by this course, so they can’t
ignore that. But we don’t really talk about it. It’s just there.
Stacy remarked at several points in our discussion upon the “limbo” that transition
in her research agenda has placed her in now. Her scholarship stands between African
and American Studies, between international and domestic policy analysis. Her scholarly
approach lies between examining human rights as an issue of system politics in Africa,
and as a matter of human rights case studies among asylum seekers. The detention
facility near Neptune College houses detainees from all over the globe, further
complicating this work beyond African Studies. Her concern appears connected to
skepticism and envy she perceives among colleagues. Stacy voiced specific concerns
about prospects for further or timely promotion, if she cannot find effective ways to
present and to communicate to her colleagues a meaningful trajectory from her origins as
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an Africanist to her current interests in international and domestic human rights and law
issues, and to her interest in community-based pedagogy. Her uncertainty also suggests
intrinsic concerns - how will she make sense of these combined interests herself?
Stacy describes a rapid and deep post-tenure immersion into institutional service
activities as a strategy to compensate for some of this. Her “transitionary” scholarship
(transitionary in her own words — from African studies to domestic immigration and
human rights studies) and her pedagogical publications about the Immigration and
Democracy course (she has had several in both disciplinary publications and education
journals or books) carry some scholarly momentum for Stacy. While her promotion may
or may not be held back by ambiguities stemming from this research transition,
experience with her colleagues is causing her concern despite publication and impact she
considers significant and important.
Other Neptune faculty and administrators interviewed describe the college as a
place gripped by concerns about market position. Creation and maintenance of a
distinctive institutional identity, of the competitive capacity to recruit and retain quality
students and faculty, and of the ability to develop, offer, and sustain programs are
priorities seen to serve positional goals. But Stacy takes a broad picture in describing the
positioning work her colleagues see as preoccupying Neptune, with regard to the
evaluation of faculty productivity and the degree of support for community-based work:
How are we valued as an institution? Is it simply by the number of
publication pages we have, or what we actually produce in terms of the students
and what they do? I think it’s a wider battle that - I’m certainly not someone who
is as well versed as someone like [senior scholars in the community engagement
field] that can talk about that - about how pedagogy is changing. And
“usefulness” of higher education institutions and what we should be doing and
what we are doing. The commerce of the place. I think that’s going to be
changing soon. Because I think the public is looking at colleges and universities
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and I don’t think they know that much about what’s going on and they’re saying
“what is going on?
Stacy’s investment in Immigration and Democracy is significant in terms of time
and professional and intellectual capital she invests with the aim of positioning the
project to serve her scholarship and her institutional leadership ambitions. She makes
this investment having developed a love for the impact that experiential learning makes
on student engagement, as witnessed in course discussions and final projects.
Immigration and Democracy now represents her primary CBL teaching effort. An earlier
attempt she had made, to place students in a required introductory course in local non¬
profit social service agencies, yielded less benefit and more problems. She found the fact
that it was a required course was problematic, because it enrolled both motivated and
unmotivated students (with respect to the service component), because she struggled to
create intentional, thoughtful substantive connections between the service and course
content, and because she could not readily connect the service component to her own
scholarship. Her subsequent effort, Immigration and Democracy builds on the resulting
lessons which she reflects on with clarity. Overall, Stacy’s success in gaining tenure
appears as a result of her simultaneously building powerful and popular courses,
producing in both her disciplinary and her newly emerging areas of scholarship, and
pursuing dialogue and compromise about both with her departmental and institutional
colleagues. She is committed now to: offering service learning only in an elective and by
permission of the instructor; better connecting content with service, and; tying course
content and community partnerships to her scholarship. Stacy now provides leadership at
Neptune as a CBL faculty advisor (to colleagues) based on this work, and her burgeoning
pedagogical scholarship regarding CBL.
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Marilyn

Marilyn is an Associate Professor of Anthropology at Neptune College, who
arrived in 1998 and was tenured in 2005. Marilyn’s research focuses upon archaeological
study of Native American communities. She teaches both core departmental offerings
including introductory courses, first year seminars, and advanced level methods classes,
as well as advanced courses stemming from her research interests. Marilyn describes the
invitation from a local historical preservation group — to examine a development site for a
new downtown hotel — as what brought her to transform her cosmopolitan scholarly
interests into local community engagement efforts. She has written about this project in
disciplinary journals and in a chapter in a book on service learning.
As a result of the call from local preservationists, Marilyn and her students
formed a partnership to investigate the historical and archaeological significance of a
downtown residence significant to local heritage and national history. Beginning in
2002, Marilyn made the ensuing dig a field work component for students at Neptune who
became part of a collaborative project to excavate the site, working with graduate
students, faculty, fellow students and the local preservation group. She, her students and
her colleagues have uncovered a substantial amount of evidence signifying the site’s
significance to the Underground Railroad. Beginning in 2003 and continuing today
beyond the completion of the dig, her “Introduction to Archaeology” course involves
students in outreach and education she describes as “public archaeology." Students
develop educational projects and bring them to local elementary schools or provide
materials that support site tours, community events, and local outreach to support
appreciation for the significance of this downtown historical site.
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Marilyn attributes the call from locals for assistance as the spark to her selfexamination - of her conception of herself as a teacher and researcher, of her conception
of what students should be learning, and of her view of the public as participants in and
recipients of scholarly work:
The idea was ‘could you assist us?’ and I said sure, because, you know,
when a group from the community asks, you know for a skill that is somewhat
esoteric.. .you can’t say no!... I was on the verge of running an archaeological
methods class in the fall, and I thought ‘how wonderful’ -1 had other plans, but I
thought “how wonderful, we’re just a few blocks away: Sure! We can work some
Saturdays and see what occurs.
Well, I found - not surprising, but it touched me on some level - that
every day that we were there, this is right downtown so we were something of a
spectacle in as much as passersby could see our work, it was visible - that there
was so much interest, that so many people stopped by and engaged us in
conversation at all levels. Some people had stories that did not pertain to the
issue, but there was just this quite visible public appetite, and we were able to
share quite a bit on the spot with the community — various members of the
community: some which will forever remain nameless, some who introduced
themselves to us and explained what their interest was - we were able to
communicate all sorts of things, depending on the conversation, about these
important historical characters, about what archaeologists do, how we are
stewards of the past, how [the city] has a significant history, an archaeological
record... I found it very fulfilling. And I often have those conversations, but not
with the intensity that I did on this particular excavation.. .Much of my work has
been on Native American pre-contact archaeology, and I often find myself in a
farmer’s field a half a mile from the road... I had this sense that this resonated
potentially with people, that it meant something to people, and that perhaps there
would be a way to interdigitate more tightly with this community.
Marilyn also identified environmental change underway at Neptune as aiding the
connectivity she found between research, teaching and public knowledge. That context
emboldened her to deepen and expand her civic engagement at this critical moment:
It’s just sort of one of these situations where things were dovetailing - we
hired a new president here at [Neptune College], who had a number of initiatives
realizing during his time here. And one of the initiatives was enhancing towngown relations, working with the community, and - there was nothing specifically
said about what my interests were - he was interested in establishing closer ties
with what he called ‘our neighborhood schools’... So that was happening,
completely separate from my experience. And then when I thought about it, I
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said, ‘I think I can actually do a service-learning project,’ and then I realized we
actually had a bit of an infrastructure. At the time that infrastructure was in its
infancy, and now it’s much more enhanced. But at least I did have an
infrastructure, I did have a woman...who had names and phone numbers, and had
already established/made inroads to lay the foundational work that had been done
by somebody else to establish the school relationships. So I thought, I understood
early on that what want to do is have it be coming from the community — that
there is interest from the community in what you are doing. And I felt pretty solid
about that - that this wasn’t going to be us intruding upon the community and
forcing our will upon various communities.
Marilyn’s community-based teaching did not end with the dig, but continues as
primarily educational outreach about archaeology. She sees student development of
educational materials as a means of expanding upon the marriage this project created
between disciplinary expertise, student learning goals and local community interests. She
and her students bring knowledge of archaeology, history, tourism and urban
development to local elementary schools, and students present these to elementary school
classes as aspects of the archaeological dig and its implications. Marilyn s school partner
highlighted the significance to the elementary school community of gaining knowledge
about a local sight they pass daily but otherwise know little about, and of having college
students from a prominent, notably “prestigious” (in her own words) institution interact
with children, families, and teachers. In general, she described her school as
underresourced and in need of greater support from wherever they might get it - and
Neptune appears as a promising source to this community partner. “More so in recent
years - the new president, coming from [a big northeastern city] has made a big impact.
Neighborhood improvement projects, different kinds of thinking in terms of housing...
Marilyn contributes to disciplinary discourse about “public archaeology” in an
article focusing upon the educational outreach work. She calls these aspects critical work
to “construct a sense of heritage for local members of any community.” Her publication
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describes benefits that accrue mutually to local schools and college students. She finds
the student learning so important, in fact, that Marilyn had made the decision to decline
principal’s offers to make more efficient use of student time by holding a school-wide
assembly. She favors instead individual classroom visits she believes to provide deeper,
more individualized benefits to both college and elementary students. Marilyn has made
an ongoing commitment to this aspect in the service-learning option she provides in an
introductory level, required course, and in her efforts to publish and present.
But the fact that Marilyn encourages students to make school presentations as a
community learning exercise - to give her students teaching and presentation experience
and to provide a community benefit - is not apparent in Neptune web or promotional
literature. Nowhere on its web site nor the department’s web site can a reference to the
K-12 partnership that Marilyn and her colleagues report as highly successful be found,
and the college’s press office has apparently not made “hay” out of this local
collaboration. Neptune’s service-learning office counts the work among its
achievements, and Marilyn’s disciplinary publications make clear that continuing efforts
bring benefits to her teaching and to local schools. Yet Neptune has overlooked the work
in community relations efforts to the extent that it apparently has, despite the presidential
support for community engagement - something even the community (in the partner’s
comments above) is aware of. It is possible that the project is simply overlooked; it is
also possible that backlash from the “buzzsaw” experience restrains campus
administrators from highlighting such work.
Marilyn shares her colleagues’ views of Neptune as market-conscious, suggesting
that “we [Neptune] suffer a little bit by not being in the top tier that we think we belong
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in.” She describes Neptune as having witnessed, under the very same presidential regime
advancing ambitious civic engagement, growing preoccupation with and investment in
faculty scholarly output and productivity. She finds her departmental colleagues to take
either a supportive or at least a laissez-faire stance toward her engaged work, in part
because she teaches courses they need her to continue offering and seem happy enough to
leave her to her own pedagogical choices. Departmental exit surveys among majors
show her community-learning to have had great impact upon students, and this helps.
Her success with scholarly publications and presentations related to the archaeological
work out of the local dig and preservation partnership may also help. But she nonetheless
expresses certainty that campus skepticism inhibits and harms wider support for engaged
teaching and learning. In the face of that skepticism she insists she would not have
chosen to do such work prior to tenure. She stresses her understatement when she says
that “despite [the president’s] interest, despite the fact that we’re able to pay people, and
that we have a center, I wouldn’t say that it has taken off wildly!

She references this

statement directly to what work, what outputs, what forms of scholarship are actually
rewarded at Neptune. Neptune’s reportedly pre-professional student culture might
suggest that experiential learning would pose a strong curricular and co-curricular fit.
Yet the limited uptake of the pedagogy that Marilyn, Stacy and their campus colleagues
describe suggest that faculty either do not see that connection, or that they may resist it
for other reasons. In all, Marilyn does not link institutional aspirations, scholarly
pressures and definitions, and other prestige indicators to her own experience or concerns
in pursuing engaged teaching and research - she has faced few departmental obstacles.
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But she does draw circumstantial links in portraying a dampening effect of these
conditions on pre-tenure and new colleague involvement in community engagement.
For her own part, Marilyn attributes her successful navigation in part to her
distinctive role within her department as the lone archaeology teacher within an
anthropology department. To the extent her pedagogy is even visible, that visibility
comes from departmental exit interviews among majors, who reportedly cite Marilyn’s
community-based learning as their most challenging and transformative experience.
Tom and Patti at Venus College
Venus College
Venus College sits in a busy and comfortable suburban community within the
continuous urban sprawl of a major northeastern city.

The Venus campus is an extensive

component of its immediate community which is comparatively small and affluent. But
access is ready by public transport or car to the nearby city, and to other higher education
institutions and nearby suburbs at all points on the socio-economic spectrum.
Venus sums up the student culture it seeks to foster on its web site as follows.
Venus students are “defined by a rare combination of personal characteristics: An intense
intellectual commitment; A purposeful vision of life; A desire to make a meaningful
contribution to the world.” Elsewhere on the site, the College appeals to prospective
students by highlighting, among other things, its: high rank among liberal-arts colleges as
a feeder to top law, medical and business schools; high rank among all colleges and
universities in percentage of graduates earning Ph.D.s; high percentages of law and
medical school admissions among graduates.
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While liberal arts colleges often have small and comparatively inconspicuous
graduate degree programs, Venus is somewhat unusual for hosting a program involving
nearly 400 students. This is disproportionately large for its small undergraduate
enrollment and the graduate program has attained a significant reputation. One
participant in this study (Patti, below) teaches and advises some graduate students given
overlap between this program and her expertise, providing an opportunity unusual for her
peers.
Several initiatives and a still shifting landscape (as of Spring, 2007) characterize
infrastructural support for civic engagement at Venus. Student volunteerism has been
supported by an office for that purpose since 1997. The primary vehicle for course-based
community learning is a program supported by an office created for this purpose in 2000.
The two offices joined together under a "‘civic engagement umbrella in 2004, and
include among their responsibilities oversight of a campus-community partnership
created in 2002 with a nearby struggling suburb. The partnership connects several
campus and community offices and agencies, to support more systematic, coordinated
and sustained engagement and impact. Venus’ course-based, curricular program for
community-based learning is notably innovative and structured in its three-tiered
construct, reproduced (modified to employ pseudonyms below):
Table 9. Venus’ Three-Level CBL Course Taxonomy

CBL Placement as
percentage of
Coursework
Placement
visits/week

Level One

Level Two

Level Three

25%

50%

75%

1

2

3

_
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Placement
hours/week

2-4

4-8

9-12

This construct is helpful to both faculty and students as a means of negotiating
appropriate academic and service expectations at both ends. It is also designed to enable
faculty to articulate curricular pathways (in considering syllabus and curricular design),
and students to identify course plans, for moving purposefully from “light” CBL work to
“heavier,” more intensive commitments as measured by time commitments and skills. In
Spring, 2008, the office identified five “level one” courses at Venus (in education,
sociology, English and psychology); three “level two” courses (in mathematics,
art/education, and sociology/urban studies); and one “level three” course, a seminar in
geology. This year’s number and distribution (across levels) of courses however is
higher than in previous years, where most courses tended to fall into the “level one”
category and typically do not number more than 4-6. The office remains strained in its
capacity to develop and manage community partner relationships and academic learning
and research projects by a small staff highly dependent on temporary student workers.
Tom
Tom is a Professor of Mathematics at Venus College, where he has been since
1990, tenured in 1996. Tom’s scholarly background is in dynamic systems, and he has
had sponsored research support (including National Science Foundation grants),
prestigious fellowships and sabbatical-term visiting appointments prior to, and
throughout his time at Venus, to advance this work. Tom’s community engagement work
centers upon a prominent role he plays in a large, National Science Foundation
collaborative project supporting math and science educational partnerships among
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colleges, universities, and K-12 schools in a nearby urban and metropolitan region. He
works with his students as potential future math educators, in placements with area public
school teachers. Tom works also with the public school teachers directly in workshops
organized and sponsored by the collaborative partnership, on pedagogical and curricular
improvement to advance the methods and impacts of mathematics education.
Tom is explicit in describing two-way benefits. His undergraduates learn math
and pedagogy, and K-12 teachers and curricula gain from this collaboration. Tom also
articulates a third and, in his view, equally important, personal benefit. He says his
mastery of mathematics teaching has seen improvement that he considers as significant,
and as attributable to his collaboration with undergraduates, K-12 educators, and
collaborating faculty and graduate students. The collaborative project is large and
ambitious in its number of partners, and in the urban, under-resourced settings it serves.
Yet Tom’s description of how he came to be interested in educational outreach
illustrates interest and enthusiasm driven by sources closer to home:
My kids, who were in elementary school in our district, were using a new
and innovative math program called the Every Day Math Program with a lot of
hands-on manipulatives, and linking the math to the real world. I thought “Great!
This is how math should be taught!” And I got ideas from that in my own college
teaching, where I have students in multi-variable calculus do a project. The first
few times I did it, I was very detailed and I told them, “do these seven steps .
And with this experience with the elementary schools, I changed [my approach]
so: do anything you’re interested in, that has any connection to anything we did in
the class, and show the connection between the two. So with this idea of every
day math... at the college level. And that’s been very successful. A lot of the
students have talked about the highlights of the course and even of their whole
time at Venus and they come up with very creative things.
Tom then goes on to describe how a student who had a similar curriculum at a
nearby high school then sparked his connection to a whole regional network of K12/College educators interested in improving pre-college mathematics education.
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Tom frames his experience as introducing the “real world” by getting undergraduate
students to translate complex mathematical concepts they learn about in a college course,
into lessons that enhance K-12 math teaching. He reflects on two critical conclusions.
First, that the exercise of transforming abstract and theoretical problems to everyday
examples and delivering them in K-12 classrooms was such a dramatic boost to student
learning within his undergraduate math teaching, that he became compelled to look for
applications of this experiential pedagogy in other math teaching. And second, that
terrific opportunities might exist for him and his students in seeking more formal learning
partnerships, where students learners could simultaneously deepen their own learning by
working with teachers. By pairing students not only with K-12 classrooms and learners
but also with K-12 teachers, he saw the opportunity to develop new educational
approaches to teaching math, as students and teachers transformed and improved math
education.
Tom’s growing interest in advancing opportunities for his students coincided with
both his expanding regional involvement with math educators, and Venus College’s
development of a service-learning infrastructure. Tom’s work with the K-12
collaboration launched at the very moment campus efforts were developing formal
mechanisms for credit-bearing and course-based internships (discussed above and also in
the case study of Patti, below). With emerging mechanisms and budding partnerships,
Tom’s project is producing a self-renewing, “virtuous circle” for math education:
The students in the course, the idea was to place them with teachers who
were doing innovative teaching; and as the partnership has developed and
evolved, that’s how I found these innovative teachers. And we’ve tried to place
them into school districts that are part of the project. The hope of the course is to
take students who are math and science majors and expose them to education and
hopefully these new approaches will excite them and get them interested in going
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on to education. Ideally, they’d then take a job with one of the school districts
that they worked with.
Tom’s partner Dave is coordinator of the community-university network through which
Tom and his students work with other higher education institutions and with K-12
districts and teachers. Dave praises the multi-dimensional benefits that have come to his
project via partnership with Tom:
Well, it’s all about people and the personal relationships that one
establishes with the people first. And on that score, Tom is tremendous colleague
to work with. I couldn’t ask him to do any more that he’s done. And he’s done
everything we’ve asked and more. He’s taken on his own projects. He s creative,
energetic, is full of ideas, and has actually done things. It’s one thing to have
ideas and it’s another to actually do the work, and he’s really pioneered some
really nice connections with higher ed and school districts, focusing on how
people learn and on formative assessment, which are cross-cutting pedagogical
and good things to know, whether you are a college teacher or a regular teacher.
The fact is these have been very well received by the participants. We’ve been
able to find a common ground in bringing together the higher ed and the teachers
together on these topics and he’s led that. So he’s been tremendous to work with
and Venus has been, as an institution, cooperative in every way we have asked
them to be. So that’s worked out fine and we’ve been a very collegial group as
it’s turned out.
Involvement in this project has produced several benefits for Tom. Engaging his
students in K-12 partnerships enables them to deepen mastery of complex mathematics.
Projects additionally enable students to consider and experiment with education as a
possible career path. Classroom placements, supported by Tom’s introductory level
survey course which covers new educational approaches in mathematics, produce greater
appreciation for learner-centered pedagogy for both Tom and his students. Regional
network involvement has positioned Tom as a pedagogical expert for K-12 teachers.
These opportunities have enabled him to grow as an educator to a degree parallel with,
and perhaps even exceeding (by to his own estimate), his disciplinary research standing.
And the assets he has gained, such as the network he has become associated with and the
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confidence he has built from attempting applied, educational and service-oriented
mathematics, have opened him up to other forms of community work. These are
increasingly distant from his disciplinary expertise, such as his involvement in an
environmental assessment project described in the next chapter.
Tom describes the departmental and institutional climate for these interests as
generally supportive, but mixed in ways that are both subtle and obvious. At one point he
described his departmental colleagues as having scholarly interests that represent a range
from focus on research scholarship to pedagogy. His department appears capacious
enough to accommodate both ends of the spectrum, and he and Dave both describe Venus
College as a supportive partner to their K-12 collaboration. He is aware that his
community involvement, however, began only after tenure and deepened to its now
extensive level just as he became promoted to full professor.
Tom points out the understanding he and his education-oriented math and science
colleagues in the network share - that such involvement brings risk: “With our [network
project], when you go to national conferences, people always talk about this issue and
they say, ‘I would never even ask somebody who isn’t tenured at the least to get involved
in this.”’ But in both Tom’s telling and in the implied shared view among colleagues,
there is an assumed, shared understanding that the work is risky. Rather than naming
specific, experienced examples of why one should “never even ask,” there is simply the
presumption that asking is unwise. Making that presumption, Tom perpetuates the idea
that, as important as this work may be, it is work that cannot be done by the newest,
emerging generation of math faculty.
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It is unclear, at the institutional level, whether Tom’s largely positive
interpretation of Venus College’s support for outreach and partnership in math and
science education might be specific to mathematics. The work could be perceived as less
risky than other forms of community engagement (less, for example, than Patti s work
with community health clinics described below), because it is focuses still on education
rather than on community development per se. The status and importance of
mathematics, perhaps bolstered by the status that can come with federal funding and/or
recognition, may also mitigate Tom’s exposure to or concern with collegial skepticism.
Tom’s own exposure to any skepticism may be mitigated too by his arrival to Venus with
an already strong research record.

His optimism portrays him so deeply embedded in

off-campus partnerships that concern with on-campus, political dynamics may be
peripheral to him. In any case, Tom provided an uplifting view of the way his engaged
work generates learning and enthusiasm among his students, impacts communities, and
invigorates him in fundamental ways:
I sometimes say to [my community partner]: with this project. I’m having
the time of my life. Then there are other times when I feel so overwhelmed with
it all.. .that I feel like I’m using all my various talents in ways that the smaller
math world doesn’t allow me to do.
Patti

Patti is a Professor of Sociology at Venus College, where she has been since
1966, tenured in 1973. She served as her department’s chair twice in the 1980s and
1990s. Patti has held a succession of federal research grants supporting her work in
medical sociology and drug addiction. Patti’s long-term employment of communitybased pedagogy in her courses, her related and integrated community-based research
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projects, and her role as a Venus College advocate for community engagement together
present her case as a comprehensive and integrated example of engaged scholarly work.
A now senior researcher on health-related sociological issues, Patti has married a
personal and professional commitment to community work that puts research, teaching,
and civic activities together as linked facets of an integrated career. By her own words,
this makes her “an outlier,” an exception. She says she would not expect others to follow
her model of connectivity among teaching, research and community development
interests. But she appears here less as an outlier or exception, and more as a seasoned
and largely successful exemplar of professional and personal integration.
Patti came to secure this connectivity most explicitly through work that began in
1990 to study and teach about AIDS - the spread of the disease and its social
consequences. At the time, comparatively little was known about the disease, and little
attention was given to its impact on women and communities of color. Patti was called
upon to provide support for education and outreach in a nearby urban community by
colleagues in a non-profit agency with whom she had worked as a researcher. She
rapidly became involved in street outreach, eventually including initiatives in high-risk
drug use neighborhoods where she helped develop and implement needle exchange
programming. This work began as volunteer involvement, but circumstances changed
when Patti secured federal funding in 2000 to study connections between needle
exchange and social services, and she could no longer volunteer due to a conflict of
interest. She chose then to explore scholarly aspects in her involvement, and their
potential for research and teaching projects.
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Patti’s case data includes a substantial record of presentations and publications
drawing upon her community-based research. She has implemented varying levels of
community-based learning in several sociology courses offered repeatedly over the last 8
years, concerning poverty, AIDS and addiction. Projects have ranged from inquiry-based
research originating in student and community partner interests, to volunteer service
obligations connected to course learning, to full-time credit-bearing internships tied to a
course she teaches. Patti’s pilot work to develop these mechanisms helped to formulate
Venus’ structured CBL programming as described above, which systematizes this
spectrum of expectations concerning curricular student community involvement. The
system structures community-based learning partnerships to clarify expectations for
Venus faculty, administrators and students, and for community partners.
Patti reflects on the fact that the community engagement which interweaves
research interests with community volunteerism is not something she could or would
have undertaken prior to tenure. She describes obstacles including family obligations,
and says she focused instead on local and regional politics. However, she describes what
she found through local community and political activity as an important realization:
There was a lot of racism that was involved out there. And what I learned
there was, I didn’t bring to my classes so much what I was doing politically, but
you know - you get into peoples houses! And you sit and talk to them about
where they’re coming from! And I’m teaching race courses??!! I mean, you
know, it was terrific! Anything that I did worked its way into my courses, but it
didn’t work its way into my courses at that time in terms of internships or in terms
of my talking about my political involvement.
This influence upon her teaching remained consistent, pervasive, but relatively indirect
until 1990 when she became involved in AIDS education and outreach work, and began
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to think about how to direct scholarly interests and teaching commitments to explore
these themes. This reflection was reinforced by the calls from off-campus:
I said, you know, this epidemic is moving faster than the public literature.
Nobody is writing about the folks that I’m seeing out there. They’re gonna be the
growing part of this epidemic, I’ve gotta get my kids out there. .. .1 was contacted
by what was then the [city health outreach center] and asked whether I would
essentially send them interns. And of course [the health center with whom I did
the needle exchange and AIDS education project] that I was totally dug into was
very happy to take interns. So I started -1 said well, I’m gonna try an internship.
So I started the internships with my AIDS course at that time. And the effect was
just electric. I had one student who was on the Center’s AIDS hotline. She was
the only person on the hotline in [the city] at that time when Magic Johnson
announced he was HIV-positive. She got the bulk of the calls coming into the
city. And I mean it just changed, it absolutely opened the door. I mean people
[students] came in, they had experience, they were able to talk about the
experience, they were able to talk about the literature critically. I thought this is
great, I’ve gotta expand this. So I expanded it to my Poverty course, and I had
exactly the same response.
Patti summarizes the benefits of community-based learning for students:
Where do I start? One benefit is, I have my students write journals - so I
can respond to that question [of how students benefit] from empirical evidence one benefit is, obviously, they learn hands-on what they’re reading about in
textbooks, well I don’t use textbooks, but what they’re reading. The second thing
is that they bring to class a wealth of experience -1 have my kids in different
kinds of agencies - they bring to class a wealth of experience, can educate one
another. The third thing is that they’re very critical of what they read. They
become critical learners, in a sense of reading this and saying “has this guy ever
been out on the street? Have they ever met a poor person? What are they talking
about?” You know, in my poverty course it’s really interesting, because I have
these kids out there doing street outreach to the homeless, doing a bunch of stuff,
and they read some of the stuff, and they say “who the heck is this guy? Has he
ever talked to a poor person? What do you mean the culture of poverty? I mean I
was hangin’ out with these guys, and they want what everybody else does!” It
makes them really critical learners.
Patti continued from here to describe the development of empathy for others as an
essential goal of her community placements and experiential components. A regular
program of inviting representatives of social service agencies and clients to her classes to
sit and talk with students enhances this aim. Yet when asked about the alignment
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between these goals and the values espoused and pursued by her Venus College
colleagues more generally, Patti was markedly more cynical:
Well, I think (laughter) -1 think certainly the academic goals align with
the institution. They’re purely academic — we want our kids to think critically, we
want our kids to be informed, we want our kids to be able to do research, at least
if we’re in a research discipline, we want our kids to be able to write well or to be
able to put together a good project. And those goals I think are widely supported.
...The goals of empathy and nonjudgement, well, we talk about those
things. But there’s sort of a difference between sort of talking it and living it. I
think often there’s this feeling that if you don’t have an education, especially if
you don’t have a college degree or an elite college degree, you’re not worth much.
And I think one of the things that where I feel in a sense that maybe, certainly not
my department - that’s not my department, not Anthropology, not the social
sciences — but outside the social sciences I think there s a certain elitism. That I
don’t find very useful. When people look at the folks I deal with, look, what do I
do, I hang out with sex workers, drug abusers, but you know - they're smart
people! They’re surviving, you gotta be smart to survive. They’re street smart,
there’s a lot of insight and thoughtfulness there. I can respect that. But for some
people they say, oh you’re going [there?].. .1 just guess that the values of respect
and empathy are talked about, but I think that they re undercut by a certain
elitism.
Patti describes various forms of concern expressed by colleagues (primarily
outside of her department) about the nature and purposes of her experiential learning
approach, including skepticism about its value and concerns with risk and liability. Yet
Patti’s pursuit of and success with community-based learning and research project
nonetheless has provided important leadership to Venus College as a campus, which
ultimately has borne fruit in a systematic program of course-connected internships.
During the 1990s, Patti was one of a small, enthusiastic group of faculty
experiential learning advocates that secured external funding and, eventually,
administrative buy-in for a formal support structure to enable co-curricular, communitybased learning. Patti learned about institutional dynamics through this process, and about
the potential and the limitations to her own model.
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If you have a crew of people, of faculty members who have done it, they
can mentor people who are starting to do it. They have contacts, they can tell
them how it works, and so on. So I think what is absolutely critical for all the
questions you’ve asked is providing a support structure for faculty. I mean, I’m
an outlier. Most people are not going to follow my model. I’m very, very
involved in what I’m doing, but I’m involved in the agencies. I do research in
that area, this is what I teach about. So for me it makes sense. For somebody
who’s not that involved or whatever, hey.. .have somebody there to help them.
You unfortunately have to sell this on strictly academic grounds. But when
people do it, it’s more interesting to read student papers than to read somebody
who’s summarized 23 articles. It’s more interesting to get feedback from kids
about what they’re learning - you learn stuff. It makes for better classroom
discussion. It makes a classroom a more fun place.
There are many insights in and between these lines, concerning what Patti considers to be
the relationship between Venus’ local culture and community engagement work. By
calling herself an outlier she portrays colleagues as unable or unwilling to get involved as
deeply as she has, or to formulate an integrated professional agenda weaving together
research, teaching, professional and personal service commitments with values such as
social justice and empathy. By emphasizing the pressures to justify, sell, improve work
as a rationale for community involvement, and by calling the grounds on which those
justifications, sales, improvements must be made “unfortunate,” she alludes to narrow
and inflexible standards for assessing faculty work. In light of her characterization of
local culture as ‘elitist,’ this discourse also suggests Patti views infrastructural support
not simply as a tangible resource - with physical, administrative, logistical or financial
dimensions. Instead, she suggests mentorship and moral support are also essential in a
cultural environment where such work is not rewarded and colleagues are otherwise
preoccupied with other measures and standards of success or status.
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Sandy at Sun College
Sun College

The Sun College campus is adjacent to a northeastern coastal city whose once
thriving industrial base has undergone repeated contraction during the last fifty years.
Like many peers, its elevated, panoramic campus set upstream from its urban neighbor
prompts the physical and symbolic image of an institution “on the hill.

Proximity to the

city makes possible a range of interactions among College programs, students and faculty
and city schools, social service organizations, and municipal offices and agencies.
Sun has a typically broad range of academic departments, and a perhaps unusually
large number of majors in interdisciplinary fields, as compared to peers which more
commonly relegate similar interdisciplinary programming to minors or concentrations.
Besides widely-adopted majors like environmental studies and international relations,
Sun has more particularized ones as well as minors and certificates.
A few years ago, contentious events involving College leadership in local affairs
raised the temperature somewhat on town-gown relations. Involvement in community
economic revitalization initiatives, and contention over policies and practices of
partnerships was characterized by some stakeholders as aggressive, gentrifying and
controversial. Despite some achievements, this contention contributed to difficult and
mistrustful relations in some comers, and some public setbacks for the efforts that
affected those involved. This context possibly impacted curricular and co-curricular
community engagement. But it may also be that the results contributed momentum to
constructive responses for community engagement as well as posing challenges.
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In 1996 Sun College established a center that supports community-based learning,
research, and service partnerships for students, faculty, and campus partners in the region,
after several years of planning with support from Campus Compact and other external
organizations. The center’s mission emphasizes public policy (broadly conceived at
local, national and international levels), and it offers a certificate program that is actionoriented and complements academic majors. The center provides workshops, internships,
community orientation and integrative course programs for students. A faculty director is
supported by four staff who work in full- and part-time capacities, mostly from positions
sited in other campus departments, under separate organizational reporting obligations.
In 2008, the Center’s “Faculty Steering Committee” comprised twenty-one faculty
members from fifteen different academic departments or programs. The College has
garnered, and promotes on its web site, a Princeton Review accolade as a “College with a
Conscience,” in part as a reflection of the center’s work.
Between 1998 and 2007, the center counts 54 individual course offerings,
primarily grouped among social science disciplines often considered “usual suspects” for
community-based pedagogies, such as anthropology, sociology, education and human
development. It is not clear how many of these courses are ongoing offerings or were at
least offered more than once. In 2007-08, the Center offered a grant program providing
$1,500 stipends to faculty to develop or redesign course and research projects with
community learning components. Five grants to faculty in four departments were made.
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Sandy

Sandy has been a social psychologist at Sun College since 1994, where she is an
associate professor who was tenured in 2000.5 Several years ago, Sandy was nominated
for a national award for community engagement work in higher education, and she has
received both regional and local awards for her community leadership. Sandy has
published on service-learning in education and psychology, in disciplinary and civic
engagement journals. She teaches courses on child and adolescent development,
multicultural and family social issues. Sandy serves on the steering committee for the
campus’ community learning and research center. Her negotiation of balance between a
core commitment to psychological research concerning contemporary families,
multiculturalism, and African-American experiences, and her commitment to community
development and improving community-based pedagogy is a story of strategic planning
and pragmatic compromise.
Sandy’s adoption of community-based learning at Sun College began on arrival
there as a new, untenured faculty member. Experiential learning was a model already
used by department colleagues. She entered her role at Sun receiving collegial
encouragement to teach students using such pedagogies, and placed her students initially
in experiential settings to enhance their reading and learning about key human
development issues and theories. Sandy adopted practices of classroom-based reflection
and student journal-keeping on the advice from colleagues, and eventually found
additional support and encouragement from the then nascent service-learning literature
she reviewed to enhance her practice. From the outset she sought and found
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infrastructural support, in the form of partner development and monitoring,
transportation, orientation, etc., from Sun’s volunteer service office.
But more than just finding the environment conducive to successful service¬
learning with her students, Sandy very rapidly saw and pursued timely and needed
avenues for conducting research about service learning.
I just happened to be in an unusual situation in that we had a college that’s
valuing this, an office that helps support it, I had a department that had a history
of doing it, I had colleagues that valued what I was doing, and I myself had a
trailblazing spirit - a do or die spirit. And a lot of it I have to attribute to being a
parent of a beautiful African-American child... I was going to do or die. For the
sake of that child, if not anyone else. So I did whatever I had to do because I
didn’t want to uproot him or uproot myself, disrupt our lives. So I think my case
has been unique, this great mix of stuff.
In these words Sandy reflects on what appears as a strong theme in her comments: the
pursuit of professional choices that enable her to survive and thrive within a setting
challenged by competing personal and professional demands. Sandy sees herself as
unusual case. Due to her scholarly work and visibility as an “exemplar” of engaged
teaching and learning, she has spent time on other college campuses talking with current
or prospectively engaged faculty about their projects. From this, she’s become aware that
she has been fortunate to develop her interests in community-engaged teaching and
scholarship within an unusually receptive and supportive environment. But as important
to illuminating her case as a faculty member within a supportive environment is her
emphasis on her own identity as an African-American woman and its impact on both the
nature and objectives of her service-learning work. This is plainly evident in the
professional and personal narrative she tells in her interview and in some of her
publications. Her personal and professional identity as an African-American, a woman, a
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service-learning practitioner all converged to drive her to a research agenda that she
fundamentally conceptualizes itself as her search for tools to survive:
It wasn’t until my students started bringing their issues to me that I wanted
to get support in the areas they were bringing to me, which had a lot to do with
race. And that’s when I discovered service-learning hadn t really evolved that
much yet, like certain issues hadn’t yet been tackled, research-wise, when it came
to service-learning. In fact, there hadn’t been a lot of research on service-learning
at that time. This would have been the early to mid-1990s. So I had to stumble
around, and with the help of a colleague here and there, I started finding the
resources that students needed. So that was the first thing - find the resources.
The second thing was that I became so interested in what was happening, I
wanted to research it. Let me tell you specifically what I mean. My students,
who were predominantly white—So here I was this African-American woman.
And it was like in some ways I was like all by myself, in some ways, in the
classroom. Not outside of the classroom, because I had such a supportive chair,
and I had been building a system of support... But in the classroom I could see
that there was a little bit of a possible setup going on. Not that anybody was
imposing that on me. But it was a setup, in terms of the service-learning thing,
where the lone black woman is sending these very sheltered white students out
into the urban, problem-plagued environment for part of their course, to help them
make connections for their course. I don’t know that I called it a multicultural
experience, but it was multicultural whether I called it that or not. I m sending
these white students out [into the troubled city]. I’m sending them out. It was
raising a lot of emotions inside of them. And I could tell I would be the easy
target for all their crap. Because I’m the minority woman - a double minority inflicting this on them, maybe in their view. And so I had to do something about
it, because I didn’t want to be the target of their emotional stuff. So I started
looking for resources.
Sandy’s consequent exploration of the issues in several articles and books became a
scholarly project well beyond a search to stave off student “crap.” As represented in
these documents and her own words, Sandy’s scholarly work stems from a commitment
to helping students, and by association, their teachers and experiential learning
facilitators on- and off-campus, to prepare for and get the most out of complex, rewarding
encounters with racial and class difference through service learning. Drawing upon
hundreds of student journals for her data she formulated a set of conceptual frameworks
and practical tools for anticipating and ameliorating anxieties and uncertainties in such
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learning projects. Her aim was to enable partnerships to quickly realize reciprocal
benefits, provide meaningful and sustainable learning and community development, and
to confront differences of race and class in a deliberate and productive fashion.
At first they were coming to me, totally scared, traumatized, I could feel a
little bit of blaming and things like that. But I haven’t felt [loud knock on wood]
anything like that in years. I really think that the resources and that two-pronged
approach made a difference. It gave them some resources to start with, and then
the research helped me to understand them better. At first, I couldn’t understand
the students. I was like “what’s the big deal?” They were coming and whining
and they were complaining, about feeling unwelcome, feeling uncomfortable,
feeling afraid. And I was like, I just didn’t get it! I grew up in Detroit, MI, I’ve
been struggling with diversity issues all my life. I grew up in a multiracial family.
So it was hard for me to relate to their lack of experience. So I really didn’t
understand. I knew I needed to find resources or support, but I was confused by
what they were experiencing. I think the research of it, by researching it, it
allowed me to better understand what they were going through. Systematically
looking at what they were going through, and hear their voice, and have
compassion for what they’re going through - it helped me to understand them a
lot better. Like, wow, for many of these students, they’ve never been in an innercity before. They only have what they’ve seen on TV. Once I could really
understand the lack of experience that they may come with, the lack of diversity
experience, I can have compassion. Instead of just bewilderment at what they
were going through.
This work ultimately became the basis for Sandy’s scholarship and successful
tenure bid at Sun College. Sandy discusses her commitment to this agenda also as part of
a work ethic she traces to her roots:
Everybody isn’t going to develop the kind of synergy that I was able to
develop. Some of the coping strategies that I had are not healthy for people. I
just tried to excel in everything -1 served on committees, I did the service
learning, I wrote the books, I wrote the articles. I mean, that’s not healthy. And it
took me years to recuperate from that. I admire the younger ones who say, what
about the equity issues? What about the resources? What about the time, the
balancing of the time? Again, I think some of it has to do with being a minority.
You’re just so ... proud you made it, and you’re used to doing and giving more.
Because Mama taught, and Daddy taught you, you have to do three times as much
just to make it. So you get into that mindset.
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Sandy’s scholarly productivity as a service-learning researcher includes two books
directly pertaining to engaged pedagogy as sole author, a third as a co-author, and nearly
a dozen peer-reviewed articles in education and psychology journals. This output is
underpinned partly by the fact that she adopted this field as a primary research focus and
found a synergy to emerge between teaching and her scholarship. Nonetheless, doing it
all” in the manner she chose not only weighed heavily upon her in emotional and
physical ways. It also required making a pragmatic choice about her research focus,
about which she was and still is deeply torn:
Well I read this article by Yolanda Moses, used to be the president of
AAHE. I read this article about black women surviving academia. And she said
black women need two lines of research. One for their career, and one for
themselves. That’s deepl And I thought about that. I said I have these two lines
of research. That model worked nicely for me, it may not work for
everybody...She was letting us know, “get real. Be strategic. Understand what
you’re up against.” I don’t think she was saying pander or anything. But like I
was at a crossroads here, because I couldn’t keep pursuing both, I just couldn’t.
So I was at this crossroads — I love both of these areas. One is more about me.
One is more about my white students. OK? But I love both! One hits me down
to the core of who I am. Because I’m a black mother. And this is about black
mothers
So I was at a point, what do I do? I love them both but for different
reasons.' I went with the service-learning. Because.. .you know.. .1 loved them
both.. .but I could only do one. And Yolanda Moses, her words were ringing loud
and clear in my head. And I knew that one area I could get more out there and
quicker. And I was on a clock. I had to make a choice. And it was a choice ^
about survival. Survival. Because if I don't get enough notches in my belt. I’m
not gonna be there. .. .One was down, so down deep in my spirit near my heart,
the core of me as a black woman. The other one was more about making the
world better by making students better, when they go out into the community.
Both of them were important, but one was a little closer to who I am.
This was clearly a conflicted decision for Sandy, and her choice ultimately a strategic
compromise about which, years later, she still remains tom despite her success in
achieving security, stability, and productivity. There is a relationship for Sandy between
the necessities of survival and the choices she felt she needed to make, and the cultural
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norms around her that valued certain projects, certain activities and involvements, over
others. Interestingly, her focus upon college student development in a service learning
context became positioned as the safer of her choices, as between that work and her
passion for questions concerning black motherhood and black identity. She ascribes this
as safer, based on a spectrum of reasons. At face value, the option to pursue research that
built on teaching simply appealed to efficiency: she could readily employ her daily
teaching commitments and the data about student experiences as opportunities for
scholarly research. Deeper, it occurred to her that the applied value of this work to an
institution seeking to advance its reputation as offering engaged learning could carry
local weight and her leadership could enhance her institutional contributions. Yet deeper
still, the existence of emerging venues for presenting and publishing in service-learning
appeared to her as systemic advantages to that choice, and the lack of them as systemic
disadvantages to the other project. Even deeper still, it seems clear Sandy worried that
her black mothers’ project was potentially marginal, risky, for its subject matter and for
the state of development in that field. She described deep discomfort with the political
implications to choosing a project focusing on white college students, over one that
focused on the black community and connected to her own identity and values. Sandy
was profoundly concerned with how well colleagues might understand or respond to her
work in that area, how far she might progress, how well she could translate this work into
a compelling bid to remain a colleague within her local culture. The hierarchy Sandy
thus perceived placed her identity-focused, passionate work below research on servicelearning, in her interpretation of how these projects would “play” within her local culture.
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Sandy points out other challenges posed by local culture, despite her department s
otherwise supportive and welcoming stance toward her community engagement work.
It was no utopia, don’t get me wrong. Especially outside the department not everybody has been...you know, values vary from department to department.
But thank God I was able to learn, and to find where I could hook up with likeminded people. And these relationships have been maintained for years to come.
As a black woman, that’s saying a lot. That it’s 13 years later, in fact a little over
13 years later, and I’m still here. Very few minorities stick around in liberal arts
environments...there were times when I thought I would flee, mostly because of
experiences that I was having.. .that made me think I can t live in this
environment, too much going on.
Sandy extensively discussed the double standards she perceives to operate that force her
to work, in her view, twice as hard to secure her place in academia. In light of the above
comments concerning climate and the role of support networks for surviving as an
African American woman in a predominantly white institution, Sandy’s case raises the
matter of local “fit” between culture and engaged work as an entangled matter connected
with her race and scholarly priorities at once.
Marty and Charles at Uranus College
Uranus College
The Uranus College campus sits about a mile up a suburban, residential hill
outside of its community of about 15,000. The city is overwhelmingly white (over 95%)
with a significant low-income population (nearly 20% of the population is at or below
federal poverty standards). Most industry that once existed long ago left, and the
downtown shopping and business district has suffered long-term decline some describe as
hastened by big-box development. Beyond city limits is a predominantly rural
environment which presents challenges of transportation and critical mass for community
engagement projects, but also assets. Uranus’ isolation contributes to college’s image as
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a liberal learning “retreat” in the most traditionalist sense - its idyllic setting fulfills
archetypal images of a cloistered college campus. The college’s web site reinforces this
as it tells prospective students its “experience is, first and foremost, about the life of the
mind.” But its setting is also a practical asset, as natural settings and associated
conditions support College’s efforts to establish programming in environmental studies.
Like Mercury’s, Uranus’ community serves as an important cultural hub for the
surrounding region. Uranus College describes itself on its web site as:
A highly selective liberal arts college offering world-class academic
programs, strong international study options, a growing array of community- and
service learning-based opportunities, a supportive community atmosphere, and
rich opportunities after graduation.
The college’s current comprehensive fundraising campaign emphasizes equally the
importance of maintaining and advancing international study, and the need to grow
resources and opportunities associated with “project-based learning and service-learning
in the curriculum,” among other priorities.
A center established in 2004 constitutes the centerpiece of Uranus’ civic
engagement initiatives. In 2007 the center occupied a brand new building on campus
housing several academic departments and state-of-the-art teaching and meeting rooms.
The center has a distinctly public policy flavor, with an external advisory board including
a mix of public officials, lawyers, diplomats and academics, many of whom are tied to
the college already as alumni. Its inaugural director is a longtime Uranus faculty member
with expertise in public policy. Liaison boards in major urban centers, involving alumni,
facilitate internships, research projects and other primarily student-centered partnership
activities. But in addition to these activities and the lecture/workshop series that the
Center organizes and sponsors, the Center takes responsibility now for sustaining what
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was initially a student-driven effort titled ‘"Burst the Bubble.” This now annual week of
programming aims to bring residents and students together at events on campus and in
town, designed to attract and foster interaction between “others.” The Center has also
assumed administrative support roles for a student-driven initiative accompanying Burst
the Bubble,” focused on developing sustained relationships between Uranus students and
local youth. A full staff position, is devoted to supporting and expanding course-based
programming that has (according to the Center’s web site) explicitly
expanded the idea of service learning to embrace the concept of civic
engagement. Civic engagement offers students, faculty and staff the opportunity
to engage in the community through courses, extra-curricular opportunities,
internships, research, and volunteerism, and creates opportunities tor students to
develop socially responsive knowledge. Socially responsive knowledge requires
that students (a) become educated in the problems of society; (b) experience and
understand, first-hand, social issues in their community; and (c) attain the
experience and skills to act on social problems.
Annual reports depict additional faculty involvement and additional courses
developed, but it remains as yet unclear how many or which of these are more than one¬
time offerings or fleeting partnerships. The Center’s web site still highlights only the
courses of participants “Marty” and “Charles” (discussed below) as program examples,
which reinforces the view of them as Uranus’ exemplary campus practitioners of CBL
but raises questions about additional institutionalization.
Marty
Marty is a Professor of Environmental Studies in the Department of Biology at
Uranus College, where he has been since 1974, tenured in 1980. He was trained as a
plant biologist, focusing on reproductive systems. He retains this area as his primary
realm of scholarly inquiry, even while his involvement in Uranus’ Environmental Studies
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program has necessitated extensive work in environmental science outside this field,
including especially watershed studies and water quality analysis work.
As an environmental scientist, Marty might be humorously described as someone
who was doing community-based learning work before he realized it. In the mid-1990s,
he concluded his students needed more field opportunities and experiential learning after
coming back from a sabbatical consultancy project working on water quality research.
Marty described his growing understanding about community-based learning benefits:
We sort of backed into service learning and community involvement. I
worked for a consulting firm for a year on sabbatical in Arkansas. And at that
time we had created a concentration in environmental science, within biology.
And one of the things we required was independent research in the senior year.
And so we often had students on several different projects. They picked different
things. But one year we had a group that worked on some water quality analysis
on a local pond. We’re surrounded by lakes and ponds here. The consulting firm
I worked for did a lot of water quality work, and they were interested in my
background which wasn’t extensive at the time, but at least I had some. So I
ended up working there on clean lakes projects, and on rivers and stream projects
and gained a lot of great experience. When I came back I said I would really like
to give students that kind of experience. A number of our students went on to
consulting firms, and I thought they could have a little practical experience in
some techniques that we don’t actually teach elsewhere in the curriculum.

What set out from Marty’s conviction that their curriculum needed to pay greater
attention to graduate career paths and training students better for them, became a matter
both of responding to the Uranus area community and of enhancing problem-based
education. Marty uses an editorial “we” in his comments here, as he alludes both to the
team-taught, interdisciplinary capstone course he and his colleagues developed for the
environmental studies minor, and to his colleagues’ support for their pedagogical
approach. Marty’s leadership role as an advocate for environmental studies coincided
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with his team’s growing investment in community-based learning as a vehicle for
integrating and applying multi-disciplinary knowledge:
So we started taking on projects, and basically treating the students like a
consulting firm. That was the purpose, rather than the community-based things.
But we quickly found after we did one or two of these things that we had a line at
the door — lake association people, community organizations, asking if we could
come work on their watershed and so forth. And what we found was that this was
terrific for the students because what they were doing was valuable to somebody
else. It wasn’t just an exercise to learn something that went on a shelf somewhere
and got buried. They met with people, worked with people, governments and
local town governments, the lake association, private owners. It really excited the
students, and we found there’s a double plus here - so we kinda got into it. And
by learning rather than by reading how great this was, we accidentally found out.
From developing projects as a community response, Marty returned to reflect upon
benefits to students, including skills and experience in teamwork, presenting to public
audiences, developing avenues of independent inquiry and problem-solving strategies.
Ultimately, Marty experienced dramatic growth in his understanding of the
broader liberal learning and civic responsibility dimensions of this project. This
happened both in the initial start-up period for the course, and over the long period since
the course began in the early 1980s (initially without a significant field- or servicelearning component). This growth is reflected in a publication Marty co-authored about
the course, which has now become a chapter in an important text in environmental
studies. There, the authors articulate ten goals for the course (paraphrased) as follows: to
provide undergraduate research experiences; to apply course knowledge to studying a
local environmental issue; to learn an environmental research methodology; to enhance
oral presentation skills; to learn literature searching strategies and sources of
environmental data; to enhance writing skills; to understand state and local environmental
regulations and applications; to learn about state and local agencies; to learn about the
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work of consulting firms and government agencies; to understand interactions among
public and private land owners and environmental groups.
The context for this is a senior-level, semester-long course which is a requirement
for students who seek the environmental science concentration. These are mostly biology
or environmental studies students, but occasionally include students who opt to take the
course or the concentration from other disciplines. Marty co-teaches with a colleague,
and together they prepare, ahead of time the “contract” arrangement with a community
partner (usually an area environmental group) and “job descriptions” for the team.
Students entering the course have the option to select a portion of the teamwork, but all
are required to present, in class and in public, findings, analysis, and recommendations
from study of a local environmental issue, as part of their final report and grade.
Marty’s description of early challenges he faced trying to establish this project
ties its fate to the fate of the environmental science concentration itself. Resistance to the
interdisciplinary curriculum he encountered stemmed apparently from the same source as
the resistance to community learning - a powerful, skeptical department chair:
There were indications along the way that there were things she [the
department chair] didn’t like - we just tried to appease her. And then once we
had tenure, well, we still tried to work with her and then others in the department
later on. See.. .it was right after tenure that we started the real service learning
part, my first sabbatical I came back from. And [my colleague] got tenure soon
after that. If we had tried to start that early on, this particular service learning
project, I don’t think.... She was a European-trained biologist, ivory tower type,
who didn’t like involvement. You do your science and then you share it with
them. They can go do with it what they want.
For Marty and his colleagues, the growth of service learning was integrated at Uranus
with the growth of environmental science, and challenged by the same kind of
opposition. In response to this view, Marty says:
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It was in our case. I don’t know that would be a common thing, but it
certainly was in our case, because the service learning we were doing was really
in the environmental science end. So they were part of the same thing.

Marty expressed some concern about the future of this now otherwise well-established
program, due to his impending retirement and subsequent to that, the retirement of his
main colleague. Despite the program having received high, public praise and despite it
having reached a steady state within his department’s curriculum, he is uncertain about
how the transition to junior colleagues will work, and concerned for whether they 11 be
able to navigate contentious divides over the allocation of faculty resources between the
department and program (biology and environmental studies) involved. He describes,
however, a vision for how he and his senior colleagues seek to lay the ground tor
untenured faculty to pursue engaged teaching - for themselves generally and specifically
to enable the continuation of his now long running capstone course:
Well, we still encourage them to do that, but to balance it. In the case of
untenured faculty, what we try to do is support them. We have people through
our [service learning] center and others involved with civic engagement that can
provide a bunch of things for them. They can provide contacts for them, they can
help so that it cuts down on the time that they need to put this thing together. And
we tell them, “look, you’ve got to do your research, and if you don’t that, you
won’t be here past the six years, and you have to teach effectively/’
Marty describes Uranus College overall as an institution with alignment between
what it says it values and what it does value. Nonetheless, he does describe complicated
interaction in the promotion and tenure system between the prioritization of teaching and
research over service, limited capacity to account for and weigh different approaches to
teaching and service requiring different time investments, and resulting problems this
causes to that otherwise positive rhetoric and values alignment.
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Well, they tell us [service] is equal [to teaching and research]. But it
definitely isn’t. It’s definitely looked at when a person comes up for tenure. If
you haven’t done anything other than be on a little departmental committee, then
you’re going to have a problem. But if they’ve gotten on a few committees and
they’re doing a few things, that’s not a problem. Teaching and research -1 don’t
know if they’re equal, but they’re close. Teaching really is looked at heavily
here. A faculty member has got to be doing research. Publishing. And they’ve
got to do it here. .. .There’s a term that the promotion and tenure committee used,
it’s been some years since I’ve been on it - basically a “spillover effect”: they say,
ok if they’re really terrific at research, that might make up for their not being
sterling at the teaching. But it won’t make up for poor teaching. Uranus doesn’t
want poor teaching. The same on the.. .an outstanding teacher, somebody who’s
doing incredible work, ok, the research isn’t what you’d like to see but they are
putting out research at Uranus, ok, one can rescue the other. But not very deeply.
But that’s where service gets the short end of the stick. That’s where
service learning things aren’t a great help with that committee, for the most part.
It’s a committee of 9, 3 faculty members from each major division... it just
depends on who you’ve got on that committee. If you have people that aren’t
doing any service learning, they look at it and say “yeah, well, it’s great they did
all that, but you know, what about this and this and this.”

Uranus’ new service learning center has been given premium space in a brand
new building on campus, and the college’s web site has promoted both the center and its
civic engagement initiatives. Does this mean there are mixed messages to faculty about
community-based work? Marty’s response was
Yeah, and we give them money to create the courses too, so, yes, there
probably are. Especially when we have the Dean coming into that committee [on
promotion and tenure] and then saying service-learning isn’t going to make up for
the research. You can’t use it as an excuse for any of the others being low.
Marty’s perspective, overall, is as a sympathetic and seasoned colleague prepared to
mentor and guide junior colleagues to navigate tension, between a campus that devotes
structural and rhetorical resources to encourage engagement, and a culture that imposes
ambiguities and constraints upon the degree to which community-engaged teaching is
considered prudent or wise. His comments about service-learning not “making up” for
research are only in part about service-learning per se, as an activity that itself is less
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valued than research productivity. The implication here is that nothing can “make up
for research productivity. Whether the dichotomy between the two is either apparent or
problematic for Marty and his colleagues seems somewhat besides the point — he and his
colleagues appear as prepared to accept the norms, pragmatically work to meet them and
encourage others to do the same. Engaged research and learning stands as an addition to,
not a challenge or substitute for those standards.
Charles
Charles is Associate Professor of Education at Uranus College, where he has
taught since 1991, tenured in 1998.

Charles was trained as a developmental

psychologist, with research interests in moral education, adolescent and boys’
development. In 2004, Charles received a state award for faculty excellence in service¬
learning, highlighting his placement of students as tutors and mentors in schools, and his
action research partnerships with social service agencies serving children. More recently,
he has been examining connections between service learning in pre-college settings and
undergraduate student learning.
Charles was initially hired to institutionalize a fledgling education studies
program at Uranus College. The program is currently a minor which meets state
standards for secondary education certification. He was placed in the unusual position of
chairing a program while still a junior faculty member. From the outset, Charles has
taught an introductory course to students in the program focusing on social justice and
diversity in education. This course did not initially contain a community-based learning
component, but Charles’ realization that classroom discussions and student reflection
were inhibited by a lack of tangible student experiences led him to consider one:
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I started out teaching that course, there was no community-based part of it
at all. It was just teaching educational theory, history, philosophy. And 3 or 4
years into it I realized that just wasn’t enough. It wasn’t effective for students to
be learning about teaching but not doing any or having any real hands-on
experience. They did some teaching in the class to their peers. But it ended up
being largely a conversation about, well “this is what I did in high school,” and
“this is what I did in high school.” So I instituted first what.. .we called a
practicum component of the course, where students worked in a local elementary
or middle-school classroom for about 5 hours a week as an assistant teacher. And
I was influenced in doing that also by my embracing the experiential education
model, and the importance of doing it, reflecting on it, and connecting to theory.
Over time, Charles became concerned with reciprocity. He began to reflect upon
contributions his students had been making to local classrooms, aided both by emerging
literature on service-learning and by feedback from students’ hosts:
I really initially viewed it as a pure practicum, which was just for my
students benefit - to gain their own skills. That went on for a couple of years, and
I became more and more aware of the service learning movement, and more and
more interested in that approach. And it also became clear to me that my students
really were performing a very valuable service in the classroom. Teachers relied
on them, principals relied on them, and it was a real contribution.
One of Charles’ community partners, a principal in a Uranus College community
public school, echoes this. She cited great value in having college students in class just to
interact with her students, to represent college as a possibility or pathway for students
who - given the demographics - might not otherwise consider college, and to provide
relief for teachers in the classroom and enhancement opportunities to their teaching.
Charles described success, based on what he understand to be student learning
outcomes and satisfaction from his course (via anecdotal feedback and course
evaluations). This led him to look for opportunities to introduce community-based
learning components to his other courses. Two opportunities - an existing course on
contemporary youth culture in society, and an emerging research and teaching project
concerning adolescent boys development - pointed toward putting his students into
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school and after-school mentoring settings. Charles acknowledges the degree to which
his discipline offers synergy and compatibility among his scholarly, teaching, and service
interests, when he points out that:
It fits with what I’m teaching and what I need to teach, so as I talk to other
people about what I’m doing, I have to be aware that it s a somewhat easier fit for
me than somebody teaching macroeconomics, though there are fits there too...
Among the ways in which this fit has worked out is the way Charles adapted his
research agenda to address challenges of practice and policy among his partners. For
example, his community partner pointed out that Charles research on bullying, school
climate, boys learning and development assumed significance in school community
programming and in Charles’ research simultaneously, as a direct consequence of their
collaboration:
We’re all learning and trying to get this right and understand boys.
Because the data at our school shows us that if you are a boy from poverty, and
poverty we measure by kids on free and reduced lunch, then you usually don't
perform at grade level. We continue to see that year after year. [Our work on
this] will probably continue because of the interest our staff has and because it s
an interest of Charles’ research. It’s a definite need that we have here because it s
a pattern that continues to be.
Charles gives voice to the occasionally heard complaint among faculty in
education (including his fellow education scholars in this study), that their discipline
faces skepticism and subtle derision, occupying comparatively low status within liberal
arts environments, being a comparatively “applied” or vocational field. He raises this
matter in a complement to Uranus for providing comparative comfort and support:
Sometimes education in a place like this gets really marginalized. We
haven’t had that experience really, which is great. But I think there still would be
some who would see what we do as somewhat different than the “pure”
disciplines.
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Yet Charles reflects on the unusual launch of Uranus’ education program via an
untenured chair, presenting that as evidence of possible ambivalence among colleagues:
Sort of an unusual thing. I think it could well have been seen as, looking
back on it, as a way in which the college actually didn’t take this program as
seriously as they might have. I mean, they wouldn’t have hired an untenured,
junior person to chair economics.
Yet overall, Charles depicts the institutional environment as supportive, with respect both
to his education program generally and his commitment to local, community placements
for students in school and after-school settings. He attributes this in part to the
independence he and his colleagues are granted to develop a program which, while not a
major, provides an important service to Uranus by enabling students to pursue careers as
teachers after graduation. That independence has enabled them to pursue community
partnership work more or less as they see fit, and as appropriate to educational goals.
Charles’ believes his department’s educational training and outreach initiatives support
Uranus’ aims to raise its profile and status among liberal arts colleges. He attributes the
supportive environment also to a good fit with the civic engagement aims represented by
the recently-established Uranus service-learning office. Finally, a highly visible, popular
student-driven volunteer mentoring program in the community adds weight to the view
that engagement through educational outreach is a good idea. Charles does express
concern, however, that evaluating effects and impact of community-based pedagogies is a
problem faced by colleagues beyond his department, especially junior colleagues:
There’s a heavy reliance here on student evaluations in courses. We do
some peer review, but not extensively. But over the years all those evaluations
have been positive enough I guess. Although, and this gets into your other
question, I think that is certainly an obstacle that many people worry about, in
terms of what will it mean to adopt this kind of pedagogy. What the ramifications
would be in terms of evaluation. How this kind of work would be seen,
evaluated, as compared to other kinds of pedagogies. And I think things are
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opening up here. More and more people are trying it out. It s becoming more and
more part of our culture. But that s certainly a concern. I think I have to admit
that I’ve done more of this since I’ve got tenure than before, but I didn t
drastically change my pedagogy before I got tenure, I just.. .it was evolving, just
in my own professional work.
Charles thus perceives his discipline facilitated not only his own motivation to develop
engaged teaching and research projects, but also how this work would ultimately be
viewed for tenure. This experience leaves Charles inclined to view the environment as
generally conducive to community-based learning, yet concerned about how other
colleagues view such work even within an institution, and in his case a department, he
otherwise describes as supportive. As with Marty, the subtext of institution-wide
messages about civic engagement appear perhaps to Charles as official encouragement
underpinned by ambivalence and potential resistance at the unofficial level, or among the
inescapably important academic circles and cultures on campus.
Mike, Lynda, Deborah and Elliot at Mercury College
Mercury College
More isolated than Uranus, and in contrast to most of the other institutions visited
for this study, Mercury’s setting is rural. The nearest urban center is a city of 30,000
nearly 25 miles away. The region’s primarily agricultural economy was once
complemented by scattered small- to medium-scale industrial employers (light
manufacturing, food industry producers), but many are now defunct or departed.
Mercury’s immediate community of about 5,000 contrasts socio-economically with the
rural and semi-rural communities nearby. This contrast may be at least in part due to the
college’s economic and social impacts, as boutique shops, cafes and inns apparently cater
to resident and visiting Mercury affiliates. Besides the college, a small hospital in town.
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a larger one nearby, and a prison also buoy the local economy. The college contributes to
the town’s role as a cultural hub for the region of 30,000 identified in a “market analysis”
led by Mercury engaged faculty member “Elliot” (below) as Mercury’s region.
Mercury’s academic program combines, like Mars’ and Earth’s, Bachelor of Arts
majors and minors with Bachelor of Science degrees in science in engineering. Also,
Mercury hosts degree programs in education and management, and a small number of
master’s degree programs. It is the largest among the campuses included in this study
and substantially larger than most of them. As at Neptune and Mars, participants express
the view that Mercury attracts more career-oriented students, or fosters a comparatively
careerist student culture, than they believe their peers to do. There is, as with those
institutions, substantial interest in pre-professional education (within a liberal learning
context) - interest greater than what they believe to be the case at liberal arts peers
against which Mercury administrators benchmark themselves.
Mercury established an office to support service learning in 2002 as a result of
advocacy from an ad hoc faculty-staff advisory board. The office is currently staffed by
a single director with an administrative assistant, and charged with extensive and diverse
responsibilities across community partnership activities at Mercury. This includes
curricular-related community learning and course development, as well as co-curricular,
ongoing and occasional service programming that is local and national (e.g. alternative
spring break travel programming). The office often directly manages such projects but is
also expected to track, coordinate, and/or otherwise support initiatives run by other
offices or organizations on and off campus that are independently managed. From the
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time of its establishment, the office has been viewed by the advisory board, including
several participants in this study, as dramatically overtasked and under-resourced.
This office’s establishment in 2002 was part of a larger vision for an office of
civic engagement.

The call for the larger infrastructure was restated again in a 2006

strategic planning document.

But the larger vision is yet to be fully incorporated into

Mercury’s comprehensive strategic plan. The 2006 proposal cites the office s
achievements in advancing course-based community learning, despite a gap between the
resources sought versus allocated, as including: 20 courses in 12 disciplines with servicelearning components each semester; and 35 faculty attendants to annual, 3-day
curriculum development workshops. As an advocacy document, the proposal seeks to
illustrate the effectiveness of current staff, student, and faculty work while balancing the
image of success with the aim to illustrate pressing needs. However, the nature, quality
and depth of involvement is both not in immediate view, and the subject of some critical
commentary by the participants interviewed (again, as a matter of concern expressed in
their advocacy for additional resources). Breadth, to some, isn’t inherently the same as
depth both in terms of institutional program and individual engagement, for those who
are participants in and advocates of community-based learning and research.
Mike
Mike is an Associate Professor of Psychology who has been at Mercury since Fall
2000, tenured in 2006. His research focus is upon self-perception, emotion, response to
trauma and risk behavior and especially hazing, primarily among the college student
population. He was tenured after a rather contentious departmental and College-wide
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review process that is described in part below, as this story pertains to Mike’s
involvement in and commitment to community-based learning.
Mike began extensive community-based learning work almost immediately at
Mercury, as a new faculty member. In the advertisement for Mike’s position was the
expectation that its inhabitant assume responsibility for an abnormal psychology course
taught for many years by a retiring colleague. The course had a longstanding relationship
with a nearby mental institution, to which students were sent weekly to interact with
patients as part of their course learning. Mike cites the potential to inherit this existing
responsibility as an attraction for the post, but he initially harbored some skepticism
about the benefits to patients. He wondered whether visits from students who could
provide neither formal therapy nor assessment would be of value to patients or the
facility. However, Mike described the experience of teaching the course as a process that
illustrated the reciprocal benefits, as he reflected with both students and staff workers on
what was happening in the informal interactions:
After I got more involved in service-learning, I came to increasingly see
[weekly student visits] as a service. Because [patients would] be left on their
own, and have very few opportunities outside of the therapy groups they’re in
during the day, to interact with, particularly with young people who know a lot
about current culture, what’s going on, that kind of stuff. And so now, the way I
explain that activity to students is explicitly as service-learning. You are not only
learning about disorders we’re talking about in class, but you’re providing a
service to these people, giving them an opportunity to interact with young folks
they wouldn’t normally have. But also giving them an opportunity to practice
social skills. Certainly the hospital has, long before I got here, viewed the
Mercury students coming out as part of this course, to be a real service to them.
Mike additionally teaches an advanced abnormal psychology class that was not
originally his creation, but which he revised to focus on one of his areas of research trauma. In that course, he also implements a 4-5 hour per week service learning
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component. Mercury students are placed in day- and residential-care facilities. In this
case, the service-learning component is more substantial and governed by a learning
contract, assisted by the Mercury service-learning office. Via the contract, students and
supervisors negotiate and spell out learning and research goals for the semester. Mike
and his service learning office colleague share a sense that reciprocal benefit to the
organization and clarity about student purposes and activities, is more explicitly assured
via this arrangement. Students are commonly asked to provide tutorial services to clients.
Mike has found a venue for integrating research interests in hazing in a second,
advanced course involving an experiential component. Here, Mike pursues actionresearch on campus issues. For their final projects, students are placed in servicelearning relationships with campus offices associated with education, support, or other
services for Mercury students associated with hazing and its consequences. Mike s
students have conducted benchmarking research about campus programming and
outreach related to health, prevention and regulatory issues, helpful to institutional
resource planning. But they have also conducted research that has irritated campus
offices, by examining and exposing gaps in services, or deeper problems with campus
culture. Mike has exerted great effort to negotiate these challenges. Campus colleagues
suggest he has done so constructively.
Early in his career at Mercury College, Mike also became involved in a servicelearning collaboration with Elliot (see below). Mike and Elliot describe the origins of the
intensive travel-study program that became a major venue for them to pursue communitybased learning and research in a service learning book chapter about the program:
[Mercury Abroad] began as a collaborative effort between a sociologist
(Elliot) and a clinical psychologist (Mike), with shared interests in personal and
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interpersonal dynamics, and in field/intemship-based learning. We started with a
research interest, and began working with colleagues at [research center names].
We encourage students to consider carefully the links between what they
learn in the seminar, and what they learn in the community organizations. In fact,
as the program has developed, we find that the distinction between academic and
community-based learning has become increasingly blurred. For example,
starting in 2003, we have organized a moderated discussion panel, consisting of
four local community leaders... focused on consideration of the ideas raised in a
recent government document about extant problems underlying polarization
between the two communities [in a local conflict].
Mercury Abroad is a month-long, intensive program outside the U.S. each June.
The program involves students in community-based research and activism under
sponsorship by a local community-based organization (CBO) in their country of
destination, within a small region where they have established relationships. Mike and
Elliot are deeply involved in recruiting, screening and matching students and student
learning goals with CBO work and programmatic interests. During their program,
students work with a local host organization on a research or organizational project of
mutual interest, participate in reflective workshops, lecture series, and make site visits
within the region. Mike, Elliot, and colleagues conduct or coordinate learning
components and supervise the program.
Making all these projects work for Mike, as an as yet untenured faculty member,
involved seeking clear and tangible added-value for his scholarly agenda. Despite its
perks (opportunities for travel and study abroad, additional stipends, involvement with
campus and off-campus colleagues), and despite the college’s stated enthusiasm for
pedagogical and curricular commitments that produced quality teaching and learning
opportunities, Mike understood early that Mercury Abroad would also need to tie into
and support his scholarship. In his research on identity, Mike found ways to explore and
reflect upon effects of immersive experiential learning on what he and Elliot find
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otherwise to be resilient and somewhat impenetrable student social lives and selfidentities. They articulate this together in the conclusion to this book chapter:
Service learning in the local community has an important, but somewhat limited
impact because students return to the campus and its social and cultural life at the end of
the day. They do not tend to become fully immersed in the culture of the local
community, and so they may not grasp the differences between that culture and the
culture of their own, campus community, to which their identities remain securely
anchored. ...in [Mercury’s] rural community there are few placements that encourage
students to examine the role politics plays in their personal lives, or that cause them to
see how personal life, civic action, and political participation and effectiveness overlap.
...Service learning in [Mercury Abroad] is different. Community
placements often challenge students’ personal identities, their understanding of
how the political dimension intrudes into private life, and their understanding that
volunteer work can be creative, courageous, and significant in the context of
social conflict. Our service-learning placements...have all been safe and
personally supportive, and our hosts have been excited to have intense, even if
brief, experiences with American students. These placements often challenge
students in ways that elicit difficult emotional responses, and require their
integration with an increasingly sophisticated, intellectual grasp of the issues on
the ground. Previously comfortable assumptions are thrown into doubt, and new
thinking about the self and the nature of social life, is often the result.
This work is particularly interesting for its explicit linkage between international study as
an established, high-status and resourced activity, and service-learning with, at best.
fledgling status. Mike and Elliot’s contribution to conceptualizing problems and benefits
of experiential learning for undergraduates in these analogous settings helped establish
them as potential leaders of community engagement on and beyond their campus.
Notwithstanding Mike’s intentional efforts to balance community engagement
commitments with scholarship, he faced challenges in tenure review in which his
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engagement projects played an important role. Mike’s interest in eventually writing
about this story and its wider, cautionary aspects preclude the story’s inclusion in entirety
here, but some aspects are presented by permission. Overall, Mike describes his
colleagues as having mixed in enthusiasm for his engaged teaching work:
It’s ranged from being very supportive - there are two colleagues in my
dept, who also use service-learning very extensively. [One of them] and I co¬
directed the Mercury Abroad program, a social psychologist, and [another] who’s
our developmental psychologist, he’s very interested in service-learning as well.
They’ve both been very supportive, in fact [one ] has been part of the servicelearning task force, and she’s a local activist, somebody that I just personally feel
very privileged to work with. To the other extreme, there are probably four
members of my department that think that this is something more like social work
than it is like academic psychology. And that if they had their way we wouldn’t
be doing it. But they don’t have their way, and so ... it doesn't really affect them,
and they don’t worry about it. And most of the rest - we’re a department of
twelve - I’d say most of the rest sort of take a laissez-faire attitude toward it. The
department chair I think sees it as more of a good thing than not, because it’s
something more that our department does that adds to whatever the laundry list is
that departments are supposed to do [for the college].
Where this translated into difficulty for Mike, however, was on three fronts. First,
Mercury Abroad program attained high visibility on campus. The program became
highly promoted as an exemplary study-abroad opportunity, unique and distinctive to
Mercury. This had the inadvertent consequence of highlighting for Mike’s colleagues the
volume of work involved. This presented colleagues already concerned with or opposed
to Mike’s tenure bid (possibly for other reasons) a target for their criticism. Where some
might have critiqued quality or volume in Mike’s scholarship, this program provided a
“hook’' upon which critics hung perceived deficiencies. One of Mike’s close
administrative colleagues advised him that “even if it hadn’t freed up some more time,
just as a gesture to mollify them, he needed to [back off the program]” pre-tenure. His
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commitments made actually doing so nearly impossible, but he was able to de-emphasize
and “quiet” down the public profile of such work.
Second, his focus on campus-based problems in his advanced abnormal
psychology class exposed him further to the concern that he was pursuing uncomfortable,
research by “studying up” on campus. The concern expressed to him was that he was
involving students in this work, and that this was either inappropriate or risky.
Complicating all this were gender politics: he is a male researcher weighing in on volatile
issues surrounding hazing, “date rape,” and related matters that are particularly hot topics
on college campuses and associated with gender relations.
Third, Mike faced criticism in his review specifically about the personal
transformation and growth he charted in his teaching philosophy. He described in that
statement his experience-driven encouragement to increasingly value the experiential as a
core aspect of his teaching philosophy. To the extent he was given details about this
contentious review, his understanding is that the transition itself presented the problem to
colleagues. His reviewers expressed concern simply that he changed course, and in doing
so, reflected what they termed “volatility.” In formal communications, Mike was told
that the problem was less the direction than the change itself.
Mike faced a difficult review in which departmental colleagues were divided.
Mercury pursued a prolonged review involving more than usual external input. In the
end, he succeeded and continues with tenure, and with a fundamental, continuing
commitment to experiential learning. From Mike’s observations it is clear that he ran
afoul of some aspects of departmental and institutional culture. This conflict suggests but
not quite exposes tensions between engaged faculty and their colleagues, over definitions
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what constitutes valid or prestige-bearing scholarly work (in pedagogy or research), and
perhaps over what constitutes change and growth in one’s teaching philosophy that is
reasonable, versus change that exudes “volatility” or drift that is somehow unacceptable.
Lynda
Lynda is Associate Professor of Education at Mercury College, where she began
in 1996 as a visiting professor, joined the tenure track in 1999, and was tenured in 2006.
She teaches courses on elementary education, multiculturalism, social justice, and
supervises students in student teaching placements. She has published several articles
and a book chapter pertaining to service-learning, and counts service-learning among her
research interests. She is additionally studying social class and multiculturalism in
education.
Undergraduate education curricula typically involve classroom placements that
are required, experiential aspects of teacher preparation. Yet it is up to individual faculty
members to decide what degree to which they choose to become involved in the
arrangement, supervision, and learning that is connected with this aspect of teacher
preparation as this is sometimes managed with administrative support. Lynda’s choices
with regard to her own involvement are reflected in her scholarly publications. These
research interests in issues of multiculturalism, college student identity, and campuscommunity relations demonstrate a commitment to tying student learning to community
benefit through community-based learning. She invites students formally to reflect upon
issues of class, power, and social change as part of their classroom and volunteer
placements beyond what state licensure requirements for practicum hours or
undergraduate teacher education might otherwise demand.
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Lynda’s course on diversity and multiculturalism, centered upon a core, integrated
service-learning component, illustrates this. The course is available as an advanced
offering to undergraduates and as an option for the small number of master s students her
department serves. The service-learning component requires a minimum of 10 hours
over the semester (a figure she states is universally exceeded) at a local community
service/non-profit agency with whom she has built prior relations. Lynda offers a list as
options from which students may select, in consultation with the Mercury service
learning office staff.

Classroom discussion and reflection, and demanding, introspective

writing and multimedia assignments tie in the experiential component to the course’s
aim. That aim is to foster reflection on issues of diversity and social justice, reinforced
by texts that situate issues of multiculturalism, race and class in relationship to
educational settings and practices.
In describing this work, Lynda was eager to distinguish between communitybased learning she supervises as practica necessitated by curricular requirements for field
placements (“student teaching”), and those as community-based learning she initiates and
manages. The latter reflect her investment in particular pedagogical and community
service outcomes, while the former stem from requirements common to most teacher
certification programs. This distinction marks the line also between required curricular
components for students, and optional ones.
Her primary vehicle for community-based learning is a course on multiculturalism
that has become an essential and popular elective for the department. The course covers
topics increasingly valued by her colleagues, the institution, and students:
It really is a stand alone kind of course, there’s nobody else who’s
teaching it you know in the department so there’s no comparison, [mimicking a
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student] “Well, when Professor So and So does it, we don’t have to” you know
that kind of thing. In the foundation seminar, there were two other faculty
members simultaneously teaching [sections]... Sometimes as part of a shared
syllabus and most with recently an unshared syllabus with the individually
generated syllabus that I wrote. And there was some complaining that we had to
do more rewriting than other classes and what not.
That said, Lynda repeatedly emphasized her view that she felt little risk, even
from unfavorable teaching evaluations, because service-learning added so much to
student learning and student experience in her class. Students and her faculty colleagues
(in her view) would not likely pressure her to change or reduce the commitment.
The circumstances at one of Lynda’s partner sites for this course make clear that
Lynda (and her institutional colleague, Mike, who also employs this site) pursues
exposure to “diversity” as a predominantly social class issue through these particular
placements. A residential facility for incarcerated females located about 30 minutes from
campus is a well-frequented site for community-based learning students in their classes,
even though it is but one among a set of optional choices. This facility is in a community
that appears to have witnessed long-term unemployment, decline from a departed light
industrial base (now vacant and decrepit warehouse buildings in town), with smallhold
farming on its fringes. It is a long way physically and culturally beyond the normal
travels of Mercury students. In this facility are predominantly white teens who arrive
there from mostly low-income backgrounds, as a court-ordered alternative, in many
cases, to jail due to risky or criminal behavior.
Lynda works hard to ensure the experience is neither simply “tourism” for the
Mercury student, nor “charity” for the adolescent women with whom they work and
interact. A critical theme expressed by Lynda in several of her publications about her
service learning work is the enhancement of participant reciprocity in such experiences.
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She attempts to design exchanges that do not leave power and positionality intact for
students, but that instead call those matters into question. She reflects, and demands of
her students that they reflect, upon how the service learning experience provides a vehicle
for critiquing their own positionality to issues of class and race. Lynda s readings,
syllabus and discussion all raise for students the question of how one defines who is
serving or being served in such relationships. She problematizes the complexities of us
vs. them, privileged vs. underprivileged dichotomies, when she writes:
What does it mean to the “privileged student server” to share
characteristics with the “underprivileged served” service learning community?
How do students, who occupy both privileged and underprivileged status,
understand themselves and their multiple identity categories through working in a
service-learning situation that puts them in the position to “serve” communities
that represent their backgrounds prior to college?
And in another publication, she raises the “so what?” questions about how
reframing the very notion of reciprocity in such relations can effect systemic change in
power relationships, in individuals, and in learning processes and outcomes.
Creating systemic change and deeper understandings of our collective
work are just two of the important goals that can occur when we use this enriched
notion of reciprocity, informed by Dewey’s work. Adopting an evolutionary
approach to reciprocity would initiate the question: how are people and the
context different after having participated in this process? ... [I now ask that]
college student “providers” examine what qualities, aims, and goals they share
with the community “recipients” of the service learning project. Some of the
other potential outcomes of adopting this point of view for appropriate servicelearning relationships include: actually changing classroom teaching practices as a
result of the teacher seeing how tutoring activities can help aide student learning,
changing how elementary school teachers incorporate university students into
their classrooms, and changing classroom teachers’ understanding of how their
students think.
Lynda and her community partner both refer to the significance of social class in
answering questions about who is being served and how. They both value the crosscultural exchange that comes from the placement of Mercury students. Yet Lynda’s
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community partner is also quick to dispel any idea that the placements raise social and
class divides between students and clients. She reinforces Lynda’s resistance to
formulating too easy dichotomous views about this dynamic:
[Laughing] You know, the [Mercury College] girls drive up in their
Mercedes SUVs! That’s a little surprising! Because I guess, because it’s private,
a lot of the girls are from out of state, which was surprising to me. That they
would come to Mercury... they’re a little more affluent.... But you know, I didn’t
even feel any divides, other than, you know, you look out in the parking lot and
oh, God, that’s how they got here. But when they come in and they meet with
me, I’ve never had the feeling they were beyond us or beyond doing this kind of
work. That’s always been fine. There was a group that didn’t seem to eat, they
were just ridiculously thin. It would be like “hey,” because we eat all the time
here, “hey, you want a donut?” And they’d say “no, we ate yesterday!” So that
was kind of strange! But there hasn’t really been any problem in that area.
Lynda’s “story” is featured among several of Mercury College students and
faculty on the institution’s web site, and in particular her commitment to service-learning
is highlighted. She describes her department as largely supportive of her efforts to pursue
service learning, and considers Mercury’s administration as receptive to hearing about the
outcomes and fruits of such work. Lynda considers the community (as represented by
schools and community agencies she works directly with) as largely welcoming and
receptive to ongoing requests for placement and partnership support.
That said, she describes her institution as facing some uncertainty with regard to
its identity and aspirations. Lynda finds this uncertainty reflected in conflicted views,
currently about plans to reduce faculty teaching loads:
When I started working here one of the things that students consistently
said to me was this place is great, in part, because of the faculty interactions. So I
really know my faculty, I really know what their ideas are. And I feel more often
than not that I can stop by and test out ideas or just talk with people. And I worry
that we have moved away from that - of really providing great one-on-one and
small-group relationships with students...With this trying to become somebody
else, Middlebury, Dartmouth, whatever you want it to look like.. .part of what has
changed a little bit is that commitment, I think, to individual students. So now
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we’re moving to a five course load, from six — so it was a three-three, now it s
going to be a three-two_It’s not clear to me why I would want to move in that
direction. I’m about teaching and my faculty friends, you know most of whom I
respect, say, well you know, “we need time for scholarship. That s what faculty
are saying to one another. If we want to be the premier institution then we have to
be able to write more and not just on the breaks and summer. To make a name for
this place, the other way that faculty communicate with each other, you know the
means of production, of sharing intellectual property that faculty have. So the
concomitant outcome of that is that, by all accounts almost everyone agrees that
the expectations for tenure with regards to scholarship are cranking up.
She goes further to articulate a very salient critique - of the rationale for reducing faculty
teaching load - a move made, or a policy under consideration by many of the institutions
in this study.
This idea was sold to trustees on the principles that the faculty will then
have more time to spend with students in co-curricular ways, advising student
groups, [supporting various study-abroad and curricular service programs]. And
it was sold to faculty as a way to get more scholarship accomplished during the
academic year.
Lynda’s annoyance with this seemed to stem both from the contradictory and
incompatible nature of these two aims, and with the very idea that reducing teaching is
wise, for her or for her incoming junior colleagues, in a setting devoted to quality
undergraduate education. Lynda’s perception of the aspirational preoccupation behind
this is that it is potentially debilitating to the student-centered, “high-touch” culture that
she values yet sees slipping away. As representative of increasing expectations for
scholarly productivity, the acceptance of higher student to faculty ratios and reductions in
course loads signify trends Lynda finds problematic. The degree to which these trends
connect to Lynda’s engaged projects is circumscribed by her having a supportive local
department, and a tenured post. In a department where such practice is seen as
fundamental and contributory to disciplinary learning and career preparation, these trends
would not impact her commitment of time and energy to engaged learning projects. Still,
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she is aware colleagues and other disciplines face comparatively greater obstacles to
engaged work:
Now listen, if I was in a field, where I didn’t have that [pragmatist] agenda
or that agenda was not, you know wasn’t really sustainable within the field, I’m
not sure I would have done it. And I bet my colleagues in biology or maybe lots
of other fields that I just don’t know about have to, you know, navigate the
distance between their research agenda and service learning in their courses. [The
work] is probably just a cousin for me, it was not far from home.
Nonetheless, her personal experience - in her field and in her department - clearly
provide shelter from some of the reactions that both Mike and Elliot document that
illustrate the challenges that sometimes exist at Mercury.

Deborah
Deborah is Associate Professor of Management at Mercury College since 1994,
and was tenured in 2000. Her background includes a stint in the corporate sector where
she worked in sales and marketing, between completing management degrees and a
doctorate. Deborah’s research interests, originally in the area of organizational behavior
and human resource management, have transformed now into questions of pedagogy.
Today, she is extensively concerned with how students learn in service-learning and
experiential contexts, and with how such processes support social change within
organizations and more generally. This focus is clearly a consequence of her deepening
involvement in and commitment to this work.
As with her institutional colleague Mike, Deborah’s engagement “agenda” was
set in her job announcement, where it had been made clear that teaching and (eventually)
directing a high-enrollment, multi-section introductory-level course with a servicelearning component in it, would become a prominent responsibility:
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I was lucky enough to have several different job offers. But the leason
why I wanted to come to Mercury right out of graduate school was because I had
the opportunity to teach a course with John [a senior colleague] called Intro to
Organizations.. .John had established, before I came. The mission of students
companies] was centered upon doing significant service projects in the [local]
area, and also doing a significant business project that raises the money that
allows them to carry forward this service project. But it has to be something very
hands-on, where the students actually organize and manage the project of doing
the service and conceiving the power to accomplish it and all the rest of it... rather
than just giving the money that they earn and having someone else doing the
actual work. So I was very attracted in my initial interviewing stages to this
course, more because of the experiential nature of students learning and applying
theories to their real life experiences rather than just listening to theories and
reading about theories and trying to somehow make some sense of it.
In the course, students work in teams to design and implement a for-profit venture that
funds a charitable project. Examples range from the most superficial to dramatic and
impactful: most of the business ventures involve design, production or acquisition of
promotional products aimed at Mercury College students as consumers (t-shirts, mugs,
etc.); charitable ventures range from planting trees or installing holiday decorations, to
funding facilities renovation/redecoration or running events for social service agencies.
Sometimes products or business plans incorporate themes related to the charitable
projects. Where this happened, so did greater connection between the “for-profit”
component and the service - not necessarily as a causal effect but possibly (according to
Deborah) as a correlation with student engagement in the challenge.
Deborah describes the rapid and expansive growth in her teaching and scholarly
enthusiasm for community engagement:
I became more and more drawn into the service side of [the intro course]
and the community engagement side of it, and cared less and less about the
business side of all of it. That is what propelled me to also do other work beyond
what goes on in [that course]. So several years ago, I started another class, Action
and Organization for Social Change. And in that class, students have deeper
engagement with the community. .. .Many of them end up choosing to spend
more time, working more deeply in organizations in the area that are working for
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justice and social change. They can choose whichever one they want to. But then
they get a deeper experience to understanding how that organization actually
operates and can again think critically about that in light of the various theories
that we talk about in the class.
Deborah describes substantial transformation and empowerment in her work and in her
commitment to social change from this teaching. Her career background and study of
management science before coming to Mercury College might have directed her in a
dramatically different, more mainstream and corporate direction as a teacher and
researcher. Yet her immersion into a teaching and learning project that linking
entrepreneurialism and social change ignited Deborah’s commitment to deepening and
expanding such work. In particular, working with a comparatively privileged student
body, mixing self-selecting entrepreneurs, future corporate managers and students driven
to the course by its social/community component, presented an attraction. Deborah
points out that the opportunity drew upon her nascent “social justice bent,” but this is
both something that might have been fragile and secondary in her field, and something
easily lost in a different curricular environment. Deborah appears to have benefited from
the same kinds of reflection she describes as a proud accomplishment among her
students:
So many of them end up writing about the fact that, when they went into
the class, it was the business side of things they were most interested in, and that
was the place they were expecting to get the most out of. And many of them end
up writing in their final paper about how they got so much more out of that
experience, because they saw that they were actually making a difference in
someone’s lives. And that they were doing something that really mattered and
selling their products in the end really didn’t matter that much to them, but
realizing that they had made this difference for this group of people that needed it.
Made them feel good.. .made them begin to think: “Maybe I care more about that
than I care about how much profit an organization makes that I would end up
being involved in.” For some of them, I’ve even had students write about this.
This has changed what they want to do, [changed] the focus of their lives, or
changed what major they want to have or those kinds of things... One or two of
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them in particular who realized that what he really wanted to do was to teach
some kids, and their service project had them engage with kids. And they ve
gotten a lot of pressure from this family to go into business, but this gave them
enough courage to say “No, I’m switching my major over to childhood education
and my parents might not be excited but that’s what I really want to do and that s
where I feel like I can be the person I really want to be. And it’s not that I’m
trying to force them out of management, by any means. But it does help some
people to recognize you know, where they want to be.
Deborah’s course syllabi, a book chapter she co-wrote with her colleagues about
the Intro course, and the text she co-authored as the primary resource for that course,
together depict a commitment to implementing educational goals many aspire to in
community-based teaching and yet find hard to attain. Among these is a high value upon
the pragmatic and philosophical importance of collaborative, team-based work. In the
text, they entitle the first chapter “Collaborating to Learn: Learning to Collaborate,’' and
proceed to spell out the purposes and elements of the course designed to enable students
to think broadly about the aims of developing a service project, a business component to
support it, and a final report - within the project to establish a meaningful and functional
team. Deborah and her colleagues write both about “social learning theory that
underpins interactive, engaged learning, and about the societal need for such approaches
in management education:
The collapse of professional integrity throughout the business world over
the last 20 years - the insider trading scandals, the failure of the S&L industry,
and most recently the Enron bankruptcy and the various other scandals of
“earnings management” and insider stock sales that littered the post dot-com
bubble bursting - amply demonstrate that the time is right to revisit management
education. The persistent lack of confidence among the public in business and
managers are the troubling legacy of these colossal betrayals of the idea that
management is a professional practice, not merely latter day robber-baron sellenrichment.
Deborah was able to launch in this direction early, pre-tenure at Mercury because of the
existing pedagogical frameworks used to teach in her discipline within her host
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department. But her personal investment in this work goes now well beyond developing
more effective managers to enabling students across all of the many disciplines from
which they come to this popular, college-wide service course to become better and more
able to effect change - better and more able not just in a practical or efficiency sense, but
in a moral, social change sense:
Initially, I was just delighted by the idea for students to learn
experientially and then... I was able to see the power of the change that was
occurring in the local community based on what our students did. I began to feel
like I can take on this challenge of helping students to get engaged in experiences
that allow them to be making a real difference in the world even as they learn and
then using that experience as a vehicle for learning.
But it wasn’t until I was here at Mercury and was beginning to teach the
Intro course that I said .. I could also expand that to what was even closer to my
heart which was working with organizations whose missions themselves are
something that are based in social justice. And also just realizing that - in terms
of being able to manage those organizations in ways that balance efficiency and
effectiveness with that sense of understanding their place in community and
building a community that was more supportive of life in general - this was
important for those organizations too. Because they need to be able to thrive and
succeed in their mission and so they need to be able to balance all those things.
Over time, I was just able to get more parts of myself into my work and not have
it all just focused in one area.
She has now taken over a share of responsibility for managing the multi-section and
complex enterprise that is the Intro course, and she offers Action and Organization for
Social Change as a capstone course. Mercury College features Deborah’s “story” in a
prominent place on the institution’s web site, portraying an abbreviated but balanced
selection of her personal, teaching, and research commitments to community service that
reference her volunteerism (she took Mercury students to Louisiana for post-Katrina
recovery work), her service-relevant publications, and her course offerings.
Deborah’s entered a department and assumed a course that anticipated her
commitment to community-based learning as a pedagogy. Yet it seems clear from the
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documentary evidence and her own comments that she introduced a level of social justice
and responsibility into the “charitable” components of the Intro course beyond that which
previously existed. She also details her expanded interest in community-based learning
and advancing social justice interests as the underpinning of her advanced Action course.
Deborah is, like Lynda, sheltered from campus critique and skepticism about communitybased pedagogy which she acknowledges as “out there” but not impacting her directly:
Mostly because the people I choose to spend my time with are people who
also would place value on this. I don’t run into people who don’t. It’s more that I
hear other colleagues talk about people who aren’t supportive, more than me. But
I’m in a department that is supportive. And then, I do a lot of service work and
things. But maybe these same people who are willing to take on the service, and,
in Mercury are people who value service, and therefore are more accepting of
service learning, I’m not sure.
Lynda’s and Deborah’s experiences, in contrast to Mike’s and Elliot’s at Mercury,
suggest that their positions within education and management departments respectively
may present for them very different environmental conditions. Their programs have each
had a history of activity involving students and faculty in community-based learning, and
each occupies a disciplinary “space” in which applied, experiential learning has an
established pedagogical and curricular role.
Elliot
Elliot is a Professor of Sociology at Mercury College where he as been since
1982, tenured in 1988. Elliot’s early research career was in the area of the sociology of
education. But at Mercury, in addition to expanding his teaching to include typical
methods and intro-level courses, Elliot was called upon to support burgeoning interest in
medical sociology in his department. Elliot voices deep affinity for community
organizing, having decided to enter graduate school and the academy to focus on the
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scholarly and policy dimensions of community after considering organizing work as a
career. His scholarship has concentrated on the policy ends of community development,
which places him at the junction of sociology and political science. His combination of
teaching and research interests has made embedding community issues, challenges, and
partnerships into scholarly and teaching work a natural and sustained fit.
Elliot’s sustained engaged work occurs in several venues. Most prominently,
Elliot founded and sustains a departmental concentration about social services. This
matches Elliot’s scholarly interests and personal involvement in the community (which
includes providing scholarly expertise and time to area non-profits as a board member
and consultant), with a departmental, programmatic need. Over time, Elliot’s department
noted that many Mercury graduates enter jobs in non-profit, human services
organizations. Elliot’s commitment to preparing students for this work draws on a
personal conviction that Mercury students are not sufficiently presented challenges to the
order and rationality of lives they live on campus, or have lived prior to college:
I teach about human services. If Em going to teach about human services,
they are messy. They need to be in human service institutions to understand that
they are messy. Because otherwise, we abstract them, analyze them, make them
clean and tidy and do what researchers do. And, if s just not like that.

Much of Elliot’s community learning work happens via his teaching of qualitative
research methods. In introductory courses, students are required to conduct course-based
projects to observe, immerse themselves in, and in some cases conduct research related to
community development and health services and agencies in the region. Often, the work
is simply methodological training and the processes of entry and observation are not (at
least initially) connected with reciprocal community benefit. The experience is about
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field work and learning. But as a consequence of Elliot’s own involvement with the sites
and organizations that welcome his students, service projects or papers and results are
often produced and shared with partners. He also notes that student field notes and
observations also contribute to his own scholarship.
The social services concentration enables Mercury students to accumulate several
courses and/or pursue a sequence of courses concerning the issues and operational
conditions facing social service agencies. The concentration encourages, requires and
supports field study, the focus of Elliot’s community learning pedagogy to teach
qualitative research methods. Yet he believes his role in selecting partners and
establishing partnerships ensures attention to reciprocal community benefit:
Part of the approach I use has been to develop collaborative projects with
community people. You can’t always do that, doesn’t always work.. .you can
always have them underway, but we’ve done that a fair amount. There s just a
really rich interchange there. There is real knowledge that’s developed and a kind
of legitimacy that comes out of our partnerships, so that’s an aspect. What s
always been true for the projects we’ve developed is that our community partners
have really been intellectually interested, and I mean that, not only is there an
issue or problem we are trying to make sense of, but our community partners
themselves are intellectually alive. Probably data-oriented kinds of people for
whom partnering with university people is a really important personal activity.
Sometimes a professional, personal goal, I would say sometimes for them.
Working with students have been one of the high points of the partnership and
part of working in a partnership with these people is that as they come to
understand what I’m doing, and what I’m trying to do, as we work together. They
understand what I would want my students’ experiences to be like. And so when
we put students in a technical setting, these people keep my students from being
technical and keep them focused on community issues and sociology - whether
it’s medicine, or prison, or whatever.
His efforts seem to be dually focused on teaching students about reciprocity as a matter
of ethics and sustainability, and working himself to find routes to fulfilling partner’s
needs. Elliot states that he values them as educational partners, citing the meaningful
engagement of working professionals in his educational process as a valuable outcome ot
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work he does to involve agencies and agency staff in class lectures, community
orientation work for students, and supervision. He sees this as elevating the status of
social service agency staff as contributors to the educational process, and thus as a benefit
they receive, beyond whatever students they supervise may or may not produce.
Elliot’s main community partner, a regional human services community
organizer, clearly shares his view that disrupting order and comfort are important,
perhaps even primary purposes to such experiences. Asked about what he could say
about Elliot s work and how it may be viewed by his colleagues, he remarked:
I think it’s kind of like the medical profession, where doctors get trained
for doing really kick-ass medical work, but they don’t get trained well as human
beings. I think that most folks who are drawn to academic life are
constitutionally, institutionally introverted. And that for most it’s not safe, not
comfy, not especially attractive, with some spectacular exceptions that can be
found in the oddest places. The college itself is open to the possibility, but the
challenge is finding those who are in some sense already engaged in that kind of
learning themselves. For them it’s not a contrivance, or training, or put-on, and
then to build from that.
Elliot s partner sees him as a rare, genuine article who fits the above description.
He also remarks upon the community view of Mercury overall as unfavorable: “The
stereotypic perception of Mercury by the commonfolk is not a good one. There is a lot of
“those folks live in a castle” and “they think they’re better than we are” sort of thing.”
Nonetheless, he was at great pains to point out that the impact of growing efforts to
support and emphasize service-learning - especially in the visibility of Mercury students
in the community - has been widely positive. He apparently refers primarily to his
relationship with Elliot when he says that:
[Improved relation between community and Mercury] is ad hominem, as I
think all such transformation in relationships is, it’s all face to face. And for
anyone who's been touched by the volunteer work of students, or in the
community center that I helped to create where we have Americorps - and they
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have six workers... And a lot of fraternities and sororities do their service work
there — all of that counts enormously. As do Mercury graduates who then mulch
into the community. And there is porosity amongst professors — especially the
younger ones. There’s a whole renaissance in [Mercury’s town] that I find
exciting, in part because of the change in generation of the faculty and also as new
folks come to town for the quality of life...
The “fit” between Elliot’s interests and community-based learning, is such that
Elliot believes his repertoire of community interests and projects have become a signature
part of his work and professional reputation at Mercury College. He sees it, and believes
others see it, as something intimately tied to his identity.
What I’ve always felt about [Mercury] is that.... you know, every faculty
member has a shtick. Somebody else is studying Canadian American stuff- [a
named colleague]. You know, Canadian-American economic relations. You
know? Everyone knows that’s [his] shtick. This is [Elliot s] shtick. So I ve
never felt....I wouldn’t say that it’s not appreciated...but it certainly hasn’t been
spotted out as anything particularly unusual or remarkable. And in my
department, I would say that it’s much more that we happen to have a crew that
approaches it about like 1 do.
Elliot describes Mercury as an environment where, rather than having colleagues
especially interested in or supportive of community-based teaching and research, it is
simply enough to have a niche, or space to “do his own thing.” He points out that his
colleagues are more than just tolerant, and that they do, to some extent, understand and
tacitly support his work. This understanding and Elliot’s appreciation for it was reaching
a critical stage during this study, because department was at that moment engaged in a
search for a colleague and he was optimistic that his concern for the future of the social
services concentration would be addressed in the selection ot candidates.
However, Elliot portrays his early, pre-tenure time at Mercury as a period in
which he focused far more upon consolidating scholarly projects less directly related
either to teaching interests in community-based pedagogy or in student development, or
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to community-based research projects. Instead, his initial years were more focused upon
disciplinary contributions, to theory and study of community organizations. Out of this
work, out of his intensive examination of the workings of social service organizations and
the workings of networks among them, grew Elliot’s realizations about possibility and
promise in undergraduate education, but then, only gradually.
Elliot reflected on specific reasons why collegial support is necessary to the
success of such work, and these have to do with uncertainty embedded in the pedagogy.
In his view, those who pursue CBL face criticism from students and/or colleagues due to
often unpredictable, uncontrollable ways community-based learning can unfold.
Consequences of uncertainty are such that colleagues may not understand aims or
methods, and that they will read work or the (in his view, inevitable) complaints from
students as reflective of disorganization. Where students founder for direction,
organization, and intentionality, they bristle and evaluate poorly. Trust is at a premium
for both students and colleagues:
I think that teaching service-learning is risky. Not in the sense that you
can get fired for it. But I have never gotten high merit in teaching because we
have a system that uses course evaluations, and service learning is messy. For
example, one of our questions is: “is this course well organized?” Well you
know, if I say “go out, find something to do, come back, we’ll talk about it,”
almost nobody would say that’s an example of... I mean it is well organized
because I know exactly what I’m doing -1 mean, we have models of rich settings.
One of the things I say about service-learning in general is that it is a kind of
instruction where kids don’t know how to do it when you start; and the purpose of
the activity is for them to learn how to do something where they didn’t even
imagine that activity even existed when they started. So, from the standpoint of
asking “is this course well organized?” if they don’t know... I mean, if you don’t
know Organic Chemistry, then you can say “okay, I’m supposed to memorize the
Krebs Cycle.” In this, not only do they have no idea of what they are supposed to
get out of it, but it makes a lot of them pretty anxious. And their way of getting
anxious is to say, “you’re not giving me enough guidance”. Of course, there is no
way of giving them enough guidance, because part of the point is for them to
explore and to challenge themselves and to go out and see what they see and
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figure it out. So you have that kind of thing. You also have a lot of students who
are uncomfortable about doing this. So I think I’m very respected as a teacher,
but I’m not the Mercury model of a teacher — whatever that is. You know,
whatever it is that gets people the teaching awards, whatever it is, is not [who I
am]. And you know, I’m a little relieved at that, but.... when people come in to
teach in this way, you know, there’s potential for them to have a bumpy road in a
place that takes teaching very seriously.
In these words and between them, Elliot positions himself as marginal. He is not the
model” at his institution; his work is messy where it is expected to be orderly,
unpredictable where it is expected to follow prescription. Through his words though, and
through the words of both his campus and community colleagues, it is difficult to draw a
clear picture of “the other” - where “they” are, who they are, how do they communicate
to Elliot that he is not among them? Elliot’s answers appear to lie in his description of
the culture’s reliance upon student evaluations — which is not only a matter of
communicating student opinion about his teaching, but given the importance those
evaluations have in shaping departmental and institutional discussions about quality, they
are a currency issued by faculty colleagues and administrators.
Elliot sums up his institutional setting and the resistance he feels that he
encounters as a problem with a cultural environment unreceptive to change:
Mercury’s a really conservative institution... whatever that means, given
all these liberal people in it. You see, I would say conservative more in the
sense... you know teaching here...the mode of teaching is very traditional. Even
though people are really imaginative and do creative things. I’ve always felt that
Mercury supports people as teachers better than any other place Eve seen. We re
not Hampshire, we don’t have an experimental zone where people are trying to do
a million different things. You stand in front of a class room, you do your thing,
you give out your course evaluation, and students tell you you re not well
organized. Because, well, you’re doing creative stuff.
Elliot is in some ways by his own description a bit of an iconoclast, and appears to
somewhat enjoy the status he has intentionally sought on the margins of institutional
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culture. Yet there are clearly ways in which his focus on, and descriptions in his
interviews of, his research productivity and accomplishments constitute his efforts to be
“credible,” “legitimate” within Mercury’s context. He places this in contrast to his
significant and personal support especially for the human services curricula and content,
which he frames as otherwise sometimes problematic for that context - too vocational,
too low-status, too experiential.
Conclusion
These fifteen case studies provide a rich and varied picture of engaged scholarship
and conditions for engaged practice at selective liberal arts colleges. Beyond the
individual case level, however, data from this study suggest several key themes that
characterize engaged scholarly work among this cohort of faculty and institutions. These
are considered in the next chapter, Chapter 5: Cross-Case Analysis.
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CHAPTER 5
CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS
Overview
This chapter extracts and analyzes selected themes across multiple cases.
Additional data, selected especially for inclusion in this cross-case analysis, extend the
previous chapter’s fifteen engaged faculty scholar cases.6 These themes are organized
and analyzed into three sub-sections aligning with this study’s research questions. The
first sub-section considers Barriers to Engaged Scholarly Work while the second sub¬
section examines Strategies for Engaged Scholarly Work, together addressing the first
research question. The third section presents and synthesizes data concerning Economies
of Prestige and Community Engagement at selective liberal arts colleges, addressing the
second research question. Each sub-section begins with an overview, presents and
analyzes themes, and summarizes their relevance to this study’s research questions.
Barriers to Engaged Scholarly Work
Section Overview
Participants described challenges to pursuing community-based learning and
community based research at selective liberal arts colleges that are persistent and multi¬
dimensional. The multifaceted nature of barriers to engaged work is illustrated in this
response from Marty. Addressing the question of whether colleagues are concerned with

6 Selected data appear here rather than in Chapter 4: Case Studies for an important reason beyond simply
the fact that data pertain to themes across two or more cases. Including data here rather than in individual
case studies enhances participant anonymity. Certain comments, if presented in an individual case context,
could jeopardize the anonymity of participants. This is primarily data pertaining to specific colleagues,
where participants provided critical commentary about projects or about attitudes toward community-based
learning or research projects. The exposure risk exists because individuals on each campus may know or
easily determine other campus participants. I elected to embed potentially sensitive comments and analysis
of them into a multi-case context to enhance participant protection.
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the time it takes him or others to do community-based work, he begins by stating “I
wouldn’t say so much the time is the concern.” But then a paradox unfolds:
There are departments here at the college where they’re not all that excited
about service learning, feel it’s not rigorous enough, you know those arguments.
And [faculty] have some concerns and worry about participating in a sort of civic
engagement kind of course. .. .Our service learning committee met with the dean,
and talked about the issue of tenure, and how does this count, and what if
[untenured CBL practitioners] are out there and [unsupported]....And he basically
said, you know, “well, they should be careful.” So! That was quite clear! That
they do need to be careful. They can’t spend a lot of their time [on this work].
Ironically, Marty begins saying time is not the challenge, but then illustrates how finding
time is actually a critical challenge. As the primary resource faculty members control,
time is a critical currency, the investment of which constitutes key discretionary choices.
Like any currency, it is a proxy for value. In saying colleagues who do this work need to
worry about the amount of time they spend on it, Marty and his dean describe an
environment in which CBL practitioners must worry about their investment of value in
this work. Anxieties about risk, about what “counts” for tenure, about rigor and about
legitimacy underpin concerns about time.
An economy of tradeoffs, involving investments of time by CBL practitioners,
valuations of time and assessments of opportunity costs by colleagues, is an important
context for participants’ descriptions of barriers to CBL. What is valued, how, and why
are ultimately questions that are addressed within that economy. Deconstructing this web
of trade-offs is necessary to understanding conditions for engaged scholarship in this
setting, and requires examining the cultural premises and values that are the standards
behind the currency of “time.” The value of faculty time as a currency - in this case,
represented as time and effort on community projects - is ultimately shaped by values
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among engaged faculty scholars, colleagues, and the institution as perceived by engaged
faculty scholars.
In this study, participants’ values reflect latent concerns with rigor, definitions of
scholarship and pressures on faculty research productivity. This section is organized into
four themes that characterize participants’ discussion of time and value, and challenges
associated with them: cultural values question the rigor of engaged projects; cultural
values emphasize research productivity; cultural values de-emphasize non-research time
and effort; engaged teaching can hurt teaching evaluations. This theme-by-theme
presentation depicts perceptions of time management challenges, of underlying sources,
of comparative valuations among roles and activities, and of connections between these
challenges and faculty involvement in community-based teaching and research.
Cultural values question the rigor of engaged projects
Most engaged faculty scholars voiced dismay that colleagues view time
investments in community engagement efforts with great skepticism, despite their own
beliefs that CBL pedagogy is effective and that community partnerships are reciprocally
beneficial to learning, research and institutional aims. About half of the engaged faculty
scholars experienced skepticism among peers in their departments or elsewhere in the
institution, about the rigor of engaged projects as valued learning directly and/or
consistently. Two or three described occasional encounters with deep-rooted skepticism
but considered these experiences relatively inconsequential to their work. Only two
expressed no experience or concern with local skepticism about CBL.
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Stacy gives voice to the sense shared by most CBL practitioners and campus
allies (faculty and administrators), that cynicism towards such work stems from skeptics’
perception that such experiences do not constitute rigorous learning.
So much of the bottlenecks that service learning courses face is because of
perceptions of what really happens. If you have a perception that it is simply
going into the community and doing 10 hours or 20 hours of community service,
that’s not valid. And I don’t blame my colleagues for seeing it that way. Because
that’s not what school is about. You can do voluntarism; you can have
community service on the side. But that’s not a valid academic pedagogical
pursuit in and of itself. When you integrate that into something where you can
show a linkage to literature and everything else, and make what you’re reading
real, that’s when it becomes valid.
Like other engaged faculty scholars, Stacy internalizes and upholds these values to a
certain degree, even while critiquing them. Similarly, in a publication about her engaged
work, Stacy is defensive about latent peer concerns with rigor. Her book chapter entitled
“[Course title]: Making Political Science Real,” uses the word “real” to purposefully
confront a discourse of opposition. Her article seems designed as a forceful response to
colleagues who view CBL as not “real,” unfocused, lacking in clarity or purpose.
Many engaged faculty scholars describe concerns among colleagues regarding the
time and effort their CBL work requires. Stacy expresses the view that these stem both
from reasonable and unreasonable concerns with rigor. Reasonable concerns pertain to
standards of quality that apply to all coursework. But unreasonable ones stem from bias
and misperceptions about what happens in CBL. These make colleagues dubious about
choices in allocating faculty time, in allocating students’ time, and in balancing the
“academic work” of reading, assignments, and class discussions, with experiential work
and service commitments. Stacy’s views and responses are representative of fellow
engaged faculty scholars, who commonly describe collegial cynicism about rigor in CBL,
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and who similarly describe energetic efforts they make to respond defensively to justify
time allocation choices for themselves and their students.
For Stacy’s colleague Marilyn, it is the equation of community-based learning
with politicized or moral education that helps foster this cynicism. Also reflective of
engaged faculty scholar views elsewhere in this study, Marilyn believes that colleagues
find the political, moral purposes and the community-based pedagogies to be
inappropriate in the liberal arts curriculum or classroom:
There is sometimes negative perception about service learning, a
misunderstanding that it’s do-gooder, volunteerism that doesn't really have
educational benefits for the students. .. .1 don’t necessarily feel it in my own
department. But sometimes I wonder how valued it is. It’s a different kind of
challenge, a sort of a philosophical challenge.
Several participants encountered this two-pronged critique - that campus skeptics view
CBL a) as more about charity and voluntarism than about learning, or b) as overly
political or more about social change than about social analysis. Embedded here is the
valuation of study and analysis, and a devaluation of action and activism. Some
participants described colleagues’ worry that CBL involves activist political engagement
or involvement in social change beyond a level they believe appropriate in a liberal arts
curriculum - that somehow the political discourse embedded in CBL constitutes a form
of indoctrination rather than inquiry. Mike’s colleagues’ cited “political bias” in his
community learning, for example, and interpreted this as weak or problematic teaching in
his tenure review. John defensively emphasized his was not the teaching of liberal
politics or social change, despite his clear personal commitment to both. He sought to
convey distance from “risky”or non-rigorous work, by emphasizing his political restraint
in the classroom, describing this effort as a response to concerns about political
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“intrusions” to the classroom - expressed as concerns with rigor and legitimacy of what
and how he teaches. A faculty colleague of Kathie’s lauded Earth for its progressive
mission and for providing rhetorical support to activism and social change, but then said
connecting social change via CBL with teaching and research expectations there is
.. .very hard to do. I think a place like [Earth] is a very good, informative,
good critical, intellectual research community and really trying to make the
classroom exciting and dynamic. But the third piece to me is the community
justice and the social change, translating the wisdom of the institution and the
knowledge of the institution to wisdom for social change.
This colleague attributes resistance to the social change agenda of his and others’ CBL
courses to an aversion to activities and areas beyond those perceived as acceptable “doing community based work in the local school system here and visiting an elementary
school and helping young people do work, no problem.” With Marilyn, Mike, John and
some of their colleagues, he said: overtly political or social change agendas in CBL
teaching invite challenges of rigor and legitimacy.
Rarely, however, does such skepticism rear itself to participants in direct,
attributable fashion. Opposition is often described instead as “in the air.” This is
illustrated by Marilyn’s response to the follow-up questions: how is this “philosophical
challenge” expressed to her, from where if not from her departmental colleagues, and,
how did this come to be something she should be concerned about? She said:
I can't put my finger on it completely. I’m trying to think of a concrete
example. I think I have heard that some folks just simply don’t value it. I’m just
struggling to kind of remember the details. But...
Others similarly described the sources of their concerns. One might wonder how valid
they may be, given these ambiguities. But they are common and consistent across
engaged faculty scholars, who share both similar concerns and describe similarly
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intangible sources for them. Deborah at Mercury College doesn’t run into people who
don’t support community learning because they’re not her “crowd,” but
You know I’m sure that there are people here, just from knowing what
their own values are around this place [and their ideas about] the right balance for
teaching and scholarship, who would not be supportive of this, who wouldn't
think it was a good choice of using my time because they value scholarship more
highly than I do... I hear other colleagues talk about people who aren’t
supportive, more than [I hear it directly].
Significantly, many engaged faculty scholars just presumed in interview discussions that
resistance among colleagues was a context and condition to be understood. Many took for
granted we would share an understanding of this as commonplace.
Participants may initially have a hard time pinpointing how engaged work was
critiqued specifically or by whom, but the “Zeitgeist” among them that such work is risky
or disliked across campus is an important perception nonetheless. Important enough, for
example, that some participants returned later in interviews, unprompted, to substantiate
their perceptions with specific evidence. Marilyn cited a colleague who advised her to
not “overstate her public involvement” as evidence of scholarly productivity in her
promotion documentation so as she could avoid appearing disingenuous, false, or
problematic. This is interesting both for how it dichotomizes public involvement in
opposition to scholarly productivity, and for how it tangibly represents a colleague's
skepticism that such work will find value among peers. Mike similarly came back to
describe his tenure review in detail, illustrating how CBL work was considered a
distraction to his scholarship and a liability for his tenure bid.
In sum, many individuals raised collegial skepticism as attacks on legitimacy that
appeared to them to emerge from cultural norms within their institution or department.
Numerous questions emerge from this inquiry about the source and nature of this
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skepticism. Several engaged faculty scholars articulated proactive or defensive strategies
discussed in the next section. Whether or not individuals can substantiate the sources and
expressions of such concerns, they are pervasive and real enough in the minds of those
who do community-based work. Their existence places engaged faculty scholars
commonly in a defensive posture about this work, and provokes further questions about
what it means to operate within a context of perceived challenges to legitimacy as
expressed via challenges to time allocation.
Cultural values emphasize research productivity

Engaged faculty scholars widely perceive their institutions to strongly emphasize
research productivity, and describe cultural norms that sometimes pose engaged work in
opposition to research productivity. Stacy voices this as the most specific time and
legitimacy concern among the institutional colleagues of engaged faculty scholars:
Prior to achieving tenure, which I did get, they essentially would tell me
‘Why would you do this? This is going to take away from your publications!
Don’t do anything that would take away from publications!’ Which actually was
good advice - we have a 2/3 teaching load, and there is a real expectation for
research. And not just say, research in small little journals. You have to publish
and you have to publish in refereed journals. So I acknowledged that, and that
was not a problem. Because I still believe — I said I don’t want to be at a place
where I can’t achieve tenure because I’m not doing what I truly believe in.
Again, Stacy conveys a duality in her critique of these norms and their impact on her
engaged work, and her internalization of them - this is a frequent feature of engaged
faculty scholars’perspectives. When asked if she made the trade-off her colleagues
worried about, Stacy said no, that instead she “just had to work that much harder.”
Kathie reflects similar views in saying: “if one does community service both on campus
as well as those social justice community services off campus, one does not have the time
to research and write as much as one would like.” The idea that faculty colleagues can
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view community engagement as work undertaken at the direct expense of scholarly
research appears most starkly in Mike’s case.
iL

I was told that, the year before I came up for tenure, between my 4 year
review and my tenure review, my department made it quite clear to me that I
needed to take a break from the Mercury Abroad program, and that I needed to do
as much research as I could.
Colleagues made a connection between Mercury Abroad and his scholarly productivity as
a zero-sum tradeoff he was making with scholarly productivity. They also dismissed its
value as a teaching accomplishment. This is significant because, despite being credit¬
bearing courses faculty are paid to teach, Mercury Abroad courses were not valued as
teaching because colleagues couldn’t appreciate the teaching as rigorous, and they
believed the project to distract Mike from research scholarship.
Risks from the zero-sum view that time on engaged practice is time lost on
research productivity are not only risks to untenured faculty. The view that that
community commitments are seen as liabilities appeared to affect at least 3 engaged
faculty scholars post-tenure (Bill, Elliot, Karen). All three described ways in which their
extensive community commitments either a) explicitly were cited as examples for their
delayed or limited professional advancement (promotion or merit pay increases), or b)
were reasons they believed more implicitly were behind their slow or stunted
advancement. For example. Bill clearly perceived his delayed promotion to full professor
stem from his devotion to Team Synergy CBL work.
I think there are some serious problems in the way we think about
promotion within an institution like Mars. [The] metaphor we used Monday was
a sports metaphor - something everybody understands. Do we want a team in
which everybody was a quarterback, wide receiver, lineman, and they're equally
good at all three? We certainly don’t expect that in real world teams. Is it better
for our students that everybody is doing the same proportions of the same things?
Or mightn’t we be better off if we had a wonderful exemplar of somebody who
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just lives in his head, chums out nothing but scholarly publications, is semimystical in the classroom, and somebody else who is perhaps showing something
about how you relate what you’re doing as a social scientist, as in my case, with
citizenship? And: how do these things relate to each other? And somebody
who’s able to penetrate through all the abstraction of a discipline to engage people
as a teacher? That’s not to say that there shouldn’t be some of all three in
everybody. But do we need to have this comparable template that we’re gonna
plonk down on all three? Isn’t that a little procrustean? I really think it is.
Bill’s promotion delay carried the message that not only is he expected to “do it all,” but
also that he must do each thing to the same productivity levels as everyone else.
Not all participants perceived emphasizing teaching and especially communitybased pedagogy that is accompanied by significant time investments and possible trade¬
offs with research productivity as a risk. For example, Tom came to Venus desiring to
balance keen enthusiasm for research with commitment to pedagogy and outreach:
At Venus, I’ve always felt the college was very supportive of this - with
resources, and colleagues had always encouraged me to do these initiatives. My
colleagues have a range of interests - some a little less pedagogy-focused, some
equally pedagogy-focused. So I felt a little more comfortable, not like I was
risking my career by doing that. On the other hand, I’ve been promoted to full
professor just as this project had started so it’s like I’m finally able to do what I
want to do without having to worry about those things.
Yet even here, the narrative of increasing one’s “freedom” to pursue educational
outreach and engaged work as one rises in the ranks, still underlies an otherwise positive
story of collegial tolerance and support. Tom recognizes greater freedom as a full
professor, suggesting clearly that he had less earlier. This is a form of employing
scholarly standing as a “defense strategy” (discussed further under the next section.
Strategies).
The data overall suggest that participants perceive strong relationships between
their community engagement work and concerns about scholarly productivity. In some
cases faculty internalized norms about expectations and tradeoffs, and tried to “do it all”
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by maintaining aggressive research agendas and output; in other cases, faculty
encountered challenges at tenure or post-tenure reviews. In both circumstances, the
barrier is the dichotomous view that engaged work competes with research productivity.
Cultural values emphasize definitions of scholarship that are narrow and exclude a
“scholarship of teaching”.
Forms of work engaged scholars consider to be “scholarly” in their teaching
and/or research are perceived as devalued by campus or departmental colleagues, because
they do not fit local definitions of scholarly processes, products or outputs. This has two,
interrelated, expressions in views among engaged scholars. First, engaged pedagogy
cannot constitute scholarly work where traditional forms of research are more important.
Second, the purposes and forms of products from community-based research projects do
not readily align with local expectations about valued research purposes and products.
Together, both the processes of engaged teaching and learning, and the products or
outputs from this work constitute sources of contention.
John articulates the first view - that pedagogical excellence is not scholarship:
I’ve written two papers and a book chapter about the work that Fve done
on the applied stats class. But when the tenure committee looks at that stuff they
say “oh, that’s pedagogical. That is not scholarship.” At least, not according to
the way the promotion committee has looked at things in the recent past.
Others share John’s distress that attention to pedagogical achievement and to publishing
and presenting about that achievement are not valued scholarly products or activities, in
the arena where such value is most important - the tenure and promotion process. Mike's
devotion to Mercury Abroad, Bill’s to Team Synergy, Karen’s to her Mom’s and
Motherhood course, Stacy’s to her Immigration and Democracy course -are all
commitments to CBL projects that share three common consequences for these engaged
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scholars. First, they are teaching projects for which engaged scholars have attained
campus and local notoriety - through marketing and promotional publications,
prominence on college or departmental web sites, press releases and news coverage.
Second, they are teaching projects for which they believe they have achieved important
impact - course popularity, student satisfaction and transformative impact on students’
academic and post-graduation careers. Third and most importantly, all have resulted for
these practitioners in publications and conference presentations, sometimes in partnership
with community partners and/or student participants. This productivity was a key factor
in their selection for this study. And yet each of these individuals lodged the complaint
in their interview that these outcomes and products were not considered outcomes and
products they could effectively represent as scholarship in their tenure and promotion
bids. They each either a) tried to make the case and encountered resistance, b) were
counseled not to present this work as scholarship by senior colleagues, or c) found they
could not give such work the proportional prominence in their portfolio they felt it
deserved because of personal investments or actual time commitments. As Karen puts it,
“traditionally research on pedagogy has been considered second-rate,” and the impact on
engaged faculty scholars of this widespread perception was that the work became
marginalized within local definitions of scholarship.
The second matter — that the forms and products of engaged faculty work do not
align with local norms about such forms and products - stems from the same challenges
of narrow definition yet is still a distinct sub-theme. At least three engaged faculty
scholars in this study describe their inability to include research products they created
(sometimes on their own; sometimes in conjunction with students in a course or
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independent research) in their portfolio of research activities in annual records reporting,
or in tenure and promotional review. These scholars commonly argued that the work
involved employing disciplinary methods, pursuing significant questions, questions of
theory and practice relevant to their fields as well as to communities. Despite this, they
claim, the forms of output themselves (position papers or “white papers”; public
presentations and reports; etc.) presented obstacles. Without transforming such work into
peer-reviewed publications that demand literature reviews and other revisions of both
form and substance, engaged faculty scholars found it impossible to represent products in
terms colleagues could appreciate and evaluate as research scholarship. Karen provided
two rich and representative expressions of this. First, her role in assisting a community
organization to submit a Department of Housing and Urban Development grant that
would found critical college-community partnerships required extensive research and
analysis regarding local socio-economic phenomena, and yet she could not convince
Mars colleagues to view this effort as part of her scholarly work. Second, Karen
described similar consequences for a social scientist colleague:
I have a colleague in sociology who has been told quite clearly by her
department - she works primarily with social service agencies that work with
welfare clients rather with the welfare clients themselves - and so she wants her
research to be useful and accessible to practitioners in the community. But she's
been told that she can’t publish exclusively in journals read by those people. That
she needs to publish in more theoretical mainstream journals in the field, which
have a real bias against anything that smacks of practicality and usefulness. So
she has to tailor her research [for it to become valuable for tenure or promotion].
These examples illustrate larger, cultural context for challenges faced by engaged
faculty scholars. Their involvements often demand intensive applications, growth, and
expansion of disciplinary skills and knowledge, yet they also present difficulties for
colleagues in evaluating those involvements as scholarly, within local, cultural
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conceptions of scholarly work. Both phenomena described by participants - that
pedagogical excellence or research on pedagogy is either devalued or not as valued,
comparatively with “traditional” research, and that product forms and purposes common
to community partnership work cannot gain entry into engaged faculty members’ bids for
tenure and promotion - are expressions of constraints on the scope of scholarship as
defined locally in these institutions that are problematic for engaged faculty scholars.
Cultural values de-emphasize non research time investments
Among engaged faculty scholars, nearly all expressed concern that investing time
in community-learning or community-based research projects may be viewed by
colleagues either as not as worthwhile as other priorities, or not worthwhile at the
expense of them. Colleagues cite risks and ambiguities in the tenure and promotion
process as reasons they chose not to take chances, or choose to advise junior colleagues
not to take chances. Deborah says:
I think there’s a definite calculation that people make about whether it is
worth risking their colleagues’ opinions of them to do it. I really do.. .1 can tell
you who to talk to about that, who are junior. Yes, there are people who risk their
career by doing such work and have to make their case.
Charles agrees that it is a risk that cannot be ignored even if he’s unsure of its existence:
I haven’t seen anybody who’s been in trouble. But I think that the implicit
culture is that it would be risky. It’s like the urban legend sort of thing — the
urban legend is that it’s a risky thing to do before you get tenure around here and
that the people who are doing it already have tenure. And so that perpetuates
itself in a way that it doesn’t need to, as much as it does. But it’s also something
you can’t just...I mean, I can’t just stand up at a faculty meeting and say “don’t
worry about it.” Because tenure and promotion, well tenure less than promotion,
is still a kind of mysterious enough process.
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One participant clearly cites the importance of de-emphasizing community
commitments as lessons from a tortuous experience by a junior colleague with whom he
worked closely on a CBL project:
My experience with new colleagues is that they’re totally useless until
they get tenure. Not just in this area... but what they have to do is to get tenure.
And to try and pull them off into these things which are [really important].. .1
mean my experience is that when I get into partnership with a junior colleague,
they get in trouble. You know, we created the [service learning] program, and the
[colleague’s] department said, “that doesn’t count.” And [my colleague] came
that close to not getting tenure. Now I think it’s like the whole tapestry, the
whole person. But I think partly it's because the [colleague’s] department I think
has a narrow idea. That is inappropriate. This was a huge thing that he did.
Here, a colleague’s investment of significant time and effort in a program given high
profile by the institution for the unusual and rich learning experience it offers, presented
that colleague with the challenge of justifying that investment because it was not valued
enough in comparison with other activities that “count.” Kathie voiced similar concern
about what “counts” in relation to other activities:
In [Earth College], they look at three things, they look at community
service and by that they also mean this community, they also look at scholarship
and they look at teaching and if one does community service both on campus as
well as those social justice community services on campus, one does not have the
time to research and write as much as one would like. And one of my agendas
once I get tenure is to advocate for a way to think about that for people who come
up for tenure because, although, I think scholarship is really important, and all
those things are really important, you might not have quite an extensive list if you
put in your time into, because it is so time intensive to do community service.
A fellow CBL practitioner at Earth reinforces the view from his post-tenure perspective:
It’s that the perks and the rewards and the ethos of institutions like Earth
run so much in the other direction that I very much feel like I’m swimming
against the stream when I build a CBL component into every class... all of us,
who do this, swimming against the stream, we’re sort of buffeted by waves on all
sides and they’re coming from different directions.
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Post-tenure, this colleague can afford conflict between his direction and the flow of
others around him, yet he still portrays the relative devaluation of CBL work in this
image of being “buffeted.”
The contrast between CBL practitioners own valuation of non-research (teaching,
advising, engagement roles) and local culture creates dissonance for advocates. This
dissonance is most notably expressed in the advice and mentorship they offer for junior
colleagues. John emphatically dismisses pre-tenure community based teaching as
unwise, and in the process critiques what he sees as a gap between rhetoric and reality at
his institution, with regard to the relative priority of teaching and research as faculty
roles:
I don’t think you should try to do this prior to tenure! [laugh!] Not at an
institution like [another liberal arts college] or Mars College! Mars says that
teaching is primary and research is secondary. But it’s really nearly even. And
it s a time sink. It s a time sink. In ways that are not synergistic with scholarship.
...So why do this? Sure, if it s low-hanging fruit. You’ve been teaching this
class, you've been thinking about this, you can just rattle off an article - do that,
by all means. But don’t kid yourself into thinking that that’s something that’s
really important to do to get tenure. You gotta teach, and you need to publish
quality work in research.

John’s remarks illustrate clearly the contrast he sees between “low-hanging fruit” (i.e.
easily “harvested” scholarly output from engaged work), and “quality work,” which
somehow appears as more work, and importantly — more at odds with engaged practice.
Deborah cites pressures on an untenured colleague who she otherwise identified as
deeply committed to and enthusiastic about community-based teaching:
I know for my colleague [name], who is untenured and we’re teaching
together, we re teaching the Intro course together, we’re actually working out a
way .. .to help him be able to be more productive between now and [his tenure
review]. We’re taking him out of teaching Intro, and having him teach just
regular courses...to protect him and take him out of something he loves doing
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unfortunately for a year and a half. .. .It’s really unfortunate but it’s definitely a
reality that the people, the untenured people who are doing [CBL] are taking a
bigger risk with their career.
Deborah describes a “protective” strategy designed to respond to a local environment
they perceive to threaten her colleague with penalties for over-investing in his teaching,
his community-based teaching. Bill cited ways even his most committed collaborators
advise junior colleagues in their departments not to invest more than minimal
participation in engaged work - specifically, in Team Synergy. As a result, Bill faces the
difficult question of whether, despite its popularity on campus, Team Synergy can be
sustainable. This question
...comes up every time I’m looking for another co-facilitator for a
different project. The fellow I’ll be meeting with in an hour and half is not
tenured... He said “I’d love to do it. It’s exciting, it’s my kind of thing, I'd better
check with my department.” And the department has somebody very supportive
of this program, nominates students to be in it... [This senior colleague] had been
supportive, has co-taught with me, and said [to her junior colleague] “you really
have to have the scholarship quota really, really full. So if you think you can do it
without compromising the scholarship category,” she said, “go do it.”
And I’d say that’s generally been the attitude, that it’s a good idea to do a
Team Synergy, one Team Synergy [project] before you come up for tenure,
because that shows you have some breadth beyond your discipline, which is a
good thing. But if you should do two of these, and you don't have enough
publications, they’re gonna say “you have no sense of priorities.” The fact is, that
of the people who have done Team Synergy project, there’s only one who's not
received tenure. But nobody has done two before tenure.
One of Kathie’s colleagues - a senior faculty member, one-time college administrator
and founding director of the college’s engagement center - detailed the great pains to
which she and her colleagues go to “protect” junior faculty from the potential risks
associated with engaged teaching:
We tried to put in some other safe guards that, you know if, for example
trying to be very, very sure that a department wanted somebody to do this so that
they get one of these [CBL course development] grants ...[they] have to have a
letter from the department chair, the department has to commit that the course will
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be offered, etc. So that just trying to be very careful (laughing) this isn’t a junior
person just off on his own saying ‘I wanna do it.’

As this colleague implies, the concern is not simply with tenure and promotion, it
is with the amount of time and resources required logistically to implement CBL, gather
resources, materials, and plan activities, and the consequent departmental and logistical
support that is necessary. The concern, therefore, among engaged faculty scholars, is
with the devaluation or inability of colleagues to acknowledge this time and effort.
Stacy, for example, is clearly distraught at the impacts that colleagues’ limited
comprehension of her community-based work are having on her ability to gain legitimacy
and access resources for her work:
So you can imagine [course projects for Immigration and Democracy] cost
a lot of money, not to mention time. And they have to get the proper tabs, proper
binders and stuff. It’s very time consuming and costly. .. .There really wasn’t
one pot I could get the money from, so at the beginning of each semester I’d be
struggling to get money from different sources, which is TIME CONSUMING!
Not to mention irritating! You know! Why do I have to go around with cap in
hand to do something that is very EFFECTIVE? It’s not just me saying it, it’s [a
whole body of research literature] acknowledging it, but nobody here really
wanting to step up to the plate and do something about it!
To Stacy and her fellow engaged faculty scholars who cite the devaluation of their
non-research time investments, the logistics of implementing CBL are not only actual
costs to practitioners. They become opportunity costs, when colleagues believe or
actually see they do not spend as much time as they “should” on more appropriate,
productive, and ultimately, scholarly tasks. Actual output volume and quality may or
may not matter - instead, engaged faculty scholars say that the perception that this work
is a distraction or lower value work supports among colleagues a sense they are incurring
actual and/or opportunity costs by engaging in it - whether those costs are real or not in
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absolute terms. An additional, important question raised by this data concerns the degree
to which these “costs” are specific to community-based pedagogies, or in fact happen to
be costs associated with imbalance or over-investment (or perceived imbalance and
overinvestment) in teaching, advising and service of all forms.
Departmental as well as institutional culture informs the engaged faculty
perspective that community-based teaching or research is an awkward match for local
priorities. Via correspondence cited in his case study, John assigned the cultural tension
between this work and local priorities to local, departmental culture as well as to his
institutional context (e.g. including the views of Mars administrators as sources of the
“rub”). Marilyn echoed this:
Untenured folks need to make choices for where it is that you're going to
spend your time. And I think that most faculty reckon that it’s sensible to spend
their time in areas that the school has been quite vocal in saying that you will be
rewarded for. And so we are told what we need to do to earn tenure, and you
know - of course there are teaching criteria and research criteria. But if you have
the choice of producing another article, or putting yourself in a position to spend
more labor on something that is not going to be reflected in something like a
tenure package, then I suspect that most people think that it is prudent to write
that other article, [chuckle] So even if the president says “I'd like to see a little
more civic engagement going,” if we're not going to be rewarded for it directly,
that is something of a disincentive for some faculty who are rightfully interested
in keeping their jobs. So I suspect that’s part of it.
Deborah contrasts her department’s positive view about all this with that of unspecified
yet existent (in her perception) critics on campus:
I think that the department is very supportive in terms of believing this is
important and being happy seeing people teaching the ways they feel that they
should teach. But most people in the department don't get involved in service
learning themselves. But they don’t seem to have any disdain for it, you know
that kind of thing - like I know there are some people across [the college] who
don’t see its value, but I think my colleagues see its value and seem to be
understanding of the amount of time it takes and things like that... I think I
certainly have [encountered skepticism] and with some people who don't see the
value of it, I think the biggest issues I run into are people who don’t seem to
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understand the amount of time that it takes and why that would be important...
I’m making more of a difference with my students in the world than I would if I
was spending my time writing my own scholarship.
Engaged teaching can hurt teaching evaluations
About a third of engaged faculty scholars described the risky, uncertain nature of
CBL teaching as presenting important barriers or challenges to engaged practice. The
most important of these for participants had to do with the ways in which students and
colleagues then evaluate those risky, uncertain teaching and learning experiences.
Sometimes engaged faculty scholars were concerned with damaging teaching evaluations
from students, sometimes they were concerned with the reviews (to the extent they
receive them) of their teaching from colleagues.
For example, Stacy comments about the extra work that students must do, and she
says her colleagues express doubt she is devoting sufficient “learning time” to content
goals when they perceive her service components to be too time-intensive for students.
They either hear this from Stacy’s students who complain, or they witness what they see
in class visits and departmental reviews. But faculty members in this study are also selfcritical. Lynda cites her dilemma in transforming a syllabus, proven effective and
successful for her, to make room for a service component:
Well, I have this one syllabus for when the class is all on campus, and
giving up my commitment to some of those readings was kind of tough. And I
did, you know - the first time I taught it -1 didn’t give up enough on the oncampus stuff to make room for the off-campus stuff, so that the off-campus stuff
sort of lived in a journal and at the service site. And we didn’t do [enough], and I
still struggled with it, trying to make sure we do enough with the service learning
experiences when we all are together on Thursday nights. So that’s always
striking a balance.
CBL practitioners also described problems gaining legitimacy and reward for
their projects as associated with larger, systemic problems with a) weak teaching
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assessment mechanisms, and b) weak status for teaching itself as a component in the
tenure and promotion evaluation system. To the first point, engaged faculty scholars
discuss undergraduate course evaluations, extensively and sometimes exclusively relied
upon by departments and institutions, to be frustrating, especially where instruments
designed to focus on student satisfaction can often highlight the dissatisfying, frustrating
nature of adaptive, experiential interactions with communities - people, problems, etc..
Sometimes evaluations can be helpful, as in Mike’s case where positive student feedback
about his CBL courses helped raise his currency among critical colleagues. But they are
also as likely to be viewed as harmful in ways that have to do specifically with the nature
of engaged pedagogy. Elliot discerns definite, negative effects in his evaluations from
his consistently introducing uncertainty about purposes and methods in community work.
This something Elliot is particularly intentional about doing, and also something engaged
faculty scholars commonly describe as an inherent, natural condition for communitybased practice - both because it is typically practice challenged by somewhat anarchic or
at least changing community conditions, partners, and project circumstances, and because
fostering adaptivity and flexibility among students is in fact a frequent educational aim
CBL faculty have in such courses. Yet this uncertainty and unpredictability can have an
impact on student satisfaction, and Elliot claims that costs accrue from this, via annual
salary review. He says teaching reviews that are less than stellar or weak affect his pay,
and complains that gaining “high merit” is never an option for him. This stems directly
for him from the nature of CBL pedagogy. Student uncertainty endemic to less
predictable and often highly independent community-based learning leaves students
dissatisfied with levels of “service” (in this case, guidance) from faculty practitioners.
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This is made especially problematic within the high-maintenance, customer-service
oriented student culture that is typical of the undergraduate private liberal arts college.
To the second point, Elliot’s colleague Mike contends that even good teaching
evaluations won’t carry enough weight. He looks ahead to the challenges that he believes
his service-learning will pose to his promotion from associate professor to full and says:
My guess is that my teaching score won’t help. At Mercury, teaching,
scholarship and service are weighted 5,4,2 [points]. And I can’t imagine that my
teaching score is going to be better because I use service learning extensively. I
just don’t think it’s valued to that extent by the College. I think that my dept,
chair at this point would certainly say, “look/ this guy’s teaching evaluations are
great, he goes the extra yard, he gets the students all these terrific community
experiences and that kind of stuff, and yeah, this is absolutely top notch.” Our
current interim dean of the college is, I think more supportive than otherwise of
service learning. But I don’t think that he’s supportive enough that if my dept,
chair were to say I think that he deserves a 5 on a 1 -5 scale for teaching because
of the service learning,” I don’t think that that would sway the dean. Because the
dean is sitting there saying, “the president tells me I have to knock people down a
notch or two because the department chairs are always inflating things
unrealistically. And I don t think that the dean’s commitment to service learning
is such that he would stick his neck out for those of us who were doing I think a
fairly substantial amount.
Mike s contention that teaching can neither vault a typical faculty member’s performance
from good to excellent, nor attenuate the gap for a faculty member whose research
performance is modest or lacking, reinforces the view that the weakness of teaching in
the evaluation system poses multi-dimensional challenges for engaged faculty
practitioners. In sum, they face the barriers of justifying significant investments of time
in teaching even as that teaching itself (because of the nature of the experiential
pedagogy) can raise criticisms from both students and colleagues for being open-ended,
uncertain and sometimes problematic. Marty exemplifies this:
Teaching evaluations are very important at Uranus. And a service
learning course is a risk course to some extent. Because it’s so different. I think
there s a lot of students at Uranus that are beginning to pick up on this and say
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“we like those kinds of courses.” And you get a group of those students and
you’re fine. But if you get a group of students who get this course not because
it’s service learning or civic engagement, they may be going around “why am I
here doing x or y or z?” And that can be reflected in the teaching evaluations... I
think it’s particularly true when you start the course. That it’s hard to put
something like this together, and there are always bumps.
Marilyn cited the most strategic response to this phenomenon - her department conducts
annual “exit interviews” with graduating majors, and through them she and her
colleagues learn that, despite weak contemporaneous reviews, these experiences
consistently emerge later as memorable and important student experiences. But these
later conclusions are in hindsight, and a) they are not likely or possible for students at the
close of demanding courses, and b) they may come too late to help revive a faculty
member's poor review.
Summary
Engaged scholarly work is presented as more time-consuming than alternatives,
and time emerges consistently as a pressure and constraint upon faculty in direct relation
to community engagement work. Time figures as a matter of complaint (not enough of it
to fulfill the full range of professional expectations that are placed upon faculty), and as a
deterrent inhibiting other faculty from community engagement. Alternatives are often
unstated yet implied, and implied to be less time-consuming, e.g.: preparing syllabi or
research in one’s office or library, working alone, teaching in one’s classroom. Not
leaving campus, not taking time to seek and plan opportunities to leave the office or
campus, not working with others for one’s work - these are alternatives implied to
require less time somehow. Practitioners of community-based learning or research cite
time management, finding time, exceeding time commitments they would otherwise
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intend or expect to invest in their professional responsibilities - all as complaints they
argue or imply are, in some ways, special and particular to community-based work.
But time is not an isolated matter or a problem of its own definition. Instead, time
is a perceived as a constraint upon engaged scholarly work intimately tied to questions of
legitimacy and value. Complaints about time are nearly always articulated and
conceptualized by participants in direct relation to other organizational, cultural issues such as the value-driven allocation and application of resources. Time commitments
signify commitments of faculty-controlled capital such as knowledge, expertise, student
academic work time, course and classroom time, departmental curricular time (e.g.
teaching courses employing community pedagogy, versus other pedagogies). Time
challenges presented by community-based teaching and research are presented as trade¬
offs among scarce academic capital, trade-offs which are seen as stressful and sometimes
in conflict with rather than supportive of institutional, departmental aims. They are
especially stressful where the work appears as even more time-consuming than it actually
is because practitioners know the work will not “count” somehow - it is thus not just
adding to one’s work week, it is perceived as adding while detracting from other
obligations of time (a “double whammy,” perceptually). These are sometimes seen as
trade-offs with focus on status- or prestige-accumulative activities such as, for example,
research productivity.
If challenges of time amount to challenges of legitimacy for community-based
work - whether these are relative or absolute challenges — what are some of the ways in
which engaged scholars successfully respond? Collecting these was an important
purpose of this study, and so now this analysis turns to more extensively examine
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participants’ strategies and pathways to successfully managing professional roles and
responsibilities while pursuing engaged teaching and research.
Strategies for Engaged Scholarly Work
Section Overview
Engaged faculty scholars identified several strategies for enabling engaged
scholarly projects within the professional and cultural contexts of their departments,
institutions, disciplines, and careers, and specifically in relation to the barriers identified
above. These strategies included: aligning engaged learning and research projects with
liberal learning goals; intentionally integrating or compartmentalizing engaged work in
relation to other responsibilities; positioning engaged work as “rigorous”; transitioning
from disciplinary to pedagogical scholarship; initially accepting local norms that shape
the environment for engaged work and postponing advocacy for change until post-tenure.
These are each considered below.
Aligning Engaged Scholarship with Liberal Learning Goals
Participants - especially engaged faculty scholars and their faculty and
administrator colleagues - spoke frequently about the importance of aligning engaged
project teaching and learning goals with local liberal learning goals. Where such goals
dominate pedagogical and curricular discourse on their campuses, they said it was
essential to both find that alignment, and to communicate that alignment to colleagues
such that others can better understand what happens in CBL classes, and how what
happens relates to the institution’s educational aims. Among the areas of alignment
participants described, most focused on the importance of “fit” with: teaching diversity;
fostering independent inquiry; and teaching collaboration as a skill and a value.
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Diversity
The most powerful and overarching among liberal learning goals participants see
as served by CBL is to expose students to diversity via community work that engages
economic, social, and cultural divides. Introducing and managing discomfort among
students entering communities is often an intentional strategy, as described by Elliot:
When students first go out in the field, part of that is just getting people to
overcome the shock of being off campus and being other places where we’ve put
them... You have to get students not to.. .feel that [when] they’re in a day care
center, that they’re in some place that’s inadequate when they’re hearing all these
war stories from people.
For Elliot, teaching and learning happens in transforming that discomfort into personal
and systemic understanding, in a process that upends prior biases and judgments. Patti
describes a similar deconstruction of stereotypes, construction of empathy, and
understanding of social systems among her goals in CBL:
[CBL] breaks stereotypes. I cannot tell you the impact - you see this in
[reflection] journals, you see the kids starting out saying, “well I’m really
uncomfortable dealing with these drug users, I don’t know how I feel about that,”
and by the end they’ve become advocates. Because they see that they’re human
beings, they’re people just like them. They’ve made some bad decisions. But
they’re not necessarily bad people. .. .The personal part of it is that they become
less judgmental, and more empathetic... Understanding perhaps why there is
behavior that they may judge as negative behaviors, but understanding where
somebody is coming from and why they may be doing that. And that makes them
more caring professionals.[I encourage them to develop] two values [which]
are really street values - that people have respect, and not judging people if you
haven’t walked in their shoes.
A few engaged scholars critiqued the narrowness of campus diversity and
lamented colleges’ failures to adequately provide diversity learning as essential
preparation from a liberal education:
Sandy: People still haven’t figured out that our students - even [in] the Ivy
League - [that] they need to have their curriculum line up with the real world,
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with real life! We can’t send our students out anymore not knowing that poverty
exists. Not knowing that racism exists.

Sandy claims her personal commitment to such education is bolstered by alumni who
raise diversity preparation as a gap in their undergraduate preparation. She links
institutional failure to prepare students for the “real world” with a failure in student
identity development:
I heard that students were writing back, saying “I paid all this money for
an education, and you didn’t teach me this or that. I’m out here in the real world
and I wasn’t prepared! I’m teaching in Manhattan on the edge of Harlem, and
there was nothing in my department, class, major, or whatever I did to get this
teaching certificate - nothing prepared me for the unique issues I’m dealing
with.” ...We can’t send our students out in the world any more not having a
practical understanding of what it means to be a citizen in this world. What a
community is, different ways that we can conceptualize community. Without
even understanding what it means to be white. Some students have no idea that
they’re white. They don’t know - they still haven’t figured it out. They’re
graduating from college, and if they don’t get a job in a lily white environment,
they’re going to be in for a rude awakening. And with the demographics
changing, their chance of ending up in one of those privileged lily-white
environments is changing. I don’t know what it’s going to take for institutions to
understand that competency, as one graduates, includes that very practical,
experiential - knowing how to have a conversation with someone.
Elliot and Mike explore this deficit together in a book chapter, arguing how and why it
becomes a central feature of CBL in a way that captures well the sentiments of many of
this study’s participants:
People often describe campus life as a “bubble” because [Mercury] is
rural, because many of the students come from backgrounds of economic
privilege, and because the student body conveys a sense of homogeneity. As
instructors, we see more diversity than some students recognize among
themselves. However, the class and residential origins of our student, coupled
with an intense social world, discourages many (i.e., white, upper-middle-class
students) from recognizing potential points of tension in their identities.
Community colleagues reinforce the view of CBL opportunities as “dosing” insulated or
privileged students with a “taste of reality”:
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Mars College Partner: In the volunteers we’ve had from Mars College,
sometimes those students will look at the children that we serve, which are 50%
low-income, and have a very hard time understanding what kind of life they’re in.
What do you mean they didn’t bring in diapers? Well, mom didn't have enough
money to get diapers! That kind of thing. Sometimes we do kind of have to back
up, and stop them, just give them a taste of reality.
Whether engaged scholars and their partners will typically and explicitly plan this
alignment is not clear. But several community partners echoed aims to confront college
students’ preconceptions about class and social differences as expressed by engaged
faculty. The above partner’s view does clearly support Mars faculty partner Karen:
The service component is really key here I think, because they say over
and over again that as moving and enlightening as the stories in the book are,
there is nothing that beats getting to know Maria, and seeing how much she loves
her kids and seeing how hard she is trying to get her life back on track, or to get
an education, or to work on post-traumatic stress which comes from being in a
battering relationship. So they come to care about these women and know them
first hand, so I think its very effective in making them realize - because a lot of
them will admit that they were raised to think of people in welfare as frauds, as
cheaters, as welfare queens, and [admit] that they’re very embarrassed about that.
Karen, Lynda, Kathie, Patti, Elliot, Sandy all describe their roles as helping students work
through that embarrassment, to get from guilt to learning. Karen says to students “it’s not
your fault, you know - you didn’t know. But now you know the difference, and so you
can do something about it.”
Constrained personal experience is a substantial deficit that participants see as
detracting from the classroom and from students’ ability to learn and be prepared for life
beyond college. Elliot says:
You know, certainly [Mercury] students are culturally deprived. And it’s
not just, you know, because of the political views they have, but you know, a
school like this... has a disproportional amount of kids who come from families
where their parents have not been divorced. And a disproportional amount of kids
who come from families with high incomes; and I would say that it has a
disproportional amount of kids who grew up in suburbs, or places where nothing
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really happened... and you know, it’s part of the reason why a lot of them are such
good students. But the other side of it is, that they’ve never really seen real life.
Charles similarly describes bridging cultural and socio-economic divides as a
critical purpose to liberal learning that is fulfilled via his CBL courses:
So we just evolved [the student teaching practicum] into a sense that this
was as much about their own learning and about their own contribution to the
classroom, to the community, enabling them to get “off the hill” as we say. Get
into the community - which is very different than the communities that most of
the students come from. [Uranus College’s local community] is struggling
economically. Kids in schools have very limited resources.
Charles’ course syllabus is thick with readings on diversity and its effects on both
educational systems, and on classroom conditions and dynamics. For Charles, a course
intending to expose future teachers to impacts of inequity and diversity in the classroom
cannot attain these aims without an experiential component, employing pedagogy
focused only on readings and theory. Similarly, for Lynda, CBL became an essential
strategy for the sustainability of her teaching a class on multiculturalism in education:
I also felt that one of the vulnerabilities of the class was that the generative
nature of the discussions in the class often relied on the population of the class.
And because of who Mercury is in terms of its demographic, I felt uncertain that it
would sustain itself in a place that would provoke people and push people. I did
want us to be practicing multiculturalism at the same time we were learning about
it from a more theoretical stand point and I was just a little nervous about the
sustainability of the class itself...I’m aware that sometimes gathering of a lot of
people, and having multiple minds doesn’t necessarily mean better information.
Lynda’s fundamental concern is with being a white woman leading learners through
conversations on diversity. She frames this not as a matter of guilt or simply constraint
upon her experience, but as a matter of sustainability and impact. She adds “I essentially
wanted to increase the voices in the class and make it more difficult for students to hang
on to misconceptions and misappropriations of other people's thoughts.”
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“Bursting bubbles” among undergraduates is a metaphor several participants used
to describe this process of introducing the “reality” through CBL experiences that a)
fosters self-reflection among students about their own predispositions and experiences,
and b) introduces community voices and experiences to the learning process. For
example, the psychology students Mike sends out to CBL at treatment centers
consistently find that treatment standards fall short of students’ preconceived notions
about levels and quality of service.
What you’re going to find is that it’s going to be unbelievably frustrating
to you. The difference between your expectations of what these people actually
need and what you’re going to see them getting are going to be two very different
things. And that’s going to teach you more than I could possibly ever teach you
in this class, no matter what I do.
Mike voices the belief shared by many of his fellow engaged faculty scholars: that
the experiential component to the CBL classes they teach are more powerful forms of
evidence and more impactful, transformative teaching tools than they could invent or
even wield themselves.
In sum, two general purposes for teaching diversity employing CBL emerge as
important among participants. Encouraging cultural and socio-economic literacy among
undergraduates is one broad goal. Supporting student identity development appears as
another. In both instances, challenging the perceived narrowness of experience and
background among comparatively homogenous and privileged college students is an
underlying presumption. Clearly this indicates that engaged faculty scholars’ commonly
perceive campus cultures to be comparatively rarified for students. Elliot and Mike, like
Sandy, Patti and others, see their role and the role of CBL as helping students to
encounter a “real world” other than the one they have been in to date. They seek to foster
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student recognition that points of tension exist in their views and understandings, to
facilitate student confrontation of those tensions, and, to the extent possible, to enable
learners to reconcile them intellectually and emotionally enough to advance learning
about class and cultural difference, about social systems, and about their own identities.
To the extent that this student development aim - to prepare students to engage and
interact with diverse cultures and communities - aligns with accepted, valued liberal
learning goals and skills, community-based teaching of undergraduates becomes a less
marginal and more essential pedagogical practice. In moving to the “center” thus, the
alignment of teaching that often contains a more progressive, social change and/or social
action agenda, or which otherwise is focused upon experiential components contentious
or lacking rigor for some colleagues, with central liberal learning aims addresses barriers
of concern with legitimacy in aim and purpose.
Fostering Independent Inquiry
Faculty often spoke of projects designed to fulfill service aims to benefit
collaborating organizations while advancing student learning as stemming from a desire
to see students improve and become more independent and self-driven in problem¬
solving. Seven engaged faculty scholar cited the importance of exposing students to
uncertainty, of developing student skills to adapt, cope, and advance learning from such
uncertainty, while along the way negotiating benefit to community partners. This is
framed as a process of fostering independent inquiry. Coping with uncertainty is for
these participants a vital purpose to community-based learning, toward the end of
enabling students to develop critical thinking skills, to gain problem-solving skills, to
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gain confidence from navigating uncertainty, and to appreciate that uncertainty as a “real
world” circumstance all at once.
Elliot describes this as a critical goal he pursues in launching students into
uncertain territory. His community research process involves students in somewhat openended research (in terms of questions, purposes and methods), and in guided but not pre¬
structured community entry and negotiation of reciprocity with community partners. The
uncertainty itself is an essential and valued aspect of his teaching with community-based
components. Like other participants, he discusses it in terms analogous to throwing
students in a pool to see them swim. But especially notable in Elliot’s case is his
leadership by example - he is quite open in stating:
I don’t know if a lot of the time that these projects are going to be any
good. Sometimes I don’t even know what the goal is going to be, and neither
does the community partner.... But sometimes you just get started in this
community and you think “oh, I want this, but I need you to do some research...”
And then he annually expects to:
have groups of students come up to me two or three weeks in, and say “we
can’t really.. .we’re not really sure what we’re supposed to do...” and when they
say that, I don’t mean to be [unhelpful]...But sometimes they say, “we don’t
really know what the answer is going to be.” And I say, “well, precisely!”
“Hello!!” You know? That’s the point!

Elliot’s analysis of this learning process is ultimately what is most interesting and
reflective of the comments of several other participants who reflected on their intention to
challenge approaches to learning their undergraduates previously have experienced.
This [challenge to student expectations about structured learning] is one of
the best things, because our students are very good when they are told to do A
then B then C, problem sets, exams. They’re all very good at that; that’s why
they got into a place like this. But when there’s uncertainty, then they have to
figure out the path as well as what’s at the end of the path. This could be
discombobulating for them. That’s great! That’s exactly what you want.
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Marty shares Elliot’s critique that student learning is otherwise a) too mapped out and
prescribed in ways that fail to test student independence, and b) inadequate preparation
for situations and experiences of the “real world”.
Another plus [of community-based learning] is certainly giving them a
great deal of responsibility. In the course, they’re given things to do and the idea
is for them to try it and do it. But we don’t say these are exactly the steps you
need to take, and do it. We give them a little guidance, some background, get
them started to work. And tell them “you work out what you want to do, and then
come talk to us, and we may make some suggestions.”
Marty then turns the purpose of this uncertainty, as do other engaged scholars, to the
development of student confidence:
But the responsibility that they take, and the fact that they’re going out and
working with officials in the state or in the local community, builds their
confidence... The ability to innovate, to come up with solutions to things as they
come up. To do those things on their own. To that point in labs, everything has
been step 1, then you do step 2, then step 3. Some may have done an independent
research project in class, but... The open-endedness and the responsibility resting
on their shoulders is important. They’re out there all the time on their own. well,
when they’re out there on the lake or something we’re there for safety. But when
they have to find something out about the septic situation, they’re out there on
their own, talking to the code enforcement officers, and others, and then come
back and try to figure out how we’re gonna work this out... They really grow,
that’s what I’m saying. We see amazing growth in this amount of time because
there’s so much they’re independent on.
Marty then illustrates the significance of the “real world” aspects of CBL to building that
confidence, as he explains how the pressures of quality and tangible production
contribute to the confidence-building aspects:
They know that it’s something they just can’t goof off on, because the data
goes to the state, or last year it went to the EPA. This is real stuff, and they feel a
real responsibility to make sure that it’s right. So that’s something that they don't
get otherwise.
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Like others in this study, Marty equates the experience with finding one’s own way not
just with what it means to be a self-driven and inquiring adult, but also with professional
accountability and responsibility.
Charles coaches his students to these same ends through reflection and discussion
that focuses on the uncertainty that comes from the “in-between” nature of their roles in
K-12 classrooms and after-school programs. Students are in-between authoritative
positions as teachers or program directors, and the students or clients in their CBL
setting. Charles frames the goals of fostering independence and critical thinking through
uncertainty in his assessment of who does and who does not do well in his CBL class:
When the folks [students] work in the teen center, for example, in the poor
neighborhood in town, they’re often confronted by teenagers who are very in their
face.. .they’re never threatened physically, but they’re often not treated very
politely. So I think students who are kind of willing to roll with the punches,
willing to take a risk, willing to step outside what they often refer to as their
“comfort zone,” I think those are the students who do well. Students who have a
high need for a lot of structure, and aren’t as comfortable taking a risk, are
students who have more anxiety in my class. I don’t think that necessarily means
that they don’t get over it and in fact have a good experience. But I guess I’d say
that folks who are comfortable with risk or ambiguity are more likely to have a
successful experience right the way through.
Both the self-driven “find your way” aspect and tolerance for ambiguity translate for
Charles into measures of success for students in community-learning settings.
In sum, engaged faculty scholars often conceive and implement research projects
in community-based learning efforts to the end of fostering the development of
independent inquiry skills, to encourage self-driven, adaptive approaches to learning.
Practitioners believe this will serve students well in the “real world” by providing
problem-solving strategies and confidence-building experiences to draw upon in future
settings. Again, this provides alignment between community-engaged teaching and
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learning strategies, and liberal learning goals as articulated in liberal arts colleges that
place great and highly-touted emphasis upon producing lifelong learners, self-starting
leaders, and future scholars. By adopting and indeed owning the same purposes as those
embedded in institutional culture (and as represented in institutional missions and
marketing efforts) in enabling students to own their learning, become independent,
leading and inquiring adults, engaged faculty scholars’ teaching purposes appear more in
alignment than in conflict with local educational aims.

Learning to Collaborate
Teaching students the importance of collaboration with others - on a team, in the
community, across disciplines and skill sets - is a goal for CBL projects that about a third
of engaged faculty scholars discussed as a central feature of their work. The most
sophisticated and deliberate view of how community-based learning and research
advances this goal came from Bill. His “Team Synergy” project has as an explicit goal
student development of a philosophical commitment to collaborate, and the project
intends to provide the tools for achieving this. For Bill, empathy is a student
development aim to be sought not only across class or racial divides, but also across
paradigms of inquiry, across perspectives on problems as represented by disciplinary
differences, and through teamwork. Bill speaks of the essential value that comes from
enabling teammates on a community-based research team to learn from each other:
We tend to focus students on their discipline. So they walk away thinking,
well, Psychology has the answers to everything. Whereas I happen to know that
Anthropology has the answers to everything! (chuckle) Or, everybody who isn’t
an engineer is a fuzzy-headed person who doesn’t contribute much to solving
actual problems. But when they get through with this they understand that
everything that people are learning in other courses can somehow contribute to a
better solution to a problem. They gain respect for people outside what they were
trained in. I think that’s a critically important thing for students to learn before
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they graduate. They don’t walk into the next job thinking with some arrogance
that they have all the answers. But they know they can talk to people in other
fields, and that they can learn something from all that, and that they should work
with their colleagues in a more cooperative fashion. I think that that’s the
important outcome.
Bill frames this both as a workplace asset and necessity, and as part of student
leadership development - as an aim to enable graduates to identify, gather, manage and
integrate competing perspectives, understandings, and solutions. This is essential both to
working across skills sets and and disciplinary perspectives, and to working with
individuals and organizations in the community with diverse perspectives, experiences
I

and assets. Bill’s very language is woven with team and sports analogies that reference
diverse skills and interests as essential collaborative strengths.
Marty speaks of similar goals:
The fact that they have to work together as a team.. .is something fairly
major. They’ve worked together with one or two others on labs, doing something,
but not to this extent. It makes, sometimes, for some difficulties. They don’t
necessarily get along, or have the same ideas. There have been years when I’ve
felt like I was a counselor as an adult working with them. But telling them “look,
this is something you’ve gotta work out!” The ability to work with others I really
find as a plus.
For Bill and Marty as with others who discussed collaboration as a liberal learning goal,
team-based community learning is about both appreciating diverse disciplinary and
personal perspectives, and about finding strategies for productively incorporating
diversity into one’s own epistemology, expanding one’s definition of success from the
personal to the collective, and internalizing the values of collaboration by producing
better through it as a strategy.
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Choosing to Integrate or Compartmentalize

Among the entire group of engaged faculty scholars, about half discussed explicit
choices they have made about how to conceptualize their community engagement
projects in relation to professional obligations as teachers and scholars in their
disciplines, departments, and institutions. This group divided more or less evenly
between those who chose to “integrate,” and those who chose to “compartmentalize”
their community work and their teaching and research commitments. Thus, about a
quarter of all engaged faculty scholars might be considered “integrators,” and another
quarter as “compartmentalizors.” These engaged faculty scholars either made choices
intentionally early on in their careers, or found, on reflection, one or the other approach to
have been productive. Either way, the half of this group who are “integrators” and
“compartmentalizors” have in common the fact that they reflect on and make deliberate
choices about the relationships between their community work and their other teaching,
research, and service (both institutional and community service) obligations.
It should be noted, however, among the remaining faculty members in this study those who might not be considered either integrators or compartmentalizors - most
presented their engaged work as simply “overload.” For this group, community-based
teaching, research, or outreach projects appear as commitments they could not or did not
effectively integrate into their professional obligations, and yet also as work they could
not or did not cordon off into separate yet manageable commitments, in relation to
existing teaching and research interests. For these individuals - half of the entire cohort this work instead appears as an additional burden they have not yet found ways to
shoulder without feeling either overworked or somehow inefficient. Because they too
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attained a certain level of success (enough success, for example, with their engaged
projects to qualify as “exceptional” on their campuses and for inclusion in this study),
their conception of themselves as “overloaders” is also examined here.
Integrators
One-quarter of the group (4 individuals) appeared as “integrators.” Kathie made
the most explicit case for finding and valuing interrelationships between teaching,
scholarship, personal values and interests in social justice, and community engagement
work.
In order to do all of these things, there has to be an overlap, I mean that’s
my solution to the problem of how do you do it, you know - how do you have that
social justice agenda which includes community service, how do you teach, how
do you do research, how do I do it? You know, I do it by not doing separate things
but have them all sort of fall together, I mean what’s not too unrelated to that is
the fact that I live right in town as well, you know I don’t have a commute. I also
don’t have a commute between my research, my writing, my teaching and my
community service and the institution values and supports that probably more
than many peer institutions would.
Patti frames the call to integrate these facets of faculty work as a practical exhortation to
junior colleagues, and as advice for advancing engaged work as scholarship.
You should do something that hopefully, if you want to do experiential
learning, do something that involves either your research or your courses. Do
something that can spill over into something you’re doing - either your teaching,
or your courses, or.. .do something so that you make it a package.”.. .Relate it to
something else you’re doing - your teaching, research, or both. And many of us
teach in our research areas.
Overall, however, Patti and Kathie illustrate the general point supported by others too that where pressures on productivity or concerns about scholarly rigor in such work do
create among colleagues an explicit or implied competition for time and effort, finding
overlap and integration among teaching and research activities is an attractive and
potentially productive strategy. For several participants, framing what they are doing as
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their own research, or as research training for undergraduates is important as an
integrative strategy. Whether conceptualized as a part of one’s teaching obligations and
philosophy or as a support for one’s own scholarship, emphasizing research or research¬
training potential is a way to achieve overlap between roles that addresses matters of
rigor while producing perceived efficiencies in effort.
Compartmental izors
For another subset of the group (3, in this case), integration isn’t always natural,
and doesn’t always appear at the outset as either desirable or inevitable for engaged
faculty scholars. Marty, for example, discusses the way in which his all-consuming
community-based course project still presents him with a split in his professional life,
even after so many years working on both his scholarly projects and his engaged
teaching:
[Preparing for my CBL course] takes a good chunk of my summer time.
And that’s the time for research. So it has cut into what I think I would have done
otherwise. My research, before I got involved in this, is primarily reproductive
biology of flowering plants. And I still work with that, and I’ve done projects,
just publishing one of them... [but] I feel like a schizophrenic at times. Here I am
doing that sort of stuff, and working all the time with water quality [yet I don't
publish on it].
Marty says his compartmentalization comes from reduced post-tenure pressure to
publish. As a senior faculty member, pressures and incentives for turning what he's
doing with his students into research publications are less. This means that, for him,
enabling community work to serve scholarly output might be nice but there’s little reason
to devote time and effort to that now:
I haven’t done that very well. You know [a colleague at another College]
has done that very well. And I look at that, and I think, at my stage of my career,
I don’t [have to] worry about that as much. I’m still publishing other things, in
my other work. And these things come out and we do presentations at meetings.
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Students give them, but my name’s on there. So in that sense we do [make it
work for my scholarly agenda]. But not as much as I could. Or perhaps should.
But it’s just because I haven’t worried about it much up to this point.
Notable in this comment is Marty’s distinction between scholarship as defined by
disciplinary publication, and scholarship as defined by conference presentation and by
pedagogical excellence as represented by undergraduate presentation at professional
meetings. He appears to say that the former would represent clear success in integrating
CBL with scholarly work, while the latter may or may not. Marty also has an apparent
sense that integration could be beneficial even while it has not been a necessity. But
leaving them as separate or parallel activities has been productive or satisfying enough.
This represents the views of others in this study who similarly describe relative
satisfaction with the parallel nature of what they describe as their engaged and
disciplinary contributions. Tom and John might also be considered good examples of
those who conceive of their work as compartmentalized. Both discuss their scholarship
in mathematics, for example, a delineating distinctive boundaries between their academic
and their community service interests. This appears in fact as somewhat ironic, since
both have found ways to also articulate connections they each foster between their
partners and the issues they work on in the community, and other aspects of their work as
educators and community members including access to campus resources, colleagues,
and even to their own undergraduate students. They conceptualize their work in parallel,
separate intellectual or academic realms, even where in practice there is “bleed”
sometimes where opportunities arise to employ their position as campus resources for
constructive community purposes.
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Overloaders
The remaining eight engaged faculty scholars in this study either explicitly
complained that the only possible strategy for pursuing engaged teaching projects during
their pre-tenure period was to overload themselves, or framed (less as a complaint than as
a statement of resignation) the work as inevitably above and beyond or in addition to the
obligation to meet expectations for departmental teaching and disciplinary scholarship.
Deborah, for example, spoke about immersing herself as an untenured faculty
member in substantial community-based learning commitments in such terms.
Well basically for tenure, I just killed myself, I’ll be very upfront.
Supposedly, we’re here on whatever - 9 or 10 month contracts, I don’t know
which one it is. But you know, of course, I worked all summer long, and mostly
that’s when I a chance to do my scholarship. And before I was tenured, I worked
really long hours you know all summer, except you know, a week or so of
vacation with the family.
Deborah’s statement reflects the view of her “overloader” colleagues in this study - that
time devoted to engaged project preparation and implementation appears as time “lost”
on scholarly work. Stacy emphatically insists she didn’t trade off between the two but
simply “worked harder,” yet agrees that her colleagues frame this as an either/or choice.
It is unclear whether a zero-sum view of time stems from a) participants’ concrete
experiences of failure in seeking overlap and synergy among disciplinary research and
teaching interests and community-based research and teaching projects, from a lack of
obvious conceptual and practical alternatives and “know-how” for integrative, synergistic
strategies. Either way, even Kathie, who articulates overlap and integration as a strategy
for her own success, frames the tradeoff (cited earlier, under Barriers) as zero-sum.
Whatever the cause and nature of these sometimes conflicting perceptions, the
conceptualization of trade-offs between research and engagement as zero-sum represents
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a problematic aspect of community-based teaching and research. This is especially true
for junior faculty. Deborah and her “overloader” colleagues describe their commitment
to doing CBL work as necessitating an inevitable, additive impact on professional time
obligations.
Positioning Engagement As Rigorous

All engaged faculty scholars exhibited one or more of three approaches to
establishing their community-based teaching and research work as legitimate and
rigorous, whether as a matter of their own standards of quality or in explicit and implicit
response to challenges to engaged teaching and learning described in the previous
section. Intrinsically- or extrinsically-derived, these concerns with legitimizing
community-based teaching and research as valuable liberal learning and scholarship led
nearly all of the engaged faculty scholars in this study to attempt to portray engaged
teaching and research projects as having rigor in one or all of three ways. While all of
the engaged faculty scholars discussed rigor and legitimacy as concerns inevitably tied to
such work, two individuals described little effort of their own to focus specifically upon
rigor and legitimacy. They were, by their own acknowledgement, enabled to do so
because their departments or programs were either unaware, unconcerned, or uninvolved
in understanding the nature of the engaged teaching/research work, or were actively
supportive of it. Nonetheless, and perhaps due to a widespread “Zeitgeist” surrounding
engaged work (whether in the research literature, or in the discourse surrounding
professional development workshops and advocacy regarding community engagement
work), all 15 case participants articulated awareness and in many cases fundamental
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concern over the problems of rigor and legitimacy as affecting campus enthusiasm and
tolerance for engaged teaching and research practices.
Among the vast majority (13 of the 15 case studies), three kinds of efforts at
establishing legitimacy and rigor were observed. First, engaged faculty scholars pursued
the representation of their engaged work as research scholarship. Second, engaged
faculty scholars employed their standing as productive researchers as a defense, as
evidence of inherent rigor, or rigor “by proxy” due to their personal currency as scholars.
And third, engaged faculty scholars adopted and embraced the local valuation of
undergraduate research training as a pedagogy that is respected for both its status and its
perceived impact on student outcomes. These are considered in turn below.
Engaged Faculty Work As Research

Connecting engaged teaching with faculty scholarly work is described explicitly
by about half of this study’s engaged faculty scholars as an avenue toward attaining
legitimacy. For them, legitimacy comes from the higher value assigned by colleagues to
scholarly research than to time-intensive teaching, and thus connection between their
most time-intensive teaching projects (CBL) and scholarship is essential. Kathie
illustrates this hierarchy of priorities:
Part of the reason for the research part of it is that one can consider, ‘if I
get down and do community service with a group of students and I think that’s a
wonderful thing to do, that helps there and it’s a very important thing to do. But
if we legitimize it, through research and writing, then it can have a greater effect.’
I mean, it’s part of what we do and there’s a research ethic of ‘if something is
worth doing, and something is worth finding out then it’s worth sharing and if s
worth sharing in the local community as well as worth sharing to a greater
community.’ It’s part of why I stopped being a K-12 teacher and curriculum
director because.. .now I can do work in a place I can mentor students to make
those links, and we can disseminate information through research and writing.
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Clearly Mike’s tenure review demonstrated the importance for him of finding ways to
portray the trade-off his colleagues perceived him to be making by investing so heavily in
CBL teaching, and the benefits to his study of college student identity development.
Two more senior engaged faculty scholars in this study expressed the importance
of this alignment in exhortative fashion, speaking as mentors to colleagues to follow. For
example:
Patti: When you do this, you should couch this in academic terms.. .And

then you can say “this is an important part of my research.” [or] “this is
background for the research that I’m doing.” You can say “this is very important
for me to bring to my classes.” So I would tell [junior colleagues] to couch it in
strictly academic terms. Not as, “well, I’m out here to save the world, ok?” But
couch it in academic terms.
Yet Marilyn illustrates the potential danger in overstating presentation of public work as
scholarship, as communicated explicitly by a departmental colleague:
Before I was going up for tenure, a colleague of mine said, ‘when you’re
preparing your tenure package, ‘be certain not to claim that all of your public
involvement is research.’ And I said yeah, no problem, my package is already
done, and I’ve segregated stuff, like I have different categories where I say
professional papers given at national conferences, and I have a whole other
category that says community talks. .. .1 have some sort of profile of dovetailing
with the community in a number of different ways, and I was advised to be sure
that I didn’t try to pass that off as being something ‘other than what it was,’
because that would be a false presentation. I had no intention of doing so, I mean,
my other stuff was strong enough, I didn’t need to do that, and I also would have
thought it was wrong-headed...On that small comment, though, I was imagining
there was some.. .potential negativity attached to what I had been doing. Just to
make sure I understood that community involvement or community-based
learning isn’t the same as pure research.
Overall, however, most participants energetically pointed to the value of demonstrating
research relevance to their teaching and research project undertaken in communities as a
means of bolstering legitimacy, of attaching the weight of rigor to their work.
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Strong research as a defense
Concerns with collegial views about rigor and legitimacy elicit anticipations,
actions, and reactions among engaged faculty scholars who encounter or expect such
skepticism. What do they do, and what do they find to be successful in staving off or
countering such skepticism? Like at least six engaged faculty scholars, Elliot employs
his scholarly standing as a defensive posture:
On campus we’ve had those questions [about legitimacy]... .Part of the
thing is that I have a lot of research clout. I mean, I have a very strong research
record and that’s what part of what made it easy for me when I got this sort of
thing out here, coming from Yale where all I had was four years doing research.
So when I came here and when I came up for tenure, I was so far over the bar that
there just wasn’t any question... and I continued... I have edited a journal, and...
so....it’s so integrated with the service learning stuff that you know,
people...students go out to graduate school and read my stuff. So, you know,
there’s just tremendous legitimacy from that. People just know that it was an
accident I’m here rather than at some sort of Research I institution.
Elliot’s case illustrates the hedge and/or response employed by many - buttress
one’s status and credibility as an academic scholar. Rather than justify the work on
merits of personal, pedagogical, or institutional gains from connecting community work
with professional work, engaged scholars find it preferable to represent status and
credibility via publishing prowess and disciplinary standing.
Stacy, for example, takes a clearly pro-active position to anticipate questions of
rigor and legitimacy. In a journal piece she wrote about her teaching, she frames her
teaching as first and foremost about achieving simultaneously “academic rigor” and
community service, and aggressively defends the idea that she can integrate experiential
learning into her disciplinary coursework through the class project she describes.
Subheadings such as “Real Learning” and “Real Service” underscore the discourse of
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defensiveness (about what might be considered “unreal” or “phony”) embedded in her
efforts.
The defensive posture - that solid standing as a researcher should bolster one’s
position vis-a-vis community partnership work - is important even among those who
otherwise find their environment or colleagues to have posed minimal or no threat to such
work. Tom reflects upon the supportive atmosphere he has encountered for community
engagement, and points out that:
I consciously came to Venus College because it was a place that would be
supportive and encouraging of creative teaching. I’ve kept that in mind
throughout my time here, and when I wonder about should I do this, should I do
that, should I run this summer program for the students to do this thing - we made
a movie that went to a Science Museum about math shapes, and I always thought
to myself, “that’s why I came here”, and feeling comfortable that Venus was
supportive of that. But in the back of my mind, I felt that I had strong research
record before I came here, and I continued it, but not at the level that I would of at
a research university, but feeling comfortable that what I continue to do was
strong enough to get me tenure.
This standing provided Tom with both self-assurance, and “cover” against potential
critics even where he goes to great length to point out he has encountered little or no
resistance.
Undergraduate Research Training
The growing importance of “Undergraduate Research” as a pedagogy, as a
vehicle for supporting scholarly productivity among faculty, and as a facilitator of
desirable student outcomes at the cohort of institutions in this study is readily apparent in
the data. Undergraduate research - including the involvement of students in both the
pursuit of independent and faculty-driven scholarly inquiry - clearly impacts the calculus
discussed above regarding the relative prioritization of time and resources. Whereas
investing in the engagement of students in experiential learning as pedagogical
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innovation, as community service, or both may be considered to have weak value,
engaging students in independent student research has strong currency. The purposes of
such work are described variously as: advancing faculty scholarship (this is most
commonly among the natural scientists where laboratory and field work sometimes
related to faculty research); supporting the development of independent inquiry skills (as
discussed above); and assisting the attainment of departmental and institutional aims to
build outcomes and reputation by supporting graduate and professional school entry.
Two of Stacy’s colleagues for example, one faculty member and one senior
administrator, reinforced the view that, whereas support for CBL or even the broader
conception of experiential learning (as part of a course) is viewed with either
ambivalence or even skepticism by colleagues, when the project is constructed as
student-driven research, greater respect and more resources can be found:
Colleague 1: But when it comes to supervising independent studies, I
mean that is different, that actually, is pretty much respected. If you are an
individual student looking for a project, supervising him is like supervising a
doctoral dissertation in some people’s eyes -1 mean they are certainly the
undergraduate equivalent...
Colleague 2: And there are lots of resources for that. To some extent we
have so many resources, for that, that it doesn’t necessitate faculty always
bringing out or getting their own research grants because they can always get it to
happen.
Colleague 1: They use the students as their research assistants.

Undergraduate research is widely cited by participants as a vehicle for community
learning (community-based research) that simultaneously fits with departmental and
institutional emphases on an educational approach to building student inquiry,
collaboration with faculty, and outcomes that include graduate and professional school
entry. Results from student involvement in community-based research projects are
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discussed as more or less the same that come from campus-based research: intensive
development and application of methodological skills, independent inquiry that builds
confidence and experience, etc. Given that, it is not surprising that most participants cite
such projects as among their forms of involvement. Furthermore, some reflect
specifically upon the ways in which, as the comments above suggest, such involvement
can build legitimacy for such work.
Others simply present the provision of inquiry-based undergraduate research as
part of the natural progression in a liberal arts curriculum, in which advanced students
(typically seniors, some juniors) are provided capstone learning experiences that involve
independent or, more commonly, team-based community research. Charles states:
The last course that I’ve done is a senior seminar for education and
development students. That course has evolved more as an action-research focus
on doing some kind of, based on needs of local schools or community agencies or
programs, to do some real-world evaluation and research that I hope, and think
has been the case, has been helpful to that institution.
Here, the community dimension provides the integrative, sometimes interdisciplinary
funnel for channeling students’ cumulative departmental or programmatic major learning.
This fits well with the discourse discussed above pertaining to independent inquiry as a
liberal learning goal.
Some faculty, however, described great intentionality in connecting communitybased research projects with their effort to respond to perceived questions about the
legitimacy of their work. Patti, for example, conveys her deliberate effort to emphasize
research training in community learning to this end:
OK, I think that for some of the faculty, some of the curriculum
committee, [their concern with my AIDS internship course] was rigor. ... [So]
what I did was I stressed the research aspect....I stressed that this is a research
experience for these students. They have to write a rigorous research paper. I
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mean it’s monitored all semester, I know what they’re doing, they have to see me,
I work with them, and so on. So it becomes like a research practicum, and that’s
the way I did it. ... What got me through [collegial resistance] are the research
stress, and ...the fact that the climate was changing. Other schools were doing it.
The aim to portray community-based learning and research as advancing
undergraduates as researchers who can contribute to disciplinary scholarship via
collaboration with faculty members, or whose experiences as undergraduate researchers
can prepare and indeed encourage them to pursue advanced study aligns directly with the
emphasis upon connecting CBL/CBR with the locally valued liberal learning goal to
foster independent inquiry described above. The broad, liberal learning goal to develop
capable, independent problem-solvers connects directly to more specific aims to portray
undergraduate education as graduate preparation, and to the portrayal of communitybased research projects as opportunities for rigorous research inquiry. The consequence
of this knit between time and legitimacy for engaged faculty scholars is that it is not
enough for them to devote effort to making the case that CBL projects are worthwhile as
projects yielding effective student subject learning. Instead, they must simultaneously
construct and communicate them as projects that have academic rigor, which do not
interfere with or displace other forms of scholarship (ideally, perhaps, they should even

encourage other scholarly output), which simultaneously draw upon and enhance one's
local and cosmopolitan scholarly standing, and perhaps which also enhance
undergraduate learning and undergraduate outcomes.
Transform or Expand Scholarly Agenda to Study Engaged Pedagogy

For 4-5 of this study’s engaged faculty scholars, expansion or transfonnation in
scholarly work from disciplinary knowledge discovery to pedagogical study (of engaged
teaching practice and impact) is an important strategy. This could involve for engaged
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scholars a reconceptualization of their own scholarship, or a broadening to include
scholarship about one’s pedagogical and curricular practices - a scholarship of teaching
(Boyer, 1990; Huber, 2004).
Stacy speaks to both reconceptualization and transformation when, in the same
breath, she describes (first) the transformation of her scholarly agenda from African
Studies to US immigration issues (studying asylum issues related to African immigrants),
and (second) her growing interest in scholarly reflection upon CBL processes and
outcomes that prompted this transformation:
I would like to write about [this work] from an expert witness’s
perspective and from a teaching/pedagogy perspective. I’m getting more into
writing about what I’ve learned as an educator - my venue is going to change
now in terms of scholarship. I’m already starting to write in places I’d never
think of writing - a chapter in a book on education.
Deborah similarly describes the transformation of her research agenda from the study of
organizations and the theories and practices of management in organizations, to studying
learning, collaboration and social justice in educational practice and organizational
impact. Case materials for engaged faculty scholars include evidence of this expansion
and transformation in the following forms: articles and notes in disciplinary journals and
newsletters about course projects and community-based research collaborations;
publications in refereed service learning journals like the Michigan Journal of
Community Service Learnings book chapters in both disciplinary pedagogical texts and

service learning compendia that describe and analyze CBL/CBR projects; and conference
presentations at both national disciplinary meetings and national and regional service
learning meetings about their engaged scholarly work.
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Among participants, Sandy stands out as having made the most literally
productive transformation to becoming a “scholar of engagement” (Boyer, 1996; Lynton,
1995), having now produced several books about service learning and engaged practice
as well as receiving a state award for such work. But overall, the movement from
disciplinary to pedagogical scholarship is a transition that marks a strategy important to
engaged faculty scholars as a means of representing teaching and learning gains as
scholarship, and as a means of capitalizing on the investment of time and effort in
engaged work.
Build Community and Become an Advocate, but do it Post-Tenure

Five engaged faculty scholars described themselves as advocates for engaged
scholarly practice (in teaching and/or research). They describe their advocacy as either
intentional outcomes or unexpected byproducts of their exemplary engaged work on their
campuses. Intentional or otherwise, however, this role as advocate is uniformly
described by participants as one that can or should be done more through community¬
building and -organizing on campus among allies, rather than through individual,
aggressive leadership or exemplary practice. Among those who described an intentional
desire to become catalysts for change, the focus appears to be upon translating one's own
success into lessons for advocacy for change in institutional evaluation of scholarly
definition, via consensus-building activities. Some participants talked about the
beneficial effects of developing community among like-minded, engaged faculty as they
developed collective advocacy for institutional resources and infrastructure. Tom said:
You’re basically in your office by yourself, and being on this steering
committee, once a month or every six weeks we’d have a meeting and talk about
this - we kind of get energized and that keeps us moving forward - pushing us to
do new things... the service learning community brings you outside of your
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department, because maybe there is only one person in the department, you, that
is interested in that. But the fact - and this is more like a social network, that’s in
my mind too - the fact that you can have a community of people, one from here,
one from there, and one from there to form new sets of community, gives you a
home, and can create a new ethos that this is the right thing to be doing, versus
being isolated in your department thinking, “I’m an oddball” and everybody’s
giving me the message that I’m doing the wrong thing. I think this is a crucial
component to the success of programs of colleges that want to create communities
that is supportive of it, and that there is probably not enough mass in any one
department to do that.
In discussing the importance of community among engaged scholars, Tom illustrates the
point that “oddballs” must survive within isolated departmental settings somehow even
while seeking avenues for connecting with and finding support from others.
Two engaged faculty scholars discussed their ambitions to affect institutional
change through administrative and committee work within their colleges. Stacy, for
example, says she is now
Seriously thinking of getting into administration because I really want to
push this community-based leaming/service learning aspect. Opening up the eyes
of others to this legitimate pedagogy, which in many cases is still not viewed as a
legitimate pedagogy. I want to be able to share with my colleagues that feeling of
.. .effectiveness, that I think many of us don’t have in many cases. I mean you
have the effectiveness of teaching a student, sometimes seeing a light go off. But
not just doing it in an ivory tower, but actually having an impact outside of the
ivory tower. I really like the idea of a public intellectual which I don’t think that
many academics actually embrace. It’s something that’s looked down upon,
frowned upon rather than something that is something we should strive for. I
think doing stuff like CBL and being able to bring the community and students
together as one rather than as separate entities is one way to do that.
Kathie similarly articulated strong interest in conducting advocacy post-tenure for
institutional change in the evaluation of the scholarship (to expand to include engaged
work). She seeks post-tenure to make the case that departments, committees, and the
institution embrace a complex, multi-dimensional view of scholarship. She expressed
eager anticipation to the time when, beyond her tenure hurdle, she can advance the
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standing of engaged scholarship as a college committee member, or as a CBL/CBRexperienced mentor, and laments disadvantages to those who bring learning and
community service together, due to singular, exclusive definitions.
Overall, the strongest message from participants echoes John’s intent in saying
that colleagues “are useless until they get tenure.” The expansion, perpetuation, and
advocacy of engaged scholarly practice within the institution depends on new faculty
members adapting to and succeeding first within local norms. Such adaptation is seen as
a prerequisite for surviving long enough to be able to be in a position to change them,
even where engaged faculty scholars also voice their disagreement or irritation with the
local norms for which adaptation is required! The overall stance among this group seems
therefore conflicted - local norms are a problem, but to succeed one must adapt to them
rather than challenge them pre-tenure.
What happens after tenure, however, is a critical subject on which this cohort is
remarkably muted. None of the engaged faculty participants described themselves or
their own activities as representing energetic, bold, public leadership for transforming
institutional or even departmental norms surrounding scholarly work or engaged practice,
even where several articulated strong desire or intention to engage in political and
cultural change post-tenure. Nearly all of the 15 case study faculty members described
some instance in which they were called upon to serve on a steering committee, support a
professional development workshop, participate in an initiative planning or
implementation effort, or advise and mentor other faculty. But most described their roles
in these regards as reactive, passive, collective - responding to collegial criticism,
reacting to administrative reluctance to devote resources, contributing to committee
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“white papers” or policy advocacy. The individualistic, “missionary zeal” with which
many were prepared to describe their own enthusiasm and energy for promoting
pedagogical and community service impacts of community-engaged teaching and
research does not readily emerge in the range and nature of committee- and institutionalservice related activities participants describe. By contrast, they advise junior colleagues
to stay away from or downplay engaged practices until after tenure, and yet exhibit
apparently diminished, comparatively reactive or passive efforts to pursuing more general
(as opposed to personal) advocacy for resources and policy changes associated with
improving support and conditions for engaged work post tenure. There is an element of
irony in this for nearly all of the 15 engaged faculty scholars, as the data illustrate some
contradiction between their own dissatisfaction - especially with levels of support for
engaged work, and with standards for tenure and promotion that inadequately evaluate or
“count” engaged teaching and research activities - and both their own leadership and
their advice to junior colleagues.
This contradiction is perhaps most obvious in Tom and John’s case because their
view of their disciplines is also involved. Thus it is worth exploring a little more
specifically here as an example. By their own acknowledgement, their field mathematics - suffers because pre-college teaching desperately needs improvement and
investment. Like other mathematicians in higher education, they see this as an essential,
strategic challenge for the country and their discipline, and federal funding agencies have
encouraged this view by supporting programs and grant mechanisms designed to redress
K-12 education as part of mathematics agendas in higher education. It would be a
fundamental irony for this national challenge for faculty at higher education institutions
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to presume it to be unwise for next generations of colleagues to become involved in
developing solutions, at least not until 6-7 years into their careers. This wait has not been
problematic for John and Tom, as both have become successful in fact by waiting. Later
in their careers, they have been able to have it all - get engaged in the community, in this
challenge. But this raises the question of what is lost by discouragement of junior faculty
- do they indeed turn or return to such interests later? Do math departments signal to
future mathematicians that creative, innovative, and “pipeline” oriented pedagogical
work is unwelcome pre-tenure, yet reverse that view for post-tenure faculty members?
This study’s examples show relatively modest post-tenure advocacy among engaged
scholars for policy and cultural change rather than the dramatic leadership roles those
scholars themselves either envision for themselves, or as needed for significant change.
Summary

Together, the two sections above illuminate data in themes addressing the
research question, “How do faculty members make community-based projects significant
components of their scholarly work?” Table 10 below juxtaposes barriers with responses
or strategies, in an effort to address this question.
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Table 10. Barriers and Responses
Barrier

Response/Strategy

Challenges to Rigor

■

Emphasize educational benefits

■

Connect to disciplinary literature and learning goals

■

Emphasize one’s own scholarly achievement or
standing
Do everything! Do more!

Emphasis upon research

■

productivity

■

Develop pedagogical and disciplinary scholarly
products

■

Find either a) overlap and integration among teaching,
research, and community-based activities, or b)
productive ways to “compartmentalize” and pursue
them in parallel.

■

Argue the case for multifaceted definitions of
scholarship and of departmental scholarly composition
(diverse teams rather than singular models/standards)
Educate colleagues about the nature of CBL/CBR,
about time commitments

De-emphasis of non-

■

research time and effort

Concerns with teaching

■

Don’t do CBL before tenure, do it only once or to a
limited extent

■

Encourage colleagues to get tenure first: maybe
advocate later

■

Rely where possible and constructive on infrastructural
support
Align pedagogical aims with, and communicate student
outcomes as connected to, established and supported
local liberal learning aims and outcomes

■

time investments and
problematic evaluations

■

Educate colleagues about issues with teaching
evaluations in measuring impact or success

■

Promote the encounters with uncertainty and flexibility
as virtues (learning opportunities) rather than liabilities
in CBL

■

Conduct “exit interviews” to complement contemporary
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teaching evaluations, and to learn long-term impacts of
CBL coursework
■

Accept and adapt now; maybe advocate for change later

It is important to note that the right-hand column is deliberately characterized as
containing both “responses” and “strategies.” This is because participants represented
their approaches as either a response to local conditions, a strategy they pursue as a
matter of their own personal and professional choice, or (frequently) both. In other
words, engaged faculty scholars appear as having derived their approaches to making
community work a core part of their teaching and/or research in liberal arts colleges as
stemming either or both from
a) research- or practice-based sources of knowledge about good, productive
practices in teaching and research which they drew upon intuitively or
intentionally but without regard for special, local conditions, or/and
b) concrete experiences with barriers and/or challenges, reactively and in
response to those barriers or challenges.
While all these constitute “strategies” for pursuing engaged work in these environments,
most participants frame them as responses specifically to local contexts, yet some others
are less apparently responses and more aptly characterized as individual, intrinsicallyderived choices about methods and purposes in pursuing such work. More study of the
individuals and data would be required to tease out the former from the latter. In this
study, the contextualization of this inquiry and the interview protocol questions within a
query explicitly about cultural context and about local norms situated participant
responses clearly within the effort to understand interactivity between engaged practice
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and local context. The interviews yielded data about strategies for successful, meaningful
community-based practice that were not always intentionally discussed as tied to local
challenges or barriers, but rarely could participants abstract their approaches to their work
from local context given the nature of the interview protocol and direction of the semistructured interview.
As a consequence, there are some observations that can be made about how and
where engaged faculty scholars within selective liberal arts institutions can make
community-based teaching and research a core part of their work. Overall, the engaged
scholars in this study appear as most generally positioned to pursue community-based
scholarly work within their institutional or departmental contexts when they can: align
CBL and CBR explicitly with wider, liberal learning goals and communicate that
alignment to colleagues (including engaging students in learning about cultural, racial,
ethnic, and socio-economic difference; breaking “bubbles” of campus life and privileged
and/or narrow upbringings; engaging students in experiences with teamwork and
collaboration; engage students in meaningful, purposeful independent inquiry and
research with faculty; find productive relationships among varied roles, projects,
relationships and activities; pursue a path of progressive involvement, from
brief/narrow/shallow to longer/multi-faceted/deeper community-based activities, at
varied stages of their career paths, and similarly; succeed within existing norms first
while advocating for change later.
This section and the one before it address most directly questions of practice
embedded in the data, pertaining to the barriers and strategies for pursuing engaged
scholarly work. However, there are many places in the analysis of this data where local
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(institutional, departmental and disciplinary) values and priorities provide critical context
for, and deeply affect, those challenges and strategies. One cannot completely separate,
for example, challenges of legitimacy and rigor, or definitions of scholarship and student
learning outcomes, from the cultural context in which those concerns and definitions take
shape and are applied. Thus, this analysis now turns to examine data gathered about that
context, presenting themes more directly associated with the second research question,
regarding “prestige orientation” and its relationship to engaged scholarly work.
Economies of Prestige and Community Engagement
Section Overview

Above data regarding barriers and strategies to engaged scholarship among
engaged faculty scholars evoke discourses about rigor, legitimacy, worth, and risk, and
suggest these discourses shape faculty decision-making about the extent and forms of
community engagement. Engaged faculty scholars, their colleagues on campus, and their
community partners portray what are fundamentally normative discourses about the “fit”
between community-based learning and research (CBL and CBR), and institutional
culture. What are these norms, where do they come from, and how do they impact the fit
between engaged teaching and scholarship and campus culture? This analysis of prestige
is presented following data on barriers and strategies for practitioners of CBL/CBR, so as
to build upon that data to frame the normative circumstances for this work.
This section synthesizes data concerning this study's most exploratory dimensions
- examination of prestige culture and prestige orientation among selective liberal arts
colleges, and examination of impacts on engaged faculty work. This section synthesizes
a picture of prestige orientation and a resulting “prestige economy,” and explores impact
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on community engagement. Such analysis draws on data emerging directly from
interview questions that were designed explicitly to ascertain the extent and
characteristics of prestige culture, and also on discourse analysis of participants’ views
about barriers to pursuing community based learning and research, and about strategies
for overcoming those barriers. Together, direct statements and the language about stated
and implied norms and about the values shaping the climate for engaged work, produce a
discourse of prestige orientation examined here. The exchange among those values and
norms is then considered here as a “prestige economy.”
First, this section examines specific expressions of prestige orientation,
categorized here into four subsections: The Importance of Aspirations and Rankings;
Confined Definitions of Scholarships Rising Expectations about Scholarly Productivity
and Prestiges and Elitism and Community Knowledge. Second, this section constructs a
proposed conceptual framework from participants language and their representation of
prestige orientation in the next subsection, Elements of a Prestige Economy.
Expressions of Prestige Orientation
The Importance of Aspirations and Rankings
Participants widely depicted campus cultures preoccupied with external rankings
and comparative status. Engaged faculty scholars, faculty and administrator colleagues
pointed at each other as the sources of these concerns - other faculty colleagues, other
administrators. Many described contradictory attitudes in colleagues’rhetoric or
exemplified contradictions in their own. For example, when asked whether colleagues
are concerned with external rankings here, Charles said:
I think people would tell you at first that they’re not too concerned. But I
think in reality, a lot more than people like to let on. The president issues
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something every year about “we don’t care too much about these rankings,” and
so on, but I think the realities are that you have to be concerned about such things.
John applauded his president for firing back at the tendency toward rankings
preoccupation, yet then articulated reasons the institutions might rightly be concerned
with market position:
I am proud of our president for his.. .1 don't think “attack” is too strong a
word ... on the USNWR ratings. Which I view as sort of a focal point for some
of this inappropriately inflexible prioritizing. .. .In some sense, I think that we're
actually fighting the market. I think there is a winner-take-all market
phenomenon happening here. There are a few schools that are regarded as the
sort of top of the heap, that are private. And - even in the public schools this is
true - the tuitions just keep going up and up and up, 4.5%-5% a year, boom,
boom, boom. I don’t want to make it sound like all of that money is wasted, but I
think that it doesn’t have to be spent - if you force these schools to tighten their
belt buckles, they could increase their student to faculty ratios a little bit. They
could cut back a little bit on the scholarly expectations for their faculty, and have
them do a little bit more teaching.
After poking fun at her administrator and faculty colleagues for excessive concern with
external rankings, one engaged faculty scholar added:
I don’t think that anyone at [Neptune] thinks that we’re going to match
Amherst or Bowdoin or Williams or Swarthmore. But in the time that I’ve been
here, our rankings, if you pay attention to U.S. News and World Report, have
slipped, even though the perception is that we’re only getting stronger! So:
what’s going on here? Are others getting stronger faster? What’s the deal? In
any case, it’s not so much having those guys as an aspirant pool, but that we
should be well beyond [several other area liberal arts colleges] and into [our
competitors’] ranges. Not top 5, but not where we are either.
A CBL administrator at Neptune characterized preoccupation with prestige
benchmarking as it relates to community-based work bluntly. Asked to seek syllabi as
examples for Neptune faculty to consider in developing CBL courses, he found irritating
the instruction he was given to look only at a specific subset of institutions:
From where I sit the perspective of [faculty colleagues is]: will
[attempting a CBL course] make me look foolish in the eyes of my colleagues?
Will this delegitimize who I am in my career as an academic? That's what I hear.
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Because otherwise, if it wasn’t that way, if they were really interested in the
students’ outcomes, we wouldn’t be limiting [our scan of comparable syllabi] to
the top 40 programs according to US News and World Report... It would be
about the teaching, to me it would be about what’s the most effective program in
terms of students outcomes or students are learning the most and I don’t care if
we go to.. .an unaccredited two-year school to find the best program. Because if
we are all educators, and we take that seriously, then we’re going to allow the best
program regardless...
In his view, the restriction to a narrow range of peer institutions for this purpose was
stemmed from an elitism in benchmarking that implied good and relevant ideas could
only come from other elite institutions.
Confined Definitions of Scholarship
Six participants described problems that arise in connections between scholarship
and community engagement, stemming from narrow views about what constitutes
scholarship, and from consequently narrow views about the measures by which faculty
are judged to be “scholarly.” Participants point to the market-competitive preoccupation
as the cause of this narrow view. This is illustrated by Bill, who makes (as others do) a
direct connection between narrow conceptions of scholarly work and prestigeaccumulation:
Partly it comes from this kind of US News and World Report, number¬
crunching, that we’re going to judge schools in terms of their ranking because
they have certain qualities. I think this was less true when I was an
undergraduate. There were people who were reknowned scholars, terrible
teachers.But [there was also] so and so, he can really get you connected with
some great popular issues of the time -1 don't know how scholarly what he’s
doing is, but he inspires us. He could really teach you anthropology as
anthropology, but was not devoting his life to publishable research. ... Some
were great scholars, some were not. They provided a good mix. I think we’ve
tended to think as we’re trying - as this competitive ranking [becomes important]
among schools, we forget that a variety in the classroom is good.
Bill’s comments evoke questions about where the source of such resistance to complex
views of scholarship lies. Bill represents the view of several participants when he says:
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I think the administration would be more open to give and take than my
faculty colleagues would be. It’s sometimes from the administration, but I’ve
been here so long I’ve seen a lot of different administrations come and go with
different tweaks on how the appointment procedure should go. .. .It’s not just
administrative - partly it is. But equally it comes from our colleagues who want
reassurance they will be judged in a fair manner, and a fair manner means exactly
the same as everybody else. I think we have got a grading model in our heads.
We grade, and then we get into the appointments committee, and we grade again.
John, also at Mars, shares this concern, and applies it more directly to the relationship
between a local prestige orientation, and risk aversion to adoption of pedagogical
practices that appear to distract faculty accumulating prestige capital as defined by
scholarly publications, accolades (awards, external grants and fellowships, public
relations), and positive impact in external rankings:
I view [CBL] as just one example of innovative pedagogy that can actually
make a difference for students, that just isn’t getting credit. We get a colleague in
[a field of] engineering, who went out and got himself an NSF grant for his
pedagogical innovations. And got turned down for tenure for his trouble!
Because he wasn’t publishing [in his field of] engineering! He was publishing
engineering pedagogy. You know, that bugs me! So I don’t think that this is, I
don’t see this as some sort of an institutional malevolence towards communitybased learning. I see it as an inflexible understanding of what professional
development might mean. [Colleagues could be] more flexible in their
understanding about what it means to be a professional at a liberal arts college and
allow folks to make choices that might not increase the scholarly prestige of the
institution, but at the same time might materially improve the quality of the
education that’s being delivered at the school.
John makes a connection many explicitly or implicitly also made: between contradictory
messages that come with being a teacher-scholar at a liberal arts institution and prestige
orientation. Those contradictory messages are: about which activities are more valued or
important (teaching or research); about receptivity to new pedagogies; and about the
acceptability of pedagogical excellence and productivity as scholarship.
A few participants described this clearly as a narrowing of the definition of what
constitutes scholarship. For example, Deborah, in response to the question, '‘Have you
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witnessed any changes in the last decade with regard to the importance of scholarship
versus teaching?” said:
Oh yeah, certainly in the last few years especially. Scholarship has always
been important but I think when I came one of the things that I really like about
the place was the definition of scholarship was very broad I think. And I think it
still is to some extent, but when I came there didn’t seem to be a lot of focus on it
as an “a journal or b journal” or those kinds of things. It was what’s the quality of
the actual scholarship and there was at least within our department and some parts
of the university an acceptance of Boyer’s models of the wide ranging types of
scholarships that are legitimate and valued. And I’ve just felt in the last few years
that scholarship has begun to be seen more narrowly, there’s begun to be more
kind of attention to “what level journal is this in?”, versus “what’s the quality of
the actual work?” And having things kind of be more toward the basic
scholarship again and that kind of stuff. And maybe that is just in my department
but I don’t think so because I think the pressures are coming from the outside,
from the path of the last provost we just had.
Charles suggests that there is more room for optimism about the prospect of gaining
acceptability for CBL than some might think, despite uncertainty7 in tenure processes:
I actually think that the promotion and tenure process would be a lot more
supportive of people doing this than people think it would. I think people
underestimate the support that would come. And I think we have some models of
junior faculty now, who are not doing every course [with CBL], but they’re trying
out a course and kind of going ahead with it. And having success in doing it. I
think those folks who are doing it are strong faculty members, and they’re
productive and doing all the right things. .. .Is Uranus at a point where they would
explicitly put out a policy saying if you do this, it will help you get tenure?
Probably not. ... But on the other hand, I think it’s becoming gradually
institutionalized, or more and more common - maybe not more institutionalized,
but just more part of the culture.
The connection between the pressures of rising scholarly expectations and local
skepticism about community engagement is not always a direct one, but yet it is often
palpable as a matter of “Zeitgeist” or culture nonetheless. When asked whether there
exists a sharp divide on campus between advocates and opponents, a participant
responded:
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You know my knee-jerk reaction is: yes of course. But then do I have
evidence? I can't think of evidence but when [the new director of a high-profile
community engagement initiative] first arrived he had a bunch of events, you
know consultative events, where people who had worked on such things from
across the college were brought together to talk about it. And we all had the same
feeling that it was not considered the real stuff and somehow it was... so I think
that may be evidence, but there may be evidence that those who do it feel that
they are doing something seen as illegitimate, or [are] judged as lesser.
Yet as with the discussion of barriers to engaged work (discussed earlier), several
participants returned later in interviews to cite specific examples:
We put in a big grant [to our Deans] to work with an [immigrant]
population ... who are particularly disadvantaged and don’t have a lot of
experience with educational institutions. So we had put in a grant to help with
their adjustment and we did not receive the funding and were told it was because
it wasn’t research: it was service. So that’s evidence that this kind of work is
looked down upon. Where it was just this perfect moment in history of the town
for those kinds of resources to be put to this end. The moment’s gone now, last
year would have been great. So that’s like, evidence, hard evidence that this
value judgment is still being made by people in power, deans in this case, so I
guess most of them are academic of the sort. Ironically, doing administration!
But then, what? Having this idea that research is pure research is academic? And
you know, is something else, and better?
This idea that there is a difference between “real” research that is somehow other than the
community-based examples that faculty members pursue seems tied both to the applied
and to the local aspects of community-based research. Participants are thus describing
confines to local definitions of scholarship that are not simply straightforward quality
judgements about what are good and what are bad examples of scholarly practice, but
about the nature of the topics, purposes, locations and contributions to knowledge
embedded in community-based practices. The confinement of scholarly definitions, in
the views of these participants, is as much about the substance and location for the work
as it is about disciplinary rigor and knowledge expansion.
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Rising expectations about scholarly productivity and prestige
Most participants in the study noted some kind of link between rising expectations
within their department or the institution about scholarship, and the pursuit of
institutional prestige. This was true even where participants noted that their institutions
(in two cases, in particular) had more or less “arrived” at the upper echelon of the liberal
arts college sector. Thus, institutional prestige remains, in their analysis, as a good that it
is valuable to have more of even where comparative market position is less of an
immediate concern. Rising expectations about faculty productivity remained a
phenomenon that cut across both “aspiring” and “arrived” institutions.
Elliot articulates the connection that others more indirectly indicated - between
sponsored research (faculty grants), undergraduate research involvement, undergraduate
prestigious fellowships success, and scholarly productivity.
We do a lot of sponsored undergraduate research, which you want to do.
We’re trying to do more in terms of getting Marshall scholarships for our
students. All of this involves a sort of focus but, I don’t think there is... well.... I
think the real way to ask that question is: is the pressure on junior faculty to
publish increasing, and does that increase then make them want to produce more
graduate students? And the answer to that, certainly in their perception, is yes.
Elliot’s younger colleague Deborah echoed this:
[The last provost] seemed to be, you know at least talked a lot, about
increasing scholarly standards. The whole idea of the five-course load [decreased
from a six-course load] when that was first proposed the whole idea was that
people would have time to be better teachers as well as better scholars, and lately
everything seems to be kind of geared towards that gives you more time for
scholarship. So it definitely seems like there is more pressure.
When asked what is driving that, Deborah speculates that:
It might be just thinking that the aspirations are the best means that we
have to have more recognition for scholarship at Mercury. For whatever reason,
that seems just so often to be what gets rewarded at universities, period. I’m not
really sure if that’s what it is or, just different personnel you know. When [name]
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came as the new provost, [I’m not sure] if that was something she cared more
about. And, you know, if that is the case at the provost’s office, then that’s going
to be pushed down... Certainly the [tenure and promotion] committee have made
some surprising decisions in the last few years, in terms of people who have been
either not given tenure or put through a very difficult process that was quite
different from what others would end up seeing. There was just different, more
strict, assessment there.
She didn’t mention the case specifically, but Deborah is likely including fellow CBL
practitioner Mike among her examples of “surprising decisions” and “difficult
processes.”
Several participants pointed to the rising significance of, and resources for,
undergraduate research (as does Elliot above) as a particular manifestation of rising
expectations for research productivity and prestige accumulation at liberal arts colleges.
For example, Marilyn clearly connects aspirations, scholarly expectations and local
emphasis upon student-faculty research training and collaboration.
We see ourselves as being a terrific liberal arts institution that aspires to be
recognized on a greater level by the community as being a great liberal arts
institution (chuckle). So we see ourselves as a place for great liberal learning,
with a great faculty, with tremendous resources to enable really high-powered
student research, collaborative research, with faculty and students. We have this
nice pot of money... students get I think $3500 every summer if the faculty selects
you to collaborate for 10 weeks on major research projects. So we see ourselves
as providing great infrastructure and resources and talented faculty and a real
commitment to liberal learning. But that we suffer a little bit by not being in the
top tier that we think we belong in.
Undergraduate research programs that involve students in term-time and summer
independent and team-based research projects under faculty supervision, or sometimes in
close collaboration with faculty, are thriving and growing at all of the institutions visited
for this study. Engaged faculty scholars and sometimes their faculty and administrator
colleagues readily pointed toward connectivity with these programs as a strategy for
legitimizing the rigor and productivity of community-based projects, producing strong
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interest among this group in focusing upon the research potential (for undergraduates at
least, if not also for faculty participants) in college-community partnerships.
Elitism and Community Knowledge
Backdrops of social-, economic- and race-based privilege on these campuses were
reflected in participant views about campus culture, town-gown relations, and community
engagement work. This was true, whether the discussion turned to the purposes of
student learning in community settings, to action-oriented work to improve community
conditions through campus-community partnerships, or to other topics that readily came
up in discussing engaged learning and research work among faculty. On some occasions
participants voiced the related cultural and epistemological question of “what constitutes
knowledge?” The question emerged most frequently as participants described encounters
with skepticism or opposition to community-based pedagogies and scholarship.
As discussed above under Barriers, several participants voiced deep, common
concerns about the ways in which elite campus culture sometimes devalues the forms of
knowledge and learning outcomes possible from CBL. For these engaged faculty
scholars though, it constituted more than just a barrier to legitimizing such work; this
attitude constituted a critique of elitism embedded in campus culture. Patti, for example,
expressed great concern that campus discourse trivializes community work by framing it
as charitable rather than self-serving (as a learning tool,) and marginalizes it by valorizing
Patti personally more than the work she is pursuing:
There’s a lot of elitism in these institutions. We talk about [our
community learning initiatives]: we talk about these things. And there are faculty
members here who say “isn’t it nice, she’s volunteering, it’s a nice thing to do.”
But that’s a comment about me. It’s not a comment about the folks I’m working
with. “Oh, isn’t she great, that she’s going out and working with all these
throwaway people.” They’re not throwaway people! I think that in these elite
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institutions that have sort of a very traditional, classically a very traditional sort of
view of education and where the whole experiential learning has come in rather
late and rather recently, they support experiential learning at the top levels, or at
least [Venus] does certainly. There’s certain departments that support it, but I
think that what’s missing is that piece of sort of respect and understanding and
empathy for the people that one is working with.
Patti further described what she perceives as a hierarchy of disciplinary and
epistemological status, one which leaves social science and in her particular case, applied
social science, on the bottom of the pile:
Oh I think [these institutions, selective liberal arts colleges] are very
concerned about their reputations. I think that basically the social sciences have
never been as prominent in these institutions as classically the humanities. I can
only speak about [Venus]. But classically the humanities have been the thing they
have advertised. And now, with the growth of women in medicine, now they're
advertising the sciences. And we’re kind of, we [social scientists] don't get the
attention that the other things do. Because I think that there's just a lot of
emphasis on classical learning, on preparing people for high level professions, on
sending people to graduate school, on a lot of things like that. And community
service has come in relatively late, and is still struggling for a place. But these
institutions...! think that people who are attracted to these institutions, many of
the people buy into those values, and so it’s perpetuating... And I think that also,
there is here a notion of ‘oh, we are not a technical training thing, we are training
people in a broad [imitating an upper class or elitist accent] way...the classics,
and this and that and the other, and yes they should take a course in world cultures
these days, and yes they should take a social science course these days, but we're
giving them a broad liberal arts training to prepare them for life.’ But there’s
another way to prepare for life too, which is to let people see it!
Sandy, who otherwise comes to this work from vastly different personal and professional
circumstances (different disciplines, generations, institutions, socio-economic
backgrounds), expresses in her comments similar concern about elitism as it pertains to
CBL. Elliot, like Patti, speaks directly to the elite orientation of these institutions, yet
puts a comparatively positive “spin” on what can become possible by teaching in one:
It’s absolutely clear that these are institutions of reproduction. That’s
what we’re about. Although that’s not a terrible thing to be teaching the Hillary
Rodham Clinton of tomorrow or the corporate, you know, Citibank people...
these lessons that we teach are not irrelevant. You can leverage real stuff.
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Across the board participants interrelate forms of elitism - elitism about
institutional status and competitive standing, about institutional makeup and who is being
educated, about how that education is constructed and for what purposes, and about what
constitutes valued forms of knowledge. Sandy tackles this directly in describing a
memorable image she uses as a mechanism to both respond to academic colleagues who
are skeptical of experiential learning, and to lessen intimidation from those colleagues
whom she sees as elitist for “book-smart” and “street-dumb” sensibilities:
There is a snobbery I think that exists among some institutions, that there’s a
snobbery about what constitutes education, what’s academic, and what’s learning,
and what’s worthy of being taught, what’s worthy of being learned. And some
people, not at this college of course, but I have seen people across the country
who are so smart and so arrogant and so into the canon and into the prestige of
learning and all of this fancy stuff. I try to imagine them getting stranded in
downtown blank - you name the city. I visualize them getting stranded, and
they’re so smart they wouldn’t have the smarts to know how to flag down a taxi,
or walk over to the bus depot and get a bus, or to even walk up to somebody and
ask “how do I get out of here, how do I get back to the college?” They wouldn’t
know what to do! That’s just as important as this theory and that theory, those
theories - my whole life is about theories, that’s all I teach is theories - Piaget,
Erickson, Skinner, Freud, I could go on and on down the list of theories. That’s
my whole life. Day after day, teaching. But that’s not all that there is. And what
good is a theory if you have no way to apply it? And what good are smarts if you
don’t know how to have a conversation with somebody, or you’re scared to walk
up to somebody and ask for help if you’re in a situation?
Clearly this is Sandy’s community-based lesson equivalent of interview advice (to reduce
anxiety) “just imagine them naked” - she imagines academic skeptics shorn of their
“smarts”. But then Sandy turns from critiquing social ineptitude as indicators of
academics’ elitism, to describing their conception of valued knowledge as elitist:
So there is a snobbery about what constitutes learning, what constitutes
competence. What constitutes brilliance. I just don’t have that narrow definition.
I like Gardner’s definition of intelligence - there are seven different definitions of
intelligence and there are people who’ve offered two others in addition - nine
different ways of conceptualizing intelligence. So I just don’t buy into that
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narrow definition. But some institutions are still stuck in that, and we’re dealing
with some tough issues. We have wars going on, poverty, mortality - babies are
dying, HIV/AIDS, black women are 13x more likely to contract and die of
HIV/AIDS than white women. 13 times! We have all these crises going on, and
people don’t want to get their hands dirty. And one way to do that, is to say we’re
gonna keep it sanitary, keep it sanitized. We’re gonna keep it in the classroom.
We’re gonna keep learning looking like it was looking in the 1950s. Well, that’s
not gonna do us any good if someone drops a bomb on us. That’s not going to do
us any good if we all start dropping like flies from the next disease. All that fancy
book learning is not... don’t get me wrong, the book learning is important. But
the very narrow, very .. .how can I say it without being offensive, or sound like I
don’t value book learning, because I do. I love books, books are my life. But all
learning is not literal. You know all of this. There is an arrogance. And I laugh
at it. I just have to laugh when I get the visual in my head!
While Patti, Sandy and Elliot all express a sort of cynicism about the elitism that
dominates their campus climates, Elliot is willing, maybe even eager, to lay claim as a
pragmatist to the opportunity embedded in his role as educator to the rich and famous.
Karen moved almost seamlessly from her critique that colleagues’ regard
“research on pedagogy” as “second-rate” to a wider critique that “public scholarship” is
seen as a lesser form. In her commentary quoted earlier, she makes a connection that
others similarly shared - that the two forms of scholarly interest, research on teaching
and learning, and research that is fundamentally applied in nature - share an equivalent,
lesser tier in the academy.
And so that’s part of the research that I myself am doing with this - I’m
interested in where’s the learning in student learning, what are the challenges and
obstacles, opportunities in these kinds of pedagogies. So again, and especially for
younger faculty that could be a risk.
What Karen describes is not even research on pedagogy that is sometimes a source of
derision for its departure from the disciplinary to the interdisciplinary, from the higher
status of a “pure” or traditional discipline to the lower status associated with education.
Instead, this is applied research in her own discipline. Yet its applied nature itself is
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facing a status challenge. Karen is saying that applied research is lumped in the same
category as research on pedagogy - as second-rate, or lesser. She confirms this and
further associates the source of the problem with the work’s engaged nature, when she
adds “Yes, well, or, like public scholarshipThen Karen goes on to talk about the
example of a faculty research project that emerged directly from an urgent, local
educational program need, as a project that met with both great interest and public
demand. It even garnered Mars College public relations enthusiasm and rhetorical
support from administrative colleagues. But she points out that:
I don’t know that the college would really care, or value that, particularly
because I didn’t get any grant money for it.. .these projects resulted in
publications, interactive presentations, and an edited book, in terms of my role,
but it doesn’t count for anything as far as the College is concerned.
And she adds that, despite her ongoing commitment to the project, she downplays the
extent of her involvement among colleagues and encourages her partners to leave her
name off as an official author or co-author, just to diminish the potential critique she
anticipates from colleagues.
Elements of a Prestige Economy
A number of common elements appear in participants’ discourses as they
discussed their pursuit of legitimacy for community work within their professional roles
and contexts. These elements emerged when participants discussed the ways in which
aspirational and/or elite culture, pressures upon scholarly productivity and
departmental/institutional priorities weigh upon engaged faculty scholars and upon their
efforts to pursue, advocate for, and gain status (promotion and/or recognition) based on
an agenda of engaged teaching and/or scholarship. The elements that participants voiced
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as affecting and shaping institutional climate for such work together might be considered
as elements of a “prestige economy.”
The elements of that prestige economy include categories of organizational
conditions and culture as described by participants.

Pursuit of prestige goods is

understood as a function of institutional imperatives to survive and thrive in a
competitive higher education marketplace. The nature and value of the exchanges that
take place vary, but participants commonly identified factors in it including: the pursuit
of institutional financial and human resources (endowment funds, quality faculty and
students); acquisition of prestige “points of pride” such as scholarly reputation and
student outcomes (as indicated by faculty publications, awards and presentations for
scholarly reputation; and high profile alumni and impressive records of graduate school
entries for graduate outcomes); consequent status in national rankings or benchmarking
comparisons. There are undoubtedly others but these are among those that figure in
participant commentary about departmental, discipline, institutional, collegial response to
the spectrum of personal, professional and organizational challenges, and especially
(though not exclusively) as they pertain to the climate and circumstances for engaged
college-community work. Many of these factors stand in virtuous, cyclical relationship
to other goods in this “economy.” So, for example, greater resources can produce greater
faculty and student outcomes which aid reputation, which in turn support greater numbers
of applications and greater capacity for greater admissions selectivity. These goods in
turn raise institutional profile for grantmakers and donors who can use these indicators to
consider the institution a wise and productive investment of funds. As those funds
support the institutional improvement of resources devoted to scholarly work and
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prestige-bearing student outcomes (such as selective graduate school entries and high
profile alumni careers), so feeds the cycle again. Below, these elements are formed into a
theoretical model for the “prestige economy,” proposed in Figure 5 below and organized
into four interrelated categories: Institutional Resources:; Scholarly Productivity; Student
Outcomes, and Improved Rankings.
Figure 5: Elements of an Economy of Prestige in Selective Liberal Arts Colleges

Scholarly Productivity
Publishing
Presenting at
Conferences/Meetings
Grants and Fellowships
Teaching/Pedagogical Excellence
- esp. Faculty/Student Research
Collaboration

Resources/Inputs
■
■
■

Student Outcomes

Money (Grants, Gifts,
Endowment)
High Quality Faculty
High Quality Students

Graduate and Professional
School Entries (Volume/Qual
High Status/High Profile
Occupations

Improved Ranking
■
■

Selectivity
Reputation

The critical question emerging from this proposed model for this study is this:
how do these elements individually and collectively affect engaged faculty work? Based
on the case data, important institutional drivers and rewards are at work. Among them,
local and sectoral, market-related concerns appear to participants as impacting decision-
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making and climate. To the extent that individual factors and categories of factors are
manifest pressures upon engaged scholarly work within selective liberal arts colleges,
types of engagement, extent of faculty involvement, forms of learning and community
partnership, and other aspects of community engagement are affected.
The context might be considered an economy in which these goods and outcomes
are influential, interact, and feed each other in significant ways. The extent of influence
of any one condition or set of factors relates to the extent to which each factor is
exhibited or prominent, consistent with local culture, The extent to which they are
exhibited individually, or influential in aggregate or combinations is surely important.
The degrees to which factors inhibit some activities, or divert efforts toward other
conditionally-related ends - productive and otherwise - also is important. An economy
among these factors and the terms of trade among them would represent important socio¬
political and cultural context for engaged work.
It could be said that the market conditions and “economy” among drivers,
incentives, rewards and its impact on individual choices and decisionmaking is natural,
unsurprising. But here, it is the characterization of that economy as driven by prestige
orientation - not simply economic, competitive forces but also by cultural conditions that
inject reproductive social and normative forces into the equation - that is an important
finding among the individuals and settings explored for this study. Prestige in these
settings is not strictly a threshold good, in that there is no equation by which a certain
amount of accumulation of any one measure gains it for a department or institution. And
as capital to be gained, it shapes local attitudes and priorities. In this study, prestige is
both an intangible asset and measurable property, it is an inheritance and an aspirational
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acquisition. It is both a good and a quality insofar as “elitism” is expressed and sought
among colleagues, as framed by conceptions of value, scholarly and pedagogical form,
epistemology, and ideas about scholarly purpose and student outcomes.
Conclusion
Barriers to engaged work as detailed in the first section of this chapter provide the
context for the nature and types of responses reported as strategies for pursuing such
work, among engaged faculty members, in the second section. As exceptional
individuals within their institutional cultures, engaged faculty scholars have developed
the strategies described above as responses to enable themselves, and sometimes also
others, to successfully pursue engaged teaching and scholarship. When considered
together as environmental, cultural conditions that describe the campus contexts for
community-based learning and research among engaged faculty scholars, a picture of
institutional prestige factors and the relationships between them emerged from these
barriers and response strategies in the final section. The following chapter. Discussion
and Implications, turns to examine where and how findings from these cases fit with and
extend research about engaged scholarship, prestige cultures, and liberal arts college
faculty work, and to consider implications for both practice of engaged scholarship in
liberal arts college settings and for further research about engaged faculty work.
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CHAPTER 6
IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Overview
This chapter relates findings from this study to research in the field, and presents
implications and recommendations for practice and future research. The first half of this
chapter is presented in the form of “answers” and engaged faculty scholars solutions to
the research question about community-based scholarly practices and strategies, based on
study findings and analysis. Each “answer” references relevant findings, situates these
findings in relation to relevant literature, discusses limitations and implications for
practice and future research. The second half of this chapter considers the more
exploratory dimensions of prestige culture, including some observations about the
intersections between prestige and community-based faculty work a second focus of the
study. This chapter then closes with broader recommendations for future research.
Question 1: How do faculty members in selective liberal arts colleges make communitybased projects significant components of their scholarly work?
By adapting forms and purposes of engaged projects to local cultural context that are
characterized by strong focus on liberal learning.
Cultural values pertaining to respected learning and scholarly aims provide
critical context for engaged faculty work in selective liberal arts colleges. Engaged
faculty scholars perceived greatest promise for establishing supported and sustainable
course and research projects, and found the least collegial opposition, where they could
align learning goals and research aims of community-engaged projects with institutional

7 The intent in framing implications here as “answers” is as a rhetorical device, and not to suggest there are

or could be definitive, conclusive solutions to these broad and open-ended questions. “Answers” are thus
speculative responses based on findings and analysis from this study.
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and departmental/programmatic priorities, adapt them to fit with local norms regarding
learning goals and academic standards, and communicate these projects as both scholarly
and supportive of liberal learning aims to colleagues. Participants perceived ways in
which their cultural context affected engaged work to include: shaping departmental and
institutional priorities; defining valued pedagogies, defining scholarship, defining valued
forms and sources of knowledge, defining valued outcomes and trajectories among
students. These findings are consistent with and expand (especially with regard to the
liberal arts college sector) findings about the impacts of local culture and values on the
institutionalization of community engagement (O’Meara, 2002; Ward, 1998).
A finding of particular note is that participants also found institutional and
departmental cultural values to affect engaged work via local standards and expectations
about faculty balance among competing time commitments. Participants voiced
persistent concerns that their colleagues perceive community-based learning and research
work to require time commitments that threaten to or actually diminish time spent on
more highly valued activities. These would include especially research which, in this
setting is essentially equated as it is often equated in research university settings with
“scholarship” (Jencks & Riesmann, 1968). This concern with balance itself presented
engaged faculty scholars with challenges, whether trade-offs became real or not.
In constructing and communicating this alignment, some common features and
challenges for the liberal arts sector emerge from this cohort. For example, when
discussing purposes and outcomes in pursuing engaged teaching, engaged faculty
scholars extensively intermingle aims to teach well with aims to encourage development
of knowledge and commitment to affect social change, “leadership,” and engagement
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with “real-world” socio-economic and political challenges. It is possible that for faculty
in liberal arts colleges, the degree of interactivity between student development aims and
the pursuit of pedagogical excellence or impact make possible, at least theoretically, an
unusually fertile arena for engaged practice as a result.
Some research suggests this alignment positions liberal arts colleges to establish
the connections between student development, meaningful faculty work and community
partnerships more readily (Bringle & Hatcher, 2000: Zlotkowski, 2001). In some of the
cases here - perhaps Stacy and Patti most notably - an especially compelling blend
between personal, social justice motives, commitment to excellence in teaching, and
commitment to disciplinary productivity and scholarship becomes possible. For many of
the engaged faculty scholars in this study, alignment between scholarly goals and
standards of rigor became possible through community-based work. This alignment
developed for liberal arts college faculty just as it did for faculty in Chang's (2000) study,
which found that faculty at a large, public research university place great value on
achieving high quality in outreach products and projects from such work, and on projects
which also generate theoretical insights and innovations for their scholarship.
But the alignment between service and liberal learning aims seems to offer
grounding for engaged work in a larger, more institutional and cultural sense, and not just
an opportunity for achieving rigorous, scholarly aims. Eugene Lang, philanthropist,
founder of Project Pericles (a higher education civic engagement consortium) and former
Swarthmore College Board of Trustees Chair, wrote about this opportunity:
If liberal arts colleges as such are to retain a significant role in higher
education, they will have to redefine their missions in contemporary terms.
Beyond rhetorical therapy, redefinition will have to invoke a philosophy of
enlightened self-interest that clearly makes “social ideas and action” and “external
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engagement” the subjects of aggressive attention. It must effectively associate
both institutional and student objectives with those of the community and
responsible citizenship. To achieve the development of students as the “whole
persons” that liberal arts curricula are said to intend, classroom and campus
boundaries must not limit institutional responsibility for intellectual growth and
academic experience. The philosophy of liberal arts is the philosophy of a
democratic society in which citizenship, social responsibility, and community are
inseparable (Lang, 1999, p. 140).
An exploratory finding of particular interest in this study was the degree to which
developmental learning goals appear as common aims in this cohort of institutions
cutting across disciplines and across institutions within this sector. This - essentially a
characterization of student development aims within this particular corner of
undergraduate education - is something that can and should be examined more
extensively on a larger scale. Both additional qualitative inquiry into institutional
cultures in this sector, and survey analysis among faculty could elicit a fuller picture of
commonalities and differences among educational values and aims. Such work could
productively tie research about who faculty are that do this work with analysis of the
goals faculty variably articulate as purposes in community-based learning (Abes,
Jackson, Jones, 2002: Antonio, Astin & Cress, 2000; Hesser, 1995). Beyond illuminating
who is doing this work and why, this could guide faculty starting out by identifying areas
of success and strength among predecessors in similar institutional contexts.
A limitation that affected this study was the inability to examine and measure
ramifications and costs to faculty members who fail to align CBL aims and practices with
local norms. This study could only note warnings and implied consequences, alluded to
yet rarely specified without pointed probing. However, the search for participants in this
study did identify some faculty members who had been (prior to this study) noted
practitioners of engaged teaching and/or research projects on these campuses. Some
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individuals left of their own accord, or reportedly due to warnings about or actual denials
of tenure. Though rife with methodological challenges, examining where and how
community-engaged scholars fail to establish and succeed with such projects could
greatly inform understanding about community engagement, institutional culture and
faculty development. This could substantiate or contextualize the fears and concerns
embedded in these 15 cases, data otherwise difficult to obtain here and a limitation upon
the analyses and recommendations.
By struggling to locate CBL/CBR within mainstream professional obligations pre-tenure,
or pursuing community-based work only after tenure.
Participants divided roughly evenly between those who began significant
community-based learning and/or research projects during their pre-tenure career, and
those who waited until after tenure. For those who began early, success is often ascribed
to a combination of: dogged persistence and overcommitment; portrayal of engaged
teaching projects as simultaneously successful learning, relevant to disciplinary or
departmental goals and/or advancing of scholarly research (by themselves or by their
students); and collegial acquiescence (if not also positive support). These pre-tenure
practitioners also often described the great energy they put into “shoring up'’ their
research portfolio concurrent to their community obligations as a means of deflecting
criticisms about their use or prioritization of their time (this is considered further later in
this chapter). For those who did not begin until after tenure, half waited purposefully and
described this wait as judicious, based on what they concluded were environmental,
political conditions and career choices based on disciplinary, departmental, and
institutional priorities. The other half describe their wait as simply a matter of not having
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encountered or seen the vehicles of CBL and/or CBR as means to connecting teaching,
research, and community service goals until later in their careers.
In common, both pre-tenure and post-tenure “initiators” of community-engaged
work voiced great concern that pre-tenure involvement brings substantial professional
risk. Even among engaged faculty scholars who began community-based teaching and
research projects prior to tenure, this study yielded data that depict a) important perceived
professional risks participants associated with their pre-tenure engaged work (such as
legitimacy challenges from colleagues, opportunity costs to time and effort that would
otherwise produce more valued outputs/outcomes), and b) powerful exhortations engaged
scholars make (or would make) to junior colleagues to avoid overt or consuming
community-based teaching or research ventures until after tenure. Some exhibited both saying “do as I say, not as I did,” as they warn off successors from taking paths they may
have succeeded upon but found to be fraught or problematic.
Participants described tangible challenges that emerge from constraints upon
junior faculty involvement. In some instances, now senior practitioners (e.g. Marty and
Bill) complain that recruitment of junior colleagues to co-teach in otherwise wellestablished and highly successful projects suffers because of deterrent messages. In other
instances, engaged faculty scholars who recently passed the tenure hurdle articulated
debilitating challenges to building community, establishing “critical mass” among
practitioners and advocates on campus or in departments. They object that affecting local
norms about pedagogy and scholarship is difficult where inclusion of junior colleagues is
problematic. Efforts to broaden campus understanding about community-based practices
and outcomes and to widen the net for what gets valued were constrained by concern to
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avoid “endangering” junior colleagues. As generational change in these institutions
proceeds, such constraints impose a cultural conservatism, as voices for change or
innovation are marginalized or channeled.
Is it problematic, even in institutions seeking to enhance or broaden community
engagement, for junior faculty to not be “community-engaged”? Is there a natural or
inevitable course to faculty careers, where one focuses upon the production of research as
a junior faculty member (and that research is more effectively produced without the timeconsumptive and ethical demands of community-engaged work), and then one moves on
to engaged work later? Is the expected progression that one moves on after having
established credibility as a researcher, and then becomes an innovator or consolidator of
innovation in pedagogy? Baldwin’s (1996) work certainly suggests that there are
characteristics of career “stages” more and less conducive to emphasizing various aspects
of faculty professional work.
It is also possible that the particular circumstances of faculty work within the
selective liberal arts college setting create special challenges. The assessment of what
activities are “appropriate” for junior faculty to invest time and effort in may be shaped
by practical considerations as well as standards or expectations about the nature of
scholarship. For example, in such institutions, faculty members work in often small
departments. Those departments are stretched to maintain “breadth” of expertise as
required to serve often wide student interests with advising and teaching “coverage" in
areas often beyond faculty training and expertise. “Customer service” cultures of private
liberal arts colleges may demand unusually strong and responsive commitments to
student advising (Clark, 1970; Hirt, Collins & Plummer, 2005). Together, these demands
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may weigh against time-consuming innovations such as CBL/CBR. Colleagues may
view these projects as they would any which threaten the “team’s” capacity to meet
diverse, “customer-oriented” obligations. Further, the lack of, or lower-status of,
“applied” disciplines within liberal arts colleges may exacerbate poor understandings or
perpetuate misunderstandings about engaged teaching and/or research practice. The
perspective that such fields are less “liberal” and more “vocational,” and thus
inappropriate to institutional educational goals, may weigh heavily against incoming
faculty members enthusiastic about community-based projects.
But there are clearly shortcomings in the dominant perspective that maintains a
narrow, research-focused view about early-career priorities. Why, in order to do this
work, must one establish credibility as a researcher? That seems a function of the
marketplace more than of logic. Is legitimacy as a quality researcher an indicator for
quality teaching? Writing about “teacher-scholars” in the liberal arts college setting,
McCaughey (1994) suggested strong correlations, even though he stops short of
suggesting there is a causal relationship between the two. McCaughey’s analysis,
however, remains one of few studies on this subject. Exploratory data about relationships
between teaching and research scholarship in this study strongly suggest there is a great
deal more to be learned about the roles played by faculty scholarly skills, knowledge and
interests in undergraduate teaching. Similarly, there is more to be learned about the
relevance of disciplinary research productivity to classroom teaching and student
development. Perhaps most clearly, this study points toward impacts of “research
culture” and associated pressures to produce, upon the proclivity to pursue and sustain
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pedagogical innovations of all sorts (including community-based pedagogies and
projects) worthy of further examination.
The “post-tenure only” logic of faculty involvement in community-based work
accepts some problematic aspects of faculty culture as its premise. It conceptualizes
faculty roles too neatly and definitively into a commonly-viewed triad (teaching,
research, and service) that is compartmentalized, mutually-exclusive or at least mutually competitive. Some scholars have suggested the potential for CBL and CBR to provide
synergies across faculty roles (Strand, et al, 2003; Ward, 2002). Others go further,
articulating faculty work as both an integrated whole worthy of intentional development
(Colbeck, O’Meara & Austin, 2008), and as a “public scholarship” in which these roles
are fundamentally inseparable (Colbeck & Michael, 2006). The logical consequence of
the “post-tenure-only” perspective (on the wisdom or propriety of engaged work) is both
to reinforce the boundaries between, rather than the synergies among, faculty roles. To
contend that such synergies are inconceivable or unwise for junior faculty seems unduly
exclusive and counterproductive.
It is also important to attend a basic fact in this study - that case study examples
here include individuals who did successfully manage the challenge of making important,
meaningful community-based teaching and research projects a key feature of teaching
and research agendas. More than half the case studies did so prior to tenure. They
represent the fact that it can be done even while they may articulate risks and dangers
inherent in attempting to do so. There may well be some bravado here - “I did it but I
wouldn’t recommend that you try!” Some older faculty might be expressing in their own
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way an appreciation for changes in expectations for tenure - increases in expectations
commensurate with institutional “striving” efforts.
Yet others might argue compellingly that it is essential to bring junior colleagues
into this kind of work as matters of: sustainability for departmental and institutional
initiatives; of quality assurance for teaching and research as campuses rely upon the flow
of new “blood” from diverse and emerging fields of study to infuse the curriculum with
current knowledge and scholarly methods; and of retention. This latter point is important
because the demographics shown to present the greatest retention problems in higher
education faculty - women and faculty of color - are also those shown to have the
greatest sympathies and propensities for community-engaged work (Antonio, Astin &
Cress, 2000; O’Meara 2002b).
Ward (1998: 78-79) provides relevant and politically savvy recommendations for
advocates of organizational change to support service-learning that acknowledge these
positional and generational divides. She recommends gradualist, consensus-building
approaches to introducing innovation that center upon decision-making structures and
bodies involving mainly senior, tenured faculty membership in leading the way in
pushing for change. From an institutional change perspective, there are pros and cons to
having practitioners wait until after tenure to not only advocate but even to pursue such
work. The key “pro” is that tenure provides a “safe haven” for practitioners, protecting
them from at least the most dire of consequences (denial of tenure) from collegial
dissatisfaction or conflict. Post-tenure, faculty members are also more likely to have
established allies in and out of their departments from working with others in
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institutional/departmental service settings, and thus to have established access to various
support and financial resources where they are available.
On the downside, it is unclear that those who delay or dismiss involvement in
community-based work as untenured faculty members experiment or adopt such work
after tenure. Neumann and Terosky (2007) suggest that faculty members do increase
service activities after tenure, but their focus is on examining service through the wide
frame that includes service to the institution. Even while they do portray a growth in
post-tenure satisfaction among faculty who extend their view of service to include forms
of community service, there is not yet direct evidence that either the likelihood or the
amount of faculty involvement in community-engaged service increases after tenure.
More research is needed to substantiate the claim that faculty members can and do begin
engaged work after the tenure hurdle where they could not and did not due to tenure and
promotion concerns earlier. At face value, the suggestion that those who were
uninterested in or dismissed pre-tenure engaged work would begin later something they
had not pursued early career (even if they had done prior community-based work) seems
somewhat suspect. While the risks may diminish post-tenure, factors of acculturation,
socialization, and the availability (or not) of climatic and infrastructural support would
still weigh heavily on faculty perspectives and decision-making post-tenure (Tierney &
Bensimon, 1996; Tierney & Rhoads 1993 and 1994).
Many participants expressed what might, in the context of this study, appear as
somewhat conflicting views or values. For example, many participants held community
engagement work in high regard as a career priority - for themselves and as exhortations
to involvement in others. But the same individuals also said that this is not work that
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ought not to be done until after tenure. This is buying into local norms and values
contrary to the support of community engagement work, accommodating it, even while
voicing criticism and maybe even rejection of those norms. There is no small amount of
irony, for example, when participants complain about the effects of deterrent messages
from critical or risk-averse colleagues on their capacity to recruit and involve junior
colleagues, and then espouse the very same warnings! It is perhaps no coincidence that
the same engaged faculty scholars who depict sanguine, passionate critiques of campus
market-orientations and of campus cultural norms that impose constraints or obstacles on
engaged work, also appear as a group relatively reluctant to lead and agitate for
significant change in institutional and departmental transformation. Participants
expressed shared passion to elevate colleagues’ perceptions of community-based learning
from charitable to academic status, in response to local norms they perceive devalue the
former while lauding the latter. But beyond holding this view and expressing it when
invited to do so in defense of their own work, it appears that engaged faculty scholars do
not typically take on advocacy roles more broadly.
The limited extent of involvement among engaged faculty scholars in campus
advocacy begs further research on the question: why not? Are they “tapped out” simply
trying to manage their own obligations? Are they afraid of drawing further fire or
resistance to their work? Are there features of faculty life, or particularly of faculty life
at these kinds of institutions, that are fundamentally anti-activist, or anti-collectivist in
ways which encourage faculty to remain in silos? In 12 years working as an
administrator at one liberal arts college, I found myself introducing faculty members with
similar professional interests or experiences to one another with surprising frequency,
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even on a campus of under 3,000 students and less than 300 faculty. I was constantly
struck with the irony that even on a small campus in a small community, faculty across
departments and divisions do not readily discover commonalities with one another.
When they do, it’s often only well into their careers, after serving on campus-wide
committees. This may be especially problematic for the acculturation and socialization
of new faculty, for helping them understand local norms and resources for engagement,
as well as for assisting with other important professional development matters.
In analysis, it is hard to avoid wondering: if engaged faculty scholars find local
norms problematic and are yet unwilling to pursue change in norms and expectations
about the place and roles of engaged practices in faculty scholarship, who will? To call
it complacency is possibly excessive, but the degree to which these individuals depicted
their own strong inclination to work within rather than challenge existing systems of
reward, of status-accumulation, etc., and indicated inclination to advise others to do the
same is a notable aspect of this study.

O’Meara (2002b) illustrated the extent to which

even the strongest advocates of “service scholarship” can be constrained by views and
values that are incongruent with advancing the status of such work among colleagues.
Even when official policy language includes the evaluation and reward of
multiple forms of scholarship, conscious and unconscious values and beliefs held
by faculty facilitating the reward system can prevent newer forms of scholarly
work from being accepted and rewarded (O’Meara, 2002b, pp. 76-77).
Most of the engaged faculty scholars detailed persistent if not always high-profile
involvement in their local campus dialogues about community engagement. Often,
involvement took the form of participation in committee work that raised the profile of
curricular and legitimacy issues for community-based learning on their campuses.
Commonly, this work involved advocacy for gradualist change on the very issue Rhoades
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and his colleagues point out is the issue unchallenged by previous studies of marginal
faculty - the place of community service in the local faculty roles and rewards system
(Rhoades, et al, 2008). Most engaged faculty scholars also discussed the personal,
individual encouragement and “cover” they have extended to other engaged faculty
members on their campuses, despite often limited engagement or profile in challenging
systemic issues.
Another finding of note and one worthy of further exploration is the fact that there
are still negative career consequences locally even for engaged scholars who manage to
establish and maintain extensive, persistent, and supported projects. There are
consequences for their engaged scholarly work and from it. Bill’s and Karen’s cases, and
to a lesser extent, Elliot’s, illustrate this. For Bill and Karen, despite high-profile
teaching and community impact, their inability to connect this work to what their
colleagues considered to be their core scholarly arena inhibited their advancement to full
professor. And for Elliot, the perception that this work is more about teaching and/or has
experiential aims that are somehow different from, lesser than, academic learning aims
has undermined the evaluation of his work as scholarship. Overall, these cases simply
reinforce the already widespread call in the community engagement literature to widen
definitions of scholarship to include such work. But they also suggest that further study
about the professional consequences for community engagement is an important axis for
future research about the nature and impacts of faculty involvement in such work.
Two smaller and more specific recommendations for practice also emerge from
this study, to assist in making engaged faculty work a more constructive career choice for
junior colleagues in this setting. One possible solution for departments and institutions
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may involve circumscribing and clarifying the extent and nature of pre-tenure
involvement. The literature is quite clear on at least one aspect of this - that successful
navigation of balance between professional roles and logistical challenges in community
engagement ventures depends extensively upon infrastructural support. That support
must be sufficient to effectively diminish administrative and logistical burdens associated
with such work (Abes, Jackson & Jones, 2002; Bringle & Hatcher, 2000; Driscoll, et al
1996; Hammond, 1994) Nearly all of the engaged faculty scholars in this study voiced
the view that such support provided critical, even threshold support (without which they
claimed they could not manage this challenge). Similarly, the findings in this study
depicting the powerful effects of uncertainty regarding the valuation of faculty time and
effort on community-based work in the tenure and promotion process is also consistent
with research findings (Abes, Jackson & Jones, 2002; Bringle & Hatcher, 2000;
Hammond, 1994). Among those who ultimately pursued community-based projects
(such as the engaged faculty scholars of this study), the fact that uncertainty did not
prohibit involvement does not mean the effect was unimportant. Instead, the uncertainty
was either the direct or proximate factor driving participants to overload strategies, or to
accounts of stress and burnout that sometimes led to abandonment or curtailment of
projects. Several participants described projects begun and put on hold, courses taught
once and not again, opportunities turned down - all in favor of attending writing and
research projects that they perceived would carry less uncertainty about accumulating
“capital” for tenure or promotion. The consequent recommendation here, then, is for
departments and institutions to a) structure and clarity the types and extent of
infrastructure support services that can be made available to support project development,
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implementation and maintenance (at the institutional and departmental/programmatic
level), and b) provide guidelines and mentoring, developed and understood at the
departmental level, that are clear in both encouraging and cautioning new faculty. Shared
understanding and clarity among departmental colleagues about demands and supports
for community partnership work, if established openly and early in new faculty members’
careers, could address uncertainty widely cited as a challenge itself by participants. For
some, such “cautions” could be viewed as deterrents. But this study evidences the fact
that would-be practitioners committed to partnerships, pedagogies or service will seek
ways forward regardless. In light of that phenomenon, this recommendation simply aims
to facilitate clarity and equity among colleagues that is of mutual benefit to engaged
scholars and their colleagues. That clarity could extend to identifying different levels of
involvement too - practitioners needn’t view engagement as “all or nothing,” but could
instead follow proven yet circumscribed degrees of involvement.
The other solution lies in better mobilizing post-tenure advocates to “engage” in
the work of challenging and revising definitions of scholarship and expectations for
tenure and promotion. The call to broaden definitions of scholarship is already
widespread and well-established among faculty developers on college campuses
(Sorcinelli, 2007). Senior faculty should especially be encouraged to incorporate support
for junior colleagues specifically for engaged teaching and research projects beyond their
other, already well-established mentor roles. Conversely, they should be discouraged
from viewing their position post-tenure as simply relief from, and disengagement with
the pressures and biases weighing upon community-based practice. Their critical roles as
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both mentors and advocates could be better emphasized and needs to be, given the special
cultural and political challenges that engaged scholars have clearly identified.
Similarly, while leading or even maybe participating in this challenge may not be
advisable for junior colleagues, they do otherwise need to find ways at this career stage to
somehow demonstrate the nature and extent of potential or actual losses incurred from
their “uninvolvemenf ’ in community learning and research initiatives. Senior advocates
who claim that uninvolvement to be problematic to institutional and departmental aims
need empirical evidence of the impacts. Junior faculty must either themselves quantify
and qualify the ways and extents to which they “disengage” and identify the norms and
barriers they face that lead to these decisions, or help researchers and advocates to do so.
Documentation of the impacts this disengagement has on career satisfaction, retention,
teaching and research is essential. Without tangible evidence of the “loss" brought about
to engaged work, any advocacy they or their senior colleagues pursue in suffers as
inadequately substantiated.
By making intentional choices about seeking integration or synergy among projects and
roles, about constructing boundaries to delineate separate commitments, or about
overloading oneself and trying to “do it all.
Engaged faculty scholars were found in this study to approach the problem of
relating community-based teaching and research projects to professional obligations in
institutions, departments and disciplines in one or more of three ways. About a quarter
pursued intentional strategies of integration and overlap, seeking to find and establish
synergies among projects. Mike’s adaptation of an advanced-level psychology course,
for example, involved students collecting and analyzing data about campus hazing
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practices and culture. This provided an experiential learning project enabling students to
apply disciplinary inquiry skills, revisit and redefine conceptions of “community”, and
support Mike’s primary area of scholarship. Others found similar levels of integration
and synergy across their teaching, research, and community service interests, in ways that
are consistent with findings in other research about faculty role integration and
community engagement (Bloomgarden & O’Meara, 2007; Colbeck & Michael, 2006).
For another quarter of engaged faculty scholars in this study, deliberate separation
(“compartmentalization”) among roles and projects appeared to provide a more desirable
and effective approach to managing multifaceted time and effort commitments.

John,

for example, articulates both a compelling personal and professional rationale for
involving his students in learning that is connected to community, connected to social
change. Yet in his view this work is totally distinctive from and unrelated to his
scholarly work in the area of biomechanical modeling, and in most ways different from
his effort to teach mathematics and statistics. He sees meaningful, powerful relationships
between his discipline (mathematics) and social justice, but conceptualizes most of the
pedagogical and curricular work he does at that junction as teaching, separate from and
unrelated to his scholarly interests. Along with fellow “compartmentalizors” Marty and
Tom in this study, this raises the question of whether it is a coincidence that all three are
in natural or “hard” science disciplines. Because fields such as environmental science
have been so highly touted as excellent and indeed integrative opportunities for learning,
research and service in higher education (Ward, 2006), it would seem that far more is at
work here in shaping faculty views about professional roles and relationships than simply
their disciplinary paradigm. Additional study specifically of the relationships between
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scholarly discipline and faculty perspectives on work integration/compartmentalization
could build on such conceptual frameworks as Biglan (1973) and Becher and Trowler
(2001) to better map out for current and prospective practitioners where effective and
proven pathways lie for such role management.
Most worrying, however, are the costs and pains articulated by the remaining half
of the group of engaged faculty scholars in this study, who described their strategies as
pursuing simply “overload.” Their tales of stress and exertion describe more than just a
typical or tolerable workplace complaint about too much to do and not enough time and
resources to do it. They describe an unsustainable, problematic and fundamentally
counter-productive correlation between a commitment to community-based educational
practice and professional and personal life-work imbalance. Expecting and/or rewarding
the “overloaded plate” undermines faculty members’ sense of equity and control, and
works against expanded or redefined conceptions of scholarship that are essential to
promoting faculty productivity, satisfaction, and engagement (O’Meara, 2005a; Rice,
Sorcinelli & Austin, 2000). To the degree that institutions espouse rhetorical
commitments to community engagement, launch programmatic and center initiatives, and
ride the coattails of faculty-driven community partnership successes to improve public
relations, this finding exposes problematic and unsustainable contradictions between
institutional aims and faculty work conditions. Again, these case studies voice calls to
find ways to better value community-based scholarship, and to also find ways to better
value time and effort invested in developing and implementing such projects.
This study, however, yields some preliminary suggestions for good practice with
regard to the liberal arts college curricular context. Increasingly popular liberal arts
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educational vehicles such as first year seminars and capstone courses appear in the
teaching portfolios of participants as compelling vehicles for CBL/CBR because they
both a) provide vehicles that can be integrative and problem-oriented, multi-disciplinary,
and often readily involve experiential learning components, and b) provide faculty
members with teaching vehicles flexible enough to enable the pursuit and satisfaction of
multiple role goals - in teaching, research, and community service simultaneously. They
contribute to the good practices credited to liberal arts colleges in enhancing student
engagement and performance in the first year of study (Pascarella, Wolniak, Cruce &
Blaich, 2003). It may be very helpful that liberal arts colleges are finding first-year
seminars worthy of increased investment, that they are inviting departments across
campus to participate in offering them, that they have high expectations for the quality
for those being offered, that they tend to be interdisciplinary and/or problem/phenomenabased, and that they offer a popular introduction to truly “liberal” learning (AAC&U,
2002; Rhoten, Mansilla, Chun & Klein, 2006; Schneider, 2004). First-year seminars
were cited frequently by engaged faculty scholars as productive vehicles for introducing
students to both interdisciplinary, liberal learning and to the communities that surround
college campuses. This study indicates that these vehicles offer ideal avenues for faculty
members to find synergies between roles as teachers, advisors, scholars, and community
citizens, suggests that such synergies can be more intentionally created. There is a
potential win-win here for faculty career satisfaction (as derived from synergistic work)
and productivity as a strong alignment between these goods and valued teaching methods
is constructed.
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Similarly, capstone courses make for integrative opportunities, because they are
designed themselves to be integrative of departmental or programmatic curricula,
combining theory and application. They offer for advanced-stage undergraduates (mostly
seniors and some juniors) a combined vehicle for applied learning and independent
inquiry that enables both career and “real world” preparation that is sometimes valued by
institutions and departments. They also can work from a community partnership impact
perspective, because they can bring to bear higher levels of student project research
skills, and from a scholarly agenda perspective as faculty can enable the team-based,
advanced-level inquiry to provide sustenance to research agendas (if not by contributing
usable data, then by providing a teaching vehicle to consider and experiment with
relevant scholarly issues. Community-based capstone courses can (as in Bill's case)
gamer institutional support because such work fits both institutional status-accumulation
agenda (involving students in high-profile, community service work that is about research
and inquiry). Research that characterizes growth and impact among first-year seminars
and capstone courses could examine promises in these vehicles for community
engagement work. This also points toward extending the work of higher education
scholars studying faculty role integration (see, for example, Bloomgarden & O'Meara.
2007; Brew, 2003; Colbeck, O’Meara & Austin, 2008; Colbeck, 2004, 2002a, 2002b,
1998; Hattie & Marsh, 1996; Neumann, 1996, 1992) to develop strategies for faculty
development and departmental management that would work particularly well in the
liberal arts college environment.
Liberal arts colleges face a somewhat “distinctive” challenge that is relevant to
the pursuit of synergistic, integrative faculty work through CBL. They articulate student-
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centered missions and foster student-centered “service” cultures to the extent that they
attempt where possible to place students in positions of power and choice over curricular
and co-curricular decisions. Students are enabled to take time (often up to two years) to
select a major; some flexibility is constructed by design in many (though not all) liberal
arts majors with regard to the composition, timing and sequencing of various components
and opportunities. And yet, enabling students to navigate this flexibility is equally
challenging, and often places the onus on advising which is done in these institutions
almost exclusively by faculty members. This balance between direction and flexibility
creates a particular challenge within this environment. This challenge affects
community-engaged teaching and research in the same way it affects all faculty efforts to
balance and align efforts that compete for time, energy, and resources. Therefore, those
learning vehicles that can support balance or alignment through integrative or multi¬
purpose activities might be more attractive to teach or supervise than those which are
singular in nature. Multifaceted, multi-purpose vehicles might include, for example, a
community-based research seminar that meets a social service organization’s information
needs and collects pilot data for a research project, or a community-based learning course
that fulfills a faculty member’s commitment to supporting a community organization’s
needs while enabling students to gain experience with diverse communities and/or gather
experience applying disciplinary inquiry techniques).
For those faculty who cannot find integration or do not seek synergies especially
between their community-based teaching and their scholarly research agendas, one
strategy that is important to note is the pursuit of post-tenure transformation in scholarly
agenda, toward pedagogy. This is a recommendation entirely consistent with the now
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well-established and growing literature elevating the status and quality of a “Scholarship
of Teaching and Learning” (Boyer, 1990; Glassick, Huber & Maeroff, 1997; Shulman,
2000). This approach aligns with interests of institutions to enable senior faculty
members to consolidate and reflect upon successful teaching methods and strategies, take
advantage of accumulated experience in the classroom, and do so under cover from a
tenure and promotion system that values that consolidation and reflection. This would
facilitate documenting and transmitting disciplinary, departmental and institutional
“memory,” by retaining and passing on pedagogical approaches, techniques, and aims
proven as successful and productive within the institutional context. Disadvantages,
however, lie in reinforcing the idea that faculty members can only attain “credit" and
value for pedagogical documentation and reflection later in life. Suggesting experience
cannot be earlier valued within current norms conversely reinforces the view that one's
production as a researcher early in one’s career must be about some type of disciplinary
discovery rather than about pedagogical or curricular insight or innovation. Participant
voices in this study collectively call to elevate the status of teaching as scholarship.
Ideally, community-engaged teaching and learning will “float” higher along with other
“boats” that chart ways toward pedagogical excellence as a form of faculty scholarship.
By emphasizing research and scholarly potential.
Chang (2000) illustrates the extent to which faculty consider it essential to
emphasize the prospects for publication and theory generation in outreach work as a
matter of attaining legitimacy and value within the academy:
The conventional ethos of “publish or perish” still weighs heavily in
evaluating faculty performance. Published work, particularly in refereed journals,
maintains its prestige in faculty evaluation, even when the activities have different
target audiences. As noted by several respondents, outreach is intended to bring
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about change, and the focus of impact is on the prospective participants rather
than on professional colleagues (Chang, 2000, p. 9).
But engaged faculty scholars in this study go a step further than just expressing concern
that what they do becomes valued within the tenure and promotion processes. Several
substantiated the view that practitioners of community-based learning and research can
and should wield their research productivity as a defense, as a bulwart or bastion to head
off or deflect questions of rigor and legitimacy either a) about the nature and quality of
community-based learning or research work itself, or b) about the nature and quality of
the particular community-based learning or research work being done by practitioners.
Both perspectives constitute challenges to “service as scholarship” (O’Meara, 2002b). In
response to, or in anticipation of these challenges, engaged faculty scholars employ a
“research offense is the best defense” strategy. Many of the engaged faculty scholars in
this study illustrated both their own internalization of concerns with scholarly output, and
emphasized in interviews truly energetic efforts to respond. Most frequently, they
discussed efforts to write, present, publish, and assume through such work higher
cosmopolitan profiles in their fields through projects that built more from the scholarly
agenda for which they were hired (their dissertation research) than from any communityengaged projects. They frame their efforts to publish, present, and contribute to their
disciplines to extents beyond what we might expect as simply natural functions of
scholarly careers - extents and efforts they framed as deliberate responses to these
concerns. A few (2-3) made community-based research from their teaching and research
projects the basis for this work; much more commonly, though, the research “defense”
was constructed on unrelated scholarly work.
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Few have been able to realize strong ties between their CBL projects and their
own research agendas, but several participants see community-based research as
advocates have presented it - as an exceptional undergraduate teaching and learning tool
as well as a contribution to community improvement (Stoecker, 2006; Strand, 2000;
Strand et al, 2005). This aligns also with growing attention and resources devoted to
undergraduate research involvement at these institutions (Bloomgarden, 2007; Seymour,
Hunter, Laursen & DiAntoni, 2004). It also aligns with the top recommendation
emerging from the influential 1998 Boyer Commission on Educating Undergraduates in
the Research University report - that institutions ‘‘make research-based learning the
standard” (Kenny, 1998).

CBR and especially action research is rarely at the “core” of

these participants’ conceptions of their own scholarly priorities/agenda. Where action
research is a feature of their engaged work, it is primarily as a teaching tool for
undergraduates, rather than as a means of achieving scholarly aims and community
service simultaneously for one’s own academic agenda. Instead, the work that this study
found participants to pursue might better be characterized in the “domain” of the
scholarship of teaching, rather than a “scholarship of engagement” or “scholarship of
discovery” (Boyer 1990 and 1996), and such work is more articulated as a benefit to
student learning than as a benefit to either scholarly research productivity, or to
communities.
The distinction is important insofar as it suggests that maybe particularities about
the liberal arts environment are at the root of this. Are there aspects of local norms about
scholarship, or aspects of culture surrounding teaching practices and expectations, or
features of disciplinary and departmental culture within liberal arts colleges that make
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difficult or impossible the kinds of applied, community-engaged action research projects
one might find in other settings? These case studies were, after all, the most communityengaged examples of faculty scholars on the campuses visited for this study. If these
individuals were, by and large, unable to establish scholarly projects that served
simultaneously their research agendas, institutional expectations and norms and
community needs, who in such settings could? This study’s findings certainly suggest
there are local, cultural conditions that affect this calculus, as local dichotomies between
applied and “pure” research, between action and study, and between academic and
community knowledge emerged in campus discourses. It also reinforces McCaughey’s
(1994) and Ruscio’s (1987) characterizations of “distinctive” forms of scholarship among
faculty at liberal arts colleges, further emphasizing the student-centered nature of such
work. More study could both better characterize the nature and impacts of growing
emphasis upon scholarly output in these settings, and improve our understanding of
where the opportunities lie for marrying the growing resources and attention devoted to
undergraduate research involvement with the civic, community-based educational goals
so many of these institutions already espouse.
Question 2: Does an “economy of prestige ” affect the status, forms,
and extent of community-based learning and research?
The model presented at the close of Chapter 5 brings together an exploratory,
interactive description of trends and conditions operating in the “elite,” liberal arts
college sector (sometimes referred to by commentators as “SLACs” or “selective liberal
arts colleges) that portrays elements and connected relationships inhabiting an
interdependent “prestige economy.” Scholars have previously examined the roles and
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functions of “prestigious” colleges and universities as training or finishing grounds for
American “elites” (Cookson & Persell, 1985; Fantasia, 2004; Karabel, 2005; Kingston &
Lewis, 1990; Soares, 2007). Some have also looked at the institutional pursuit of prestige
or reputation as matters of market competition (Brewer, Gates & Goldman, 2002;
Volkwein & Sweitzer, 2006). Separately, English (2005) provides a framework in which
such studies of higher education might fit, as he helps us understand how cultural norms
and values, embedded in “currency” systems of awards and prizes, create and perpetuate
discourses of privilege about forms of knowledge and achievement. This study connects
these literatures by synthesizing a “prestige economy” from the comparable currencies in
prestige-oriented institutions, and then reflecting upon the effects of these economics on
community engagement. Because the general answer to the research question is a broad
“yes,” and because the nature of these responses are more exploratory, the format of this
section is no longer “answers” but rather observations based on the findings.
Prestige economics and community engagement

This study theorizes a model in which standards concerning scholarship, forms of
learning and knowledge, and valued achievements and outcomes operate within campus
cultures and possibly too within an educational “sector” (whether defined as “elite" or
“selective” institutions). These currencies are interrelated with one another, but it is
important to note that the exploratory nature of the research design limits the extent to
which this study can depict the specific values locally assigned to various elements, or
depict precisely the dependent relationships between these elements. Instead what is
presented here is a conceptual model that can hopefully on which indicators,
measurements, and analysis of institutional conditions and interactions among them can
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be placed. Further work in this direction can help develop a more fine-tuned picture of
local and sectoral conditions. Such work could enhance both the growing bodies of
research on institutional and faculty culture across higher education, and add qualitative
depth to examinations of the liberal arts college marketplace, as represented especially by
Breneman (1994), Kaufman & Woglom (2007) and the work of the Williams Project on
the Economics of Higher Education - http://www. wpehe.org.
This conceptual model speaks even more directly to the work of those who have
begun to try to put in comparative relation various aspects and conditions at colleges and
universities that give tentative form to the notion of a “prestigious institution” (Brewer,
Gates & Goldman, 2002; Volkwein & Sweitzer, 2006. For the purposes of comparison
and brief discussion, the conceptual view of an “economy of prestige” as developed in
this study is examined with Volkwein & Sweitzer’s (2006:133) conceptual model of
prestige and institutional reputation below.

Figure 6: Volkwein & Sweitzer’s (2006) Model of the Influences on Prestige

Several things are worth pointing out about these two models in comparison.
First is the relatively straightforward point that they were developed for rather different
purposes - Volkwein & Sweitzer’s (2006) model was constructed to facilitate the
identification of variables that could be quantified and studied in independent, dependent,
and ultimately cumulative, quantitative relationship to one another. The purpose for that
study was to search for correlations between specific resources and outputs, and
externally-derived (e.g. US News and World Report) reputational rankings. As a
consequence, the elements selected were by necessity designed to be measurable and
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finite, and they therefore also appear in a somewhat more static, linear form. By contrast,
the “economy of prestige” described here (in Figure 7) is more illustrative and
metaphorical - not to pinpoint those elements that could be given quantitative value or
that could be compared as such with one another. Instead, it is the set of feedback loops
between the phenomena that are important.
Figure 7. Elements of an Economy of Prestige in Selective Liberal Arts Colleges

Scholarly Productivity
Publishing
Presenting at
Conferences/Meetings
Grants and Fellowships
Teaching/Pedagogical Excellence
- esp. Faculty/Student Research
Collaboration

Resources/Inputs
■
■
■

Student Outcomes

Money (Grants, Gifts,
Endowment)
High Quality Faculty
High Quality Students

Graduate and Professional
School Entries (Volume/Quali
High Status/High Profile
Occupations

Improved Ranking
Selectivity
Reputation

Interestingly, the first model was designed as a structure on which researchers
could hang an approach to quantitative inquiry, while the second emerged from analysis
of ethnographic data. Yet this study supports both as reasonable pictures of variables
identified by participants as shaping local, prestige-oriented liberal arts college cultures.
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By exhibiting feedback loops, in which growth or success in one or more of the elements
enhances growth or success among one or more of the other elements, the “economy of
prestige” model advances the image of a “virtuous cycle”: positive feedback loops among
mutually-reinforcing elements. In doing so, this model provides not only a more
dynamic view, but one which captures elements of capital reproduction that figured as
themes in participants’ social and cultural critiques of their environments (Bourdieu,
1986). The “prestige economy” is a reproductive economy, in the perspectives of those
inhabiting institutions they described as structurally and culturally reproductive of social
and class relationships. As found among this study’s participants, reproduction of
cultural capital as defined by Bourdieu (1986) is a persistent, vibrant environmental
condition in private, selective liberal arts colleges. This observation - that “elite,”
“prestigious,” and selective or exclusive institutions are institutions of social and cultural
reproduction - is hardly a new one, yet an observation only rarely given systematic,
thorough scrutiny (Fantasia, 2004).
It is also important to note is that this “prestige economy” here is examined
specifically to understand how the conditions within such “economies” related to prestige
orientation directly and indirectly shape local climate for community engagement.
Through the perceptions of study participants, this study depicts “prestige” culture as
shaping both the extent of community-based pedagogy and inquiry (its degree of
institutionalization) and the forms such learning and scholarship take. This is a
connection not previously made in the literature in any systematic way. However, two
commentators intimately familiar with the liberal arts college environment have
previously suggested that a vexed relationship exists between prestige culture in the
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liberal arts college setting, and community engagement. Cited earlier (in Chapter 2),
former Swarthmore trustee chair and alumnus Eugene Lang (1999) focused on the
disconnect between a rhetorical, mission-driven commitment to preparing future
generations of citizens and leaders, and the canons and curricula they treasure which, in
his view, stand in the way of fulfilling that commitment. Lang’s critique concludes with
the accusation many observers make of higher education - that institutions are too
intensely self-absorbed. But the key contribution he makes is to connect that self¬
absorption, the drive to maintain and extend longstanding roles these institutions proudly
maintain as keepers and perpetuators of elite class and culture, and the consequent
disconnect between rhetoric about public service and curricular reality. In a similar vein,
longtime Haverford faculty member Kimberly Benston summed up the ramifications of
links between elitism and barriers to community engagement when he wrote:
When, for example, we already take for granted the nature and aims of
whatever we think of as “knowledge,” and particularly when such norms prove
incapable of acknowledging what cannot be subsumed under their authority, then
our positions, however hard-won, have become impediments, not incitements, to
personal and collective development, mere commodities in the economy of
academic prestige (Benston, 2003, pp. 101-102).
This study gives voice to faculty members and administrators who have sought to
invite experiential epistemologies into campus discourse, and encountered limits to what
is acceptable or valued. Participants found those limits to be embedded in constraints and
biases upon incorporating community-based educational practice into the curriculum and
seeking support for it. In Benston’s economic terminology, the “commodities” of
community-derived learning and knowledge are either devalued, or require such
substantial adaptation and repackaging to carry worth in such markets as to drive up their
associated and opportunity costs beyond bearable expense for practitioners.
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In this economy, roles and functions of “research” in this setting are important in
two key ways. First, they affect levels and forms of community engagement directly and
indirectly, and second, they need to be better understood across the sector. The common
perception of these institutions as bastions of undergraduate, learner-centered pedagogies
and curricula belies both the extent and nature of change underway in both educational
practice and faculty priorities on these campuses. In particular, these changes
increasingly favor inquiry-based learning practices identified years ago as especially
promising for this sector (Davis-Van Atta, 1985) and for undergraduate education more
generally (Kenny, 1998). This study illuminated the cultural valuation of research on
these campuses in such a way as to present approaches to community engagement which
fostered undergraduate involvement in developing, testing, and applying disciplinary
inquiry as having greater local currency than those projects which did not. Employing a
“research frame” to describe the learning and service activities that one’s students pursue
through community-based learning or research helped participants deflect or diminish
collegial concerns with the expenditure of resources (course or curricular time, academic
credit, faculty time and energy) more readily than did efforts that were portrayed as
having less tangible or disciplinary-derived, more experiential, developmental outcomes.
Yet the data collected here represent only a small window into what is really a much
larger educational question for the field - what are appropriate roles and methods for
“undergraduate research” as an educational paradigm within the liberal arts college?
Important work by David Lopatto and Elaine Seymour (Seymour, Hunter, Laursen and
DiAntoni, 2004) is currently underway to assess the impacts and outcomes associated
with undergraduate research experiences more generally. In conjunction with this work.
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assessment of the impacts and outcomes of community-based research experiences could
explore critical questions in community engagement work associated with civic outcomes
among participants, community impacts of course-based, independent and faculty-driven
community-based research projects, and other related matters.
Even less well-understood than the impact of the increasing emphasis upon
undergraduate research involvement in liberal arts curricula is the growth in expectations
for, and incentives and infrastructure devoted to, faculty research productivity at these
institutions (Bloomgarden, 2007). The growing body of literature on institutional
“striving” uses the conceptual frame of institutional isomorphism to describe the
emulative, aspirational behavior described by participants in this study as affecting
campus and departmental cultures (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991b; Finnegan and Gamson,
1996; Morphew, 2002 and 2000). These include the increased valuation of research
promise among new faculty colleagues, the emphasis upon high and increasing standards
of scholarly productivity and output for tenure and promotion, campus and departmental
discourse that emphasizes and rewards scholarly outcomes. These are features of what
has been increasingly referred to as a “striving institution” landscape (Aldersley, 1995;
Ehrenberg, 2003; Morphew, 2002; O’Meara, 2007; Winston, 2000).
In this setting, desirable status-accumulative outcomes sometimes take the form
of outcomes-by-proxy: alumni achievements that include graduate and professional
school entries, competitive fellowships and awards become a sort of prestige currency
that elevate faculty directly or indirectly as the benefits of student achievements post¬
graduation “rub off’ (English, 2005). But they also take the form of direct outcomes faculty productivity, for example. Reviewing Brewer, Gates and Goldman’s model of
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prestige (2003), Zemsky depicts “institutions that have acquired prestige” in a way that
echoes key aspects of the institutions portrayed by participants in this study:
The industry’s medallion colleges and universities. [They] are inherently
conservative in their marshalling of resources, more concerned with preserving
than extending the advantages that selective admissions, robust endowments, and
substantial sponsored research confer. Prestigious institutions focus on the long
term, in no small part because they are financially secure for the present.
Institutions that have acquired prestige are more likely to be faculty focused more likely to use the financial resources that accompany prestige to attract and
retain key faculty (Zemsky, 2003, pp. 474-475).
The conceptual model of a “prestige economy” enhances Zemsky’s and Brewer et al’s
conceptual analyses, both by discussing some of the particular elements and their
interactions within the predominantly undergraduate selective liberal arts college, and by
highlighting the heretofore under-examined phenomenon of the growth in faculty
research expectations among this sector. But while the fine lines that these scholars are
prepared to draw between “prestigious,” “prestige seeking,”and “reputation building"
may work the stricter economic terms, the cultural distinctions between these states or
conditions are much more difficult to discern. There is very likely a great deal of overlap
among the social and professional networks from which the institutions studied here draw
for students, faculty, employees. Distinguishing among them as to which have now or
desperately want to acquire prestige, or as to which among them have or are building
reputations, would be complex and difficult to operationalize in research design..
This study opens up broad and critical questions about the ways in which trends
and phenomena associated with “striving,” or “academic ratcheting” (Massy & Zemsky,
1994), or institutional isomorphism that increases the local valuation of research
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1991b; Milem, Berger, & Dey, 2000; Morphew, 2002) are
affecting liberal arts colleges, and affecting the forms and extent of community-engaged
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scholarly practice. This study strongly suggests that they are, specifically in regards to
the political, material, and cultural supports for fulfilling erstwhile rhetorical
commitments to community engagement. The predominant ways in which prestige
economy “goods” affected engaged scholars in this study were to: a) contribute to a
culture of conservatism on local policies and practices pertaining to the evaluation of
scholarship that is fundamentally risk-averse, where community engagement work is
commonly associated with uncertainty and risk; and b) contribute to a preoccupation with
forms of impact and outcomes that, under current conditions, are more measurable (i.e.
publications, career/graduate school achievements, more prestigious, and aligned with
research productivity than those commonly associated with community engagement work
(i.e. student liberal leaming/developmental learning and community
development/improvement). It is important to note that these observations and conditions
are particular to prestige-oriented environments, and therefore pertain most directly to the
subset of institutions selected for examination in this study - the selective liberal arts
college. Thus, the “prestige economy” may have less relevance to liberal arts colleges (or
other institutions) not so preoccupied with the indicators, market conditions, and
competition over elements in the economy. But by the same token, this model might
readily apply to other institutions and sectors in higher education (public and private,
research intensive and comprehensive, etc.) where prestige orientation is a strong,
persistent facet of campus and sectoral culture. Further ethnographic study of the
presence of prestige orientation, its impacts on faculty and campus culture, and
specifically its impacts on community engagement could build upon this study’s
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exploratory findings and approaches to identifying indicators of, and interconnections
among, prestige economy elements.
Big money: limited engagement?
An observation that might be made of the institutional cohort landscape observed
in this study might be described as “big money: limited faculty engagement.'' New,
highly-publicized, prominently-featured, often well-funded centers are creating profile,
buzz, and activity on most of the campuses visited for this study. All had offices or
centers established or expanded within the last decade that are devoted not only to
supporting community service, but which have an explicit mission to expand academic,
curricular connections associated with CBL and/or CBR. Several institutions have
received substantial programmatic or endowed funds to support this work, and most of
them promote the expansion or enhancement work through communications vehicles
(web sites, news releases, admissions publications and brochures, etc.). Not part of this
study but otherwise a prominent member of the cohort under study is Amherst College,
whose receipt of $13 million in 2006 for a “Center for Community Engagement" is
perhaps most emblematic of these recent developments.
Yet despite the great noise and volume surrounding institutional initiatives, it
remains to be seen how much they have enabled community engagement practices to a)
spread or b) deepen and become sustainable. Something that helped spark this study was
my preliminary observation that, despite the now common existence of community
partnership centers with staff, financial resources, and mandates or missions to support
the growth of community-based learning, few campuses appear to host more than a small
handful of individuals who could truly be considered engaged faculty scholars, by the
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definitions set forth for this study. The difficulty I encountered identifying suitable
“engaged scholars” among selective liberal arts colleges as candidates for this study, even
with the enthusiastic cooperation of campus contacts including service-learning directors,
faculty and administrators, and state Campus Compacts, is perhaps indicative. That is,
even where initiatives and centers might count courses and projects into the dozens or
more, the numbers of sustained, multifaceted practitioners (i.e. not single-course teachers
or one-off project developers) remain to be counted often on one hand. Why?
In the course of data collection for this study, some materials were gathered that
depicted basic facts about these programs. These include annual reports that describe the
numbers of faculty who attended service-learning development workshops or who
received course and project development funds; numbers of courses “listed” as CBL or
service-learning courses; numbers of students involved in community service (academic
and non-academic); names and numbers of community partners. But more systematic
collection and analysis of such data would be needed to answer some of the richer and
possibly more fruitful questions that could and should be asked. Who has taught a CBL
course more than once? How wide is the reach across departments, programs, and
faculty on these campuses? How extensive is involvement among colleagues within
departments or multi-disciplinary programs? Driven by now well-established measures
of institutionalization, such research could explore first just how far these institutions
have gone down the road toward establishing sustained, meaningful efforts (Holland,
Saltmarsh & Zlotkowski, 2001; Furco, 2002). The new Carnegie optional classification
for community engagement provides a well-documented guide to assessing
institutionalization (Carnegie Endowment for Teaching, 2005).
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Now, at the close of this study, questions of depth and cultural impact beg
exploration beyond examining and comparing degrees of institutionalization. Consider,
for example the facts that engaged faculty scholars at selective liberal arts colleges a)
exhibit concern that community-based leaming/research efforts compete for scarce time
with research productivity; b) discourage junior colleagues from excessive involvement;
and c) exhibit limited effort to advocate for institutional change. These findings strongly
suggest that there are cultural norms and environmental conditions that inform the picture
of why there are so few practitioners, and why there might be “big money” but limited
engagement. The model of a “prestige economy” provides one plausible set of
explanations describing the operating environment for engaged faculty members and
community-based learning and research advocates.
Another inspiration to speculate about “rarity” among exemplars comes from
reflecting on this study’s findings against Astin and Chang’s (1995) study of “high-high"
institutions - institutions which simultaneously value research and teaching excellence.
As noted above, this study encountered difficulty identifying suitable engaged scholar
candidates for this study - few individuals from the campuses eligible for this study
qualified under the terms defined for selection as persistent, multifaceted, communityengaged scholars. No more than 4-5 potential examples of scholars who have made
sustained and scholarly work of community engagement projects at most appeared on any
campus: most often there were only 2 or 3. Separately, Astin and Chang (1995) found it
difficult to identify, among all higher education institutions, campuses with “strong
research” and “strong student” orientations simultaneously - what they term “high-high”
institutions. Among most institutions showing high achievement in either “research
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orientation” or “student achievement,” high achievement in one category meant exclusion
from (or more modest achievement in) the other category. At the highest standards,
simultaneously high achievement was mutually exclusive. Are these findings related?
The “high-high” institution (Astin & Chang, 1995) may leave little room for
community-engaged work, where that work is seen as requiring effort and resources that
are separate from or in addition to meeting those primary aims. The degree to which
“high-high” institutions are themselves “prestige economies” may furthermore aggravate
conditions for engaged work, as these economies create an unfriendly climate for this
work as discussed elsewhere in this chapter. Furthermore, Astin and Chang found that, to
enable any institutions to meet both their research and teaching emphasis criteria
simultaneously, they had to relax their standards of expectation regarding both measures.
Thus, they relaxed their measures to call “high” achieving institutions those that were in
the top 35% in research orientation and 40% in student orientation (rather than using the
top 10% in each category as hoped, which resulted in no institution sharing both
achievements). Significantly, all of the institutions which met these criteria were liberal
arts colleges. Thus, over-emphasis upon one aim or the other (research orientation or
student orientation) can cross a threshold, at the highest levels of achievement — moving
the institution from achievement of balance among these aims, toward mutual exclusion
between them. Among engaged faculty scholars in this study, balance or parallelism (in
terms of effort and/or standards of achievement) between teaching and research
excellence was most certainly a concern that affected the extent and types of communitybased work they could pursue. Balance between faculty professional roles is thus as
challenging for faculty on a personal and professional level as it is for institutions.
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Exploring questions about what it means for individuals and institutions to pursue these
aims in parallel, and about what pursuit of balance means for community engagement
work, this study presented faculty members who, by local measures of productivity and
impact, achieved in both realms through their community-based work. Although few,
their examples suggest that community-engaged teaching and research can support both
personal and institutional aims to excel in and interweave these critical faculty roles. The
exemplars in this study therefore may point both toward “high-high’' achievement for
individuals and institutions, and toward means of fulfilling institutional aims for
community engagement.
Findings also suggest that more research is needed to understand the reach and
impact of the institutional and higher education discourse about community engagement
on these campuses, and to discern the effects of centers and offices established to
implement recommendations and practices emerging from that discourse. Educational
research in this sector must do more than count courses and projects and ask: how many
courses are repeated (more than once, or twice in the case of pilot approvals that provide
2-year approval)?; how many community-based learning courses or experiences become
integrated and/or required in major or minor curricula?; what are the levels of
institutional support provided to outreach- or research-focused programming?; what do
partnerships look like? Do partners progress to incrementally greater access and security
in campus-community relations? Do they come and go? There are significant and
qualitative questions about the reach and impact of community engagement practices and
discourses on these campuses, masked behind often simple accounting that emerges from
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institutional or externally-funded initiatives that can focus more on throughput than on
lasting change or impact.
There are additionally important lessons in this research for what might be called
the “exemplar” model for promulgating service-learning on college campuses. The
“exemplar” approach suggests that faculty members who “succeed” in making
community-based pedagogy and research a core part of their work (however that success
is locally defined) provide valuable models and strategies that others can learn from. On
one hand, such models were shown in this study to be useful. Engaged faculty scholars
sometimes referenced the work of other colleagues on campus as having had positive
influence on their ability to build or maintain a productive, teaching- or research-related
community partnership. Senior colleagues, designated as “successful” with such work
and having attained status and respect on campus (likely for their research productivity),
were cited as sometimes useful examples for engaged faculty scholars to reference in
their local, departmental discussions. On campuses described by this study’s participants
as extensively market-conscious and consistently concerned with programmatic and
institutional benchmarking, it is not surprising that such points of reference and
comparison are highly valued.
However, as others have begun to point out (Moore, 2008; Moore & Ward, 2007),
there are some constraints on the exemplar model as a model for organizational change
for community engagement. First, the fact that an individual successfully builds
community-based pedagogy or research into a compelling and comprehensive portfolio
of scholarly work can appear as much as an exception to colleagues as an example.
Individual exemplars become the exception to the rule, the singular and non-
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generalizable result of the particularities of the case - their field or subject of study, their
personal attributes or assets, their special pedagogical focus - all of these things can
appear as idiosyncratic features of their “success” rather than as generalizable ones.
Second, the “siloized” landscape for academic work in colleges and universities is often a
major obstacle for the introduction and institutionalization of innovations, especially
those like service-learning which depend fundamentally on an ethos of collaboration
(Kezar, 2005b). Truly special and energetic efforts, requiring investment and cooperation
by both practitioners and prospective adopters, are necessary to foster growth from
isolated examples. Similarly, critical reflection and transparency about the transferability
of strategies and practices is essential in employing such examples to the purposes of
organizational or departmental change.
Getting from “big money: little engagement” to either “big money: big
engagement” or, perhaps more realistically, “little money: big engagement” in the context
of “elite” liberal arts colleges requires what might be called a curricular integration
framework. Such a framework involves signaling to faculty and students who are maybe
already committed to the idea that public service and volunteerism are important, that
such work is valued by the institution. Such an effort requires signaling that what that
value carries is a lesson about what is important in society and to big institutions, and
then signaling what should therefore be important to students and faculty, as they carry
themselves into society and into big institutions. Rewarding those already engaged and
enabling them to think of what they’re doing as having high value requires awarding
credit and reward within existing curricular (and tenure/promotion) systems that mete out
such benefits. Beyond this, “big engagement” requires extending to students and faculty
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who are not engaged with societal problems and solutions the idea that maybe that they
should be. This is tricky - we may not wish to see students and faculty uninterested in
public service out there, off campus, doing harm or wasting resources in communities.
And we must of course be cautious about the moralizing - that everyone should be
public-minded, for example - not least because of the fundamental, definitional issues
associated with describing what that means, how it is expressed, etc.. But nonetheless,
the challenge remains to figure out how to reach those unaware or uninterested in the
communities they live in, and provide enough of a taste and a context to enable the
consideration of what residence, citizenship, and community mean. A class they teach or
take, or even have to teach or take, for other reasons can force the encounter - just as
distribution requirements might force the encounter with language or math or science.
Curricular integration moves civic engagement from enabling the committed/converted,
to encouraging and facilitating access to those for whom civic engagement, service,
exposure to communities and to cultural and socio-economic difference might not even
have been a thought never mind a priority
We have arrived at a point where such detachment defuses rather than
sparks a productively critical relation either to the global enterprise of
emancipation or the local project of self transformation. Charting instead a path
between the ideological reductions of defunct myth and debasing materialism, the
liberal arts educator is today called upon not only to compose a counterpoint of
specialty and generality (thus renovating Schelling), and to entwine enrichment
and engagement (thus reorienting Newman), but to reimagine the scholarteacher's dialogue with the public sphere as a mutual quest for worth, not wealth,
tested by evolving accounts of value, not essentializing accounting procedures. To
invigorate the liberal arts mission, and thus to mitigate the disabling constraints
and contradictions accrued in our movement toward the university model of
professional identity, we would do well to explore, sharpen, and foster constructs
of knowledge and teaching that refine the now-inescapable intimacy of the
academic arena and public sphere (Benston, 2005, p. 101).
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Without such integration, liberal arts institutions face a problem of disconnection and
detachment that is fundamentally counterproductive to their educational aims.
Boundary-crossing, hegemony-busting, locally cosmopolitan pathfinding
CBL/CBR practitioners — either intentionally or unintentionally - find themselves
in the position of challenging hegemonic relationships. Engaged faculty scholars across
the board illustrated one or several hierarchical, power relationships that they find to
affect their work. The hegemonic relationships they find in tension exist between
individuals and organizations, between valued and under/non-valued knowledge and
cultural norms, between roles and purposes in higher education. Their position at the
conjunction of such tensions is the inspiration for this section's subhead. These tensions,
though somewhat oversimplified for illustrative purposes, are further depicted in the table
of dichotomies below that contain words and phrases that emerged in the discourse
analysis of participant data (Gee, 1999). These dichotomies emerge from close attention
to the language participants used to compare, contrast, and juxtapose power positions and
relationships they perceived to exist between people, roles, norms, etc. On the right are
what might be considered “hegemons” from the perspective of engaged faculty scholars,
whereas on the left are the actors and activities depicted as “subjugated" in campus
discourse, in terms of power, authority, and both material and cultural capital.
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Table 11. Dichotomous, hegemonic relationships in the “prestige economy” discourse
that affect engaged faculty scholars

Individual

vs.

Institution

Pre-tenure

vs.

Post-tenure

Community

vs.

Academic

Teaching

vs.

Research

Service

vs.

Scholarship

Innovation

vs.

Traditionalism

Localism

vs.

Cosmopolitanism

Non-prestigious

vs.

Prestigious

Applied

vs.

Pure

Vocational

vs.

Liberal

Experience

vs.

Knowledge

Action

vs.

Inquiry

What is immediately apparent here is the fact that engaged faculty scholars work
and reside on each side, both sides, and in the middle of these divides. So this is less
useful as a political map than as a heuristic device. Nonetheless, engaged faculty
scholars described themselves as constantly pondering, straddling and navigating these
divides, whether they set out with the intention to navigate these divides or further,
become agents of change to those power relationships and become advocates (for
themselves and/or for their colleagues) later on, or unintentionally. The power relations
into which they are inserted include relationships that are concrete, such as those between
their educational institution or their departments and local community members and
organizations. But for many faculty, those relationships are more conceptual, as engaged
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faculty scholars become proponents and scholars of transformation of relationships they
perceive as hegemonic, between theory and practice; between “academic'' and “local"
knowledge; between traditional (e.g. unidirectional) research models and community,
participatory models (Stoecker, 2005:9).
The challenging position that their partnership work places them in with regard to
their institutions is that they are acculturated into an empathetic position vis-a-vis the
community, as “border crossers,” embracing or at the very least acknowledging
community perspectives on campus-community relationships. They begin asking
questions about equity, reciprocity, resources, etc. of their institutions and colleagues. To
the extent that the institutions are inclined to devote resources to prestige-building
activities, and the extent to which community purposes do not align with those, such
faculty members put themselves in counter-hegemonic and anti-prestige postures whether that was their intent or is their inclination or not.
Rhoades, et al (2008) speak of the propensity of institutions against “selecting
locally” for both the student and faculty pools, as an indicator of cosmopolitan values
entrenched in higher education. They complain:
There is little consideration of what is lost by not selecting locally. Apart
from losing high-quality people who are unwilling to leave their communities, we
see three losses: (a) a sense of social responsibility and depth of commitment to
parts of the local community; (b) a sense of respect for and understanding of the
community’s resources and cultural assets that could be tapped into (see
Gonzalez, Moll, & Amanti, 2005, on “funds of knowledge”); and (c) a connection
to the community that facilitates working with it (Rhoades, et al, 2008, p. 217).
These are remarks highly germane to the discussion of institutional receptivity to engaged
scholars. What do institutions and departments alike lose, in an inability to hire, tenure,
and promote scholars for having or developing a local orientation in any of the senses
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above - responsibility or commitment to, knowledge of, or connections to local
communities (Gouldner, 1957)? Baker and Zey-Ferrell (1984) define cosmopolitanism
among faculty as a descriptive and a normative term that affects these very issues.
Descriptively, they refer to cosmopolitanism as having national/intemational and
disciplinary orientation, in contrasting to localist orientation that focuses faculty members
on local problems - for faculty, their institutions, departments and students.
Normatively, however, they acknowledge the greater institutional emphasis upon and
authority that emerges from cosmopolitanism, due to its intimate linkage with research
productivity and networks of researchers. Such links ultimately infuse cosmopolitanism
with greater value, making it another feature of the “prestige economy.”
Rhoades et al (2008) further the study of these normative aspects of
cosmopolitanism in light of prestige concerns over the higher education job marketplace.
They reflect on the ways in which studies of marginal faculty - women and persons of
color - “chronicle the challenges embedded in a system that is structured in the interests
of the dominant group” (p. 215), but do not challenge that system. The authors suggest
that those who study conflict between cosmopolitan and localist orientations for
academic professionals must critically examine the biases of the profession toward the
former at the expense of the latter:
As valuable as such work is, there is an irony to many of the
recommendations that come out of it. Much of the literature is critical, detailing
discrimination. Yet much of the advice it provides is functionalist in suggesting
that new faculty members should fit within existing incentive structures. Given
an academy that does not reward community service (Blackburn & Lawrence,
1995), the advice to new professors, especially to women and those of color, is to
not get drawn into such activity (Johnsrud & Des Jarlais, 1994; Tierney &
Bensimon, 1996) for it distracts from time that could be spent doing research and
developing professional networks. The advice is more about how to “make it”
than how to remake it (Rhoades, et al, 2008, p. 215).
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This is both echoed among participants in this study, and speaks directly to the
correlation between a cosmopolitanist/localist “caste” system and the comparable
hierarchies portrayed among participants, as between research/teaching, and traditional
pedagogies/community-based pedagogies. Those who pointedly state they did not
embark upon their community work until after tenure, and those who remark upon the
inadvisability of such work for junior colleagues buy into the inevitability of the
constraints and thus into these hierarchies. They are being “functionalist” in the sense
Rhoades and his colleagues critique. Is there scope for what Rhoades and his colleagues
aspire to - institutions that can value localism alongside cosmopolitanism as having
comparable value to academic and institutional aims? This is clearly a relevant question
for prestige-oriented institutions which also espouse concern for civic education and
community engagement (albeit to varying degrees), such as those liberal arts colleges
included in this study.
The present study is an examination of those who have made some effort to
agitate for change, though it is certainly true that not all of the engaged scholars here did
so by challenging the bases for defining scholarly work overtly or directly. Indeed, most
in this study might best be characterized in Gumporf s (2002) terminology as
“pathfollowers” and not “pathfinders” - those who Rhoades, et al (2008) see as
“makers,” rather than “remakers.” This might be considered analogous to a “liberal"
versus “radical” divide over the nature, pace and extent of change. Where “liberals"
might seek gradualist change within existing structures and systems, radicals would
pursue overhaul of policies and practices that is more thorough, more dramatic, and
faster-paced. Engaged faculty scholars both divide into the two camps and, in fact, reside
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simultaneously in both camps. Some articulated values consistent with gradualist,
incremental transformation of departmental and institutional norms concerning
scholarship and teaching aims; others called for more dramatic, immediate transformation
of norms to value engaged forms of teaching and scholarship in ways neither are valued
now. Most interestingly, many espouse “radical” transformation and yet act in more
“liberal” ways. Individuals in this study voiced far more pathfinding/making/radical
sentiments than their actions demonstrated they deliver. Their sympathies with change
exceeded their willingness and/or ability to act upon an agenda of either disciplinary,
departmental, or institutional transformation. Cynically, we might call this “armchair”
radicalism or bourgeois liberalism, in regards to local norms and cultures concerning
scholarship and community work that they rhetorically challenge.
Yet in common, pathfollowers and pathfinders, makers and remakers - active
advocates of change and passive representatives of it who simply have their work speak
for itself - all support transformation in local norms to the extent that they represent
locally-oriented scholarly work as valuable and valorable within their institutional
context. One could argue that those who do not explicitly challenge the existing
hegemony acquiesce to it, and allow their innovations or transformations to be written off
as exceptions, anomalies. But while there is undoubtedly a range among the engaged
scholars in this study with regard to the extent to which individuals involve themselves
professionally and emotionally in the “projects” of departmental and institutional change,
all at some level expressed understanding of the significance of such change and the
importance of their own personal, potential role in advocating for it. At the very least,
those finding themselves encountering minimal local resistance and those successfully
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shielding themselves from it appreciate the circumstances for others who cannot, and
appreciate the fundamental injustices and counterproductivities that result. My
conversations with participants readily evidenced their self-understandings of potential
roles as mentors, critical agents, and institutional advocates - whether these were roles
they were fulfilling already or not, or roles they were coming to realize they should fulfill
more extensively as a consequence of our reflection. This strongly suggests that
community-building among engaged faculty in these institutions — internally and across
the sector - holds great promise for changes in policy and practice. There are also ways
in which engaged faculty scholars exhibit commitment to community work as a venue for
attaining critical agency (Rhoades et. al, 2008). Engaged faculty scholars, through their
work to establish and maintain community partnerships, and to sometimes even
successfully integrate community service work into their pedagogical and research
scholarship, “recalibrate the overriding emphasis on cosmopolitan aspects of academic
work, in ways that link to social change and justice” (Rhoades, et. al, 2008: 216).
Broader recommendations for future research
More extensive characterization of the campus cultures of today’s selective,
prestige-oriented liberal arts colleges would go a long way toward helping us better
understand the current educational priorities and approaches of the liberal arts college
sector more generally. An update, for example, of Burton Clark’s seminal The distinctive
college (1970) could modernize his classic exploration of the roles and functions these
institutions serve in educating elites in this country. There is much to suggest these
institutions have a great deal in common across the nation in terms of who they serve and
how, and yet this study is limited in the degree to which it is possible to analyze and
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generalize about these features. My object was not to study each campus, and thus the
study of place and local culture was only quite cursory and rather purposeful. Questions
such as “is there an elite liberal arts college campus culture” that cuts across these
campuses? Who are the students and faculty members of this cohort - what is distinctive,
where are they going? Previous works that strongly suggest there are indeed distinctive
aspects (Daedalus, McCaughey, 1994; Ruscio, 1987, etc.) need updating. What is
cohesive and what is not?
In particular, the rising importance of research as a prestige-accumulative priority
on many college campuses (prestige-oriented institutions and others alike) is a
phenomenon still more acknowledged than studied among administrators and faculty.
Indicators, such as campus discourse about research activities and outcomes (among
students as well as faculty members), increases in research support, funding,
infrastructure, start-up and sabbatical funding and expectations, etc. call for further study
and analysis. This study’s focus on the experiences of individuals seeking to pursue
community-based teaching and research projects within that environment should be
situated within more extensive analysis which documents and studies “striving”
phenomena in more detail. These tasks fall outside the scope of this study but would add
to understanding of the effects of increasing pressures to produce and accumulate
prestige-bearing outcomes.
One particular aspect that warrants special study is the changing relationships
among disciplinary areas and institutional identity among liberal arts colleges. Patty put
it best when she complained that the social sciences are suffering as a declining step¬
sister to other divisions within the typical liberal arts college. She portrays the
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humanities as having a classical grip on the ideal liberal curriculum which these
campuses sell in their marketing of themselves as gateway institutions to the nation’s
elite. And, more recently, she laments that the sciences have become ascendant in these
settings as they appear increasingly the most powerful avenue for realizing entry into the
upper strata of socio-economic and academic leadership. The question raised here is
much larger than simply the relationship between community-based pedagogies and the
priorities or cultures on these campuses. Are the social sciences in fact witnessing
decline in these institutions? What’s the reality, in terms of resources, prominence in
institutional mission or marketing, status? Where does social science fit into the modern
vision of the liberal arts institution? These are indeed questions of significance to the
prospects for experiential learning, to the degree that community-based pedagogies and
community-based methods of inquiry are frequently aligned with social science
disciplines. But of course the implications of these questions about relative priority and
resources for the social sciences are much greater than that.
Similarly, some liberal arts college campuses have, in recent years, introduced or
expanded programming in relatively applied disciplines, such as education, engineering,
management, etc.. This raises some questions of particular interest concerning the
relationship of the presence of these disciplines and the individual faculty members
within them, their status, their pedagogical and curricular examples, etc., to the wider
campus culture and specifically to local views and norms about engaged work.
The “prestige-oriented institution” begs more rigorous and scientific definition to
the extent such a characterization is possible. While we may currently be limited in our
capacity to define it, prestige - as represented in institutions considered “prestigious" - is
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something that consumers of and professionals in higher education alike seem to
recognize and acknowledge. Prestigious institutions occupy a relatively rarified sub¬
sector of higher education. With more and more students are entering higher education
through the nation’s much faster-growing two-year and public institutions, attention to
trends elsewhere in the higher education sector is natural and warranted. These relatively
few institutions provide educational venues for a decreasing proportion of the enrolling
student and working faculty populations. Yet this country’s selective, private,
“prestigious” institutions remain important sources of access, opportunity, tradition,
wealth, and culture. Liberal arts colleges - as described by Zemsky (2003) as
“medallions,” by Clark (1970) as “distinctive,” by Hartley (2002) as “bellwethers of
change” and “the archetype” for American educational ideals. Their social significance
remains great in American society. That significance stems both from their relative and
in some cases absolute institutional wealth (as measured by talent, physical plant, and
financial resources), and from their positional leadership as aspirational and educational
models for many forms of educational programming. Where and how they provide
educational models that do or do not foster engagement with society’s most pressing
challenges is a matter of significance both to the communities in which those institutions
reside, and to the wider, national and international communities of destination, into which
the often well-positioned, capable graduates of such institutions enter as future scholars,
leaders, and citizens.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS
Case Study Semi-structured Interview Protocol - Faculty Participants
Engaged Scholarship
1.

How and why did you decide to do your community-based learning or research
projects?

2.

Was your decision influenced by what you understood to be your
department’s/institution’s requirements for tenure and promotion? How?

3.

What are the purposes of involving students in community-based learning projects?

4.

What are the purposes of your community-based research project(s)?

5.

What would you say have been the benefits of this project/these projects?

6.

What would your colleagues say are those benefits?

7.

What would your community partners say are those benefits?

8.

What have been some of the challenges in doing this type of work?

9.

What are the terms you use to describe:
a. Student learning in the community?
b. Faculty research in the community?

10. What terms do others use in your department or at your institution? Why?

11. Do you perceive any differences in the intent behind these and other terms (if any
difference)? What?
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12. Describe the students who take your community-based learning course(s): which
students do well and which do not do well in them? Explain...

13. How is the fact that you work with the community (in teaching or research) viewed
by:
a. colleagues in your department?
b. Other faculty and/or administrators on campus?
c. Community members?

14. How would you describe the “town-gown” relationship, between_College
and the community?

15. What does your community partner most value in the relationship with you and/or
your institution? What would he or she like to see improved?

16. Have you published in a disciplinary journal or presented at a disciplinary conference
on your community partnerships? Why did you decide to do this, or why not?

17. Do you award acknowledgement or credit, or co-present or co-author with your
community partners? Do they receive copies of your scholarly work?

18. What incentives are there at your college for doing community-based work?

19. What obstacles are there at your college for doing community-based work?

20. Do your colleagues view your community work as an enhancement to or distraction
from your professional obligations as a teacher and scholar? Explain...

21. Did you/do you have role models for engaged scholarship? Please discuss whether
and how they provided guidance. Any at your institution?

22. How do you gauge the success of your community-based project(s)?

23. Please describe the relationships you have developed with community partners.
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24. Please describe an incident of conflict that developed in the community-based
learning or research project, and how it was resolved.

25. Have
a.
b.
c.

community relationships:
Led to other partnership projects?
Led to other scholarly activities?
Influenced your scholarly agenda? (if none, why not?)

26. Has your community work affected change in policies and/or practices of your
department or institution? How?

27. Do you think of your [community teaching or research project] as
a. Related and integrated to your other [teaching, research, service] roles? Or
b. Unrelated and separate from your other [teaching, research, service] roles?
Please explain...

28. Did teaching projects in one or more community-based learning courses subsequently
lead you to research activities? Examples. Products.

29. Did community relationships developed from community-based learning activities
lead to research or teaching projects?

Prestige
30. How would you describe the identity and goals of [your college and your department]
right now: how do they think of themselves, and where they want to go?
a. Are they in alignment with eachother?
b. Are they in alignment with your goals and values?
c. Do community teaching or research projects fit into this vision? how?

31. Who are [your college’s] competitors and/or peer groups?
a. In what ways is [your college] ahead or behind?
b. What actions are being taken to keep that lead or catch up?

32. Describe the relative importance of teaching, research and service as you understand
them for
a.
b.

Your College
Yourself
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c.

Your department

33. What changes or trends have you witnessed in these priorities during the last decade?

34. How important are external rankings such as US News and World Report or standings
in other ranking systems at your college? In what ways are they important?

35. What does your college and/or department value as student outcomes after
graduation?

36. What forms or products of scholarship are most valued by your department and/or
institution?

37. What forms or products of scholarship are least valued?

38. Do these values differ from yours? Your discipline’s?

39. How important is it for faculty at your institution to be productive researchers, and
why?

40. Is collaborative scholarly work supported at your college (team teaching,
collaborative scholarship, interdisciplinary teaching and research)? Please discuss
why or why not.

Case Study Interview Protocol -Colleagues
Engaged Scholarship
1.

What are the terms you use to describe:
a. Student learning in the community?
b. Faculty research in the community?

2.

What terms do others use in your department or at your institution? Why?
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3. Do you perceive any differences in the intent behind these and other terms (if any
difference)? What?

4. How and why did your colleague,_decide to do your community-based
learning or research projects?

5. Was his/her decision influenced by your department’s/institution's requirements for
tenure and promotion? How?

6. What are the purposes of involving students in community-based learning projects?

7. What are the purposes of his/her community-based research project(s)?

8. What would you say have been the benefits of this project/these projects?

9. What would your colleagues say are those benefits?

10. What would his/her community partners say are those benefits?

11. What have you noted to be some of the challenges in doing this type of work?

12. How is his/her work with the community (in teaching or research) viewed by:
a. colleagues in your department?
b. Other faculty and/or administrators on campus?
c. Community members?

13. How would you describe the “town-gown” relationship, between_College
and the community?

14. What incentives are there at your college for doing community-based work?

15. What obstacles are there at your college for doing community-based work?
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16. Do your colleagues view community work as an enhancement to or distraction from
professional obligations as a teacher and scholar? Explain...

17. Did_[your colleague] have role models at your institution for engaged
scholarship? Please discuss whether and how they provided guidance.

18. How do you evaluate the success of his/her community-based project?

19. Describe an incident of conflict that developed in relationship to the communitybased learning or research project, and how it was resolved.

20. Have
a.
b.
c.
d.

community relationships:
Led to other partnership projects?
Led to other scholarly activities?
Influenced your colleague’s scholarly agenda?
Influenced your scholarly agenda?

21. Has community work affected change in policies and/or practices of your department
or institution? How?

22. Do you think of community-based teaching or research as
a. Related and integrated to other [teaching, research, service] roles? Or
b. Unrelated and separate from other [teaching, research, service] roles? Please
explain...

Prestige
23. How would you describe the identity and goals of [your college and your department]
right now: how do they think of themselves, and where they want to go?
a. Are they in alignment with eachother?
b. Are they in alignment with your goals and values?
c. Do community teaching or research projects fit into this vision? how?

24. Who are [your college’s] competitors and/or peer groups?
a. In what ways is [your college] ahead or behind?
b. What actions are being taken to keep that lead or catch up?
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25. Describe the relative importance of teaching, research and service as you understand
them for
a. Your College
b. Yourself
c. Your department

26. What changes or trends have you witnessed in these priorities during the last decade?

27. How important are external rankings such as US News and World Report or
standings in other ranking systems at your college? In what ways are they important?

28. What does your college and/or department value as student outcomes after
graduation?

29. What forms or products of scholarship are most valued by your department and/or
institution?

30. What forms or products of scholarship are least valued?

31. Do these values differ from yours?

32. Do these values differ from your discipline’s?

33. How important is it for faculty at your institution to be productive researchers, and
why?

34. Is collaborative scholarly work supported at your college (team teaching,
collaborative scholarship, interdisciplinary teaching and research)?

Case Study Interview Protocol - Community Partners
Engaged Scholarship
1.

Please describe the nature and origins of your partnership with_[faculty
member]. What is the project, how did it begin?
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2.

What are the terms you use to describe:
a. Student learning in the community?
b. Faculty research in the community?

3.

What terms do others in the community use? Why?

4.

Do you perceive any differences in the intent behind these and other terms (if any
difference)? What?

5.

How and why did you decide to do your community-based learning or research
projects with_College or with_[faculty partner]?

6.

What are the purposes of involving students in community-based learning projects?

7.

What are the purposes of your community-based research project(s)?

8.

What would you say have been the benefits of this project/these projects?

9.

What would your faculty partner say have been the benefits?

10. What would other_College faculty or administrators say are the benefits?

11. What have been some of the challenges in doing this type of work?

12. Describe the students who participate in your community-based learning course(s) or
community-based research project: which students do well and which do not do well
in them? Explain...

13. How is your work viewed by:
a. Your colleagues or your board?
b. Other faculty and/or administrators at_College?
c. Community members?
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14. How would you describe the “town-gown” relationship, between_College
and the community?

15. What matters most to_College?

16. What does you most value in the relationship with_[faculty member]
and/or_College? What you like to see improved?

17. Have you published in a disciplinary journal or presented at a disciplinary conference
on your community partnerships? Why did you decide to do this, or why not? Did
doing so benefit you?

18. Have you co-presented the results or co-authored a paper with your faculty partners?
Do you receive appropriate acknowledgement and credit?

19. Do you receive copies of student or faculty work?

20. What incentives are you aware of at_College for doing community-based
work?

21. What obstacles are you aware of at_College for doing community-based work?

22. Do your faculty partners view your community work as an enhancing their work as
teachers as researchers, or as distractions? Explain...

23. Did you/do you have other faculty partners? Please discuss your work with them, or
why you do not have other partners.

24. How do you evaluate the success of your project?

25. Describe an incident of conflict that developed in the community-based learning or
research project, and how it was resolved.
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26. Has your work with_[faculty member] led to other partnership
projects? If yes, please describe them and how this happened; if no, please speculate
as to why not.

27. How has your partnership affected change
a. In the community?
b. In policies and/or practices of_College?

Prestige
28. How would you describe the identity and goals of_college: how do they think
of themselves, and where they want to go?
a. Are they in alignment with eachother?
b. Are they in alignment with the goals and values of your community?
c. Do community teaching or research projects fit into this vision? how?

29. Who are [_College’s] competitors and/or peer groups?
a. In what ways is [your college] ahead or behind?
b. What actions are being taken to keep that lead or catch up?

30. Describe the relative importance of teaching, research and service as you understand
them for
a. _College
b. _[faculty partner]

31. What does_college value as student outcomes after graduation? How do
you know this?

32. Does_[faculty member] value the knowledge and experience you bring
to the partnership? In what ways?

33. Does_College value the knowledge and experience you or your
organization have?
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APPENDIX B
RECRUITMENT LETTERS

Letter to CSL Directors
Dear
I am writing to seek your guidance for my study of liberal arts college faculty and
civic engagement. As a key resource for service-learning at_College, I am hoping
your knowledge of civic engagement work on your campus can assist me in study of
challenges and opportunities for such work that I hope you too will find intellectually and
practically beneficial. Could you help me identify 2-3 faculty members at with a
sustained commitment to community-based teaching and/or research who might consider
becoming participants? I describe my study, the ideal profile for participants, and who I
am below.

My Study
I am conducting doctoral research concerning opportunities and challenges to
community-based educational practice among faculty in private liberal arts colleges. I
am studying under supervision from Assistant Professor Kerry Ann O'Meara of the
Graduate School of Education at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The
University’s Institutional Review Board has approved my research project.
Through interviews with faculty members, their campus and community
colleagues, I am seeking insights regarding experiences with community-based teaching
and research projects. The purpose is not to evaluate such work; rather, it is to best
examine the environmental supports and obstacles that exist for community-based
educational practice. All participants and institutions in this study will be treated
confidentially, and in reporting I will identify no individuals, institutions or projects
without expressed permission of those involved. I am hoping this will facilitate candor
about issues of culture, politics, and campus-community dynamics and I plan to treat this
matter with the greatest respect and responsibility.

Faculty Participants
I am looking for 2 or 3 faculty members on each campus, tenured within the last
10 years, who have demonstrated a sustained commitment to civic engagement, through
teaching and/or research projects involving themselves and their students in campuscommunity partnerships. If you are also a tenured faculty member, you too may be a
candidate or a colleague I would want to interview, so by all means nominate yourself if
this is the case!
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I will ultimately select participants based on a range of goals and practical
considerations, and will conduct further research on your nominee(s) prior to making
final selection and arranging to visit campus. I will undertake contact with them directly,
though I would welcome any support you might provide for that effort. Should I come to
campus, I would look forward to meeting with you during my visit whether you are a
participant or not. My plan would be to come to campus for 2-3 days at a convenient
time this spring, and to arrange a series of brief meeting with individuals or small groups.
About Me
I have been at Smith College since 1996, and have been involved in academicbased and volunteer campus community collaborations throughout that time period. I am
“ABD” in the Higher Education program at the University of Massachusetts, and helped
launch a new “Master’s Track in Service Learning and Civic Engagement” by co¬
teaching the required, “Introduction to Service Learning and Civic Engagement” with
Kerry Ann O’Meara in Fall, 2006. I am a 2004 Winner of the AAHE K. Patricia Cross
Future Leaders award for civic engagement, and a recipient of a NERCHE/Campus
Compact award to present this research at the Fall 2005 American Association of
Colleges and Universities “The Civic Engagement Imperative” conference in Providence,
RI. I am also, coincidentally, currently on a Smith College planning committee to launch
an institutional initiative in this area.
How to Respond
If you could send me a brief email with the names and departments of faculty
members you would like to nominate, I would be glad to pursue next steps from there.
Any publications, web sites or press materials you might like to share about your work or
about the work of your faculty nominees that might inform my choice would also be
welcome. I would be glad to speak with you by phone too if that would be more
convenient.
I greatly appreciate any support you might provide for my efforts. It is my sincere
hope too that you will also find benefits to your own campus efforts to involve faculty in
community-based projects from this work.
Yours,

Alan Bloomgarden
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Letter to Participants
Dear

;

I am writing to you as a liberal arts college faculty member I have identified to
have a demonstrated, deep and sustained commitment to community-based teaching
and/or research. Through my research on college-community partnerships and via
consultation with Campus Compact, the New England Resource Center on Higher
Education, and liberal arts college colleagues, I have learned of your work and
professional reputation.
I am conducting research as a doctoral candidate about the opportunities and
challenges to community-based educational practice among faculty in private, selective
liberal arts colleges. I would like very much for you to consider participating in my
study. I am studying with supervision from Assistant Professor Kerry Ann O’Meara of
the Graduate School of Education at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, and the
University’s Institutional Review Board has approved my research project.
Through an interview at a time and place convenient to you, I hope to gather your
insights regarding your experiences. I would also like to set these insights in context by
speaking also with two of your colleagues regarding the community-based teaching
and/or research you have conducted. The purpose of this is not to evaluate your work;
rather, it is to best examine the environmental supports and obstacles that exist for your
community-based educational practice.
I would welcome the opportunity to discuss this further with you and will be
contacting you in the near future.
Yours sincerely,

Alan H. Bloomgarden
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APPENDIX C
INFORMED CONSENT FORMS
Dear
I am interviewing you as a faculty member who has engaged in community based
teaching and/or research at your College. The purpose of this interview will be to discuss
with you your experience with such work as a faculty member at your College.
I am undertaking this research as a doctoral candidate in an Educational Policy
and Leadership program, under supervision by Assistant Professor Kerry Ann O’Meara of
the Graduate School of Education at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The
University’s Institutional Review Board has approved the project.
Through a semi-structured interview, I hope to gather your insights regarding
your experience. I will take notes and, with your permission, I will record our discussion
for my own transcription and analysis only. I will use pseudonyms to mask names of
individuals, departments, and institutions. I may quote your words directly but will not
use your name or identifying details in any part of my report nor in any articles I may
publish. I will also treat as confidential and not for quotation any information you
request to remain that way. Only I will have access to the transcripts for purposes of
analysis. No one at the College or in your community will have access to these materials.
You may refuse to answer any question, and may choose at any time to withdraw
from the study without prejudice. Should you have any questions about this study you
can contact me via email (abloomgarden@smith.edul or phone (413-585-9054). You are
being provided with a copy of this form for your records.

I have read the above and discussed it with the researcher. I understand the study
and agree to participate.

_____(Participant
Signature/Date)

____(Researcher
Signature/Date)
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM: PLEASE READ AND SIGN BELOW

Dear
I am interviewing you as a colleague of a faculty member who has engaged in
community based teaching and/or research at your College. The purpose of this
interview will be to discuss with you your impressions of such work as a colleague at
your College.
I am undertaking this research as a doctoral candidate in an Educational Policy
and Leadership program, under supervision by Assistant Professor Kerry Ann O’Meara of
the Graduate School of Education at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The
University’s Institutional Review Board has approved the project.
Through a semi-structured interview, I hope to gather your insights regarding
your perspective on your colleague’s work. I will take notes and, with your permission, I
will record our discussion for my own transcription and analysis only. I will use
pseudonyms to mask names of individuals, departments, and institutions. I may quote
your words directly but will not use your name or identifying details in any part of my
report nor in any articles I may publish. I will also treat as confidential and not for
quotation any information you request to remain that way. Only I will have access to the
transcripts for purposes of analysis. No one at the College or in your community will
have access to these materials.
You may refuse to answer any question, and may choose at any time to withdraw
from the study without prejudice. Should you have any questions about this study you
can contact me via email (abloomgarden@smith.edu) or phone (413-585-9054). You are
being provided with a copy of this form for your records.

I have read the above and discussed it with the researcher. I understand the study
and agree to participate.

(Participant
Signature/Date)

(Researcher
Signature/Date)
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM: PLEASE READ AND SIGN BELOW

Dear
I am interviewing you as a community partner of a faculty member who has
engaged in community based teaching and/or research. The purpose of this interview
will be to discuss with you your experience as a community partner to this faculty
member and/or to the College.
I am undertaking this research as a doctoral candidate in an Educational Policy
and Leadership program, under supervision by Assistant Professor Kerry Ann O’Meara of
the Graduate School of Education at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The
University’s Institutional Review Board has approved the project.
Through a semi-structured interview, I hope to gather your insights regarding
your experience. I will take notes and, with your permission, I will record our discussion
for my own transcription and analysis only. I will use pseudonyms to mask names of
individuals, departments, organizations, and institutions. I may quote your words directly
but will not use your name or identifying details in any part of my report nor in any
articles I may publish. I will also treat as confidential and not for quotation any
information you request to remain that way. Only I will have access to the transcripts for
purposes of analysis. No one at the College or in your community will have access to
these materials.
You may refuse to answer any question, and may choose at any time to withdraw
from the study without prejudice. Should you have any questions about this study you
can contact me via email (abloomgarden@smith.edu) or phone (413-585-9054). You are
being provided with a copy of this form for your records.

I have read the above and discussed it with the researcher. I understand the study
and agree to participate.

(Participant
Signature/Date)

(Researcher
Signature/Date)
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK AND ATTRIBTUION REQUEST FORM
Dear

;

On [DATE] I interviewed you as a [FACULTY MEMBER/COMMUNITY
PARTNER OF A FACULTY MEMBER] concerning community-based teaching and/or
research. I hope you will recall that we discussed your experiences, and I remain truly
grateful to you for your valuable contributions to this study. I am writing now for two
reasons.
First, I would like to solicit your feedback on my case study report concerning
you and your colleagues. I have enclosed a copy of the case report containing a summary
of my data findings from your case’s data sources (interviews, observations, documentary
material). I would welcome any clarifications or comments you would like to make.
Second, I would like to ask you to consider allowing me to identify you and your
colleagues in analysis for this dissertation and future research reports. Others interested
in building successful college-community partnerships could benefit from your
experiences, and you too may gain from public acknowledgement of your approaches and
solutions to community challenges. This can only happen in my analysis if I identify you
and your work explicitly. I would be grateful if you could please read the enclosed case
report with this request in mind.
If you are comfortable being identified in this research, PLEASE SIGN AND
RETURN THIS FORM in the envelope enclosed. I would be happy to discuss with you
any concerns or questions you may have. I will identify you ONLY IF BOTH of the
following conditions are met:
1. You provide me with a signed copy of this letter expressly permitting me to identify
you, your department, your institution [OR ORGANIZATION].
2. ALL THREE case study data sources (two faculty members, one community partner)
provide explicit permission in this manner. If you or one of the others decline, all of you
and your projects and organizations will remain masked.
Thank you for your consideration and support for this project.
Yours,
Alan H. Bloomgarden

I have read the above and agree to allow my name, my department, my institution [OR
ORGANIZATION] to be identified explicitly in research reporting.
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__(Participant
Signature/Date)
I have read the above and agree to allow my name, my department, my institution [OR
ORGANIZATION] to be identified explicitly in research reporting.
___(Participant Sign JSffiDate)
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APPENDIX D
DEFINITION OF CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
Below is a set of “Guiding Principles” reproduced from the promotional brochure of the
Center for Liberal Education and Civic Engagement. These principles serve to define
civic engagement for this dissertation (American Association of Colleges and
Universities and Campus Compact, 2003):
■

A 21 st Century liberal education must provide students with the knowledge and
commitment to be socially responsible citizens in a diverse democracy and
increasingly interconnected world.

■

Colleges and universities committed to liberal education have important civic
responsibilities to their communities, their nation, and the larger world.

■

Engagement with others in the context of real-life community challenges encourages
self-knowledge, a deepened understanding of place and context, and increased
intellectual development.

■

Research can serve multiple aims; it can contribute to intellectual vitality and the
general pool of knowledge, but also be developed by students, faculty, and
community stakeholders to address pressing social needs at local, national, and global
levels.

■

Civic Engagement involves true partnerships, often between the institution and the
community in which it is residing that serve mutual, yet independent interests,
thereby honoring the integrity of all partners.

■

Students’ service activities can best serve society and the academy when connected
directly to academic work, courses, and activities.
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APPENDIX E
LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE AFFILIATIONS
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